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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND TO AN AGE 

Introduction 

The examination of the art of any age requires a familiarity with and an attempt 

at understanding the complex cultural factors which combine to create the unique 

facets of the period. Serious questions arise concerning the role of the artist in the 

definition of the age: is the artist a product of the time or a visionary somehow 

detached from and ahead of the age? Or is the artist both? Any careful investigation 

of a segment of history reveals a similarity in function between new ideas not only in 

art but in politics, religion, science, and philosophy. The same questions extend to all 

of these areas of human concem. How do these new ideas arise? Are they connected 

with one another? Are they products of evolution or revolution? Do their separate 

contributions serve to unify the age? How is it that the demise of an old way of 

viewing existence holds the roots for a new way of perceiving reality? 

It is in an attempt to answer or at least face these questions that this paper is 

written. It takes as its subject the brilliant period of artistic discovery immediately 

preceding the First World War and begins its scrutiny with a delineation of the 

various cultural factors of the time, both those of decay and those of rejuvenation. Its 

purpose is to view, with what objectivity is possible, the separate aspects of this 

turbulent age and to gradually build them into a coherent overview. 

An old order was straining to continue its existence in collision with new 

ideas. Such seemingly impregnable concepts as monarchial totalitarianism, class 

stratification and theological dependence on a central authority were being challenged. 

Four hundred years of artistic concepts and procedures were being cast aside, and the 
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artist, turning away from the naturalistic-realistic world, was delving into the 

unknown, unexplored arenas of the abstract to discover new ideas and methods of 

creativity. Rational "civilized" man was attempting to conquer and exploit his more 

"primitive" brothers and in the process was gaining insight into his own primitive 

impulses and using these insights to revivify not only his art but his connection with 

himself. An increasing internationalism vied with growing nationalistic aspirations 

resulting in the collision of ideology referred to as the First World War. 

Science reinterpreted the concept of mankind. No longer was man to be 

considered a separate, inspired creation of an aged, retired deity but as a spearhead of 

an ever advancing evolution. Nor was he as civilized as he thought. Even his view 

of the order of the universe was to be altered. 

It is within this confusion of change that the art of the twentieth century was 

bom, and in order to understand its connection with its age it is necessary to raise the 

curtain on the total panorama and enter the action, to somehow contract the rampant 

contagion that engulfed the era and walk shoulder to shoulder with the protagonist, 

the antagonist, the triumphant and the defeated. 

The Political Arena 

On June 15, 1888, the drama which was to culminate in the First World War 

gained one of its principal players. Wilhelm U, the young and arrogant Hohenzollem 

heir, succeeded to the throne of Germany and began the series of power plays and 

diplomatic bunglings which were to shape the European diplomatic scene into a 

battlefield. In his opinion, there was no question but that he ruled by divine right 

The crown of Germany belonged to the House of Hohenzollem by the grace of God 

alone. Neither Parliament nor the voice of the people gave him his right to rule. He 

was, he thought, "the chosen instrument of Heaven," ̂  a vice regent responsible only 

to the Lord in Heaven.^ As such he had Httle need for the aid of Bismarck, the 



brilliant architect of Germany's internal unity and position as a European power, and 

in March, 1890, accepted the resignation of the Iron Chancellor. 

Freed of the influence of the seasoned Bismarck, Wilhelm immediately began 

to forge Germany into a world power. His first step was to further strengthen his 

army, making it the most formidable military machine in Europe, and his second, to 

bring to realization his dream of a future which would "lie upon the water."^ The 

imperialist quest, so long held in check by a Bismarck reluctant to raise the ire of 

England, brought visions of spoils in the Far East, in the Pacific, and in Africa. An 

insatiable urge for power necessitated a navy as strong as the army. "The ocean," 

Wilhelm said, "is indispensable to the greatness of Germany. The ocean also proves 

that on its waves and beyond them nothing of importance can be decided without 

Germany and the German empire."^ Indeed, as much as anything it was Wilhelm's 

desire for eminence on the seas which brought Germany into conflict with England 

and created the series of ententes which resulted in the encirclement of Germany. 

Wilhelm assumed the Kaisership at a time auspicious for prevailing ambitions 

of power and superiority. During the course of his reign the rate of industrialization 

expanded to the point of explosion. By the beginning of the First World War 

Germany's foreign trade was the second largest among nations, her products of a 

superior quality, and her communications system the best in the world.^ 

Underlining all this material progress was the concept of racial superiority. It 

is significant that it was in Germany that Houston Stewart Chamberlain's massive 

The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century was first published in 1900. An 

exposition of western civilization as the achievement of the Teutonic or Germanic 

race, it was popular reading, attaining eight editions within ten years. The Kaiser was 

much intrigued with it and often gave copies of it to his friends. 
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According to Chamberlain, "all those who from the sixth century onwards 

appear as genuine shapers of the destinies of mankind, whether as builders of states 

or as discoverers of new thoughts and of original art, belong to the Teutonic race."^ 

While he did not limit the location of this choice stock to Germany ("only Teutons sit 

on the thrones of Europe . . . "),^ it was there, in the center of Europe, that the three 

main branches of the original northern race intermingled, a fact explaining "the 

richness of the gifts of this people."^ This master race of Germans was a "state-

building"^ race whose most prominent trait was one of unconditional loyalty to a 

master. 10 Thus it is not remarkable that the German state prior to World War One 

was authoritarian and undemocratic. The Reichstag served as little more than "a 

register of public opinion ..." 11 and neither the chancellor nor the emperor was 

responsible to it. 

Germany's closest neighbor to the west was France, a nation by contrast 

remarkably democratic and unauthoritarian and, according to Chamberlain, greatly 

weakened by the fact that her Teutonic character had disappeared before the 

revolution. 12 Nor was she friendly to Germany. She had lost a half a million dead 

to the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, a million six hundred thousand living 

inhabitants with the surrendered territory of Alsace-Lorraine, 1̂  and five billion francs 

in indemnity to Germany. ̂ ^ 

The war which had unified Germany left France in confusion. Its newly 

founded Third Republic first was threatened by the revolution of the Paris Commune 

and subsequently by internal quibblings between the monarchists and republicans. 

While the framers of the constitution of 1875 were essentially royalists, creating a 

government which could at a moment's notice adapt itself to a monarchy, the future of 

the government was to rest with the more progressive republicans. They soon gained 
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control of the Senate and Chamber, added a Bill of Rights to the Constitution and set 

about the task of separating Church and state. 15 

By the late 1880's a younger generation came to the forefront and with it a cry 

for revenge against Germany. " . . . the thought of 'Again' was the single most 

fundamental factor of French policy." ̂ ^ Meanwhile the differences between the 

monarchists and republicans continued, climaxing in 1906 with the dramatic 

denouement of the Dreyfus Case. In 1894, during a period when the monarchists 

feared a Jewish-republican conspiracy against France, Captain Dreyfus, an Alsatian 

Jew on the French General Staff, was convicted of having sold secret military 

documents to the Germans. It later became apparent that Dreyfus had been convicted 

on forged evidence, but the army refused to reopen the case. In 1906 Dreyfus was 

vindicated by the Civil Court, with the result that the French army was reorganized, 

the royalist officers being replaced by republicans. 1^ 

As the work of recovery from the devastation of the Franco-Prussian War 

progressed, France was able to turn her efforts toward colonial expansion. Between 

1878 and 1898 she doubled her possessions, creating in the process conflicts with 

Great Britain and Italy. But while France extended her empire far more rapidly than 

did Germany, her rate of industrial expansion was considerably slower. Hers was an 

economy as dependent on agriculture as industry. For the most part, her industry 

was based on the manufacture of luxury products and did not require the 

sophistication of the new manufacturing techniques. The loss of iron ore with the 

territory of Alsace-Lorraine further inhibited her progress. 

Bismarck instituted the Second Reich in 1871 and France established her 

Third Republic in 1871. The history of modem Italian unification likewise began in 

the third decade before the advent of the twentieth century following the recapture of 

Rome from the French by Italian troops in the autumn of 1870. A monarchy was 
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established and an English-style constitution adopted which unfortunately proved ill-

suited to both the needs and the style of the Italians. For Italy at best was a 

conglomeration of city-states and at worst a nation more accustomed to despotism 

than responsible government. Elections were controlled by bribery and force, 

resulting in shifting cabinets and a parliament given to special interests. Indeed, 

questions of the welfare of the population were far superceded by the initiative for 

power and imperial expansion. The government wished to reunite all Italians under 

the Italian flag, a policy which put her in opposition to both Austria and France. Nor 

was she content with her natural boundaries. Her Adriatic shore was unprotected and 

without suitable harbors, making her covetous of the Balkan shore of the Adriatic, an 

area akeady under the control of Austria. Italy's bid for colonial empire in Africa also 

created problems. Her interest in Tunisia was thwarted by the French as was her 

attempt for control of Ethiopia. 

While Italy reflected the European pursuit of power, she was far too weak and 

unstable to attain it. In an age typified by the rapid expansion of industry Italy 

remained basically rural and agrarian. Her natural resources were few, and the 

majority of her population was illiterate. Until 1912 only ten percent of the 

population had the franchise. Difficulties between Church and state persisted, with 

the pope forbidding Catholics to participate in politics or government. To make 

matters worse, there were no legal avenues available through which workers could 

make their grievances known. The result was an environment of social unrest and, 

after 1890, the beginnings of anarchism. 1̂  

The aged Hapsburg Empire was, like Germany, France, and Italy, propelled 

toward internal reorganization some thirty years before the arrival of the twentieth 

century; but, unlike those European models of modem nations, the new Austria-

Hungary was not structured along national lines. In fact, the Austro-Hungarian 
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alliance was a multinational empire, administered by Franz Josef I, scion of a dynasty 

whose roots may be traced back to the thirteenth century. Under his dominion eleven 

nationalities lived in uneasy fraternity. With the Ausgleich of 1867, in part the result 

of Austria's loss of the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 and subsequent ejection from 

the Germanic Confederation, Hungary joined Austria in leadership of this jumble of 

races, and the Magyars shared with the master race of German Austrians the 

subjugation of Czechs, Poles, Croats, Italians, Ruthenians, Slovaks, Serbs, and 

Slovenes. 1^ The two states maintained separate parliaments and ministries and 

through a joint ministry managed foreign affairs, defense, and finances. But this was 

a decaying empire, out of step with the nationalistic aims of its subjects. It was a relic 

of its feudal origins and the Holy-Roman Empire, essentially a left-over dynasty, and 

its attempt to forge a new empire out of feudal cement was doomed. 

Hungary was not satisfied with the arrangement. The equality of status with 

Austria was in name only. The Hungarians paid some two thirds of the joint 

expenses of government and were displeased with the use of the Austrian flag, the 

Austrian hymn, and the German language. Also, the Slavic minorities were becoming 

increasingly more dissatisfied. Nationalist aspirations threatened the foundations of 

the empire.20 

With its loss of position in the Germanic Confederation, the Hapsburg 

dynasty looked to the Balkan peninsula for additional holdings, a strategy which was 

to further weaken its foundations and lead directly into the tensions erupting into the 

First World War. With the Congress of Berlin in 1878, the dynasty gained control of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina and, in 1908, annexed these territories, in the process 

inflaming pan-Slav sentiments and heightening tensions with Russia, another power 

with Baltic interests, and for decades the overall protector of her weaker neighbors to 

the west 
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Russia, too, was an autocratic empire teetering on the brink of self-

annihilation. At the opening of the First World War the empire extended over one-

sixth of the earth's land surface and contained 150,000,000 people, among whom 

were the populations of Finland, several Baltic provinces, and the larger part of 

Poland. There was an official policy of religious intolerance, with the Orthodox 

Church the only accepted religion. The Jews were subjected to vicious persecution. 

They were denied ownership of land and were forced to reside in segregated areas 

designated by the government They were excluded from many professions, and 

only a small percentage of their number were admitted to secondary schools and 

universities. Pogroms were openly tolerated. This same repressive policy extended 

to the Poles, whose culture was abused and whose language was barred from the 

schools and courts of law. The urge to "russification" of its subject peoples further 

led to the annexation of Finland.̂ ^ Industrialization came late to Russia, beginning to 

make a noticeable growth only during the late 1880's. Even this hopeful sign of 

progress was accompanied by heavy taxes, the brunt of which fell upon the 

peasantry. 

Nor was the nineteenth-century ideal of democracy more than a dim 

possibiUty for realization in autocratic Russia. It was only after the Revolution of 

1905 that Tsar Nicholas II promised freedom of speech, press and assembly and set 

up a rudimentary constitutional monarchy. The promises soon were broken and, with 

the exception of improved conditions for the peasantry, the gains created by the 

revolution were lost. 

Regardless of all her internal problems, Russia shared one "modem" trait with 

her neighbors—the urge for imperialistic expansion. After her defeat in Manchuria 

and Korea by the Japanese in 1905, Russia set acquisitive eyes on the Balkan states, 

her ultimate aim centering on Constantinople and the Dardanelles, a goal rigidly 
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opposed by the British. Russia's role in the Balkans was one of exciting internal 

turmoil, supporting the Pan-Serb, or Yugoslav movement originating in Serbia, and 

attempting to regain control in Rumania and Bulgaria, both of which countries had 

achieved autonomy through Russian intervention.22 

The Balkans were the powder keg on which an uneasy European peace rested. 

And it was to be in this area, so ardently wooed and manipulated by both Russia and 

Austria-Hungary that the impetus for the First World War occurred. The Balkans, 

essentially European in speech and religion, had endured centuries of oppression by 

Turkish rule, only to emerge in 1878 as semi-independent states. Before the 

Congress of Berlin of that year, only Greece had been able to establish independence, 

although Serbia and Rumania managed to enjoy a degree of local autonomy. 

Representatives of the great European powers, along with those of Great 

Britain and the Ottoman Empire, met in Congress in Berlin during the summer of 

1878 to review the Balkan situation. Within the past three years Turkey's 

proprietorship of the Balkans had twice been challenged. She had overwhelmed the 

1875 rebellion led by Bosnia and Herzegovina but in 1878 was defeated by a Russian 

offensive joined by Serb, Montenegrin, Rumanian and Bulgarian forces. Rather than 

allow the exchange of Russian for Turkish dominance in the area, the powers 

partitioned the region, creating more problems in the process. Bosnia and 

Herzegovina fell under the administration of Austria-Hungary, while Rumania, 

Serbia, and Montenegro achieved an uneasy independence, but their boundaries were 

artificial, causing internal strife which would erupt in the Balkan crises preceding 

World War One. Britain's interest in the Mediterranean was protected by her control 

of Cyprus. Russia gained but little for her efforts, and the Ottoman Empire lost most 

of her European territory, only Macedonia being returned to her outright A tmncated 

Bulgaria remained an autonomous principality within the Empire. The problem of the 
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Balkans, rather than being settled, had been extended. But perhaps more importantl>. 

in light of future developments, the Balkan people viewed the Austrians with distrust 

and hatred while Russia gained their sympathy.23 

To ascertain the additional reasons for the gradual consolidation of the two 

opposing blocs of military and political force, one must look back to policies created 

in the last half of the nineteenth century by the crafty German "Iron Chancellor" 

Bismarck. In reality he provided the first sketches of modem European diplomacy. 

He held two primary aims: to keep France friendless and to avoid having to fight a 

war on two fronts. To fulfill these objectives, it was necessary to draw both Russia 

and Austria-Hungary into association with Germany. He achieved this formidable 

task in 1872 with the formation of the Three Emperor's League. The Congress of 

Berlin, however, undermined Germany's relations with Russia, and in 1879 

Germany and Austria-Hungary entered into the Dual Alliance which obUgated each to 

aid the other in the event of an attack by Russia.^^ The League of Emperors, 

fundamentally a non-aggression pact, was renewed in 1881 and again in 1884. 

Meanwhile, in 1882 the alliance between Germany and Austria-Hungary was 

enlarged to include Italy, and the Triple Alliance was bom. 

With the expiration of the Emperor's League in 1887, due to heightened 

tensions between Russia and Austria-Hungary, Bismarck was able to create a three 

year "reinsurance" treaty of neutrahty between Germany and Russia. Nor was this 

the extent of Bismarck's adroit diplomatic maneuvering. During the 1880's he 

managed to maintain friendly relations with Great Britain and in 1884 even effected a 

temporary improvement in Germany's relations with France. 

Such was the scene when the young Kaiser Wilhelm II forced Bismarck's 

resignation in 1890. Germany was supported in alHances with Austria-Hungary, 
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Italy, and Russia. France was solitary and a sympathetic Great Britain continued her 

policy of "splendid isolation." 

Wilhelm possessed neither Bismarck's diplomatic finesse nor his vision. 

Serene in his confidence in his own powers and those of the people he govemed, he 

worked against the best interests of both. Within days of the departure of Bismarck 

the German government adopted as policy Wilhelm's hostile view of Russia and let 

the reinsurance treaty lapse. The effect was immediate and would ultimately prove 

fatal to the Second Reich. France and Russia entered, in 1891, an entente cordiale 

and in 1894 ratified a military agreement. If either was attacked by Germany, the 

other would come to its aid. Thus had Germany sealed her doom. In the event of an 

European war Germany would have to fight on two fronts.̂ ^ 

As Bismarck had been the author of Germany's hegemony, so Kaiser 

Wilhelm n became the originator of its isolation. Under his leadership the German 

government enacted the Naval Laws of 1898 and 1900 inaugurating the so-called 

"risk fleet"^^ theory in which it was supposed that if the German " . . . fleet and that 

of the next largest were together larger than the British, Britain would be unwilling to 

go to war against Germany in support of a third power."27 The result of this threat to 

British naval supremacy was twofold, neither of which would prove favorable to 

Germany. First, it spawned an armaments race, and second, induced Britain to bring 

to an end her policy of diplomatic detachment In 1902 Britain entered into an alliance 

with Japan against Russia, and in 1904 she settled her colonial disputes with France 

and agreed in the form of the Anglo-French entente to the exchange of diplomatic 

support in the case of harassment from a third party .28 

The harassment was not long in arriving. In March of 1905, the German 

Kaiser landed his yacht at Tangier in Morocco and, egged on by certain of his 

advisors, delivered a speech proclaiming Germany's support of Moroccan 
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independence. France, only recently having gained Britain's support for her 

maneuvers to gain political domination of Morocco, was in no position to contest 

Germany militarily. Her Russian ally was weakened by war with Japan and the 

internal problems of 1905, and her British ally was committed to no more than 

diplomatic support Hence, France agreed to Germany's ultimatum for an 

international conference, and in 1906 the powers met again, this time in Spain, to 

assist in solving the crisis.29 The result was not to Germany's benefit. Only 

Austria-Hungary sided with Germany. The rest of the powers, including the U.S., 

agreed to French domination of the area. More importantly, the crisis added to 

Germany's diplomatic isolation and paved the way for Britain's 1907 entente with 

Russia, the foundation of the Triple Alliance of France, Britain and Russia. Once 

again, Germany's bid for international power had worked against her. Now the 

European powers were divided into two camps of similar strength, and the stage was 

set for impending doom. Due to the system of alliances, "little" crises now could 

assume magnificent proportions and propel the powers into world conflict^O Such 

was to be the case. The display of colonial fireworks gathered momentum, crisis 

upon crisis mounting with appalling regularity. 

Austria-Hungary capitalized on the confusion of the Turkish Revolution of 

1908 to aimex Bosnia and Herzegovina. Bulgaria chose the same moment to 

announce her independence from the Ottoman Empire. Only Russia's military 

unpreparedness kept her from supporting Serbia in a war against Austria. 

International tensions escalated. Germany and Britain increased their naval 

expenditures and Britain amplified her armed forces. 

In 1911 Germany contested a French policing effort in Morocco, but whereas 

in 1905 the Kaiser had sailed his yacht into the port of Tangier, now Germany sent a 

warship to the port of Agadir. While France settled the confrontation by giving 
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Germany 100,0(X) square miles of the French Congo, the British were alarmed by the 

appearance of a German warship in the Atlantic and concluded a naval agreement with 

France.31 Both Germany and France increased the peacetime strength of their 

armies. 

Italy seized the moment to gain control over Tripoli, and in September, 1911, 

declared war against Turkey. The progress of the war was slow, but with the Italian 

take-over of the island of Rhodes and the Dodecanese archipelago, Turkey sued for 

peace and at Lausanne, on October 15,1912, ceded Tripoli to Italy.32 

As the Treaty of Lausanne was being signed, the Balkan states of Greece, 

Bulgaria, Serbia, and Montenegro took advantage of the exposed weakness of the 

Ottoman Empire and declared war on Turkey. Within six weeks the Turkish province 

of Albania was lost, chiefly to Serbian forces. Austria and Italy intervened and at the 

Ix)ndon Conference in May of 1913, Albania was established as an independent state. 

Disappointed by the loss of her spoils, Serbia looked to the Bulgarian holdings for 

compensation. In a surprise attack Bulgaria turned on her former ally, only to be 

overwhelmed in the Second Balkan War by the combined forces of Serbia, Greece, 

Rumania, and Turkey.33 

The next crisis was to be the last It would set in motion the great alliances, 

and once the motion began, nothing could stop it. The feverish desire of the 

European powers for prestige and colonial expansion collided violently with the 

nationalistic aspirations of the Balkan states resulting in diplomatic confusion, 

political bungling and finally, a global war which extinguished once and for all the old 

dynastic social order. Lord Grey, the British foreign secretary, set the epitaph of the 

age: "The lamps are going out all over Europe. We shall not see them lit again in our 

time."34 
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It began simply enough. The Archduke Francis Ferdinand, Inspector General 

of the Austro-Hungarian armed forces and heir to the Hapsburg throne, was in 

Bosnia in late June of 1914 to oversee military maneuvers along the Serbian border. 

He had brought his morganatic wife Sophie with him, and on the moming of June 

28, the fourteenth anniversary of their marriage, they made their way in a four-car 

cortege to a reception in the Bosnian capitol of Sarajevo. The fact that June 28 also 

was the Feast of St. Vitus, a holiday overlaid with Pan-Slav nationalistic sentiment, 

and that Sarajevo was a hotbed of terrorist activity, had not dissuaded the Archduke 

from his mission. His assassins waited for him. Six of them, delegates of the Pan-

Serbian secret Black Hand Society, were stationed along the Archduke's route. At 

11:15 a.m., a nineteen-year-old revolutionary fired two shots, killing the Archduke 

and his wife.^^ 

It took four weeks for the procession to war to unwind but once begun there 

was no holding back the result of years of military and diplomatic preparation. On 

July 23 Austria delivered an ultimatum to Serbia, and on July 28, having ignored and 

even kept secret Serbia's concilliatory reply, declared war. On July 29, Russia 

ordered general mobilization. On August 1 Germany declared war on Russia and on 

the 2nd of August began her invasion of France. On August 3, neutral Belgium 

refused Germany free passage of her troops, and on August 4, England entered the 

war in protest of Germany's invasion of Belgium.^" 

Educational Reforms 

As the European powers struggled with the mutually exclusive nineteenth-

century concepts of nationalism and imperialism, they gradually and, in many 

instances quite reluctantly, extended social rights to their peoples. In the area of 

education, reforms slowly created a literate base among the working class and, in the 

process, brought about demands for additional reforms. The machinery of the new 
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order moved ponderously and was subject to breakdown but, nonetheless, it 

advanced. 

In England, prior to 1870, education of the masses had been the responsibility 

of the Church of England, while the well-to-do depended on private schools. The 

Education Act of 1870 upheld the existing order but provided state support for those 

schools that met minimum requirements. In 1880 attendance was made compulsory 

and in 1891, in principle at least, education became free and universal up to the age of 

twelve. But even so, the British educational system was backward. It favored the 

sons of the wealthy and even in its great universities all but ignored scientific or 

engineering training.̂ ^ 

Gradually, the power of the Church in educational matters was drastically 

reduced. In 1882 France adopted a law making public education both compulsory 

and secular for children between the ages of six and thirteen. This was followed in 

1904 by the Secular Education Act which limited the responsibility of education to the 

state, prohibiting teaching by religious orders.̂ 8 

Italy's attempts at educational reform were largely ineffectual, due mainly to a 

lingering localism which survived her recent unification. An education law was 

passed in 1877 making instruction compulsory for children between six and nine, but 

the administration of the edict was placed in the hands of local authorities and its 

effectiveness was haphazard, to say the least. This coupled with the enormity of 

Italy's illiteracy rate (about seventy percent in 1871) hampered Italy's growth as a 

democratic nation.^^ 

The situation was vastly different in Germany. All children between the ages 

of six and fourteen attended elementary schools, and for those who chose to continue 

there were vocational schools and high schools which prepared them for admittance to 

the universities. The universities specialized in technological, scientific, and 
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commercial studies. The system was efficient and of paramount importance in 

Germany's development as an industrial and military state.^^ 

Opportunities for education in Russia were becoming more universal in the 

pre-war years. By 1913,150,000 schools offered elementary education, and nearly 

150,000 students, many of them from the middle and lower classes, attended the 

Russian universities. The Russian intelligentsia was becoming a classless society, 

and Russian contributions in the spheres of music, literature, and science were 

keeping pace with those of other countries.^^ 

Social Reforms and The Rise of Socialism 

The progress of the nineteenth century into the twentieth may be thought of as 

a progress in class consciousness, with power gradually shifting from the elite to the 

bourgeoisie, and fundamental rights being extended to the proletariat through the two-

pronged attack of liberalism and socialism. At the begirming of the nineteenth 

century, the landed aristocracy held in its hands both social prestige and the power of 

government. By the middle of the century, this leadership was giving way to that of 

the growing middle classes. As the twentieth century dawned, the class of urban 

workers spawned by the new industrialism was contesting the ascendancy of the 

middle classes, aided by the facts of suffrage, education, and the legal recognition 

afforded trade unions. 

One of the first signs of the struggle of the working classes in the nineteenth 

century was "Owenism," the movement centering around the enlightened efforts of 

Robert Owen (1771-1858), a cotton mill owner and manager in Scotland. In his A 

New View of Society, published in 1813, he suggested a "rational system of 

society"42 based on cooperation between owners and workers. In 1834 Owen led a 

merger of a number of trade unions into the "Grand National Consolidated Trades 

Union" whose half a million members planned a general strike, or "Grand National 
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Holiday," to force the government and employers to consider the demands of the 

workers. The British govemment suppressed the movement with repressive 

measures, and the Union broke up.^^ 

The next major attempt by the British working class was political in nature. 

The People's Charter, drawn up in 1838, called for "(1) universal male suffrage, (2) 

annual parliaments, (3) a secret ballot, (4) equal electoral districts, (5) abolition of the 

property qualification for members of Parliament, and (6) payment of members.'"^ 

Consideration of the Charter met defeat in the House of Commons in both 1839 and 

1842, and the resulting strikes and riots were put down by the govemment Under 

govemment pressure, the movement dissolved. By the end of the century, most of 

the demands of the Charter had been met,̂ ^ although it was 1918 before universal 

suffrage for all males over the age of twenty-one was in effect^^ 

By 1851 the first of the "New Model" unions, the Amalgamated Society of 

Engineers, was formed in Britain. These unions were limited to skilled laborers and 

were conservative in nature, avoiding political activities and strikes. Factory workers 

and unskilled labor began to organize only toward the end of the century. Strikes 

were used effectively by the "match girls" in 1888 and the London dock workers in 

1889. By 1913, trade union membership was at four million, more than one-fifth of 

the British labor force.^^ 

Socialist efforts in Britain during the late nineteenth century took two 

directions. The Fabians, a society of radical intellectuals, worked through 

publications and lectures toward the ideals of peaceful social reform and the gradual 

socialization of industry.̂ ^ The Labour Representation Committee, on the other 

hand, fed by working class trade unions and various socialist factions, was political 

in nature and evolved into the Labour party in 1906.^^ 
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Despite the activities of unions and socialist societies supporting social and 

political reform, the British govemment was slow in designing adequate social 

legislation. Although a somewhat limited Employer's Liability Act was instituted in 

1880, it was only in 1911, with the National Insurance Act, that workers were given 

any security against the dangers of accident, illness, and unemployment.^^ 

The intellectual climate in France, coupled with the disparity between the rich 

and the poor, gave rise to various socialist doctrines in the years preceding the 1848 

revolution. These ranged from Utopian visions to the formation of secret 

revolutionary societies. It was in France during these years that the term "anarchism" 

and the phrase "from each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs," 

were bom.51 

The French approach to socialism proved to be highly individualistic and 

largely ineffective. Diverse socialist doctrines divided the trade union movement, 

thus postponing nationwide union organization until 1895. The influence of Marx on 

French socialism was minimal, and in the years immediately preceding the First 

World War Jean Jaur^s, an Independent Socialist, emerged as a leader actively 

seeking cooperation among the various socialist groups. By the time of the War 

socialist groups combined to form the second largest group in the French Chamber of 

Deputies.52 

The Theories and Influence of Karl Marx 

The overriding socialist theory of the century came from the pen of the 

German intellectual, Karl Marx (1818-1883). A stringent radical, Marx was expelled 

from France and Belgium in 1845 and in May, 1849, was expelled from Germany as 

a stateless person. He spent the remainder of his life in exile in London, earning a 

precarious living selling articles to newspapers and periodicals, and sharing in the 

poverty of the proletariat. In January, 1848, with his colleague, Friedrich Engels 
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(1820-1895), he published The Communist Manifesto as the platform of the 

Coimnunist League, a small, German-based revolutionary group.53 

The Manifesto, a combination of propaganda and theory, outlined the basic 

tenets of Marxian thought. Marx viewed history in terms of class struggles,^^ with 

the idea that his own epoch had simplified class antagonisms "into two great classes 

directly facing each other: Bourgeoisie and Proletariat"55 Essentially, in Marx's 

view, the proletariat was a creation of the bourgeoisie: "In proportion as the 

bourgeoisie, i.e., capital is developed, in the same proportion is the proletariat, the 

modem working-class, developed, a class of laborers, who live only so long as they 

find work, and who find work only so long as their labor increases capital."56 

It was the fate of the proletariat to increase in numbers as "the low strata of the 

middle class . . . [sank] gradually into the proletariat."^^ Ironically, according to 

Marx, the bourgeoisie was doomed to create the conditions of its own demise, by 

concentrating the proletariat in masses from which it could organize into a political 

force. As Marx said, "what the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above all, are its own 

grave diggers. Its fall and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable." ^^ 

The mission of the proletariat, in the eyes of Marx and his followers, was to "destroy 

all previous securities for, and insurances of, individual property."^^ 

Marx saw the history of class struggles as being inseparable from the history 

of modes of production.60 Capitalism, the mode of production for the bourgeoisie, 

was inevitably to succumb to the mode of production of socialism. The overthrow of 

capitalism would come by forcible means. The final words of The Communist 

Manifesto speak for themselves: "Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communist 

revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world 

to win. Working men of all countries, unite!"^! 
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Marx predicted that the "modem laborer... instead of rising with the 

progress of industry," would "sink deeper and deeper below the conditions of 

existence of his own class" until he arrived at pauperism, thus paving the way for 

revolution.62 The conditions of the working class immediately prior to the First 

World War seem to negate this part of his theory. It was not in Germany, as Marx 

had predicted, that the international revolution of the proletariat began, but in Russia, 

"the least capitalistic of all major powers and the only one in which trade unions were 

entirely illegal."^^ 

Marx, a student of philosophy, economics and socialist theory, was careful to 

point out those elements of his theory which had come from others, thus placing in 

perspective those aspects of thought which had originated with him: 

And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for 
discovering the existence of classes in modem society, 
nor yet the stmggle between them. Long before me, 
bourgeois historians had described the historical 
development of this class struggle and bourgeois 
economists the economic anatomy of the classes. What 
I did that was new was to prove: 1) that the existence 
of classes is only bound up with particular, historical 
phases in the development of production: 2) that the 
class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of 
the proletariat: 3) that this dictatorship itself only 
constitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes 

and to a classless society.^ 

The Communist Manifesto remained dormant for a number of years, its 

influence confined to a small circle of devotees. In 1864, however, Marx was 

instrumental in forming the International Workingmen's Association. The association 

was disturbed by intemal strife and, by 1876,^^ was disbanded. By the time the 

Second Intemational Workingmen's Association was founded in 1889, the classical 

Marxist doctrine was subject to revision by delegates from democratic countries. In 

the period separating the First Intemational from the Second, Marxist theory achieved 

its most fundamental recognition in Germany with the formation in 1869 of the 
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German Social Democratic Party, but even there, its radical content was diluted by 

pre-Marxist socialist roots and, in 1875 the Party united Marxist doctrine with the 

more traditional thought of Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-1864), who advocated 

cooperation with the state. By 1877 the socialists obtained half a million votes and a 

dozen members in the Reichstag and, in alarm, Bismarck induced the legislature to 

outlaw the German Social Democratic Party.̂ ^ In efforts to distract the workers from 

socialism he sponsored the social reforms of the 1880's: a compulsory sickness 

insurance plan in 1883, an accident insurance plan in 1884, and in 1889 a pension 

plan for the aged and permanently disabled.^^ Regardless of his efforts, the Party 

grew, and in 1890 boasted 1,427,000 members. Kaiser Wilhelm n, in a spirit of 

conciliation, failed to renew the antisocialist laws, and in 1891 the German Social 

Democrats adopted the Erfurt Program of orthodox Marxism.̂ ^ The debate between 

the evolutionary and revolutionary factions in the Party continued, however, and at 

the outbreak of World War I, with its support of the German govemment, the Party's 

revolutionary line was terminated. ̂ ^ 

In fact, it was the outbreak of the war which shattered the intemational 

character of socialism. Going against the mandates set up at the Congresses of 

Stuttgart (1907) and Copenhagen (1910) demanding that workers unite against war, 

the various national socialist parties capitulated to their governments and supported 

the war efforts.^0 

While socialist theories redefined the stratas in society, new scientific theories 

questioned the genesis of man, attempted to discover the unconscious source of his 

motivation, and redefined his concepts of time, space, and energy. With the writings 

of Darwin, Freud, and Einstein man's view of himself and, ultimately, of his 

religious beliefs underwent profound alteration. 
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Darwin's Theory of Evolution 

Darwin's observations came first Working in solitude in his English country 

house he formed and methodically documented his theory of the survival and 

modification of species. In 1859, after twenty years of labor, he published On the 

Origin of Species bv Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured 

Races in the Stmggle for Life, a 490-page volume expounding the basic tenets of his 

view of "descent with modification.''̂ ^ The final sentences of the introduction 

outline his thesis: 

I can entertain no doubt, after the most deliberate study 
and dispassionate judgment of which I am capable, that 
the view which most naturalists until recently 
entertained, and which I formerly entertained—namely, 
that each species has been independently created-is 
erroneous. I am fully convinced that species are not 
immutable; but that those belonging to what are called 
the same genera are lineal descendants of some other 
and generally extinct species, in the same manner as the 
acknowledged varieties of any one species are the 
descendants of that species. Furthermore, I am 
convinced that Natural Selection has been the most 
important, but not the exclusive, means of 
modification. ̂ 2 

The idea of natural selection was based on the observation that in each species 

many more individuals are bom than can survive, leading to a struggle for existence. 

Any individual varying, however slightly, in a manner advantageous to him would be 

more likely to survive the circumstances of life, and thus would be naturally 

selected.^^ Darwin pictured the process as gradual and was aided in this view by the 

work of the geologist Charles Lyell whose Principles of Geology (1830-33) had 

demonstrated "that the age of the earth was far greater than even the most liberal 

interpretations of the Biblical accounts would allow."'''+ 

Darwin's study convinced him that"... animals are descended from at most 

four or five progenitors, and plants from an equal or lesser number. Animals would 
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lead me one step farther, namely, to the belief that all animals and plants are 

descended from some one prototype."^^ Darwin was careful in this first treatise on 

evolution to exclude the study of man. Only in his concluding remarks did he venture 

the statement that in the future, "much light will be thrown on the origin of man and 

his history."76 

In 1871, with the publication of The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation 

to Sex. Darwin included man in his theory. The twelve years since the appearance of 

The Origin of Species had seen a considerable acceptance of the principles of 

evolution, and Darwin now could count on support from a majority of rising 

naturalists. The message was clear; man was a "codescendant with other mammals of 

some unknown and lower form."^^ From such lowly origins man had achieved " . . . 

the very summit of the organic scale; and the fact of his having thus risen, instead of 

having been aboriginally placed there, may give hope for a still higher destiny in the 

distant future."^^ 

A certain naive optimism in the progress of man and his affairs, still evident in 

the writings of Darwin, motivated the expansionist elements in "civilized" society 

during the final years of the nineteenth century. Missionaries and mercenaries 

worked together to civilize, educate, and exploit "primitive" man, in the process 

depriving him of both his natural resources and his values. It was in this cultural 

atmosphere that Freud made the rather surprising observation that civilization merely 

masked primitive drives and that man's ability to be rational depended on his 

subjecting to conscious scrutiny the repressed dictates of his unconscious. 

Freud and Psychoanalytic Theorv 

In Vienna, in 1886, when Sigmund Freud entered into private practice as a 

specialist in nervous diseases, it was customary to consider psychic phenomena as the 

product of cerebral anatomy and physiology.^^ Such conditions as hysteria were 
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baffling to the medical conmiunity in that the symptoms appeared to have no physical 

basis. Neuroses were habitually diagnosed as organic diseases. 

In late 1885 Freud received a grant enabling him to travel to Paris to study 

briefly with the famous neurologist, Jean Martin Charcot It was from this experience 

that Freud gradually left behind the study and treatment of organic nervous diseases 

and made the treatment of neuroses his specialty. Charcot was able to demonstrate 

that hysteria was not an imaginary disease confined to women but a genuine 

phenomenon found in both sexes. Charcot also discovered that hysterical symptoms 

such as paralysis could be induced and again removed through hypnotic 

suggestion. 80 

Upon his retum to Vienna, Freud adapted the use of hypnotic suggestion in 

the treatment of nervous patients. The technique was not without its drawbacks. He 

was not able to hypnotize all of his patients, nor was it possible to achieve the 

necessary depth of the hypnotic state in all his patients.^! 

From a Viennese physician. Dr. Josef Breuer, Freud learned another use of 

hypnosis, that of "questioning the patient upon the origin of his symptoms." ̂ 2 

Breuer had discovered through treating a female hysteric that in most instances the 

symptom had replaced a suppressed thought or impulse. When the thought was 

recalled, and the accompanying emotion experienced, the symptom was alleviated. 

Freud spent the next several years confirming Breuer's observations, and in 1895 

they jointly published their findings in Studien uber Hvsterie. This initial study 

introduced the concept of conversion of unconscious mental impulses into physical 

symptoms and the removal of the symptoms through the method Breuer spoke of as 

cathartic. 83 

The transition from the cathartic method to psychoanalysis began with the spHt 

between Freud and Breuer. Freud wanted to work with the patient in a normal state 
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and began to search for a technique to substitute for that of hypnosis. He had 

observed experiments in hypnosis at Bemheim's clinic in Nancy. It was Bemheim's 

perception that patients only apparently forgot the experiences acquired during the 

hypnotic state, and if assured, urged, and touched on the forehead could remember 

those lost experiences. Freud assumed the same could be true of suppressed 

memories, and adopting Bemheim's "urging technique," gained access to his 

patient's unconscious without the aid of hypnosis. 84 

Since what had been forgotten was painful or "shameful by the standards of 

the patient's personality ,"85 Freud encountered resistance as the more painful 

memories were approached. An unconscious force was barring the memories from 

consciousness. Freud was now in possession of the theory of repression, which he 

called the "foundation-stone of our understanding of the neuroses."86 The theory 

altered the course of therapy. No longer was the therapist to discharge emotion from 

suppressed memories. His new purpose was to uncover repressions and replace 

them by conscious judgements. Freud called the new method psychoanalysis.87 

Nor was the method of gaining access to the unconscious to remain static. 

The urging technique gradually gave way to the process of free association. The 

patient was "to say whatever came into his head, while ceasing to give any conscious 

direction to his thoughts."88 In this way the patient became responsible for the 

course of the analysis, and the analyst was placed in the role of interpreter. The 

method was successful but depended heavily on what Freud referred to as "the 

fundamental rule of psychoanalysis"~the patient had to say literally everything which 

occurred to him.89 

It became more and more apparent to Freud that what his patients repressed 

was sexual in nature. In searching for the original situations in which the repressions 

of sexuality had set in he was led back to the first years of childhood and the fact of 
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infantile sexuality. "The child," he found, "has his sexual impulses and activities 

from the beginning, he brings them with him into the world." ̂ 0 

According to Freud, the child at first is auto-erotic and his sexual energy (or 

libido) moves through three stages of development: oral, anal-sadistic, and finally, 

genital. A fixation may occur at any one of these points, and in a subsequent 

repression the libido regresses to the point of fixation and the repressed energy breaks 

through in the form of a symptom. While the child, however imperfectly, is passing 

through these stages of libidinal development, he also is involved in the search for a 

sexual object. Following the early narcissistic stage, both sexes choose the mother as 

the first love-object. By the child's fourth or flfth year the Oedipus complex has been 

established. Perhaps the most far-reaching of Freud's speculations centers around the 

myth of Oedipus who, without conscious motivation, killed his father and took his 

mother as a wife. Following a period of sexual latency in which the cultural forces of 

shame, disgust, and morality force the child's drives into repression, puberty arrives 

with the possibility of substituting for the incestuous love-object another person of the 

opposite sex. But for the person with a disposition to neurosis, the Oedipus complex 

asserts itself as the nuclear complex available to the iUness.^^ 

As Freud observed, the sexually charged emotional conflicts suffered by his 

patients were transferred to the analyst: 

Every time that we treat a neurotic psychoanalytically, 
there occurs in him the so-called phenomenon of 
transference, that is, he applies to the person of the 
physician a great amount of tender emotion, often 
mixed with enmity, which has no foundation in any 
real relation, and must be derived in every respect from 
the old wish-fancies of the patient which have become 
conscious. Every fragment of his emotive life, which 
can no longer be called back into memory, is 
accordingly lived over by the patient in his relations to 
the physician, and only by such a living of them over 
in the "transference" is he convinced of the existence 
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and the power of these unconscious sexual 
excitations.92 

Transference became the most valuable instrument of the treatment As Freud wrote 

to Jung: "Essentially, one might say, the cure is effected by love. And actually 

transference provides the most cogent, indeed, the only unassailable proof that 

neuroses are determined by the individual's love life.''̂ -^ 

In Freud's time, dreams, like neuroses, were considered to be the results of 

purely somatic processes. By the use of the technique of free association Freud was 

able to penetrate the meaning of dreams and discover "a mental structure which could 

no longer be described as absurd or confused [but] which was on an equality with 

any other product of the mind . . . ."^^ Sleep, he noticed, relaxed the efforts of the 

self in maintaining repressions, and dreams guarded sleep by censoring and 

disguising the repressions which were freer to enter the conscious level of mind. A 

dream, in his definition, was "the ("disguised] fulfillment of a [repressed! wish."^^ 

Therefore dreams were related, analytically, to neuroses: "It will now be seen that 

dreams are constmcted like a neurotic symptom: they are compromises between the 

demands of a repressed impulse and the resistance of a censoring force in the ego."^^ 

Again, as in neuroses, Freud found that most of the dreams he analyzed were 

motivated by repressed erotic wishes retained from the period of infancy.^^ 

Freud noticed one further striking characteristic of dreams: their frequent use 

of symbolism. Not only dreams, but fairy tales, myths and legends, jokes and 

folklores utilized symbols. As Freud searched for the widening of consciousness 

through these various avenues, he came to think of symbolism as "in all probablity a 

characteristic of the unconscious thinking . . . ."^8 

In his study of both dreams and the numerous little slips and mistakes people 

make Freud inferred the restrained impulses. Even more importantly, as dreams and 
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slips existed in normal mental life as well as in the pathological states, he was led to 

consider psychoanalysis as the foundation of a new science indispensable in 

understanding not only the neurotic, but the normal individual as well.^^ 

But Freud was more than a scientist and his studies gradually took him 

beyond the confines of the medical field into purely cultural ones, leading him 

eventually to the study of primitive cultures and the extension of the myth of Oedipus 

to the "childhood of the human race." 100 in Totem and Taboo Freud took an 

observation of Darwin's and integrated it into his own hypothesis concerning the 

origin of the dual prohibitions found in primitive cultures—those proscribing the 

killing of the totem animal and having incestuous relations with other members of the 

clan. 101 

Darwin deduced from the habits of the higher apes that 
men, too, originally lived in comparatively small 
groups or hordes within which the jealousy of the 
oldest and strongest male prevented sexual 
promiscuity. "We may indeed conclude from what we 
know of the jealousy of all male quadrupeds, armed, as 
many of them are, with special weapons for battling 
with their rivals, that promiscuous intercourse in a state 
of nature is extremely improbable.... Therefore, if 
we look far enough back in the stream of t ime, . . . 
judging from the social habits of man as he now exists 
. . . the most probable view is that primeval man 
aboriginally Uved in small communities, each with as 
many wives as he could support and obtain, whom he 
would have jealously guarded against all other men. 
Or he may have lived with several wives by himself, 
like the Gorilla; for all the natives 'agree that but one 
adult male is seen in a band; when the young male 
grows up, a contest takes place for mastery, and the 
strongest, by killing and cHving out the odiers, 

establishes himself as the head of the community.'" ̂ 02 

Freud hypothesized that the violent primal father was overwhelmed and devoured by 

his exiled sons, whose guilt caused them to create the taboo against incest (taking the 

women hoarded by their father) and the proscription against killing the totem (the 

substitute for their father). ̂ 03 
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Totemic religion, then, in which an animal is worshipped as the ancestor, or 

father of the clan, "arose from the filial sense of guilt" 104 ^ ^i^ ̂ ĝ j^ter religions: 

"There can be no doubt that in the Christian myth the original sin was one against 

God the Father. If, however, Christ redeemed mankind from the burden of original 

sin by the sacrifice of his own life, we are driven to conclude that the sin was a 

murder." 105 

Not only religion, but art as well, had its origin in the memory of the original 

sin against the father. The Hero of Ancient Greek tragedy personified the primal 

father and took upon himself the original tragic guilt in order to relieve the Chorus of 

their guilt: "The crime which was thrown on to his shoulders, presumptuousness and 

rebelliousness against great authority, was precisely the crime for which the members 

of the Choms, the company of brothers, were responsible. The tragic Hero became, 

though it might be against his will, the redeemer of the Choms." 106 Freud had 

arrived at an all-inclusive theory: "The beginnings of religion, morals, society and art 

converge in the Oedipus complex. This is in complete agreement with the 

psychoanalytic finding that the same complex constitutes the nucleus of all neuroses, 

so far as our present knowledge goes." 107 

The theory exposed yet another hypothesis of immense meaning as the 

separate forces of the European nations coalesced into one great force of destruction, 

prepared to erupt into the "Great War" of 1914. For Freud to find "the key to the 

human condition" 108 in the Oedipus complex presupposed the existence of a 

collective mind: 

No one can have failed to observe . . . that I have taken 
as the basis of my whole position the existence of a 
collective mind, in which mental processes occur just 
as they do in the mind of the individual. 
I have supposed that the sense of guilt for an 
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action has persisted for many thousands of years and 
has remained operative in generations which can have 
had no knowledge of that action. 109 

Psychological man, then, in Freud's view, was guilty. 

Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity 

With the publication in 1905 of Albert Einstein's paper outlining his "special" 

theory of relativity the chasm between the world view of the old order and the new 

widened. Not only were social, political, and psychological concepts shattering, the 

very basis of the old order, that of the "reasonableness of nature" 110 and man's 

capacity to comprehend it, was being toppled. The ordered, clockwork universe 

postulated by Descartes and Newton 111 was giving way to one in which space and 

time intervals were relative and the very nature of matter and energy was 

reinterpreted. 

Basing his thinking on Galileo's principle of relativity, that is, that "all steady 

motion is relative and cannot be detected without reference to an outside point," 112 

Einstein observed that the propagation of light is exactly the same regardless of the 

motion of the observer. On the basis of Maxwell and Hertz's discovery that every 

electromagnetic effect takes time to be transmitted, Einstein proposed there are no 

instantaneous interactions in nature. He inferred that if every interaction takes time to 

get from one place to the next, there must be a maximum possible speed of 

interaction, which was the speed of light. 11-̂  

In questioning how everyone can see the same speed for light, he was led to a 

re-evaluation of the nature of time. The time elapsed between events was not 

necessarily the same for all observers. He argued that simultaneous events in one 

frame of reference would not necessarily be simultaneous when viewed from a 

different frame. He called this realization the "relativity of simultaneity." 11^ He took 
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the example of a moving train. If someone in the center of the passenger car held a 

device which sent a beam of light in the forward direction and at the same time a beam 

of light in the backward direction, and if further the beams of hght could trigger the 

doors to open—the person in the car would see the doors open simultaneously, while 

a person on the embankment would see the back door open first. For the stationary 

person the back door would move forward to meet the light impulse, while the front 

door would move away from the light impulse. 115 Not only would the perception of 

time depend on the relative position of the two observers, the perception of distance, 

or the length of the passenger car, would vary according to the point of view of the 

two observers. 11^ 

Einstein had overturned Newton's theory that space and time intervals are 

absolute and the speed of light relative. He found it to be exactly the opposite. The 

speed of light, according to the special theory of relativity, is absolute, and space and 

time intervals are relative. 11'̂  

Einstein then redefined energy. In imagining the application of a steady force 

to a particle approaching the speed of light, he argued that as the object was given 

more and more energy, instead of going faster it would grow heavier. Therefore, if 

work goes into giving the body more inertia-then inertia must contain energy. 

Taking his postulate to its logical conclusion, even if no work was added to the 

object, its energy still would be equal to MC2 (the mass times the speed of light 

squared). Or, in simpler language; "the mass of a body is a measure of its energy 

content" 118 

Matter and energy were no longer separate. The timing of events were relative 

to each other. There were no simultaneous interactions in nature. Einstein's theory 

had exploded yet another absolute-that of scientific objectivity. He had alerted his 

century "that a scientist is unavoidably a participant in the system he is studying." 11^ 
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Line. Color and Meaning: The New Vision in Painting 

As the nineteenth century approached the twentieth, the artist's vision of 

reality underwent significant changes. The world depicted by the painter drew in 

closer to the viewer. Space flattened and came forward on the picture plane, primarily 

through the influence of art nouveau. the decorative art with the sinewy line which 

grew out of the nineteenth century English Arts and Crafts Movement. As Carl E. 

Schorske has noted, with the advent of art nouveau: "The painter became a decorator 

of surfaces-of walls or three-dimensional use-objects-with a resulting tendency to 

replace three-dimensional perspective with flat two-dimensional forms and unnuanced 

color juxtapositions." 120 

In some ways art nouveau. with its German cousin Jugendstil. was an odd 

midwife to attend the birth of the new, expressive, and increasingly abstract art of the 

early twentieth century. In its public, even commercial character, illustrating what 

Robert Goldwater called "a feeling of well-being and reassuring harmony," 121 it 

stood apart from some of the deeper, more intensely personal manifestations of that 

new art. However, it shared with the Symbolist movement a preoccupation with 

mystery and symbol, as evidenced in the work of Carl Strathmann (Satan. 1902, and 

Small Serpent 1897-97) where the symbols of moon, serpent, and tree combine with 

undulating lines to create a dream-like vision of the origins of the human psyche. 

This ambivalence between the enjoyment of the surface opulence of the belle epoque 

and the exploration of the underlying tensions of a civilization in flux is one of the 

overriding attributes of the years preceding the twentieth century. 

The freedom of line shared by art nouveau and Symbolist art served different 

purposes. The graceful curves of art nouveau were enough in themselves, while the 

"weight and awkwardness" of the Symbolist line (in the works of Munch and 
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Gauguin, for instance) evidenced a conflict between the "awareness of form and an 

awareness of emotion." 122 

The painters of the late nineteenth century were turning away from realism in 

search of a more intimate manner of viewing the external world. With the birth of the 

Symbolist movement a sense of mystery pervaded the canvases of such artists as 

Gauguin, Munch, Denis, Semsier, Hodler, Redon and Bocklin and carried with it a 

desire to go beyond the imitation of nature into the arena of meaning pulled from the 

psyche of the artist. As this tendency became stronger, a rather specialized group of 

painters, the Nabis (Prophets), began to look to esoteric religions for symbolic 

meaning and incorporated the use of crosses, triangles, squares, and circles. 123 

The desire for symbolic meaning was to incorporate images and symbols from 

the growing body of occult and mystical literature available to artists during the years 

surrounding the turn of the century. From Edvard Munch's interest in "August 

Strindberg's studies of the occult and . . . the novels and psychological investigations 

into transmission of thought waves by his close friend Stanislaw 

Przybyszewski,"124 to the spiritualism of Frantisek Kupka and the Theosophicall25 

background to the work of Piet Mondrian, the spiritual movement intertwined with 

the beginnings of abstract art. 126 

The surface of the canvas became a cmcial concem of painters. In the 1880's 

Georges Seurat carefully divided his colors into precise dots which created what John 

Canaday calls a kind of "molecular dance" on the surface of the canvas. 127 The 

French Symbolist painter Maurice Denis underlined this concentration on the activity 

of the pictorial surface when he said, "Remember that a picture-before being a war 

horse, a nude woman or some anecdote-is essentially a plane surface covered with 

colours assembled 'in a certain order.'" 128 
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The absolute perspective of painting of the nineteenth and previous centuries, 

a product of the Renaissance vision of space, gave way to the faceted shapes of 

Cezanne. Elevating color to the status of a structural device, Ce'zanne divided his 

forms through the use of color. As Canaday notes, Cezanne "... began to model 

objects in a series of planes, each plane represented by a change of color. In 

choosing these colors from facet to facet Cezarme observed-to some degree—the 

theory of advancing and receding colors." 129 Cezanne limited space and achieved 

perspective through the use of color. "Color, he said, "is perspective." 130 

Natural forms began to simplify and distort on the canvas. By the time of his 

late Mont Sainte-Victoire paintings (c. 1904), Cezanne's forms were more 

geometrical than natural and approached abstraction. As the elements of painting 

began to break away from the natural object, the use of light in painting was altered as 

well. John Canaday has observed that Cezanne's forms "... exist in a universal light 

that impregnates and reveals, but it is not a light in the sense of directed rays from a 

single source, not even the sun." 131 

Van Gogh added substantially to the new vision which was to erupt in the 

painting of the early twentieth century. Painting in "short, choppy strokes of bright 

color, like elongations of pointillist dots, which later were to bend and writhe," 132 

van Gogh's canvases from about 1887 until his suicide in July, 1890 are infused with 

an expressive "inner vision" which was to serve as a beacon for the German 

Expressionists of the following century. Simplified forms twist and distort on flat but 

textured surfaces 133 and reveal their meaning in a riot of color. With the work of 

Paul Gauguin forms simplied further and ceded to the power of pure color. 134 

The art which approached and entered the twentieth century also stretched 

beyond the visual and perceptual boundaries of a former age. As Robert Hughes has 
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noted, the rise of that new art was intimately connected to the exigencies of the 

industrial age, to the powers of the machine to change our view of the world: 

. . .the machine meant the conquest of horizontal 
space. It also meant a sense of that space which few 
people had experienced before—the succession and 
superimposition of views, the unfolding of landscape 
in flickering surfaces as one was carried swiftly past it, 
and an exaggerated feeling of relative motion (the 
poplars near-by seemed to move faster than the church 
spire across the field) due to parallax. The view from 
the train was not the view from the horse. It 
compressed more motifs into the same time. 
Conversely, it left less time in which to dwell on any 
one thing. 135 

Hughes further suggests that with the erection of the Eiffel Tower for the Paris 

World's Fair in 1889, vertical space became another object for conquest or, as 

Guillaume Apollinaire observed, a new symbol for regeneration; "And the century, 

become a bird, climbs skyward like Jesus." 136 

The paradigms of the socialist movement likewise shook the complacency of 

the older art. In the same year that Apollinaire saw Christ as the Eiffel Tower climb 

"in the sky better than any aviator," 137 Christ entered Brussels in Ensor's epic 

painting Entry of Christ into Brussels in 1889. Beneath a banner proclaiming "Vive 

la Sociale," Christ as icon entered the city, led by masses of masked figures. 

Whereas Apollinaire envisioned the resurrection of a century, Ensor depicted another 

preparation for crucifixion. The parade of events leading to the new century met and 

converged on these two views: destruction and creation. 

As the twentieth century dawned, color was assuming an identity of its own, 

becoming independent of the linear elements of form. Thus, in a painting such as the 

fauvist Madame Matisse (The Green Line) (1905) of Henri Matisse, the rich divisions 

of color of the background have ceased to serve a purpose of delineating natural 

objects but have become instead an equal part of the composition. Even in the face of 
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Madame Matisse color is used as a compositional device with the long green line 

which divides her face into two parts. 

Another aspect of the new vision is apparent in the Matisse Green Line. 

Madame Matisse's face is modeled not so much after the forms of anatomy as of 

planes resembling those of the African sculpture that Matisse and Picasso had begun 

collecting around the time of this painting. 138 

The "primitive" forms of Africa with their elongated and abstract planes, when 

combined with the conscious geometric constmction underlying Cezanne's forms, 

became the basis for one of the landmark paintings of the early twentieth century: 

Picasso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907). In Les Demoiselles a bmtal force is at 

work, further dispelling the notions of a previous era about the nature of art. The 

figures of the five female nudes are flat, distorted and angular, and the heads attest to 

Picasso's interest in both Iberian and African sculpture, creating a tension between the 

styles of the two central figures and the two figures on the right of the canvas. The 

noses of the two Iberian faces are seen in profile, while the eyes stare directly ahead. 

The noses of the two distorted faces on the right "are pulled into the side of the face 

by thick black lines." 139 

The eyes of the squatting figure at the lower right of the canvas are "raised 

lozenge shapes, with a small dot in the centre." 1̂ 0 This figure, the most disturbing 

in the painting, presents a new perspective to the viewer. The body of the figure is 

seen from the rear while its head faces the viewer. Picasso had begun to explore the 

simultaneous view of the object from more than one viewpoint, a perspective which 

soon would receive detailed study in the Cubist works of not only Picasso but his 

most ardent follower, Georges Braque. 
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Cubism, which was to attract a number of painters, relied heavily upon the 

natural object In its earliest, analytical phase (1909-1912), it shattered the object and 

reconstructed its elements into multiple planes. 

Cubism, while not an abstract or non-objective art, was to influence the work 

of artists who approached and embraced abstraction during the early years of the new 

century. Robert Delaunay's series of "window compositions" (1912) overlapped 

planes and colors, obscuring objective elements to the point of abstraction. Piet 

Mondrian, according to Robert P. Welsh, one "of the four founding fathers of 

abstract art,"l^l went through a Cubist phase (1912-1914) in which vertical and 

horizontal lines balanced each other and took on an increasing abstraction from the 

underlying subject matter until, in 1914, he was able to paint an Oval Composition 

which was free of objective association. 142 Sixten Ringbom has described 

Mondrian's process of arriving at abstract painting as one of a "systematic step-by-

step dematerialization." 1^3 The Oval Composition of 1914 may be seen as the logical 

outcome of such studies as Mondrian's drawings after church facades (1913) where 

the horizontal and vertical lines, also enclosed in oval shapes, suggest the windows, 

altars and crosses of a church. 

From Italy, the least mechanized of the European nations, came an art 

proselytizing the age of the machine. Futurism, part hype, part cubism, and dedicated 

to the dynamism of the age, developed out of the "anti-historical" manifestoes of 

Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876-1944) and Umberto Boccioni (1882-1916): 

We intend to sing the love of danger, the habit of 
energy and fearlessness. 

Courage, audacity and revolt will be essential 
ingredients of our poetry. 

We affirm that the world's magnificence has been 
enriched by a new beauty; the beauty of speed. A 
racing car whose hood is adomed by great pipes, like 
serpents of explosive breath-a roaring car that seems 
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to run on shrapnel-is more beautiful than the Victory 
of Samothrace. 

We will glorify War-the world's only hygiene. 

We will sing of great crowds excited by work, by 
pleasure, and by riot; we will sing of the 
multicoloured, polyphonic tides of revolution in the 

modem capitals, l̂ "* 

Searching for a style with which to express this excitement engendered by 

movement and societal change, the Futurists experimented with images fashioned 

after sequential photography (Giacomo Balla, Dynamism of a Dog on a Leash. 1912) 

and the "dislocation and dismemberment" 1̂ 5 of Cubism (Gino Severini, Dynamic 

Hieroglyphic of the Bal Tabarin. 1912). The primary importance of the movement, 

however, was in its ability to spread its enthusiasm to other members of Europe's 

avant-garde. Its tenets may be seen in Marcel Duchamps' famous Nude Descending a 

Staircase No. 2 (1912), and in the Cubo-Futurist works executed by Kazimir 

Malevich between 1912-1914. A more significant art emerged from Italy immediately 

prior to the First World War in the pre-Surrealist works of Giorgio de Chirico 

(Melancholy and Mystery of a Street 1914), where the mystery of the Symbohsts is 

fused with a precognition of the horrors overshadowing the twentieth century. 

The German Expressionist movement, beginning in 1905 with the formation 

of Die Brii'cke (The Bridge) in Dresden, was an outgrowth of many influences, not 

the least of which was in reaction to social conditions within the German empire. As 

Rose-Carol Washton Long has noted: 

The rapid industrialization of Germany during the last 
decades of the nineteenth century had profound 
implications for the Wilhelmine empire. Reactions 
against industrialism and materialism dominated 
intellectual thought. Artists, writers, philosophers, and 
political thinkers stmggled to discover altemate 
directions for Germany as it entered the twentieth 
century. Some intellectuals advocated socialism or 
anarchism as alternates to the empire. Others studied 
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such German mystics as Meister Eckhart and Jakob 
Bohme for clues to a new direction. Still others turned 
to a study of non-Westem religions—Buddhism and 
Hinduism or such esoteric religions as Rosicmcianism 
and Theosophy. Serious artists and architects looked 
upon their work as instruments for transforming 
society and searched for a style that would effectively 

change the moral and ethical climate. 1^^ 

Building on the expressive elements in the work of Munch, Ensor, van Gogh, 

Gauguin and the Fauves and adding to those elements their own preoccupations with 

sociological, political, sexual and religious issues, 1^^ the works of the artists of Die 

Brucke offer a heightened expression and interiority to the arsenal at the disposal of 

the artist of the early twentieth century. The charm of art nouveau which anticipated 

the arrival of a new century built on the concept of an unlimited expansion of wealth 

and progress had disintegrated as the awareness of the moral disease underlying that 

progress became apparent The artists of Die Brucke were in a position to draw on 

the information gleaned from the paintings of Paul Cezanne, Japanese prints and 

primitive art and put it at the service of social awareness and intense personal feeling. 

Here, as perhaps in no other movement of the period, was what Jean Clay has called 

"a passage to the future." 1̂ 8 

That future lay, in great part, in the abstract painting which was to be the new 

century's signature. The early abstract ventures of Wassily Kandinsky were to meld 

the search for expression, freedom of line and color, and emphasis on spiritual 

meaning into a new art, in which the objective element was to cede to a spiritual 

content attended by a new concept of space. By the time ofDer Blaue Reiter in 

Munich in 1911 the work of Kandinsky with Composition V was well on its way to 

divorcing the content of painting from the representation of the objects of nature. 

Kandinsky's was a mission of synthesizing the elements presented to him by his 

milieu. 
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The Progress of Music 

In the music leading into the twentieth century one finds similar changes in 

perspective. Through the introduction of extreme chromaticism and the resultant 

exploration of more complex chords and key relationships the pull of ^ns tonal center 

was lessening. The classical order achieved through tonal relationships to a central 

tonic was under assault 1̂ 9 

As early as the Prelude to Richard Wagner's music drama Tristan und Isolde 

(1857-1859), Wagner used the device of sequence to forestall the arrival of the tonic. 

(See Example 1. AU of the examples of music and the reproductions of paintings will 

be found in the appendices.) Ostensibly, a minor is the tonal point of reference in the 

Prelude, but even with its first appearance in the 24th measure, in the form of its 

parallel major, the effect of resolution is obviated by the chromatic continuation in the 

alto voice (Example 2). 

In this music melody is asserting its role as an organizational factor. Charles 

Burkhart has distinguished six interrelated motives which pervade the Prelude. 150 

These motives share the Romantic trait of intervals expressing longing, such as the 

rising and falling minor second, and descending diminished and minor sevenths. 

Vagrant harmonies, such as the French sixth (see the circled chords in Example 1) are 

elongated to further intensify the sense of longing and restlessness that permeates this 

music. 

The tonal relationships of the music of Western Civilization were likewise 

reinvestigated in the work of Modest Mussorgsky, with the introduction of the tritone 

as an acceptable stmctural interval. In The Gnome, the first Picture in Mussorgsky's 

Pictures at an Exhibition (1874), after eighteen measures of introduction vacillating 

between the implications of the relative major (G-flat) and the dominant ofe-flat 

minor, the tonality ofe-flat minor is reached. The tonal arrangement, however, is 
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unusual (Example 3). The bass line ascends from the tonic, through the tritone, to the 

diminished seventh back to the tonic. Westem music had avoided the tritone 

(Example 4) which had been difficult to hear, or replicate, at least vocally (and the 

history of Westem music had its origins in vocal music), and had depended instead 

on the perfect fifth as its basic structural unit (Example 5). With this passage in The 

Gnome, and its enlargement at the close of the piece, Mussorgsky had introduced this 

once difficult interval as both an expressive and stmctural element 

The late work of Franz Liszt anticipated the removal of a central tonic from a 

piece of music. In the piano piece Der Trauer-Gondol (1882), while f minor and £ 

minor are suggested in the progress of the piece, it begins with a diminished seventh 

chord which suggests no particular key (Example 6) and ends with a whole-tone scale 

which resolves to a g-sharp which has the effect of being suspended in a timeless 

space (Example 7). 

Scalar forms within Der Trauer-Gondol. even when suggesting a key, as in 

the following example where f-minor is implied, are chromatic and indeterminate 

(Example 8). The chromaticism extends to chord streams (Example 9) which lead to 

a descending half-tone scale preceding the rising whole-tone scale of the ending. 

In Der Trauer-Gondol the necessity of the tonal system which had served as 

the basic organizational factor for Westem music since at least the Baroque period 

(roughly 1600-1750) had surrendered to what Amold Schoenberg would refer to as a 

"higher necessity," 151 that of an inner expression. Liszt's use of chromaticism (the 

chromatic scale was arrived at by the addition of five notes which "colored" the 

diatonic scale), diminished seventh chords (vagrant chords which refused to profess 

allegiance to one single key center), and the whole-tone scale (whose order omitted 

the most important interval of the tonal system, that of the perfect fifth), were signals 

that music could exist on a new plane, free of a central tonic. 
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Johannes Brahms began to emphasize the formal characteristics of motivic 

development as an altemative to tonal organization. For instance, the Rhapsody. Op. 

79. No. 2 (1879) for piano, bearing the key signature of g minor, completes its fu t̂ 

resolution in the fourth measure on a fi major chord. The next resolution, four 

measures later, is to j3 major, a key diametrically opposed to g minor. Q minor 

makes its appearance in the twelfth measure but isn't allowed a final resolution in 

measure thirteen. Brahms delays the unequivocal appearance of the professed tonic 

until the sixty-fifth bar. 

Two devices organize this music. As with the Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, 

sequence keeps the music moving. Another and more important factor, which 

Schoenberg later would call "developing variation" gives the piece its unity. Not only 

are the themes interrelated, the motives expressed in the first measures provide the 

material for all later motivic development 

Erik Satie, reflecting an interest in the plainsong of medieval chant, 

reintroduced modal writing to the possibilities of music entering the twentieth century. 

Each of the pieces of his three Gymnopedies (1888), while clearly centered on a 

tonic, avoid the implications of the major/minor system. For example, in the third 

Gvmnopedie. centered on the tone a, both the opening and closing measures feature a 

rocking motion between chords built on the first and fifth degrees of the aeolian mode 

(or natural minor). Contrary to the dictates of the tonal/harmonic system, however, 

the chord built on the fifth degree (Example 10) is without the leading tone (g-sharp') 

favored by tonal composers and places the seventh of the chord in the bass, thus 

further weakening its necessity to retum to the chord of the first degree. 

In 1894, during a period when Satie was under the dual influences of the 

theories of the painter Puvis de Chavannes (calling for "floating, indistinct 

backgrounds"), and Joseph Peladan, the originator of the "Rose -i- Croix du Temple et 
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du Graal," 152 he wrote the Prelude de la Porte H^roigue du Ciel. Here chords 

follow one another with a static rhythmic precision, but without relating to one 

another in the manner expected by tonality (Example 11). 

Claude Debussy used quartal intervals and the properties of the whole-tone 

scale as devices which could transcend tonal considerations. In an effort to move 

beyond the dominance of Germanic music then in effect in France (as evidenced in the 

music of Cesar Franck, for example), Debussy consciously looked to more exotic 

sources for inspiration. Pagodes. the first piece in the set of piano pieces Estampes 

(Prints) (1903), relies on a pentatonic scale for its effects, probably inspired by the 

Balinese gong orchestra which Debussy had heard at the Paris Intemational 

Exhibition of 1899.153 The second number of the Estampes set. La Soiree dans 

Grenade, features another trait designed to offset traditional tonal relationships; 

streams of chords in parallel motion. 

In the music of Schoenberg's immediate predecessors in the Austro-German 

tradition, that of Richard Strauss and Hugo Wolf, the chromaticism inherent in 

Wagner and Liszt received further impetus and greatly undermined the tonal fiinction 

of harmony. Color was becoming more important than tonal function, leading to the 

use of the term "ultrachromaticism" as descriptive of this music. 154 While the music 

remained tonal, that tonality increasingly became ambiguous. With the music of 

Gustav Mahler, tonality became progressive rather than central. A tonality explored at 

the beginning of a movement would surrender to a another tonality expressed at the 

end of a movement. 

Composers from other countries also were experimenting during the first 

years of our century with ambiguous or multiple tonalities. For instance, Prokofiev 

in his Sarcasms for Piano, Op. 17, No. 3, (1912) wrote in two tonalities (f-sharp 

minor and b-flat minor) simultaneously. Bartok in his Allegro barbaro of 1911, while 
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retaining f-sharp as a tonal center, expanded the concept of tonality by fusing 

characteristics of aeolian, phrygian, and lydian modes. Scriabin in his Opus 74 

Preludes of 1914 undermined the sense of a central tonic by dividing the centers of a 

piece at the distance of a tritone; the third of these Preludes explores two tonalities; fi 

sharp-b-sharp). 

The expansionism witnessed in tonality at the end of the nineteenth century 

and the beginning of the twentieth also invaded the other elements of music of the 

time. Orchestral size increased and, with composers like Strauss, new demands were 

placed on the technique of instrumentalists. Size, power, expression and 

chromaticism were the hallmarks of the Austro-German tradition during these 

transitional years. 155 

The rhythm of music also experienced a re-evaluation. Satie had removed the 

barlines from his writing as early as the Gnossienes of 1889. While this effect was 

harmless, in that the music remained metered, and probably served a desire on Satie's 

part to increase the visual attractiveness of his scores, other rhythmic effects of the 

period were more indicative of a real, underlying change in rhythmic thinking. The 

sometimes primitive and driving rhythms found in the music of Bartok, Prokofiev 

and Stravinsky, with changes of meter and the occasional use of "new" meters such 

as 5/4 and 7/4, were suggestive of the more primordial facets of humanity. The 

complexity of rhythm which began in the works of Brahms was continued in the 

work of Amold Schoenberg, where the barlines ceased to "sound" in the music. 

Dynamic ranges which in the time of Mozart had remained comfortably in the 

boundaries of forte to piano became excessive during the turbulent years of change 

approaching the twentieth century until Schoenberg was to ask for the very extremes 

in the Three Piano Pieces. Op. 11 (1909). With all the elements of music and its 

performance under reconsideration and the primary motivating factor of tonality under 
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assault, it was inevitable that such a composer as Amold Schoenberg should enter the 

arena. His was the mission to overthrow the tonal system and to arrange the 

components of music into a new musical space. 

Conclusions 

Man entered the new century with technology, science, and politics shaking 

free from their classical order. The absolute power of kings, of religion, of rational 

thought was tottering. A new age stretched before him as a cataclysm of ideas in 

which every aspect of his culture was destined to fall to the revolution. Music, art, 

and literature underwent a similar revolution, shedding the perspectives they had held 

for centuries. The old art forms, the old political ideals had reached, indeed had 

exceeded their limits, and in the resulting explosion new forms arose. Phoenix was 

bom again, a stirring attempt at both beauty and self-destmction, a reminder that 

immortality depends on cycles of mortality and that what is new inevitably grows 

from the residue of the old. 

A time of intense excitement and experimentation pervaded the arts. In 

separate places across the expanse of Westem Civilization artists, frequently unaware 

of each other, grappled with the demise of the old and the erection of the new. The 

fact that this first phase of the arts in the twentieth century was to be short-lived, and 

that it thrived in the shadow of the first great World War, adds to its interest and gives 

hope to its spiritual children of the last quarter of a troubled century that perhaps the 

Phoenix may indeed rise again. 

Although the early twentieth century produced many untrod paths leading 

from the old to the new, the two artists who probably did more to sustain the 

revolutionary ideology and technique were Schoenberg and Kandinsky, from whom 

emanated a vast new spiritual arena for artistic thought and activity. 
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ARNOLD SCHOENBERG: LIFE AND WORK: 1874-1914 

Earlv Years 

Amold Schoenberg, son of Jewish emigres, was bom in Vienna, Austria on 

September 13, 1874, the eldest of three children. 1 The family Uved in modest 

circumstances, supported at first by Samuel Schoenberg's small shoe shop, and later 

by his collection agency. The financial conditions did not allow the family to own a 

piano. 2 

According to Schoenberg's accounts of his early background, music was not 

of primary importance in the family life.3 In an article written in 1949, "My 

Evolution," Schoenberg remembered his early years: 

I began studying violin at the age of eight and almost 
immediately started composing. One might 
accordingly assume that I had acquired very early a 
great skill in composing. My Uncle Fritz, who was a 
poet, the father of Hans Nachod, had taught me French 
very early. There was not, as has happened in many 
child-prodigy-producing families, any music-
enthusiast in mine. All my compositions up to about 
my seventeenth year were no more than imitations of 
such music as I had been able to become acquainted 
with~violin duets and duet-arrangements of operas and 
the repertory of military bands that played in pubUc 
parks. One must not forget that at this time printed 
music was extremely expensive, that there were not yet 
records or radios, and that Vienna had only one opera 
theatre and one yearly cycle of eight Philharmonic 

concerts.^ 

Schoenberg received a general education from the public schools of the 

Second District of Vienna, entering the Volksschule in April 1880 and the first class 

of the Realschule in the Autumn of 1885. His formal education was terminated on 

January 2, 1891, following the death of his father on New Year's Eve, 1890/91. He 
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began work as an apprentice in the Private Bank of Wemer and Company, Vienna I. 

This position lasted until 1895 when, according to David Josef Bach, a friend of 

Schoenberg's youth, the bank went bankmpt. Schoenberg reportedly was very 

happy with this turn of events, and took the opportunity to announce his decision to 

become a musician.5 

His further education was based on influences gained from the circle of his 

friends. With Oscar Adler, Schoenberg took his first steps in learning music theory, 

played chamber music, and explored the fields of poetry and philosophy.6 With 

David Bach, Schoenberg refined his moral and ethical values, laying the groundwork 

necessary for a lifetime devoted to following the dictates of his inner needs. To 

Alexander von Zemlinsky, conductor and composer, Schoenberg owed "most of my 

knowledge of the technique and problems of composing."7 Through Zemlinsky, 

Schoenberg moved into the musical life of Vienna. As Jane Kallir remarks: "The 

poor Jewish boy from the Second District crossed over the Danube Canal and entered 

the heart of the city. Over the course of the next five or six years, he logged in 

several hundred nights at the opera, and by the time he was twenty-five, he had seen 

Richard Wagner's operas close to thirty times." Zemlinsky also introduced 

Schoenberg to the Cafe Griensteidl and its circle of young musicians and 

intellectuals. 8 

Early Career: The Tonal Years 

Seldom comfortable fmancially, Schoenberg's early years as a musician were 

particularly difficult. He supported himself and beginning in 1901 his wife and 

children by a variety of jobs. After leaving the bank Schoenberg conducted worker's 

choral societies in Modling, Meidling and Stockerau.9 He also began to score 

operettas during this early period. 10 
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With the time available, Schoenberg composed. In 1898 a String Quartet in D 

Major was privately performed at the Vienna Tonkiinstlerverein and soon was 

repeated at a subscription concert of the society. The fu*st three works with opus 

numbers Two Songs for Baritone and Piano. Op. 1: Four Songs for Voice and 

Piano. Op. 2: and Six Songs for Medium Voice and Piano. Op. 3 were written by 

1899.11 The String Sextet. Verklarte Nacht. Op. 4 was composed in 1899. The 

massive Gurrelieder was begun in 1900-01,12 but the orchestration was not 

completed until November of 1911 and had to wait until Febmary of 1913 for its fu-st 

performance. 13 

In December 1901, Schoenberg moved to Berlin, ostensibly to become the 

musical director of the Uberbrettl.l^ although his activity at this theatre has not been 

documented. His primary activity seems to have been "scoring operettas and popular 

tunes." 15 However, while in Berlin, Schoenberg made contact with the composer 

Richard Strauss, who arranged for Schoenberg to teach composition at the Stem 

Conservatoire and, in 1902, for Schoenberg to receive the Liszt Stipendium.l6 

During his time in Berlin Schoenberg, following a suggestion given him by Strauss, 

became familiar with Maeterlinck's play Pelleas et Melisande and set the story as a 

symphonic poem, Pelleas und Melisande. Op. 5.17 in which Schoenberg 

experimented with chains of whole-tones and the augmented triad as a combination of 

the thirds in the whole-tone scale. 

By July of 1903 Schoenberg had returned to Vienna 18 and early in 1904 

began teaching classes, using facilities provided for him by Dr. Eugenie Schwarzwald 

at her girls' school in the First District of Vienna. 19 By this time Schoenberg had 

become acquainted with Gustav Mahler20 whose realm of influence was extended to 

Schoenberg. The students who attended these classes came primarily from the 
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Institute of Studies in Musical History at Vienna University, which Guido Adler, a 

friend of Mahler's, directed.21 

By the autumn of 1904 Schoenberg left the public fomm for private teaching 

and was joined immediately by his most famous students, Anton von Webem and 

Alban Berg. His compositions during this time include the Eight Songs for Voice 

and Piano. Op. 6. which were written between December 1903 and October 1905, 

and the First String Ouartet in D Minor. Op. 7. composed during the summers of 

1904-05. Six Orchestral Songs. Op. 8. written during 1904, also belong to this 

period.22 

Schoenberg's progress as a composer during these years was rapid. From the 

early student piano pieces, Drei Klavierstucke.23 written in 1894 and not intended for 

publication, to the D minor String Ouartet. Op. 7. a revolution in complexity had 

occurred. Charles Rosen has noted that the "early works are Brahmsian, even 

Dvorakian, in character, solid and unadvenmrous." 24 The Drei Klavierstiicke 

"appropriate," as Walter Frisch notes in Brahms and the Principle of Developing 

Variation, "the distinctive piano style of Brahms's late pieces."25 As Frisch points 

out, the first piece, in C-sharp minor, makes use of the Brahmsian technique of 

metrical displacement: 

. . . although notated in 2/4, the music unfolds as if in 
6 /8 . . . . the Ustener cannot possibly be aware of the 
dislocation, since the written meter is not established at 
the outset. Only in bars 9-10 do we become aware of a 
conflict: the 6/8 pattem begins an eighth note "early," 
on the downbeat of bar 10. In bars 14-15 where the 
displaced 6/8 has been reestablished, the right hand 
plays a hemiola (a 3/4 pattem) above the left-hand 
accompaniment, which remains in 6/8. Such metrical 
complexities, piUng ambiguity upon (or within) 
ambiguity, even out do Brahms, their obvious 
model.26 
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(See Examples 12 and 13.) In fact, while the rhythm of the right hand suggests a 6/8, 

the left hand is phrased as a 3/8. Another Brahmsian trait, that of counterbalancing 

duplet against triplet figures, occurs at the recapitulation of the theme beginning in 

measure 27 (Example 14). 

To further confound matters, the theme is here presented in stretto between 

two voices. A stringendo codetta concludes the piece with funher rhythmic 

irregularities. Sixteenth-note triplets are phrased in four groups, two of six notes 

each, one of four, and one of five (Example 15). 

Other traits of Schoenberg's pianistic technique in these early pieces remind 

one of Brahms' late style. The texture is exceedingly thick. The ideas are developed 

continuously. For instance, the center section of the third piece, while giving the 

appearance of a separate theme, is intimately related to its opening theme, its groups 

of falling seconds derived from the seconds presented in octaves beginning in m. 2 

(Example 16). The accompanying figures of the middle section, whose notes sound 

out countermelodies modeled after the principal theme, come from those of the 

opening section (Example 17). In 1896 Schoenberg wrote the Sechs Stucke fur 

Klavier zu vier Ha'nden.27 which again pay homage to the influence of Brahms. 

The influence of Wagner, prompted by Zemlinsky,28 was to come later, not 

apparent until the songs of 1899.29 Schoenberg explained that the thematic 

constmction in Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night), also composed in 1899, was 

"based on Wagnerian 'model and sequence' above a roving harmony," but went on to 

explain that it owed much to what he called Brahms' "technique of developing 

variation" and asymmetrical phrasing.30 in Verklarte Nacht Schoenberg also 

developed specific characteristics of his own which were to become more prominent 

in his compositions of the next few years: 

I think there were also some Schoenbergian elements to 
be found in the length of some of the melodies, in the 
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sonority, in contrapuntal and motival combinations, 
and in the semi- contrapuntal movement of the 
harmony and its basses against the melody. Finally, 
there were already some passages of unfixed tonality 
which may be considered premonitions of the future.31 

A contemporary of Schoenberg's underiined the existence of "some Schoenbergian 

elements" by commenting, "It sounds as if someone had smeared the score of Tristan 

while it was still wet. "32 

With the D Minor String Ouartet. Op. 7. Schoenberg already had exceeded the 

listening capacities of the public, and its first performance on Febmary 5, 1907 in 

Vienna, by the Rose Quartet, was greeted by a hostile audience.^^ Ten years later, 

Alban Berg singled out this work as an example of the difficulty Schoenberg's music 

presents the listener, with or without tonality. Examining the first ten measures of the 

work, Berg pointed out: 

. . . the inexhaustible artistic techniques . . . the use of 
all compositional possibilities of the music of centuries: 
in short, its boundless opulence. Here we find the 
same variety of harmonic treatment, making boldest 
use of the possibilities of tones; the unsymmetrical, 
free thematic constmction of themes, with its motivic 
work never ebbing; the art of variation, projecting itself 
thematically as well as in the harmonization, 
contrapuntally as well as in the rhythm; also the 
polyphony that expands over the whole work and the 
unequalled technique of contrapuntal part-writing; and 
finally the variety of rhythms, subject both to their own 
laws and those of variation, so that in this respect also, 
Schbnberg aims at an art of constmction entirely 
remote from the "dissolved rhythm" so foolishly 
attributed to him.34 

The Chamber Symphony for Fifteen Solo Instmments. Op. 9 was completed 

in the summer of 1906.35 Schoenberg felt this piece to be the climax of his first 

period, in that it: 

. . . established a very intimate reciprocation between 
melody and harmony, in that both connect remote 
relations of the tonality into a perfect unity, draw 
logical consequences from the problems they attempt to 
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solve, and simultaneously make great progress in the 
direction of the emancipation of the dissonance. This 
progress is brought about here by the postponement of 
the resolution of "passing" dissonances to a remote 
point where, finally, the preceding harshness becomes 
justified. 3 6 

Schoenberg continued to explore the usage of melodic and harmonic intervals 

that undermined the underlying tonal center. Fourths, tritones, semitonal relations 

and series of whole tones became integral parts of his compositional technique, not 

merely dissonant additions to a tonal stmcture.37 Two Ballads for Voice and Piano. 

Op. 12. written in March-April, 1907, continued the assault on traditional tonahty. 

Stuckenschmidt observed that: "Both contain the melodic and harmonic combinations 

of a fourth, a semitone and a tritone, which act as elements of fermentation against 

diatonicism and tonality. "38 

Schoenberg's piece for mixed choms, a cappella, Friede auf Erden Op. 13 

(Peace on Earth"), also belongs to this period. It was completed on March 3, 1907. 

An optional accompaniment to it was completed on October 6, 1911.39 

Expressionism and Atonality 

Schoenberg's growth as a "radical" composer depended on more than his 

historical position as a Viennese composer, although Vienna in the early years of the 

twentieth century was a hotbed of artistic experimentation, not only in music but in 

art, architecture, and literature as well. Such innovators as the architect Adolf Loos 

and the painter Oscar Kokoshka were friends of Schoenberg. Among his 

acquaintances was the painter Richard Gersti, a figure from the early pages of 

Austrian expressionism only recentiy receiving recognition. Jane Kallir refers to him 

as "the first Austrian expressionist," and likens the independence of each of his 

brushstrokes to Schoenberg's "emancipation of the dissonance.'"^0 (piate 1.) Gerstl, 

quiet and withdrawn, yet convinced of his own superiority, felt more drawn to the 
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company of musicians than that of other painters. He spent the summers of 1907 

andl908 with the Schoenberg family in Gmunden, and taught Schoenberg and his 

wife Mathilde to paint.^1 According to Schoenberg Gersti leamed also from 

Schoenberg: "When he saw some quite miscarried attempts of mine, he took their 

miserable appearance to be intentional and exclaimed, 'Now I have leamed from you 

how one has to paint!'.. . Immediately afterwards he started to paint 'Modem."''^2 

During the summer of 1908 Mathilde left Schoenberg and her children and ran 

away with Gerstl. This rift in his personal life left Schoenberg in crisis, even to the 

point of his considering suicide.^3 Eventually Mathilde retumed to her family, and 

on the fourth of November, 1908, Gersti destroyed much of his life's work, ran a 

knife through his chest and hanged himself. It is of interest that it was during the 

period of Gerstl's association with the Schoenberg family that Schoenberg began his 

transition to his so-called "atonal" period, and that later, two expressionist dramas 

reflect the emotional difficulties of this time. Even though Schoenberg's activity as a 

painter reached its height in 1910, it began at this time. 

On March 9, 1907,^^ Schoenberg began the Second String Ouartet in F-

Sharp minor. Op. 10. the piece which he later felt marked the transition to his second 

period, the period in which he "renounced a tonal centre~a procedure incorrectiy 

called 'atonality.'"^5 jn this work Schoenberg came face to face with what he called 

a "dilemma." While the piece held a tonality, apparent at 

. . . the main dividing-points of the formal 
organization, the overwhelming multitude of 
dissonances cannot be counterbalanced any longer by 
occasional returns to such tonal triads as represent a 
key. It seemed inadequate to force a movement into 
the Procmstean bed of tonality without supporting it by 

harmonic progressions that pertain to it.^" 

The "individual parts" of the Ouartet (joined in tiie third and fourth movements 

by a singing voice) were becoming freer and were proceeding "regardless of whether 
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)r not their meeting results in codified harmonies.'"^7 The first performance of the 

^ork, on December 22, 1908, raised such a disturbance tiiat the Neue Weiner 

fageblatt reported it in its crime section.'^S AS Malcohn MacDonald has pointed out 

n his study on Schoenberg, the work: 

. . . undermined the listener's basic assumptions about 
the stability of key: its unheard-of rapidity in 
modulation plunged the audience into a half- familiar 
yet unsettling world. Disturbances began when, by the 
sixth bar, the music had already reached C Major-tiie 
most remote region from the F sharp in which it 
began.'^9 

The Second String Ouartet. Op. 10. grows out of this welter of tonal 

relationships through the Scherzo with its quotation of the Viennese street song Odu 

Lieber Augustin. alles ist hin!. (O, dear Augustin. it's all over!) into the despair of the 

slow third movement with its text based on poems of Stefan George sung by soprano 

^oice: 

Deep is the mouming that lours about me, I am 
entering again. Lord!, into Thy house . . . 

Long was the joumey, the limbs are weary. The 
shrines are empty. Anguish alone is full.50 

In the final movement of the work, with its increasing denial of surface 

onality, signaled by its lack of key signature, the soprano sings the words which 

;ince have become famous as a challenge to the progression of music history in our 

:entury: "I feel air blowing from another planet." The work concludes in triumph 

vith the words "I am an ember of the Holy Fire, am but an echo of the Holy Voice!" 

Vn epilogue brings the work to rest on a pure F-Sharp Major chord.^1 

The Second String Ouartet was completed in July of 1908, in the midst of 

ichoenberg's personal turmoil. It later was dedicated to his wife. The process begun 

1 the Quartet continued in Two Songs Op. 14. completed later in 1908. But it was 

le Fifteen Verses fi-om "The Book of the Hanging Gardens" bv Stefan George. Op. 
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1S, for High Voice and Piano (begun in March of 1908 and completed in 1909),52 

that heralded a new style of composition.53 Schoenberg remarked in 1949 that it had 

been "the first step towards a style which has since been called the style of 

'atonality.'"^"^ Here the dictates of stmctural harmony were negated. Dissonance 

became free of the necessity for resolution. Contrapuntal melodies were acquiring a 

distinction of their own, freed from the necessity of coming together in traditionally 

accepted vertical agreements. Schoenberg was pleased with the new sounds, the new 

kind of melody and the new expression but was by this point so accustomed to the 

hostility his each new work brought forth that he was afraid to submit works in the 

new style to the public-even to "show them to people other than my closest 

friends. "55 

The step toward "free atonality" taken in Op. 15 was continued and expanded 

in the other compositions of 1909. The Three Piano Pieces. Op. 11 were written 

between Febmary and August, 1909. Josef Rufer marks the completion of the first 

of these pieces on Febmary 19, 1909 as an important date in the history of music, 

"for this is the first composition to dispense completely with 'tonal' means of 

organization. "56 

Witiiout the support offered by tonaUty, it was necessary for Schoenberg to 

find other means of organization for tiie Opus 11 pieces. He relied, in tiie first two 

pieces, on a principle of composition which he called "developing variation." In 

1950, in an essay titled "Bach," Schoenberg described this technique: 

Music of the homophonic-melodic style of 
composition, that is, music with a main tiieme, 
accompanied by and based on harmony, produces its 
material by, as I call it, developing variation. This 
means that variation of the features of a basic unit 
produces all the thematic formulations which provide 
for fluency, contrasts, variety, logic and unity, on the 
one hand, and character, mood, expression, and every 
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needed differentiation, on the other hand-thus 
elaborating the idea of the piece.57 

As used by Schoenberg,58 "developing variation" allowed a piece of music to evolve 

from a minimum of idea (material)59 creating in the process an organism so tme to 

itself that were one to cut into it at any point, one would find tiiere the same blood 

supply which infused the whole.^0 

This principle of unity in a work of art, without die outward cmtches of 

simple repetition or sequence,^! is particularly apparent in Op. 11, No. 1. Its 

opening ideas, on both the horizontal and vertical planes, begin their mutation even at 

the moment of their inception (Example 18). By measure 4, the ascending thirds of 

the blocks supporting the melody have entered the melodic line, while the beginning 

motif of the melody, sHghtiy altered, has fallen to die alto Hne. At the same time, the 

vertical support has expanded its rise, incorporating a free inversion of the primary 

melody's opening statement. 

The implications of this fusion of material in mm. 4-5 is explored in two 

further statements, now varied by rhythmic means. First the idea is displaced to 

another position within the measure, while the third statement employs augmentation 

and adds another permutation of the opening motif in the tenor line. The first five 

measures of Op. 11, No. 1 reveal yet another inner relationship: the bass line is a free 

translation of the opening motif 

The remainder of the piece unfolds from this wealth of interconnection in the 

first eight measures. Measures 9 through 11 adapt the material to another pitch level, 

while measure 12 is an arabesque extending the possibiUties of both the ascending 

and descending lines emanating from the initial idea (Example 19). 

Using Schoenberg's analogy of cutting into an organism at any point and 

finding the same blood supply,^2 ^^ f[^^ (h^t gyg^ difficult or seemingly obtuse 
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portions of Op. 11, No. 1 yield the essense of the organism. For instance, mm. 34-

35 present the initial dieme in a new guise, each voice in die right hand following its 

contour. The left hand follows the rise of die inverted tiieme (Example 20). 

While Op. 11, No. 1 shows a rigorous logic in composition, it remains a 

thorough-going example of Schoenberg's new freedom with the materials of the 

chromatic scale. Triadic harmony is avoided, as are resolutions to a recognizable 

tonic. Intervals of the seventh and ninth replace the octave (Example 21). 

Op. 11, No. 2,63 the least radical of the three pieces in the set, is held 

together by an intermittent ostinato (for twenty-five of its sixty-six measures) 

suggesting a vestigial tonality.^"* While the ostinato explores a variety of pitches 

throughout the piece, its primary point of reference, stated at the beginning and end, 

is on the pitches D and F (Example 22). Employing a technique of composition 

similar to that in Op. 11, No. 1, it is a slow and romantic piece, plaintive in its effect. 

Schoenberg sent the first two piano pieces of Op. 11 to Fermcio Busoni, the 

famous pianist and composer then residing in Berlin. Busoni's response, in a letter 

dated July 26, 1909, was favorable. Schoenberg's art, he said, was "subjective, 

individual, and founded on feeling," yet as a pianist, Busoni held reservations about 

the effectiveness of these pieces: "The first doubts about your music "as piano pieces 

arose because of the small span of the writing in the circumference of time and space. 

The piano is a short-breathed instmment and one can't help it enough."^5 pjve days 

later, Busoni added a postscript to his letter stating that he had worked on the pieces 

every day, had understood Schoenberg's intentions, but was having difficulty 

producing the sounds and moods he felt Schoenberg expected. "The task," he said, 

was "made difficuh by too great conciseness...." He included with his letter a 

measure of Op. 11, No. 2 illustrating what he meant, adding octaves to single bass 
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lines, and moving material from one range to another, thus expanding the scope of the 

piece to more closely reflect the range of the piano.^ 

Schoenberg, upon receiving Busoni's letter, intermpted his work on the 

Orchestral Pieces. Op. 16 to write Uie third piece of Opus 11, which he completed on 

the 7th of August, 1909.^7 while the range is scarcely wider than that of the fu-st 

two pieces, and the length of the piece shorter (35 mm.) die writing is much thicker, 

frequently requiring three staves for its notation. There is more octave doubling and a 

much fuller vertical treatment. Chords of six notes are not uncommon and in several 

places the damper pedal is indicated, adding to the wash of sound. There is some 

hand-crossing as there had been in Busoni's edited measure of Op. 11, No. 2. 

Busoni's complaints, obviously, had made their mark.68 Op. 11, No. 3 

thunders into existence. The majority of its measures are written forte or louder. Its 

dynamic shifts, however, are extreme, ranging from ffff to pppp. (The range of 

dynamics in the earlier two pieces, also widely varied, had stayed within the bounds 

of ppp to ff, although No. 2 twice calls for pppp.) Opus 11, No. 3 stands apart from 

its companion pieces in ways other than sheer complexity and verve. Relinquishing 

the motivic variation apparent in Nos. 1 and 2, it is, as David Burge has noted, 

"through-composed."^^ Schoenberg, the great experimenter, here had removed the 

support of his musical universe from the props developed by his predecessors. Not 

only were the tonal resolutions of a former day denied their vahdity, even the form-

making capacity of the transforming motif had been eliminated. Yet the music makes 

sense. Burge has suggested that the coherence communicated by Op. 11, No. 3 is 

derived from die properties of the manipulation of sound: "Lacking a binding motivic 

stmcture, it nevertheless demonstrates a clear formal stmcture based on varied 

alternations between moods and timbres."70 
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The Three Piano Pieces. Op. 11 are a landmark in the music of the twentieth 

century. As Glenn Gould said: 

Perhaps no other composition was as cmcial to 
Schoenberg's future, and if one accepts the 
evenmalities of tiiat future, then also to twentietii-
century music, as the Three Piano Pieces, Op. 11. 
They were not his first atonal works, for besides the 
last movement of the Second Quartet, many of the 
songs in his magnificent cycle Das Buch der 
h'angenden G'^rten. Op. 15, predated Op. 11. But in 
terms of a sustained stmcture (the second of the Three 
Piano Pieces mns to nearly seven minutes). Op. 11 
was the first major test of the possibilities of survival in 
a musical universe no longer dominated by a triadically 
centered harmonic orbit. And the survival potential 

was, on the basis of Op. 11, eminentiy satisfactory.71 

The Five Orchestral Pieces. Op. 16. written between May and August of 

190972 show the influence of Mahler. The large orchestra is treated more as a 

chamber-music ensemble; its mass ft^equentiy reduced to small groups of solo 

instmments, with a continually shifting instmmentation. This preoccupation with 

instmmental color is amply indulged in Op. 16. The third piece, subtitied "Colors," 

draws its name from the technique of slowly overlapping instmmentation on a single 

chord. The final piece allows a single melody a wide variety of instmmentation. 

John C. Crawford describes the motival basis of the first piece, in which a three-note 

motif is "developed in inversion and retrograde in a primitive, rather free (and perhaps 

still unconscious) anticipation of Schoenberg's later serialism." He points out that in 

the longer second section, the inverted motive finds its way into a pedal chord, thus 

giving vertical realization to the horizontal, melodic aspect.73 This simultaneous use 

of material in vertical and horizontal form relates to Schoenberg's desire for economy 

of means in composition and suggests tiiat the gravitational pull of a single tonic has 

been supplanted by a new force of cohesion, tiiat of "the unity of musical space."'-^ 
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The next composition, Erwartung (Expectation). Monodrama. Op. 17. with a 

libretto by Marie Pappenheim, (Plate 2) was written between the 27th of August and 

the 12tii of September, 1909. While tiiere was no direct connection between 

Schoenberg and Freud, the two most famous Viennese of this period, die librettist, as 

a medical student, would have been aware of the techniques of psychoanalysis. John 

C. Crawford relates that a relative of Marie Pappenheim's, Bertha Pappenheim, "was 

in fact the original of Freud's case-history 'Anna O'" and suggests that Erwartung. "a 

stream-of-consciousness monolog" of a woman's search by night of a woods for her 

lover, "was powerfully influenced by Freud's explorations of the unconscious."75 

In this expressionist stage piece the process of atonaUty is joined with that of 

a state of near athematicism. Charles Rosen has said of Erwartung that: 

In this work Schoenberg did away with all the 
traditional means in which music was supposed to 
make itself intelligible: repetition of themes, integrity 
and discursive transformation of clearly recognizable 
motifs, harmonic stmcture based on a framework of 
tonality. There is no fully developed sense of key 
anywhere in Erwartung. and each motif that appears is 
abandoned after a few seconds. Nevertheless, 
Erwartung is one of the most effective, easily 
accessible, and immediately convincing of 
Schoenberg's works.76 

Schoenberg, in "My Evolution," referred to this new way of writing, anticipated in 

Op. 11, No. 3: 

Intoxicated by the enthusiasm of having freed music 
from the shackles of tonality, I had thought to find 
further liberty of expression. In fact, I myself and my 
pupils Anton von Webem and Alban Berg, and even 
Alois Haba beUeved that now music could renounce 
motivic features and remain coherent and 
comprehensible nevertheless.77 

Egon Wellesz, a student and biographer of Schoenberg, likened this 

juxtaposition of". . . short, at first sight unconnected motives and figurations . . . " 

to pointillism in painting: "When Schoenberg showed me the score of his 
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Monodrama Erwartung he said tiiat he could not explain how tiiese short phrases 

were connected. 'I had to tmst my hand' he said, 'like a painter who sets patches of 

colour which create the vision of a picmre."'78 

Charles Rosen has noted that the triad, as the supreme stmctural building 

block of tonaUty, had to give way to another device and, in his analysis of Erwartung. 

notes the characteristic use of chords of six notes, chords which he suggests replace 

the triad as the stabiUzing factor. He describes tiie six-note chord as "generally made 

up of two three-note chords outiining the seventh, e.g., a fourth above an augmented 

fourth."79 (Example 23.) Rosen further suggests that the need for cadence, denied 

here by the consistent "dissonant" style, is supplied primarily through the shape of 

melodic stmctures, a rise and fall reminiscent of late nineteenth-century melodic 

contours. 80 

Following the creative outburst of 1909, with its exploration of the new atonal 

style, 1910 was given to other pursuits. Schoenberg spent much of the year writing 

the Harmonielehre (Theorv of Harmony).81 and painting. His first and largest 

exhibition of paintings was given in October 1910 at Hugo Heller's book and art shop 

in Vienna. The exhibition included over forty paintings. 82 Only three paintings 

sold, all bought anonymously by Gustav Mahler.83 

Schoenberg's Paintings 

The majority of Schoenberg's paintings were done between 1906/07 

andl912, corresponding to the height of his composition in the expressionistic, atonal 

style.84 The paintings include landscapes, portraits and self-portraits, and a series of 

raw and agonized Gazes. Schoenberg readily admitted tiiat he was an amateur 

painter,85 and described the difference between his music and his painting on that 

basis. Aside from tiie levels of accomplishment he attained in the two media, he felt 

the two activities were the same. Painting, he sa id ," . . . was the same to me as 
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making music. To me it was a way of expressing myself, of presenting emotions, 

ideas . . . in the same manner as I did in music."86 Schoenberg contended that his 

visions came out of his own nature and shunned die idea that he was influenced by 

Kandinsky and Kokoschka, stating that "everything important had been done" before 

he became aware of Kandinsky and before Kokoschka's work had emerged.87 

At a later period in his life Schoenberg commented that the expressionist 

painter's idea of portraiture was based on psychoanalysis.88 The exterior qualities of 

the personality were of less interest to Schoenberg than the underlying qualities. 

Thus the vision of Gustav Mahler (Plate 3), presents the composer in bold frontal 

view, one eye seeking inward, the other fixed upon the viewer. At first examination 

the head appears disembodied. With time, the wash of the lower part of the canvas 

begins to suggest hunched shoulders and the head appears to be extended beyond the 

surface of the picture plane. After overcoming the shock of the hair, wedged like a 

bent crow-bar atop of the head, the viewer's attention is drawn to Mahler's gaze. 

Schoenberg described his interest in faces as limited to the gaze emanating 

from the eyes.89 This quality of interest is evident in other Visions and portraits of 

the period. The Vision of Christ (Plate 4), growing out of the background as a knot 

in a piece of wood, places even more emphasis on the eyes than in the Vision of 

Mahler. There is horror here. The eyes have seen too much. In this apparition only 

the forehead is lighted, the matted hair and beard disappearing into the background. 

Witii the Burial of Gustav Mahler (Plate 5) anotiier side of Schoenberg's 

oeuvre is apparent. The expression of a gaze has been transferred to the emptiness 

suggested by tiie black hole which replaces the living Mahler. Here, personality is 

superceded by a landscape tormented by storm. The figures clustered about the scene 

are without individuality and are reminiscent of figures in the work of Edvard Munch. 

Facial features are suggested by no more than dots. The human element is still 
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passive and small in the face of fate. Indeed, the figures at die lower right hand 

comer of the painting appear to be drawn into the landscape, and the head of die giant 

figure entering the painting from the middle left is transparent against die whiteness of 

the background. Pointillistic white dots in the lower and upper left hand comers 

diffuse the landscape and add to the coldness of the scene. Schoenberg's use of 

pointillism most likely came from his familiarity with the self-portraits of Gerstl, 

where the dots serve an expressive purpose, suggesting a disintegration of 

personaUty. In the hands of the German and Austrian Expressionists pointillism was 

far removed from the model provided by the French (primarily Seurat and Signac), 

where it served a more classical purpose, performing optical arrangements for the 

enjoyment of the observing eye. 

Wassily Kandinsky later had occasion to write an essay discussing 

Schoenberg's paintings.^O Proceeding from his own definition of painting as ". . . 

the extemal expression of an intemal impression in pictorial form," he commended 

Schoenberg's ability to ignore " . . . die objective result, [seeking] only to pin down 

his subjective sensation,. . .[and] employing only those resources that appear to him 

at that moment indispensable."^1 For Kandinsky, a living art could grow only from 

the development of the artist's soul, never from the search for outward form: 

It is the content of the artist's soul that develops, 
becomes more precise, assuming ever greater intemal 
dimensions: upward, downward, in all directions. In 
that moment at which a certain inner level is attained, 
one will fmd at one's disposal an outward form 
corresponding to this inner value.92 

Applying this criterion to Schoenberg's paintings, Kandinsky found that each of 

Schoenberg's works brought the " . . . inner desire of the artist. . . forth in a form 

appropriate to it."^^ 
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Schoenberg's Self-Portrait (Plate 6), in which we see Schoenberg deep in 

thought, hands clasped behind the back he presented to his public,94 ascending his 

solitary path, was, to Kandinsky: " . . . painted witii the so called 'scrapings of die 

palette.' And yet, what other colors could he choose to achieve this powerful, sober, 

precise, concise effect?"95 The unskilled aspects of the paintings were not a 

drawback to Kandinsky's appreciation of them. He noted that Schoenberg 

reproached himself for his "deficient technique": 

I would like to amend the reproach in accordance with 
the above-defmed criterion: Schoenberg is mistaken-it 
is not his technique that fails to satisfy him, but his 
inner desires, his soul, of which he demands more than 
it is today able to give. 

I would wish that painters should suffer the same 
dissatisfaction-for all time.^^ 

The Visions appealed to Kandinsky less than the more realistic paintings in 

Schoenberg's oeuvre.^7 He saw in the realistic paintings, as in the works of the 

naive painter Henri Rousseau, examples of what he called the "new greater realism" 

in which the "inner sound" vibrates through the "simple rendering of the extemal shell 

of things."^8 The Visions, however, reminded him of the element of "strangeness" 

in Oscar Kokoschka's work which, while interesting, failed to make him "vibrate 

spiritually. "9^ 

The strangeness to which Kandinsky objected is palpable in the two Gazes 

painted by Schoenberg in 1910 (Plates 7 and 8). The eyes stare at die viewer, giving 

the effect of one's unrelieved staring into a mirror. The inner vision of these 

paintings captures the inner vision of the viewer. A dialogue is maintained between 

Schoenberg's vision and that which we carry within us. 

Jane Kallir, in her summary analysis of Schoenberg's paintings, reverses 

Kandinsky's criticism and finds the Visions and Gazes to be more interesting than the 
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more realistically portrayed landscapes and portraits. The Visions, as she suggests, 

ignore the sophistication of complex composition, "plopped" as diey are "in the center 

of die canvas." 100 This "weakness," along with that of "his inability to render 

anatomically correct proportions" constitute, in her opinion, his greatest strengths: 

The result, paradoxically, is a series of works that not 
only hold their own with those of the other 
expressionists, but actually transcend die very limits of 
expressionism by foreshadowing some of the most 
radical artistic developments of the century. 
Kandinsky, even in his abstract paintings, retained a 
conventional notion of composition as the arrangement 
of forms. Schoenberg, however, did not deal with 
composition, but rather with the surface of the canvas 
itself. In the 1960s and '70s, the color-field painters 
would evidence a similar preoccupation with the 

presence of the picture plane. 101 

Beyond this, she points to his "ability to find exact coloristic equivalents for certain 

emotional states and to set these tones into effective relationships [to be] the basis for 

his most important achievement."102 For Kallir, the Visions, rather than the more 

traditional portraits, are original and revolutionary and achieve the access to the inner 

state sought by Kandinsky. 

Die gliickliche Hand (Libretto) 

Schoenberg's expressionist stage drama with music. Die gliickHche Hand 

(The Hand of Fate). Op. 18.103 conceived of as early as 1908, was begun in 1910. 

The libretto, which he wrote himself, was fmished by the end of June, 1910, while 

the music was written between September 9, 1910 and November 18, 1913.104 Die 

gliickliche Hand, a sort of expressionist Greek tragedy, 105 was conceived for one 

singing role; a Man, a choms of twelve singing and speaking voices, and two silent 

characters; a Gentleman and a Woman. The protagonist, a person of genius, an 

alchemist of the creative spirit, is flawed by his desire for the attainment of purely 

human happiness. The Woman, as a symbol for this attainment, remains outside of 
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his grasp, drawn instead to die other man in die drama. There is stasis in diis drama. 

The opening and closmg scenes depict die Man flattened beneadi the weight of die 

beast of his desire. He has leamed nothing in the course of the drama. The final 

release of tension inherent in the Greek drama is absent here. The tension remains 

unresolved, much as the dissonances in Schoenberg's music attempt to avoid the 

resolution tradition expected of them. It is tempting to see the figure of Schoenberg in 

the role of die Man; indeed, it would be difficult to conceive it in other terms. As Jane 

Kallir has noted in Schoenberg in Vienna, the expressionism spawned in Vienna was 

so intimately related to the artist's personality: " . . . that one might almost say that 

'self-' is the term's unenunciated prefix. These artists believed that they could see 

through the self to some greater tmth, that their stmggles and feelings could somehow 

be communicated to others." 106 

With Die gluckliche Hand, as in his paintings and his other music of the 

period, Schoenberg was searching for a new manner of expression, for ". . . new 

stmctures, new contents." 107 As he noted in a lecture given at the Breslau 

performance of Die gVuckliche Hand in 1928, when he had written the text in 1910, 

Reahsm in drama had ceded to Symbolism which itself was coming to an end. 108 

Two ideas, apparently, were uppermost in his mind. On the one hand, he wished the 

drama to reflect "The utmost unreahty!": 

The whole tiling should have the effect (not of a dream) 
but of chords. Of music. It must never suggest 
symbols, or meaning, or thoughts, but simply the play 
of colors and forms. Just as music never drags a 
meaning around with it, at least not in the form in 
which it [music] manifests itself, even though meaning 
is inherent in its nature, so too this should simply be 
like sounds for the eye, and so far as I am concemed 
everyone is free to think or feel something similar to 
what he thinks or feels while hearing music. 109 
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The second idea, intimately connected with the fu-st, was to extend die activity 

of composition to the sets, action, Hghting and rhythms of the stage. Schoenberg 

wished to make "music with the media of the stage." to extend die freedom music 

had from extemal meaning to the odier elements of the drama. 110 Schoenberg 

argued that". . . in reality, tones, if viewed clearly and prosaically, are nothing but a 

particular kind of vibrations in the air." As such, tones when combined created an 

effect upon the ear and the spirit. This being tme, he reasoned it should be possible 

to create similar effects with the media of the stage. To do so, it would be necessary 

to go beyond the material meaning common to these media,". . . and combine them, 

like tones, by measuring them as to time, height, breadth, intensity and many other 

dimensions; . . ."HI 

In Die gluckliche Hand Schoenberg experimented with these thoughts. Using 

varying stage depths, he fashioned in four scenes an arch-form of A B C A. The 

opening and closing scenes reveal the visible portion of the stage as very small-a 

shallow curve in which the Man is encased in his self-torment, accompanied by the 

choms of six women and six men, furies of his psyche visible only as lighted gazes 

seen through holes in the curtain. In the second scene the stage is deeper and wider 

as the Man reaches for the possession of earthly love. The third scene reveals the 

entire depth and width of the stage, corresponding to the depth of the Man's creative 

powers as he, with a single swing of a hammer against an anvil, creates jewels from 

gold. The stage of the final scene, as the first, encapsulates die Man. 

Ah-eady with this stmcture, Schoenberg has set his drama in the earth of 

symbolism. Rather than the "utmost unreality," here again is "self-expression, made 

more transparent by the manipulation of the stage. For instance, the dark curtains 

enclosing the first scene rip open to reveal the light of the second. The light of a 

rising sun pours across the stage. The Woman, dressed in violet, proffers a goblet 



(on which violet light also shines) to die Man. As he drinks the potion of woridly 

love, die Woman loses interest in him and joins the elegant Gentleman who appears. 

The Man in his rapture does not see die Woman. His back is to her for much of the 

scene, and even when he kneels before her and touches her hand with his, his 

attention is not on her but on his own hand. He mistakes die creation of his touch for 

the vision of union and is unaware of her departure. The second scene ends with the 

Man standing on tip-toe, his arms stretched high in the air. "Now," he says, "I 

possess you forever." 112 

The third scene shows a bright stage shadowed by a wild, rocky landscape. 

The effect here, according to die script, is not an imitation of nattire, "but rather a free 

combination of colors and forms." 113 The Man emerges from a ravine, two 

Saracens' heads dangling from his waist, a "naked, bloody sword in his hand." 11^ 

A grotto is illuminated; first dark-violet to brown, red, blue, and green and fmally to a 

bright, delicate yellow. The grotto is a machine and goldsmith's workshop. The 

Man observes the Workers-decides their work can be accomplished more simply, 

and joins them, creating with his hand the wonder of a diadem of jewels. Again only 

his own hand and its work is of interest to him. The Workers rise to msh upon him. 

He tums, unaware, and the grotto disappears. 

From a technical standpoint Schoenberg's attempt to make music with the 

media of the stage is most successful at the next juncture in the drama when, as 

another grotto in the wild landscape becomes visible, a double crescendo of light and 

wind, seemingly emanating from the Man, empts across the stage. The hght moves 

from dull red to brown to dirty green, changes to dark blue-gray and is followed by 

violet. Then the Hght moves to blood red, mixed more and more with orange until it 

is a glaring yellow. At the cHmax of the storm the light changes to a mild blue. The 

grotto reveals the Woman and the Gentieman. The Man desperately attempts to reach 
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the Woman. He fails. The Man can create storms and jewels with his hands but 

cannot attain worldly happiness. The Woman gives a stone a slight push with her 

foot; it topples upon the Man, the stage grows dark, and the final scene opens; the 

stone now the cat-like creature gnawing on the neck of die prostt-ate Man, the choms, 

with gray-blue eyes again accusing him. The stage darkens slowly as the curtains 

fall. 

There is more of symboUsm here than the unreality Schoenberg sought to 

achieve, but it is a symbolism molded out of the expressionism of Schoenberg's 

period. Schoenberg wants us to experience not only the extemal form, the "outer 

husk" of the "increasing pain" of the Man in Die gluckliche Hand. 115 but the play of 

lights and colors as values comparable to musical pitches. Rather than call his work 

expressionistic, he suggested that it was an "art of the representation of inner 

processes." 11^ 

Six Littie Piano Pieces. Op. 19 

The aphoristic Six Littie Piano Pieces. Op. 19, essays so concise that the 

longest of them is only seventeen measures long, were written in 1911. The first five 

pieces were composed on the 19th of Febmary and the sixth on the 17th of June. 117 

Here the new "atonal" language has been compressed into about five minutes of 

playing time, evidencing another break with the tradition of the extended tonal works 

of the late nineteenth cenmry.l 18 

The Op. 19 piano pieces have drawn an unusual amount of attention from the 

academic community. The brevity and transparency of these pieces has made them 

accessible to analysis, and their chronology has made them particularly interesting to 

students of Schoenberg's atonal period. Of the studies citing Opus 19, die most 

interesting and ftaiitful is the recent monograph. Aspects of Hannonv in Schoenberg's 

Six Little Piano Pieces. Op. 19. by Kenneth L. Hicken. Choosing to view the Op. 19 
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pieces as "an outgrowth of die tt-aditional Westem musical language, "11^ and tmsting 

the impressions gained by his ear as he leamed to play these pieces. Professor Hicken 

gradually reversed his prior opinion diat Op. 19, and odier works of Schoenberg's 

atonal and twelve-tone oeuvre, were organized bi-tonally, the two operative tonal 

centers separated by the interval of a tritone. 120 Instead, he was stmck by the fact 

that "many passages in diis work, although often highly chromatic, nevertheless 

sounded as if they were 'mono-tonal,' i.e., in solely one key at a time." 121 

As he continued his examination of the Op. 19 pieces, Hicken became 

convinced that the entire work could be explained in terms built on traditional 

language, and that rather than being atonal. Op. 19 employed a "progressive 

tonality." 122 Thus; for instance. Op. 19, No. 1, the most complex of the pieces, 

according to Hicken's harmonic analysis, yields a succession of seven tonal centers 

(B Q F-sharp E D £ A-sharp) and "manifests primarily two modal orientations, viz., 

major and Phrygian . . . ." On the other hand. Op. 19, No. 2, the least complex of 

the six pieces, does not modulate but remains squarely in the tonahty of £ . 123 

It is Hicken's thesis that Schoenberg abandoned some features of "traditional 

tonal organization," while retaining, modifying, and extending others. Modulation 

occurs, as in former times, "generally via common chords,.. . over all possible 

intervallic distances." Although the Op. 19 pieces are more dissonant than consonant, 

the "resolution of dissonant chords to consonant ones . . . is not unusual." At phrase 

endings, however, dissonant chords greatiy outnumber consonant ones. 

Interestingly, Hicken found the voice-leading to be more conjunct than disjunct, 

although the frequent octave displacement of intervals confuses the issue. 1-^ 

In describing the harmonic vocabulary of these pieces, Hicken differentiated 

between three basic chord families. The most common are the "tertian" chords, built 

up from monads and dyads as far as thirteenth chords, with "a far greater proportion 
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of elevendi chords dian is found in Westem music of the eighteendi and nineteenth 

centuries." "Dual-membered tertian chords," chords which have one or more tones in 

two forms, such as a major and minor diird, or perfect and diminished fifth, form 

another category, to which "diminished-octave chords," those with a diminished 

octave above the root, are closely related. The third category of chords Hicken 

describes in Op. 19 includes "quartal" and "partially quartal chords." Retaining 

traditional terminology and practice, Hicken found all of the standard non-harmonic 

tones. 125 

Hicken found that the roots of all of the chord types relate to the traditional 

tonal functions of tonic, dominant, mediant, etc., "or with a comparable function 

pertaining to a degree of a modal scale," 126 and discovered in the succession of tonal 

centers in the respective pieces of Op. 19 a tendency of one tone in each to assume a 

significance beyond that of its neighbors. For instance, the seven centers of the fu-st 

piece (B D G F-sharp E D C A-sharp), when repeated without pause, suggest a B-

Phrvgian orientation. Hicken placed the seven centers of the third piece (B E-flat F 

B-flat D A-flat G) in a two-voice texture which suggests an E-flat major 

orientation. 127 (Example 24.) 

By studying the tonal centers of each piece, Hicken was able to conclude that 

the basic underlying pattem of Op. 19 as a whole was B-Phrygian and E-flat 

major. 128 Tonality in Op. 19, in Hicken's opinion, had moved from the surface of 

the work to a sub-surface or background position. He had demonstrated proof of an 

earlier statement by Hans Keller that: "Schoenberg's plunge into atonality and its 

development into dodecaphony meant die banishment of tonal harmony~not, as he 

consciously thought, from his music, but from its foreground into its 

background. "129 
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Transition to Berlin 

Meanwhile Schoenberg's financial problems mounted. His family suffered 

poor health due to the unsanitary conditions in Vienna. Early in 1910 he moved to the 

suburb of Hietzing, followed in the summer by a move to the even more remote area 

of Ober St Veit, looking for fresh air and the isolation necessary for his work. 130 

Many of his private students were unable to pay him and sales of his published works 

were slow. By May of 1910 Schoenberg was forced to appeal for assistance from the 

Royal and Imperial Ministry for Culmre and Education. 131 His attempts to obtain a 

professorship at the Imperial and Royal Academy of Music and the Graphic Arts in 

Vienna were unsuccessful. During the academic year 1910-1911 die Academy 

accepted him as a Privatdozent. This informal position was gained with difficulty and 

was questioned in Parliament. 132 

Schoenberg's exclusion from positions of prominence in Vienna, and the lack 

of acceptance for his works was as painful to him as his fmancial insecurity and, in 

August of 1911, following the threat of physical attack by a madman Uving in the 

same building as the Schoenbergs, he fled, first to Berg on the Stamberger See in 

Bavaria, and in September to BerUn, where he again established residence. He 

remained there until September of 1915 when he retumed to Vienna, anticipating that 

he would be called up for mihtary duty. 133 

One other event of 1911 had served to lessen Schoenberg's tie to Vienna. 

Gustav Mahler, diagnosed in New York as suffering from an incurable streptococcal 

infection, retumed to Vienna to die. His funeral on the 21st of May prompted 

Schoenberg to write the sixth of the Six Littie Piano Pieces. Op. 19. and to paint his 

memory of die interment. Mahler had befriended and cared for Schoenberg even 

when, at a relatively early date, Schoenberg's music had gone beyond his 

comprehension. 134 With Mahler's death, an era ended. 
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Berlin. Fame and Mauire Atonal Period 

By the 25th of September, 1911, Schoenberg had moved to Berlin. The 

move was prompted not only by his distaste for Vienna, but by a sense diat Berlin 

might offer him better conditions. 135 A performance of Pelleas und Melisande in 

Berlin in October of 1910 had been successfully received, suggesting to Schoenberg 

that a more receptive audience awaited him in Berlin. 136 His fame and notoriety had 

been growing during the recent years in Vienna, and the imminent publication of his 

Theory of Harmony was receiving attention in periodicals in both Vienna and 

Berlin. 137 Webem, then living in nearby Danzig, was confident that openings could 

be found for Schoenberg in Beriin. The Englishman Edward Clark, who was to be 

Schoenberg's first student in Berlin, oversaw his arrival and made contacts for him. 

Acquaintances from previous years such as Arthur Schnabel, Oskar Fried and 

Fermccio Busoni welcomed him to Berlin and helped him to make further important 

contacts, among them introductions to the dramatic critic Alfred Kerr and the 

powerful Louise Wolff of the Wolff Concert Agency, who was to arrange 

performances of Schoenberg's works in Berlin and St. Petersburg. 138 Schoenberg 

renewed his connection with the Stem Conservatory and arranged to present a series 

of eight to ten lectures from November 20, 1911 through January 29, 1912.139 

Schoenberg felt accepted, and on the 31st of October, 1911 wrote his publisher: 

"You cannot imagine how famous I am here. I am almost embarrassed to mention it. 

I am known to everyone. I am recognised from my photographs. People know my 

'biography,' all about me, all about the 'scenes' I have occasioned, indeed know 

almost more than I, who forget such things very quickly." 1̂ 0 

Performances of his works proliferated, many with Schoenberg as 

conductor. During his stay in Berlin Pelleas und Melisande was performed in St. 
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Petersburg, Amsterdam and Prague. Friede auf Erden received its premeire in Vienna 

under the direction of Franz Schreker. The sextet, the quartets and die songs were 

performed in BerHn, Prague and Budapest. The Five Orchestral Pieces were fu-st 

performed in London, under die baton of Sir Henry Wood. The Gurrelieder were 

performed with great success in Vienna. On the 31st of March 1913 a program 

presented in Vienna of orchestral works by Mahler, ZemUnsky, Berg, Webem and 

Schoenberg was the occasion of a scandal which ended in a law-suit. 

Schoenberg's works also were becoming known throughout Germany. 1̂ 1 

Fame, however, did not bring fortune. Schoenberg was disappointed in die results of 

his lectures. He had few students and was dependent as usual on the aid of friends. 

For die rest his income came from conducting, arranging music, and grants from the 

Mahler Foundation. 1̂*2 

There were fewer completed compositions during this period. Schoenberg 

completed the orchestration of the Gurrelieder in November of 1911, and on the 9di 

of December, completed the song Herzegewachse. Op. 20 which was first published 

in the Blaue Reiter Almanac. On March 12, 1912, he wrote the first of the recitations 

of Pierrot Lunaire. Op. 21.1^^3 xhis unusual chamber work was completed July 9, 

1912.144 ii owed its inception to the request, in late January, 1912, of Albertine 

Zehme, an actress interested in the performance of melodrama, 1̂ 5 ^h t̂ Schoenberg 

accept her commission to compose recitations on the poems from Pierrot Lunaire by 

Albert Giraud, translated by Otto Erich Hartieben.l'^^ Schoenberg chose twenty-one 

poems from the cycle and arranged them in three groups of seven. 

Pierrot Lunaire is a landmark composition in many ways. Its flexible use of 

insttaimentation (Albertine Zehme had originally thought of it as a speaking part 

accompanied by piano), was unusual for the time. Even with the first piece 

Schoenberg wrote, "Gebet an Piertot" no. 9 in the final version of the work, a clarinet 
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part was added.l'^7 ^ s the work proceeded, other instmments were added, until it 

became apparent that there would be five instmmentahsts playing eight instmments. 

These were piano and cello, vioUn/viola, clarinet/bass clarinet, and flute/piccolo. As 

Dika Newlin related in Schoenberg Remembered. Schoenberg compiled a Ust of all 

the possible combinations of the eight instmments in order to become aware of the 

variety of his resources. l'^8 He devised a pitched notation, sprechstimme. which, if 

properly executed, hovers somewhere between speech and singing. This technique 

had been anticipated in the Gurrelieder and would be used again in the choms of Die 

gluckliche Hand and other later works, namely Moses und Aron. 

Canonic and fugal writing reminiscent of earlier eras pervade such pieces as 

"Parodie," "Mondfleck," and "Night," 1^^ reflecting Schoenberg's retum to a more 

classically-oriented use of form. Partially because of the extremes of polyphonic 

writing employed in the work, no piano score was provided. Beyond this, the 

contrasts in color which mark Pierrot deny validity to a piano transcription. As 

Schoenberg said of the work ," . . . colour is everything and the notes mean 

nothing."150 

Schoenberg retumed to the composition of the music for Die gliickliche Hand 

in Berlin. In a letter to Kandinsky written on August 19,1912, Schoenberg 

commented diat completing diis score was proving to be a difficult task: 

Now I am working on my Gluckliche Hand widiout 
making real progress. Soon it will be three years old 
and it is still not composed. That is very rare widi me. 
Perhaps I shall have to lay it aside once more, aldiough 
I am very content with what is finished up to the 
present. 151 

John C. Crawford explains that the music for Die gluckliche Hand, as that of 

Pierrot Lunaire. leaves behind the "relatively 'free-form' music of the earher 

Erwartung." He cites the example of a diirteen-measure passage "devoted to the 
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contrapuntal development of a neobaroque fugal dieme," as die Man prepares to make 

the diadem. Also, Crawford points out that the mirror constmction of the libretto is 

echoed in die overall form of die music, although "without die use of retrograde 

motion." By freely recapitulating episodes 1, 2, and 3 in episodes 6, 7, and 8, 

Schoenberg gives the work a "musical and dramatic closed form. "152 Additionally 

Schoenberg made use of lietmotifs, much in the manner of Wagner, in Die gliickliche 

Hand. For instance, as Crawford has noted, the tone color of the cellos "and by 

extension that of all the lower instmments in the orchestra, remains characteristic of 

the Man throughout the work. "153 The Woman "is consistently associated with an 

actual leitmotif, usually played by the solo violin." 154 

These then are the works completed before the First World War. Anodier 

project conceived and wrestied with during these last years before the upheaval was 

not to come to completion until after Schoenberg's death. 155 Jacob's Ladder, an 

oratorio on Schoenberg's own text combining elements from Strindberg's Jacob 

Wrestiing. Balzac's Seraphita. and Richard Dehmel's Feast of Creation, was 

concemed with the spiritual development of modem man. 156 At first Schoenberg felt 

incapable of writing the text himself and on the 13th of December, 1912 wrote to 

Richard Dehmel, asking the poet to consider writing such a text, and outiining his 

conception: 

For a long time I have been wanting to write an 
oratorio on the following subject: modem man, having 
passed through materialism, sociahsm, and anarchy 
and, despite having been an atheist, still having in him 
some residue of ancient faith (in the form of 
superstition), wrestles with God (see also Strindberg's 
"Jacob Wrestling") and finally succeeds in finding God 

and becoming religious. Leaming to pray! 157 

Dehmel declined the offer in terms Schoenberg understood. He could write 

only when a subject compelled him to speak. 158 Instead he sent Schoenberg his text. 
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written in 1911, of the "Feast of Creation," in which he described his path to a "new 

belief in God." 159 Schoenberg began his own text for the oratorio on January 18, 

1915 and completed it on May 26, 1917. The text was published by Universal 

Edition in the summer of 1917.1^0 

As originally conceived, the Jacob's Ladder would have been the last 

movement of a great "Symphony for Soloists, Mixed Choir and Orchestt-a" which 

Schoenberg began sketching in 1914.1^1 His continuing search for a new way 

toward unity in his works, one which would replace the "stmcmral functions of 

harmony," led him to write a theme "for a scherzo which consisted of all the twelve 

tones."1^2 While this step was far removed from the kind of control the later Method 

of Composing with Twelve Tones which are Related Only with One Another was to 

offer, Schoenberg was excited by it, and said: "An historian will probably some day 

find in the exchange of letters between Webem and me how enthusiastic we were 

about this. "163 

The actual composition of the music for Jacob's Ladder began in 1917, and 

with it Schoenberg took another step in the direction of a "plan to provide for unity-

which was always my main motive... ."164 Here he built".. .all the main motives 

of the whole oratorio from a row of six tones—C-sharp. D, E, F, G, A-flat."165 

The Four Songs for Voice and Orchestt-a. Op. 22. were begun in Berlin in 

October 1913 but not completed until July of 19161 ̂ ^ in Vienna. 1̂ 7 Following the 

pubhcation of Opus 22 in 1917 the artistic silence brought on by the war enveloped 

Schoenberg. The difficulties in living, 1̂ 8 coupled with his necessity to find a new 

manner of composing with the twelve inherentiy equal notes of die chromatic scale, 

led to a hiatus, not to be broken publicly until the publication in 1923 of die Five 

Piano Pieces. Op. 23. With these pieces, the first and second of which were written 

in 1920, the last three in 1923, a further evolution in technique was apparent. 
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particularly in the fifth piece, in which his method of composing with twelve tones 

which are related only with one another was unveiled, l^^ In rett-ospect, the silence 

occasioned by die great global conflict of 1914-1918 was preparation for further 

development on the part of this genius of the fu-st half of our century. The pieces 

written from 1914-1916 had anticipated diis new formal procedure. The story of 

Schoenberg's "Method" ties beyond the boundaries of this paper. Our purpose now 

is to examine the theoretical and philosophical concepts on which Schoenberg's work 

was based. 
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CHAPTER m 

SCHOENBERG: THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY 

Intt-oduction 

In 1911 Amold Schoenberg's massive Theorv of Harmonv rHarmonielehre). 

dedicated to the memory of Gustav Mahler, was published by Universal Edition in 

Vienna. Schoenberg began the treatise with a complete account of the manner in 

which the harmonic system of Westem Civilization evolved and ended with 

speculations that the musical techniques of his period had finally reached an over-ripe 

state which clearly foreshadowed their own destmction. He then spoke of a future 

music freed from the constraints of tonality. As a consequence the "new" music 

would be polyphonic since melody had always been the agent by which new 

combinations of sounds had entered the system-sounds which only later would be 

incorporated into the system of vertical harmony. Schoenberg said, " . . . it is 

apparent, and will probably become increasingly clear, that we are turning to a new 

epoch of polyphonic style, and as in the earher epochs, harmonies will be a product 

of the voice leading: justified solely by the melodic lines!" 1 

Elements of Music Theorv 

In the interest of understanding Schoenberg's argument and later relating it to 

Kandinsky's thinking, it is necessary to define briefly, and particularly for the 

musically uninitiated who might read this paper, some of die basic elements of the 

music of Westem CiviHzation and to give a short history of its development 

Harmonv is the vertical sttiicture of music, or die simultaneous sounding of 

tones piled on one anodier. 

101 
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Melody is the horizontal stmcture of music, wherein one tone follows another 

to form a line. While this element generally is considered to be horizontal, it actually 

incorporates the diagonal as well. Melody preceded harmony in our civilization's 

music. 

Polyphony was the second step in the development of our music. Two or 

more hnes occupy the same temporal space, with each line retaining some degree of 

individuaUty. Here the vertical and the horizontal begin to exist together, but the 

horizontal assumes most of the emphasis. Historically, it primarily has been at points 

of rest, or of rhythmic or melodic climax, that the vertical requires our examination 

and approval. 

Tonality is a fact of melodic and harmonic development through all the stages 

of our music history up to Schoenberg's time, and indeed beyond it, in which within 

a piece of music one tone emerges as central to all the others.2 By the time of 

Schoenberg's writing, the tonality of Westem Civilization had reached such a point of 

complexity that it was possible to relate even distant tones and harmonies to the 

centi-al tone, thereby weakening the pull of die central tone. It was in response to this 

"extended tonality" that Schoenberg felt compelled to compose in an "atonal" style. 

Cadence is a sequence of chords which establishes the tonality in an 

unequivocal manner, serving to bring the listener's attention to a point of rest in 

recognition of the key. Cadences typically occur not only at die end of a piece of 

music but at several points within the body of the piece. 

Modulation is the process whereby one key center is supplanted by another, at 

least temporarily. In the tonality developed by Westem CiviHzation all modulations 

and resulting key centers are considered to be derived from and related to the tonic 

first stated in die piece of music. In die "extended" tonality operative at die beginning 

of the twentiedi century, such relatedness had become more academic dian real. 
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The Diatonic Scale is a ladder of seven notes proceeding from die lower tonic 

to the upper tonic. Our major and minor scales are diatonic scales. 

The Chromatic Scale is a scale of twelve notes proceeding from tonic to tonic. 

In Schoenberg's view it came into existence as a possibiUty by adding five 

"accidentals" to the diatonic scale. 

The Tritone is the interval which divides the octave equally. The octave 

includes six whole steps, the tritone three steps. As this interval is a half-step smaller 

than the perfect fifth, the interval upon which traditional harmony rests, it represents a 

dissonance so extreme that for many centuries it was considered to be the interval of 

the devil and was excluded from the stmctural system of harmony. By the latter part 

of the nineteenth century it was being exploited in the music of Moussorgsky and 

Liszt and by the early part of the twentieth century had been elevated to stmctural 

significance in the music of such composers as Scriabin, Bartok, and Schoenberg. 

The Overtone Series is a phenomenon of the tone first shown by Helmholz 

(1821-94).3 While pure sound does exist in nature (for instance, in the sound which 

emanates from a tuning fork), the majority of sound sources, including musical 

instmments, "produce complex tones that are mixtures of simple tones of various 

amplitudes and frequencies."^ The fundamental vibration completes a cycle or wave 

form in a certain amount of time, depending on its frequency. The first overtone, or 

harmonic, rises from this fundamental and performs two cycles in one wave form, and 

so on, at integral intervals of I, 2, 3, 4, etc. Depending on the method of production of 

the generating tone this full spectmm may or may not exist equally and completely in die 

composite sound perceived by the listener. 

Evolution of Polvphonv 

Beginning with the earliest notated music of our civiUzation, around the nindi 

century,5 melodies first existed as single entities which might be performed in unison 
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or at the octave. Later, tones were placed together at the distance of the fifdi or its 

inversion, the fourth. Widi this expansion came the addition of oblique motion, by 

which die two hnes (unfolding point against point) expanded from the unison to die 

interval of the fifdi, proceeded at this relationship for die body of the piece and then 

receded again to die unison as a close. In die eleventh and twelfdi centuries, contrary 

motion was introduced, and the lines sometimes crossed. In the twelfth century the 

accompanying voice (usually a segment of plainchant had been retained as a cantus 

fumus) was placed above the original melody and became less restricted, inserting 

more points in its line than those in the cantus firmus. This development was 

rhythmically free and brought with it the inclusion of many more intervals between 

the two lines. By the thirteenth century three and four lines worked together, 

sometimes in measured rhythm. The music of the Ars Antiqua of the thirteenth 

century was primarily in three parts widi great independence melodically and 

rhythmically between the lines. This freedom resulted in a fairly dissonant sound 

between the voices, except at points of rest, where the fifth and the octave still reigned 

supreme. By the time of the so-called Ars Nova of the fourteenth century, the third 

voice was more animated than the second voice, and the cantus firmus was assuming 

more the function of a bass line. The vertical element had grown to include the use of 

parallel thirds and triadic forms.^ By the fifteenth century the imitation of voices was 

an estabhshed procedure,7 while the vertical triad was becoming more of a structural 

device. With this addition it became possible to discem which melodic notes 

belonged with the harmony and which were non-harmonic. By the sixteenth century 

the principles of the great period of modal counterpoint were in transition to the tonal 

system which led to the work of Amold Schoenberg and his early contemporaries. 

The process of polyphony continued in the direction of the vertical until by die 

seventeenth century one could speak of harmonic or tonal counterpoint.8 The purely 
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diatonic nature of die church modes had enlarged to accept chromatic alterations in 

voice-leading, at first at cadential points. It was during diis period (The Baroque) that 

the major/minor system of scales was first codified along with die fu-st analysis of 

chordal units built vertically in thirds. Our modem concept of tonahty was finally 

recognized during this period. 

Schoenberg's Theory 

Amold Schoenberg utilized the overtone series to provide the basis for his 

work to explain the decHne of the tonal system as defined by Rameau and odiers. He 

held that the concept of consonance/dissonance was no longer applicable. He 

suggested that the course of the evolution of music had followed the progress of die 

overtone series and that what one age had found dissonant was heard by the 

succeeding age as consonant. In his view the so-called dissonances were merely in 

the farther reaches of the overtone series, and, gradually, also in his view, our 

civiUzation was acquiring an awareness of the more distant overtones. 

Schoenberg beUeved that the musicians of earlier eras had been in search of 

the major/minor scalar system. One can imagine die progress of melody to have 

begun rather simply, with a scale of a few notes as its basis. A central tone (tonic) 

perhaps was sensed, primarily as a point from which to start and retum. It is 

probable that the early scale was pentatonic, a five note scale which referred at eidier 

end to a tonic.^ When it was discovered that two other notes could exist to complete 

the steps in the ladder reaching from lower to upper tonic, each tone of the ladder 

became the subject for experimentation, with each serving in tum as the tonic for die 

other six tones. 10 This, according to Schoenberg, was die origin of the system of 

modes which prevailed from the inception of music notation until around 1600. By 

1600, two modes which had received scant attention to diat time, die Ionian (major), 

and the aeolian (natural minor), became the foundation of the new tonality. In 
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Schoenberg's thinking, these scale forms were an improvement, a further step in 

evolution over the church modes previously in use. The church modes had been 

imperfect reflections of the scale of nature, the overtone series, the realization of 

which Schoenberg posited as the generating force of the evolution of music. The 

drive toward the tonic had not been as strong in the church modes as it was in the 

new major/minor "tonal" system. 11 But the mterval of the fifth had retained its vigor, 

indeed, its donunance of the system. By the time of his writing his Theory of 

Harmonv , Schoenberg was at the point of considering the chromatic scale as the new 

basis of composition. Just as, in his theory, the church modes had coalesced into the 

major/minor scales, that system was now being absorbed into a more concise scale, 

the chromatic, which aUowed the inclusion of all the twelve tones of our system. 

Schoenberg showed how the major scale could have been derived, either by 

inference or intuition, from the overtone series. First, he listed the overtones 

emanating from the fundamental, C: 

£, fi, £l, £^ g^ (li-flal)l, t^, d^, £2, f2, ^2, etc. 

and remarked that after die fundamental g (die fiftii) is the next most important tone, 

appearing earlier and more often than the rest. Hypodiesizing that "the overtones of 

die overtones also contribute to the total sound," 12 he Us ted die overtones for g: 

gl,ii2,fi2,]22,ii3,etc. 

Noting that die g is dependent on a fundamental £ a fifth below, he concluded that £ 

also is dependent upon die tone a fifth below it, f, creating die relationship: F-£-G-

By placing the overtones of these tiiree related fundamental tones in die following 

schematic (Table 1), he achieved die scalar order of our C Major scale. 13 
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Table 1. Schoenberg's Schematic for Achieving the Major Scale from 
the Overtones of the Fundamentals of E, £ and Q. 

Funda
mental 

E 

£ 

Q 

Over
tones 

f £ 

£ 

f a_ £. (e-flat) 

£ £ £ 

s ii 

i g ^ h £ 

g fb-flaO 

re-flat) fb-flat) 
d £ i g & h £ 

Although Schoenberg remarked in his Theory of Harmony that the presence 

of the e-flat and b-flat in the overtones of the fundamentals F and C probably 

explained why the third was relatively late in being admitted to the status of a 

consonance, 1^ further observations are in order. It is possible that the presence of 

these tones explains the dual nature (major/minor) of the tonaUty of the common 

practice period from roughly 1600 to 1900. Also, these tones may help explain die 

tendency of each fundamental to sink into the fundamental a fifth below it. 15 

At this point Schoenberg admitted the problem caused by one of the great 

compromises of tonaUty, that of the weU-tempered system of tuning which gained 

prominence at the beginning of the eighteenth century. In this system of tuning, aU of 

die twelve tones of the chromatic scale are equi-distant, allowing for one of the more 

important characteristics of tonality, modulation. However, the weU-tempered system 

of tuning differs from the properties of the overtone series, and Schoenberg 

conjectured that the evolution of music was impeded by the well-tempered system, 

diat one day the ear would have its way, and a new scale and instmments capable of 

reaUzing it would come into existence. 1" 
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But, in the meantime, for his own compositions he preferred to stay widiin die 

confines of the tempered system, viewing the organization of the chromatic scale, 

widiout a tonic, as the next step in the evolution of music. For, as the major/minor 

scales "are a sum, containing everything diat appeared in die seven old modes," major 

and minor "wiU eventuaUy become one." 1*7 As Schoenberg said, 

. . . the tendency of this evolution, after it has used all 
the three to four-voice combinations of a seven-tone 
scale and then admitted by way of accidentals the 
remaining five tones [is] to exploit all combinations of 
the available twelve semi- tones~at first still widi 
reference to a fundamental, diat is, within a key.l^ 

Schoenberg noted that die harmonic usage since 1600 had allowed excursions 

into more and more distandy related keys: 

Even in the older music die question of justifying such 
modulations is not a question of relationship, but rather 
only a question of how to present this relationship 
through appropriate separation in time and space 
through gradual connection. But time, space, and 
speed are not absolutes. Hence, today we can reduce 
them to a minimum and can set directly together what 
formerly had to be kept far apart and carefuUy 
connected. The interconnections are famiUar to us; 
they were demonstrated in former epochs, hence do not 
need to be spelled out anew in every composition but 

are accepted as given. 1^ 

Therefore; what had been distandy related through die sounding of vibrations in die 

overtone series and through the separation in time and space, was at the time of 

Schoenberg's writing of the Theory of Harmony, becoming more closely related. 

Therefore; he placed the underlying scale form as the basis of the harmonic activity. 

What had once been effected through obedience to a diatonic scale was now occurring 

through obedience to a chromatic scale: 

Formerly, when we were dealing with simpler 
connections, with the most immediate relationships, a 
diatonic scale segment from die fundamental key or a 
related key assumed the responsibility for what 
happened harmonically. Here, more and more, a 
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single scale assumes all such functions: the chromatic 
scale. It is easy to see why. Since we acknowledged 
that the [diatonic] scale is a simple melody, a musical 
form based on a law mdimentary and easily 
comprehensible, so we cannot now deny that the 
chromatic scale also has this property. Its melodic 
power helps to connect what is more distandy related: 
such is the sense of chromaticism. 20 

It is interesting that Schoenberg in his own compositions was relying more on 

melodic considerations than harmonic ones, reminding us that historicaUy the 

harmonic element is derived from the melodic one. In this treatise dedicated to the 

study of harmony he was pointing toward a future polyphony based on the chromatic 

scale. Here the relation of harmonic events to a tonic is no longer the quest. Melodic 

voice leading supplants the consideration of die roots of chords relating to a tonic.21 

Alongside these technical considerations Schoenberg developed a metaphor 

for the more immediate relationship of what once had been distandy related tones. In 

the Theory of Harmony he combined thoughts about the nature of the fundamental 

tone with thoughts about the psychological nature of man: 

In one way or another aU chords are naturally related to 
one another, as are all men. Whether they make up a 
family, a nation, or a race is certainly not without 
interest; but it is not an essential question if we place it 
beside the idea of species, which gives perspectives 
other than those admitted by the special 
relationships.22 

Schoenberg made other analogies considering die psychological premises of 

tonality. For instance, as Schoenberg said, the dualism of major and minor 

" . . . reminds us of male and female . . . and delimits the spheres of attraction and 

repulsion." Commenting that die "wiU of nature is supposedly fulfdled in diem," he 

suggested diat " . . . we have come closer to the will of nature. But we are still far 

enough from it; the angels, our higher nature . . . are asexual; and die spirit does not 

know repulsion."23 For Schoenberg the course of evolution would not be stayed. 
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The dualism inherent in major versus minor was no longer a vaUd consideration. 

Major and minor would become one. 

He likened the atonal tendencies of "ultramodem" music to infmity: 

. . . the analogy widi infinity could hardly be made 
more vivid than through a fluctuating, so to speak, 
unending harmony, through a harmony that does not 
always carry widi it certificate of domicile and passport 
carefully indicating country of origin and destination. 
It is indeed charming of the people that diey would like 
to know where infinity begins and where it wiU stop. 
And one can forgive them if they have Uttie confidence 
in an infinity which they have not themselves 
measured. But art, if it should have something or other 
in common widi the etemal, is not entided to shy away 
from the vacuum.24 

He compared tonality to the formal sense of an earlier time in which " . . . the 

comedy concluded with marriage, the tragedy with expiation or retribution, and the 

musical work in the same key."25 TonaUty in its insistence on a central tone to which 

the others deferred was like a patriarchal mler, brandishing his coat of arms at cmcial 

moments (cadences), aUowing his dependents the excitement of revolt (modulation) 

only to regain control and reassert his dominance at the end. 26 The very 

persuasiveness of tonality, in Schoenberg's view, was linked with competition. 

Tonality was a game of authority, which depended upon the excitement of dissent. 

The central audiority (the tonic) was established through the exercise of power over 

willful subjects.27 

But as tonality progressed in complexity the force necessary for the fmal 

supremacy of a central tonic dissipated. The assaults by subordinate regions escalated 

and new chords derived from the chromatic scale28 came into being and denied the 

tonic its former power (Example 25). TonaUty became ambiguous-it fluctuated 

between opposing keys (Example 26) and disappeared altogether (suspended) for 

varying lengdis of time. 29 (Example 27.) 
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In Schoenberg's thinking, both scalar and chordal elements were imitations of 

the natural prototype provided by die overtone series.30 He was in conflict widi the 

theorists of his day who were inclined to accept the "dissonances" apparent in the 

horizontal line but were opposed to those same dissonances when encountered in the 

vertical Une. As understood by his contemporaries, die harmonic system was built 

upward in thirds, at least through the seventh tone of the diatonic scale. At die time of 

Schoenberg's writing the Theory of Harmony even the ninth (die next third available, 

the second degree of the scale transposed into the next higher octave) was suspect.31 

It was at this point that Schoenberg found the greatest weakness in the system 

provided by the theorists. For, when elements of the horizontal scale met with the 

vertical, only those degrees sanctioned by the theorists were referred to as chord 

tones. The rest were called "non-harmonic" tones. Schoenberg spoke with some 

constemation on this subject: 

I come now to one of the weakest points of the old 
harmonic system, to the point where it suddenly 
abandons its usual procedure and, . . . is patched up 
with another system, in order somehow to include the 
most famiUar harmonic events. It is remarkable that 
this point has not yet occurred to anyone: Harmony, 
its theorv. its pedagogy, is concemed with non-
harmonic tones! But non-harmonic matters have just 
as Uttie place in a textbook of harmony as do non
medical matters in a textbook of medicine.32 

Schoenberg refused to accept this arbitrary division between horizontal and 

vertical elements.^^ In his view, whatever could be accepted by the ear horizontaUy 

could be accepted as well in a vertical presentation. He admitted diat die ear had more 

time to analyze those tones presented horizontaUy but felt that the time had arrived 

when there were those who could analyze and accept die same components in the 

vertical stmcture. AU tones sounding simultaneously create harmonies and every 

melody, according to Schoenberg, " . . . must continually produce such sounds, in so 
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far as it does not consist merely of tones from the chord under it (such a melody is 

relatively rare), and if only it moves somewhat faster dian the harmonies under it." 

That the theorists found die simultaneous sounding of such tones to be accidental he 

likened to the image of "... a meteor or shooting star, which exists to be sure, but 

whose existence is apparently accidental since we did not know beforehand the 

moment of its appearance and cannot understand [why it appeared at just] that 

moment."34 

He reminded us that dissonances always had entered the vertical stmcture 

through melodic, or omamental means, fu-st embeUishing the triadic harmony below 

and ultimately gaming acceptance as an addition to that harmony. The "dissonant" 

sound had first been prepared as a consonance over the preceding chord. The 

ensuing moment of dissonance was quickly resolved by step-wise motion into 

another consonance.35 The process brought excitement to the Ustener who, once 

dius titiUated, wished to undergo die excitement again and again until fmally the 

formerly dissonant sound had grown to the stature of cUche and no longer posed a 

threat to the system.36 

The tendency to build up chords in thirds he found equaUy arbitrary. While 

one can superimpose thirds upon each other and remain in agreement with the 

progression of the overtone series, the result does not harvest the complete range of 

twelve tones available to our system but rather the seven tones of the diatonic scale. 

£ £ g h d f a £-̂ ^ 

The system of thirds was adequate for an earlier system, not for one in which aU the 

tones of die chromatic scale would be admitted freely. 

Schoenberg suggested diat a system of chords buUt up in fourths would at 

least be as natural as a system of diirds (in that the fourth is the inversion of the fifth. 
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the first overtone to appear after die octave of the fundamental tone) and would aUow 

the unfoldmg of die entire spectmm of notes in die chromatic scale. 

£ f b-flat e-flat a-flat d-flat g-flat c-flat f-flat a d g £^^ 

Schoenberg traced the origin of fourdi chords to two examples in the 

literature^^ both of which, he said, originated as expressive devices.^0 The hom 

passage from the last movement of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, which 

superimposes fifths, (Example 28) and a similar hom passage at the beginning of die 

second act of Wagner's Tristan, in which fourdis are more apparent (Example 29). 

While Schoenberg found many examples of quartal harmony in the music of 

the younger composers of his time (including his own work) and saw widiin a quartal 

system the possibility of explaining the existence in these works of "eight, nine, ten, 

eleven, and twelve-part chords," he stopped short of suggesting a system formulated 

upon this basis, as "our lack of distance from these events gives us a bewildering 

view of them."^l Also, such a system would have been as arbitrary and binding as 

the harmonic system based on thirds. The possibiUties of the chromatic scale, freely 

used, afforded much richer results in composition. 

He held a similar but more stringent view of the suitabiUty of the whole-tone 

scale as a basis for a new theory. While examples of whole-tone scales and chords^2 

were to be found in the music of Liszt, Debussy, Strauss, Pfitzner, and Schoenberg, 

and while he saw then* usage to be another signal of die dissolution of tonality, he felt 

the exclusive use of the two whole-tone scales would deny complete expression in a 

work of art.4^ The two whole-tone scales, after aU, were only divisions of the 

chromatic scale (Example 30). If the major and minor scales were to be absorbed into 

the larger tmth of the chromatic scale, so too were the whole-tone scales. 

It is important to note that when Schoenberg wrote tiie Theory of Harmony he 

had yet to work out a system to aid in his goal of moving beyond the confines of 
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tonality. That system, of writing with "twelve tones related only to each other," 

would not achieve its final form until after World War One. His composition during 

the years preceding that war was experimental and was based primarily on feeUng. 

He was guided, he said, " . . . only according to feeling, according to the feeUng for 

form. This tells me what I must write; everything else is excluded. Every chord I put 

down corresponds to a necessity, to a necessity of my urge to expression; perhaps, 

however, also to the necessity of an inexorable but unconscious logic in the harmonic 

stmcture."^ 

Even so, it is possible to see some conscious techniques in the organization of 

the musiced material. Foremost among these is the avoidance of combinations of 

tones whose functions would be to estabUsh, or even hint at a key. Schoenberg's 

music is complex, combining many previously dissonant tones simultaneously, 

frequendy using chords of six or more parts.45 What exists in one chord is avoided 

in the next chord, or to say the same thing in a more positive manner, what is missing 

in one chord is supplied in the next, without, however, having the voices necessarily 

move by half step. The avoidance of triadic harmony also reflected his aversion to 

"recalling even remotely the traditional chords."^^ As Rene Leibowitz explained: 

These idioms [aU melodic or harmonic idioms 
reminiscent of tonal music (triads, for example)], so 
familiar to the ears of musicians, have become, for 
these ears, parts of certain almost stereotyped 
formulae. "This means that such idioms automatically 
imply certain others which usually precede and foUow 
them, so that if they are isolated from dieir context they 
sound like cliches automaticaUy stamped on a 
background which does not belong to them. Thus, this 
gradual abandonment of the most characteristic tonal 
reminiscences is forced by compositional logic, and, in 

the long mn, by genuine artistic honesty.^^ 

Schoenberg, by removing die concept of dissonance from his diinking,^^ also 

removed the necessity of resolution as understood by his forebears. As he said: 
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" . . . die chord-building capacity of dissonances does not depend on possibilities or 

tendencies toward resolution."^^ 

He effectively had freed the tone, not only from a central audiority, but from 

prescribed behavior toward its neighbors. It no longer was necessary to visit close 

neighbors before moving to diose farther removed. To achieve this independence of 

motion he not only avoided the repetition of tones just stated in die chord before (and 

it must be remembered that diese chords as often as not come into being dirough 

melodic considerations), but he experimented widi wide spacing of tones, bodi 

vertically and horizontaUy. If a tone's connection with a neighbor even hinted at a 

resolution from an earlier era, he was free to displace the offending tone from die 

octave inhabited by its neighbor. The melodic range grew to proportions unknown in 

earUer music and became not only an ingredient for masking tonal references but an 

expressive device as well (Example 31). 

The growing tendency of Schoenberg to write chords of six or more parts 

suggests, among other things, the unity of melody and harmony. Perhaps 

Schoenberg's vision was of a fusion of dimensions: the vertical abstraction of tone 

presented him by the fact of the overtone series, and die horizontal activity of 

composition, that process of taking what is given to the inner ear and giving it form in 

a linear way. What had once been expressed over a period of time was now 

condensed. It was Schoenberg's opinion that what our forebears had achieved in 

modulation (discovering the more distant relations of the overtone series) had 

occurred as much through the expanse of time as in actual relatedness to the tonic. He 

thought that as we evolved with our music we could understand these once distanced 

relationships with more immediacy and place them together without the aid of time. 

Therefore, chordal and melodic structure could become, if not one, at least two sides 

of one dimension.50 
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At a point later in his development, after the codification of his "Method of 

ComiX)sing with Twelve Tones Which are Related Onlv with One Another." 

Schoenberg was to formulate this idea of die fusion of dimensions in a statement 

regarding the unity of musical space: 

THE TWO-OR-MORE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE IN 
WHICH MUSICAL IDEAS ARE PRESENTED IS A 
UNIT. Though elements of these ideas appear separate 
and independent to the eye and ear, they reveal their 
tme meaning only through their cooperation, even as 
no single word alone can express a thought without 
relation to other words. It functions not only in its 
own plane, but also in all other directions and places, 
and is not without influence even at remote points... . 

A musical idea, accordingly, though consisting of 
melody, rhythm, and harmony, is neither one nor the 
other alone, but all three together. The elements of a 
musical idea are partly incorporated in the horizontal 
plane as successive sounds, and partiy in the vertical 
plane as simultaneous sounds. The mutual relation of 
tones regulates the succession of tones as weU as the 

succession of harmonies and organizes phrasing.^ 1 

Taken to its logical conclusion Schoenberg's concept of die unity of musical space 

described a poinUess space, a space lacking the single point of reference which had 

been the case with the musical space of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Schoenberg's conscious awareness of this vision of space may be traced back 

at least to 1912 when he was involved widi the study of Swedenborg as he began die 

composition of his Jacob's Ladder. As he later said in his 1941 essay, "Composition 

with Twelve Tones (I)": 

In this space, as in Swedenborg's heaven (described in 
Balzac's Seraphita) there is no absolute down, no right 
or left, forward or backward. Every musical 
configuration, every movement of tones has to be 
comprehended primarily as a mutual relation of 
sounds, of oscillatory vibrations, appearing at different 
places and times. To the imaginative and creative 
faculty, relations in the material sphere are as 
independent from directions or planes as material 
objects are, in their sphere, to our perceptive faculties. 
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Just as our mind always recognizes, for instance, a 
knife, a bottle or a watch, regardless of its position, 
and can reproduce it in the imagination in every 
possible position, even so a musical creator's mind can 
operate subconsciously with a row of tones, regardless 
of their direction, regardless of die way in which a 
mirror might show the mutual relations, which remain 
a given quality.52 

Nor is this the end of his vision of unity. In ending the Theorv of Harmony 

Schoenberg retumed to his primary consideration, the properties of tone, and 

examined the three characteristics of musical sound (Klang): " . . . it's pitch, color 

(timbre), and volume." He observed that only one of these dimensions of sound had 

been smdied and developed, the arena of pitch. That of tone-color remained totaUy in 

the realm of feeling. However, as he said: 

. . . our attention to tone colors is becoming more and 
more active, is moving closer and closer to the 
possibiUty of describing and organizing them. At the 
same time, probably, to restrictive theories, as well. 
For the present we judge the artistic effect of these 
relationships only by feeUng. How all that relates to 
the essence of natural sound we do not know, perhaps 
we can hardly guess at it yet; but we do write 
progressions of tone colors without a worry, and they 
do somehow satisfy the sense of beauty. \Vhat system 
underlies these progressions?53 

For Schoenberg, pitch was a subdivision of tone. "Pitch," he said, "is nothing else 

but tone color measured in one direction."5"+ 

If, as Schoenberg said, "die tone becomes perceptible by virtue of tone color, 

of which one dimension is pitch,"55 dien it is possible to create progressions of tone-

colors, just as progressions based on pitch exist. It is not surprising to find diat 

Schoenberg experimented with this idea in his compositions of die period 1908-12. 

The beginning of die Five Orchestral Pieces. Op. 16, provides an example of diis 

technique. A single chord is presented repeatedly, with only the instmmentation 

varying. As the sounds of the different instmments overlap, "there results a continual 

file:///Vhat
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change of color, remarkable equally for its bewildering variety and for its 

continuity."^^ 

It was as though Schoenberg wished to bring die abstract world onto a 

material plane. What remained abstract to his peers, the ability to hear the overtones, 

and tone-color as an active element in music, he wished to reaUze in his compositions. 

Schoenberg's devotion to the natural properties of the tone was matched by 

his awareness that die rhythm of music, too, was an outgrowth of nature, deriving 

from the imitation of the "rhythms of speech or other natural sounds."^^ He 

considered the measured rhythm of the music of his day a necessity. While the 

artist's imagination was "apparently unbounded," the material representation of that 

imagination could not be portrayed without boundaries. The work of art existed on 

the material plane, a momentary expression of a spiritual awareness, surrounded by 

the constraints of time and space. However, the traditional solution to measuring time 

was inadequate to the purposes of the inner vision. The artist's nature went beyond 

the primitive imitation of nature inherent in the bar line. Schoenberg, while confident 

that the future would bring "something different" to the material representation of the 

abstract rhythms the artist had in mind, felt no need to remove the bar Une from the 

page. Instead, he continued in the tradition of Brahms and displaced the accents 

suggested by the bar Une, achieving a complexity and freedom of rhythmic expression 

which in essence negated the dictates of a meter.58 The complexities of rhythm in the 

music of Schoenberg became, as weU, a device with which to mask the more 

conservative aspects of tonal relations which persisted in his works. 

While Schoenberg limited himself to work widi the tonal material of die 

twelve tones of the chromatic scale,59 he prophesied the day when diat stock would 

have exhausted its usefulness and die properties of the tone would further distinguish 

diemselves, perhaps in " . . . new systems of temperament widi smaller intervals, later 
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perhaps even complete independence and freedom in die use of aU conceivable 

frequencies and combinations."^0 

The stage dien, was set. Without denying diose around him die right to 

compose with a tonal center in mind, Schoenberg had chosen to accept for himself 

what he considered to be the next stage of evolution for music: the chromatic scale 

freed from die necessity of paying allegiance to a tonal center. Through the 

examination of the properties of the musical tone he felt compeUed to foUow the 

dictates of the nature of that tone and to create a new manner of composition. His 

was no idle revolutionary act but one well-considered and embraced, at times, almost 

with resignation. On the occasion of his seventy-fifdi birthday he recaUed this 

turbulent period and wrote: "Once, in the army, I was asked if I was ready the 

composer A. S. 'Somebody had to be,' I said, 'and nobody else wanted to, so I took 

it on, myself."'61 

Schoenberg's Philosophy 

Never content with theory alone, Schoenberg intertwined his philosophical 

attitudes with his theoretical ones. Even in such a theoretical treatise as the Theory of 

Harmony, observations about Ufe, teaching, and the purpose and nature of art formed 

the foundation for every technical consideration. Art was the essential matter-

technique was secondary.62 

The words "necessity," "integrity," and "truth" lace through the fabric of 

Schoenberg's writing. It was the artist's duty to succumb to the necessity for self-

expression without "the slightest concem for beauty and novelty or for style and 

art."63 Integrity in self-expression was sufficient to the artist whose sole quest was 

for truth. Art and philosophy joined in a never-ending search for fulfilhnent which, 

in the human realm, must stop short of perfection. One foUowed the goal but placed 

beUef in the activity of die search radier dian the attainment of the goal which moved 
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ahead of the artist. Time, the essence of the human condition, stopped with the 

achievement of perfection; hence perfection remained unattainable, at least at this stage 

in our evolution. The artist's search could lead to error which was as much a part of 

integrity as tmth. Tmdi itself was timeless and unadulterated by error "would hardly 

be bearable."64 

Therefore; the "sole etemal law" underlying human existence was "evolution 

and change."65 Schoenberg spoke of "the new" with reverence and compared its 

emergence with "the natural growth of the tree of life."66 Art was never destmctive 

but was a spiritual and intellectual process constantly seeking new tmdi. Those 

people of his day who feared "the new" and equated its artists with "arsonists" and 

"bomb throwers," were in error. Art, ever-changing, also was ever-enduring. The 

fundamental difference between poUtical and artistic revolution lay in the 

consequences engendered by each. Schoenberg explained the nature of revolution: 

" . . . the spiritual and intellectual consequences of an idea endure, since they are 

spiritual and inteUectual; but the consequences of revolutions that mn then* course in 

material matters are transient. Besides, it has never been the purpose and effect of 

new art to suppress the old, its predecessor, certainly not to destroy it." 67 

The artist's function was to fulfill "the wiU of nature."68 it is important to 

understand Schoenberg's use of the term "nature." He was not referring to the wild 

landscapes of a previous era but to the nature of the universe which unfolded before 

humanity in a never-ceasing panorama of revelation.69 Nature was tmth and the only 

padi to its realization was through the integrity of the artist's search. 

The new trudis thus revealed frequently made their fu^t appearance in the 

dress of impressionism-as a mood of nature. These presentiments of "die new" were 

"youdiful sounds" and "pure feeling," appearing " . . . with no trace of awareness, 

stiU firmly attached to the germ ceU, which is more intimately connected widi die 
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universe than is our awareness "70 New tmths, new sounds dius fu-st appeared 

as "soft, scarcely audible, hence mysterious" entities which attracted the supersensible 

searcher.71 Every great artist, in this sense, was an impressionist-a person 

possessing the abUity to react to "the slightest stimuli... of the unheard-of, the 

new."72 

Here one of the key aspects of Schoenberg's philosophy becomes apparent 

Universal nature tended to reveal itself in the same ratio as human nature tended to 

search for it.73 Schoenberg's understanding of nature, then, was twofold. Nature 

was universal nature and human nature. He expressed this confluence in a passage 

devoted to the discussion of the properties of the tone given us by nature: "One must 

reflect that art has set its course not only by the nature of tones but by the nature of 

man as well, that it is a compromise between these two factors, attempts at mutual 

accommodation."^^ "Such observations," he added, "conceming the human nature 

of the artist are just as important forjudging the evolution of art as is physics."75 

Schoenberg proposed yet another distinction in his use of the word "nature." 

As art matured, the artist would be free to tum away from the extemal model, 

developing more and more the abUity to tum to the intemal model, "die one widiin 

us." "Art's most primitive state," he said, "is imitation of outer nature. In its most 

advanced state art is exclusively concemed with the representation of inner nature."76 

Hence art would flow from the extemal search for form into the sense of form 

revealed through the inner nature of the artist.77 "Art," as Schoenberg had written to 

Kandinsky, "belongs to the unconscious.''^^ Consciousness and reason were 

secondary to instinct, to "die intuitive power granted by the spirit." In Schoenberg's 

mind consciousness had Uttie influence on die creative process. The artist was subject 

instead to an intemal necessity: 
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He is merely the instmment of a will hidden from him, 
of instinct, of his unconscious. Whether it is new or 
old, good or bad, beautiful or ugly, he does not know. 
He feels only the instinctual compulsion, which he 
must obey. And in this instinct die old may find 
expression, and the new. Such as depends on the past, 
and such as points out paths to the future.79 

With diis Schoenberg had retumed fuU circle to his beUef that tme art 

proceeded from necessity. He described the difference between the person of talent 

and the person of genius, between the craftsperson and the artist: "I beUeve art is 

bom of "I must," not of "I can." A craftsman "can": whatever he was bom with, he 

has developed, and so long as he wants to do something, he is able to. What he 

wants to do, he C M d o . . . . But the artist must. He has no say in the matter, it is 

nothing to do with what he wants; but since he must, he also can."^0 

The dictates of the inner necessity were reaUzed through feeUng, intuition, and 

imagination, never through calculation: 

It is a mistake to think that art may be calculated; and 
the notion the aestheticians have of the "tasks" of the 
"thinking" artist is entirely false. They would have us 
beUeve that this artist's whole achievement consists in 
choosing, widi good taste and close calculation, the 
most effective of the available possibilities. Yet artistic 
creativity operates on a somewhat higher plane. In my 
own composing I have aU too often seen how what 
was not good in the first draft never became good, not 
even if I made a hundred corrections. Usually, 
though, the forms that emerged in the fu-st draft are of a 
smoothness such as no correction would ever 

produce. ̂ 1 

Schoenberg placed primary emphasis on die "what" (content) of art, opposing 

it to the more barren territory of the "how" (extemal technical considerations) of art. 

The artist was set apart from the merely talented in that die content or "what" of art 

resided widiin him from die outset. Technique or the "how" of art was acquired to 

fulfill the dictates of the artist's unconscious necessity. As Schoenberg said: 
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He who listens to himself acquires this technique. By a 
route different from that of the curriculum, by 
roundabout ways perhaps, but with unerring certainty. 
For he hears what is common to all, and what it is that 
sets him apart from the others is perhaps not how he 
hears it, but that he does in fact hear it. And die "how" 
of the means is more likely to separate one from the 
"what" of art than to bring one closer.^2 

The play with the material of art was "less remarkable" than the qualities lying behind 

the technique, the qualities of "the personality, the tme artist-being, diat draws from 

direct vision."o3 Schoenberg viewed the arena of aesthetics as an artificial barrier 

placed before the tmth of art. For Schoenberg, aesthetics equaUed the codification of 

beauty.°^ Beauty, however, was secondary to integrity and tmth, an outgrowth of 

the artist's obedience to the inner vision. As Schoenberg said, " . . . to the artist the 

yeaming itself is enough, whereas the mediocre want to possess beauty. 

Nevertheless, beauty does give of itself to the artist without his having sought for it; 

for he was indeed striving only for integrity. Just integrity l"^^ 

Considerations of technique and beauty left behind, Schoenberg wished to 

express the human yeaming for fulfillment, for growth, for assimilation into the 

divine. He admired and emulated the faith expressed in the works of Lizst and 

Mahler, recognizing tiiere the striving for attainment, for the future.^6 Evolution of 

the human spirit consisted only in the works of the great minds of history. The 

majority of humanity was complacent and unaware of the evolution of the spirit: 

Great men's effect, if any, on Ufe is infinitely slight If 
one observes what Plato, Christ, Kant, Swedenborg, 
Schopenhauer, Balzac and others thought, and 
compares it with what people now beUeve and the way 
people now conduct their lives; when one sees that 
only a very smaU number of people think that way, 
whereas the others behave as if those ideas had never 
existed-dien one doubts whedier progress exists. And 
the works of the great climb higher, into the very 
sphere of pointlessness. One reaUzes that their 
importance lies, at most, in the model they provide for 
those who would come to the tmth even without any 
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model. In this sense evolution does perhaps take place 
after aU; progress can never prevent the emergence of 
new men who think upon the tmth. So we are 
approaching the goal!^7 

The "spirit of mankind" always had been expressed in the works of die "finest 

and best," and each century's spirit had been revealed dirough the works of its 

geniuses. Every age had its appropriate form of expression. Schoenberg noted that 

the farther back we go in viewing the great compositions of die past the more the 

distinctions between them narrow. At a certain distance, only the spirit of the century 

could be detected. At a very great distance, the individuals surfaced again, pinnacles 

apparent in the march of time. At this distance the vision ceased to be that of art or the 

techniques of art but became something deeper,^^ something which fused with God. 

As Schoenberg said, "I do not know whether our soul is immortal, but I believe it. 

What I do know, though, is that men, the highest men, such as Beethoven and 

Mahler, wiU believe in an immortal soul until the power of this beUef has endowed 

humanity with one."°^ Schoenberg, who based his work on the fulfillment of 

nature, in the last analysis moved beyond it into the sphere of the mysterious, where 

"there is something even loftier than nature.""0 
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Notes 

lAmold Schoenberg, Theorv of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter (Los Angeles: 
University of CaUfomia Press, 1978), p. 389. 

2AS WilU Apel noted in die Harvard Dictionarv of Music. Second Edition, Revised 
and Enlarged (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 1969), p. 855, "one of the most striking phenomena of music is the fact that, 
diroughout its evolution-in non-Westem cultures, in Gregorian chant, and in 
harmonized music—practically every single piece gives preference to one tone (the 
tonic), making this the tonal center to which aU other tones are related." 

3lbid., p. 11. 

"̂ John Backus, The Acoustical Foundations of Music. 2nd Edition (New York: W. 
W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1977), p. 109. 

^Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, second ed., pp. 708-709. The refinement of 
our notational system was gradual and continues to evolve. With the Musica 
enchiriadis of the ninth century the neumes of early notation began to be placed in die 
spaces between horizontal lines, thus aiding in the representation of pitches. The staff 
in a form similar to that we know today was invented in the eleventh century. 

^This was tme of music on the Continent. The interval of the third had been 
recognized by English theorists as consonant as early as 1300. See Donald Jay Grout, 
A History of Westem Music, rev. ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 
1973), p. 147. 

7Rene Leibowitz, in Schoenberg and His School: The Contemporary Stage of the 
Language of Music, trans. Dika Newlin (New York: Da Capo Press, 1975), pp. 10-
12, placed the beginning of imitation with the work of Perotin, in the twelfth century. 
A century later GuiUaume de Machaut maugurated "the practice of retrograde 
imitation." During the fifteenth century with the advent of the Flemish school and 
their Italian successors, contrapuntal technics were "definitively codified" and the 
further technics of imitation, inversion and augmentation or diminution, were added. 

8Willi Apel wrote of diis development in The Harvard Dictionary of Music 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964), p. 191. "The Unes had 
to conform basically to the underlying skeleton of the composition." 

^Alfred Einstein, in A Short History of Music, revised edition (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1949), p. 7, states: "The pentatonic or, more accurately, the non-semitonal 
scale may be accepted as the rudimentary basis of every other tonal system throughout 
Europe and Asia, and it is recognizable in aU the records we possess of primitive 

• It 
music." 
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lOSchoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 313. Schoenberg noted diat die musicians of 
an earlier time "had discovered the scale but did not understand how to find its 
fundamental tone." 

11 HistoricaUy, actual composition precedes theoretical organization of scalar forms 
and the like. Composers of the Medieval and Renaissance periods altered the tones of 
the scale to allow melodic aspects to unfold more organically in relation to the tonic. 
For instance, only two of the church modes (die lydian and the Ionian) allowed the 
penultimate note of the scale, the seventh degree, to lead into the upper tonic by half 
step. The approach to die tonic by half step greatly facilitated die appearance of die 
tonic and became a practice of composers regardless of the mode in which a piece was 
written. Schoenberg in his Theory of Harmony, p. 95, isolated this tendency "to be 
the reason for the dissolution of the church modes." Leibowitz in Schoenberg and His 
School pp. 15-17^ cited the necessity to avoid the tritone (diminished fifth or 
augmented fourth), particularly in the dorian and lydian modes, as another factor 
leading to the suppression of "the individual characteristics of these modes" which led 
to the reduction of the church modes to the major/minor scalar system. 

12Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 23. 

13pitches indicated within parentheses faU outside the tempered tuning system. 

lOSchoenberg, Theory of Harmony, pp. 24-25. 

l^C-minor, the scale parallel to £-Major, in its pure form has three flats in its 
signature; h, £, and fl. While Schoenberg suggested that the major and minor scales 
replace the tendencies of the church modes and discussed at length the possible 
derivation of the major scale from the overtone series, nowhere did he make a similar 
case for the origin of the minor scale, which he called " . . . purely synthetic, a 
product of art, and attempts to represent it as something given in nature are poindess; 
its naturalness is not direct, but, like that of the church modes, indirect." 
(Schoenberg, Theorv of Harmonv. pp. 95-96.) 

16lbid., pp. 25-26. 

17Ibid., p. 96. 

l^Ibid., p. 222. 

l^Ibid., pp. 222-223. 

20ibid., p. 229. 

21lbid., p. 23 

22lbid., p. 228. 

23ibid., p. 96. 
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24ibid., p. 129. 

25lbid., p. 129. 

26ibid., Seealsop.150. 

27lbid., pp. 151, 291, and 369-370. 

28lbid., pp. 134, 238, 247, and 195-196. Schoenberg coined the term vagrant chords 
for those chords whose fifths were eidier diminished or augmented (i.e., a half step 
smaller or larger than the perfect fifth in the lower reaches of die overtone series) 
explaining that they were equally remote from all keys, proclaiming allegiance only to 
the chromatic scale. One of these, the diminished seventh chord, had already made its 
appearance by the time of J. S. Bach. Others, such as the augmented triad, had 
"already been introduced in the music of Mozart or Beethoven by virtue of 
suspensions or passing tones [and] appeared in that of Wagner as independent 
chords." 

29Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 384. 

30ibid., p. 385. 

3lBecause it didn't invert as simply as the seventh chords and triads. Schoenberg's 
Sextet Verklarte Nacht was refused performance by a concert society because an 
inversion of a ninth chord was found in it. Schoenberg referred to this rejection on p. 
346 in Theory of Harmony. 

32Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 309. 

33lbid., pp. 314-315. Schoenberg wrote, "Now if we are short-sighted enough~and 
we are-always to regard only the momentary result as the goal, to consider now the 
chord, now the melody the Motor that produces musical movement, then the 
possibiUty of perceiving and comprehending the whole vanishes." 

He refined this point by saying: "That is, the essence of music is not (1) the chord, 
nor (2) counterpoint, nor (3) chords in conjunction with counterpoint, but (4) 
something different." 

34ibid., pp. 309-310. 

35ibid., p. 385-386. This was tme only initially. As Schoenberg noted,".. . the 
three alleged laws of dissonance treatment-descend, ascend, or sustain-were long 
ago overtaken by die hoary reality of a fourth law: skip away from the dissonance." 

36lbid., p. 332. 
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37lbid., p. 407. Schoenberg explained: " . . . no matter whether we juxtapose only 
thirds of equal size or choose a pattem of unequal diu-ds, [tertian constmction] wUl 
not produce this result (i.e., all twelve tones), because tones are repeated too soon." 

38lbid., p. 406. Additionally, it should be observed diat Schoenberg criticized 
(Theorv of Harmony, p. 387) our notational system as being inadequate. The system 
gives twenty-one note names for only twelve actual tones. This fact accounts for 
much of the difficulty in reading music which extends the tonaUty while attempting to 
relate aU events back to a centrd tonality. 

39lbid., p. 402. Schoenberg wrote: "I believe everything that modem composers 
have written in die sphere of quartal harmonies is impUed in and emanates from diese 
two passages." 

^Oibid., p. 399. Schoenberg observed that "The fourth chords make their first 
appearance in music as an impressionistic means of expression, as does apparentiy 
everydiing that becomes a commonly used technical means." 

^llbid., p. 407. 

42ibid., p. 391. Schoenberg considered the whole-tone scale to be a logical result of 
the augmented triad. 

43ibid., p. 393. 

44ibid., p. 417. 

^^Ibid., p. 389. This richness apparentiy is guided by the possibiUties of the 
chromatic scale and the desire to pack more information into smaller time units. This 
again validates his impression that music foUows the dictates of nature (the more 
complete realization of the fuU scope of the overtone series.) 

46lbid., p. 420. 

47Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, pp. 91-95. 

^^Schoenberg, Theory of Harmonv. p. 21. Schoenberg, however, continued to use 
the expressions "consonance" and "dissonance," because: 

"The introduction of another terminology at this stage 
would have no purpose and could hope for littie 
success. Since I stiU have to operate with these 
notions, I wUl define consonances as the closer, 
simpler relations to the fundamental tone, dissonances 
as those that are more remote, more complicated. The 
consonances are accordingly the first overtones, and 
they are the more nearly perfect die closer they are to 
the fundamental." 
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49ibid., p. 419. 

50schoenberg questioned (Theory of Harmony, p. 425) which would represent a 
more advanced stage in the evolution of music: further (fmer) division of the octave 
or the addition of more lines to the polyphonic structure. As he said: 

"It has to be admitted that such a presentation 
[polyphony] is at least more concentrated; for it 
transfers a part-at least-of what is to be presented to 
space, by virtue of simultaneous sound, whereas 
monophonic presentation also needs time [i.e., in 
polyphonic writing more happens in a given time]." 

51 Schoenberg, "Composition with Twelve Tones (I)," in Style and Idea: Selected 
Writings of Amold Schoenberg. ed. Leonard Stein, trans. Leo Black (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1975), p. 218. 

52ibid., p. 223. 

53lbid., p. 421. 

54lbid. 

55lbid. 

56Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, p. 82. 

57Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 204. 

58lbid., p. 205. 

59lbid., pp. 424-425. Schoenberg noted that: 
" . . . twelve tones squared by the second dimension, 
polyphony, presumably yield just as many 
combinations as twenty-four tones that are combined 
monophonically, in only one dimension. There are 
enough possibilities, at least, to postpone for some 
time any necessity for further subdivision of die 
octave." 

60lbid., p. 423. 

61 Ibid., translator's footnote, p. 433. 

62lbid., "Translator's Preface," p. xiii. Recognizing that there would be diose who 
wished for a purely tiieoretical treatment of his subject, Schoenberg directed his 
student and friend Erwin Stein to prepare a greatiy shortened Practical Gyi<̂ g tQ 
Schoenherg'̂ ^ Theory of Hannonv. deleting philosophical asides. 
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CHAPTER IV 

WASSILY KANDINSKY: LIFE AND WORK: 1866-1914 

Earlv Years 

Wassily Kandinsky was bom in Moscow on December 4,1866, of an 

ancestry combining Oriental and Westem elements. His father, a successful tea 

merchant, came from a family which originated in westem Siberia. 1 His mother, 

Lydia Ticheef, was a Muscovite. His matemal grandmother was from the Baltic 

region and transmitted to her grandson a knowledge of the German language and 

German fairy-tales.2 

Kandinsky's early childhood, as he later recalled it, was one of horses and 

colors. His first memories of colors, from the age of three, were of "Ught juicy 

green, white, carmine red, black and yeUow ochre."3 It is significant that 

Kandinsky's memory of the colors was more distinct than his memory of the objects 

which held them,^ except for the horses, which were both form and color. He 

remembered the stick horses the Kandinsky coachman made for him. The coachman 

would: 

. . . strip the bark from thin branches for me as to 
create a spiral pattem, cutting away both layers of bark 
from the first spiral, and from the second only the top 
layer, so that my horses usuaUy consisted of three 
colors: the brownish yeUow of the outer bark (which I 
disliked, and would gladly have seen replaced by 
another), the juicy green of the second layer of bark 
(which I loved most particularly and which, even in a 
withered state, still had something magical about it), 
and finaUy the ivory-white wood of the branch (which 
smeUed damp, tempting one to lick it, but soon 
withered miserably and dried, so that my pleasure in 
this white was spoiled from the outset.)^ 

132 
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Another horse of early childhood, a "piebald stalUon (widi yellow ochre on 

the body and a bright yellow mane)" graced a game of horse racing which Kandinsky 

played with his aunt.^ Years later, when Kandinsky moved to Munich, he saw such 

a horse on die streets in summer. For fifteen years Kandinsky rejoiced at die 

beginning of each summer to see the same horse again. The horse became for him a 

link to his chUdhood and Moscow and made him feel at home in Munich.7 

But the horses were more for Kandinsky than memories of childhood. The 

horse became a symbol in his work and was one of the last objects to dissipate into 

abstraction. The horse was to dissolve into angular Unes and later, after the period of 

Kandinsky's work here under consideration, evolve into a circle.^ 

Other early happenings presaged Kandinsky's development. A famUy trip to 

Italy when Kandinsky was three carried memories of black and the fear associated 

with that color. In Florence he and his mother rode in a black carriage over a bridge 

spanning dirty yellow water. In Venice a black gondola carrying a long black box 

gUded past him into the night.^ These images were powerful and influenced his later 

work in which black symboUzed hatred, destmction, death, and formed a barrier to 

spiritual evolution. 10 

In 1871 the family moved to Odessa and Kandinsky's parents were divorced. 

His aunt Elisabeth Tikheev assumed much of the responsibility of his early 

upbringing, 11 and her influence was honored later when Kandinsky dedicated his 

first book. On the Spiritual in Art and Painting in Particular, to her memory. 12 

Kandinsky attended the gymnasium in Odessa and, according to his biographer, WiU 

Grohmann, "drew and painted and took piano and cello lessons." 13 Each year 

brought vacations in die Caucasus and die Crimean peninsula, and beginning widi his 

thirteenth year, visits to Moscow, l'^ 
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Student Years in Moscow 

Kandinsky grew up "loving painting above aU else," 15 but felt diat art was an 

"unallowable extravaganze for a Russian." 16 He pursued instead a career in die 

social sciences, entering die University of Moscow in 1886 to study economics and 

law. 17 Two scholarly essays written during his student years at the University of 

Moscow were published in 1889.18 Kandinsky graduated in 1892, married his 

cousin Anja Chinuakin and, after a trip to Paris, retumed to Moscow to write his 

dissertation "On die Legality of Laborer's Wages." During diis time (1893) he joined 

die Faculty of Law at die University of Moscow as an attache. In 1895 he took the 

position as Artistic Director of a printing plant in Moscow, 1^ combining his interests 

in art and the question of wages. 

During Kandinsky's years at Moscow University, repressive measures 

instituted against the Russian Universities led to the creation of pan-student 

organizations. While student politics never completely absorbed Kandinsky, he later 

remembered that his soul was kept in a "state of constant vibration" by the happenings 

of the period.20 Jonathan Fineberg has suggested that the Russian "inteligentsia's" 

attitude during this time was a decisive factor in Kandmsky's development: 

. . . the "inteligentsia's" strong feeling of obUgation 
toward society.... made a lasting impression on 
Kandinsky, manifesting itself repeatedly throughout 
his life. It even seems to have been the reason for his 
initial decision to study peasant law and economy 

instead of art. 21 

This same sense of social responsibility was to infuse Kandinsky's thinking during 

the Munich years—where he depicted the artist as a philosopher-prophet responsible 

for raising the spiritual awareness of humanity.22 

During his student years, Kandinsky devoted his leisure hours to painting, 

searching for the colors of Moscow on canvas23 and copying the church facades and 
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interiors of Moscow24 (Plate 9). Only diose hours spent with art took Kandinsky 

beyond time and place.25 

Other experiences of these Moscow years were to form a foundation upon 

which Kandinsky would build when later, in Munich, he stmggled to create an 

"abstract" art.26 in 1889 he visited die Hermitage in St Petersburg and studied the 

Rembrandt paintings there. Seeing the "great divisions of light and dark" in these 

paintings moved him deeply and later brought him to the reaUzation that the element of 

time was not foreign to painting. Rembrandt's pictures lasted "a long time . . . I had 

gradually to exhaust first one part, and then the next."27 An expedition to the 

province of Vologda during the same year brought another awareness. In the 

villages, he entered great wooden houses covered with carvings and found every 

object "covered with brightiy colored, elaborate omaments."28 He physicaUy had 

penetrated a painting, and the experience taught him to "move within the picture, to 

Uve in the picture."29 

During the same period, Kandinsky first heard Wagner's Lohengrin and 

realized the power of art in general. As he listened he saw colors and "wild, almost 

crazy lines" sketched before him and thought diat painting "could develop just such 

powers as music possesses."-^0 

In 1896, Kandinsky attended an exhibition of French Impressionists in 

Moscow and was shaken upon discovering there one of Claude Monet's Haystacks. 

As he recaUed it later, it was the first time he saw "a picture." At first he didn't 

recognize die image of the haystack. The painting gripped him and emblazoned itself 

on his memory, down to die smallest detail.^ 1 As Kandinsky stood before die Monet 

Haystack, the object as an essential element in a painting crumbled. Now he knew 

diat the object not only was inessential but actually harmful to his pictures.^2 Art 

was no longer bound, for him, to the extemal. Kandinsky Ukened this realization to a 
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later experience in which the realm of science afforded him another jolt,33 and 

removed another obstacle from his path: 

This was die further division of the atom. The collapse 
of the atom was equated, in my soul, with the collapse 
of the whole world. Suddenly, the stoutest walls 
cmmbled. Everything became uncertain, precarious 
and insubstantial. I would not have been surprised had 
a stone dissolved into thm air before my eyes and 
become invisible.34 

Much later, after his arrival in Munich, another chance35 experience propeUed 

Kandinsky along his path. Retuming to his studio one evening at dusk, he 

. . . saw an indescribably beautiful picture, pervaded 
by an inner glow. At first, I stopped short and then 
quickly approached this mysterious picture, on which I 
could discem only forms and colors and whose content 
was incomprehensible. At once, I discovered the key 
to the puzzle: it was a picture I had painted, standing 

on its side against the waU.36 

Moscow itself was a powerful influence on Kandinsky. The twilight hour of 

the Moscow day remained with him, its colors and spires sounding within him. This 

"final chord of the symphony" that was Moscow: 
. . . allows and forces the whole of Moscow to 
resound like the fff of a giant orchestra. Pink, Ulac, 
yellow, white, blue, pistachio green, flame red houses, 
churches, each an independent song—the garish green 
of the grass, the deeper tremolo of the trees, the 
singing snow with its thousand voices, or the allegretto 
of the bare branches, the red, stiff, silent ring of the 
Kremlin walls, and above, towering over everything, 
like a shout of triumph, Uke a self-obUvious hallelujah, 
the long, white, graceful, serious line of the Bell 
Tower of Ivan the Great. And upon its taU, tense 
neck, stretched up toward heaven in etemal yeaming, 
the golden head of the cupola, which among the golden 
and colored stars of the other cupolas, is Moscow's 
sun.37 

For years Kandinsky struggled to paint diis hour. One wonders if he ever ceased to 

paint this vision of Moscow. Even the later works of his Munich years carry 
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remnants of towers and spires and the tumble of colors described in his 

"Reminiscences." 3 8 

Studies in Painting: The Earlv Munich Years 

When, in 1896, he was offered a law chau* at die University of Dorpat,39 the 

time had arrived to devote himself to his tme calling: 

At the age of thirty, the thought overcame me: now or 
never. My gradual inner development, of which until 
now I had been unconscious, had progressed so far 
that I could sense my artistic powers with complete 
clarity, while inwardly I was sufficientiy mature to 
realize with equal clarity that I had every right to be a 
painter.'^O 

Supported by his father, not only in his decisions, but with the means to carry 

them forward, Kandinsky moved to Schwabing, Munich's Bohemian sector, to study 

in the Munich art schools so highly regarded in Russia.41 He first attended the 

private academy of Munich painter Anton A*zbe, studying from the model, and taking 

frequent opportunities to "skip" school and go off with his paint box to "capture 

Schwabing, the English Garden, or the banks of the Isar after my own fashion."^2 

Kandinsky listened to his colleagues draw 

. . . carefully on paper or canvas with a soft, sibilant 
sound, trying to represent exactly the anatomy, 
stmcture, and character of these people who were of 
no concem to them. They used cross-hatchings to 
denote the coordination of the muscles, particular 
treatments of surface or line to model a nostril or a lip, 
or to constmct the whole head "on spherical lines;" and 
they spent, as it seemed to me, not one second thinking 
about art.'^3 

Isolated and alienated by this environment, he withdrew into himself, staying at home 

and painting from memory, or improvising "a picture that had not a great deal to do 

with the laws of nature."^^ 
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Kandinsky did attend the course in anatomy, aldiough he was discouraged "to 

hear taUc of the direct relationship between anatomy and art."45 indeed, one of the 

cmcial awarenesses of Kandinsky's approach to art began at this point. He wondered 

what relation nature had to art^^ and graduaUy came to die conclusion that the two 

realms were completely independent.'*7 j^^i, he concluded, like nature, science, and 

poUtical institutions, was a " . . . realm in itself, regulated by its own laws peculiar to 

itself and which together with all other realms, wiU ultimately constitute that mighty 

kingdom that we can now only dimly conceive."^^ 

Kandinsky, labeled as a "colorist" and a "landscape painter" by his 

colleagues, tumed for assistance to Franz Stuck, "Germany's foremost draftsman"^^ 

who taught at the Munich Academy. Failing his entrance examination to the drawing 

class at the Academy, he spent a year of preparation on his own and in 1900 was 

admitted to Stuck's painting class.^0 Stuck initially advised Kandinsky to paint only 

in black and white in order that he might devote his attention primarily to the study of 

form itself.51 Kandinsky found Stuck's guidance in drawing helpful and leamed 

from Stuck how to successfully complete a picture,52 but after a year withdrew from 

formal studies to pursue his artistic career on his own.53 

Earlv Career 

Characteristically, Kandinsky's pen introduced his career.^^ An essay, 

"Critique of Critics," attacking the lack of serious art criticism in Moscow and Odessa 

newspapers, was published in Novosti dnia in Moscow in 1901.^^ In 1902, his 

"Correspondence from Munich," reviewing exhibitions in Munich, was included in 

Diagilev's joumal The Worid of Art in St. Petersburg.56 

In the spring of 1901 Kandinsky was instmmental in forming die Phalanx 

exhibition group in Munich and designing the poster for its first exhibition. By the 

following year he was elected President of the association, which organized twelve 
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exhibitions until December of 1904.57 The association, organized along die loose 

lines Kandmsky favored for such groups, held among its aims the close cooperation 

of its members. "Above aU it wants to help overcome the difficulties which young 

artists encounter . . . in getting dieir work exhibited."58 The exhibitions also hosted 

works by many established artists working in forward-looking styles. The Phalanx 

exhibitions offered an overview of die styles and artistic concems of the day. The 

fu^t exhibition included masks and marionettes, while the second was primarily a 

reflection of the Jugendstil Arts and Crafts movement. The exhibitions as a whole 

placed emphasis on art inspired by the Symbolist and Jugendstil movements, 

aldiough the third and seventh exhibitions showed works of estabUshed Impressionist 

artists. 

In Kandinsky's Poster for the first Phalanx exhibition (Plate 10) one sees 

evidence of Franz Stuck's influence. The poster uses as its central image Greek 

warriors, perhaps in homage to Stuck's 1893 Secession poster depicting die head of 

Pallas Athena in profde.^^ Stuck's earlier advice to Kandinsky that he paint in black 

and white led in this work and others of Kandinsky's early period to the opposition of 

black and white to create a tension between figure and ground. ̂ 0 Peter Selz has 

pointed out that with the elimination of perspective in this work, the sense of space is 

supplied by the interplay of positive and negative forms. As Selz explains: 

The white columns are the white of the paper itself, but 
appear in an advanced plane because of the heavy black 
lines surrounding them. These same black outUnes, 
however, invade the white shape to form the abacus of 
the columns, so that positive and negative elements are 

constandy reversed.^1 

This same technique of black creating shapes formed from the white of the paper 

echoes throughout the poster-in the helmets and faces, lances, clouds, tents and parts 
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of the shields. The basically two-dimensional aspect of the picture is belied by diis 

spatial tension. 

While the poster owes much to the influence of Jugendstil widi its simplified 

shapes and free-form lettering, Kandinsky's constant quest for content guarded 

against the Jugendstil tendency to succumb to mere decoration.62 Kandinsky 

combined the Jugendstil preoccupation with line with an emphasis on action and 

conflict. The Phalanx of warriors in the center section of the Udiograph proceed with 

confidence to overtake the bastion of tradition epitomized in the medieval castie and 

encampment of tents, leaving behind a field strewn with fallen soldiers and circling 

vultures. Kandinsky's fascination with fairy-tales and the German Middle Ages is 

apparent in the poster. His sketchbooks of the period hold studies of costumes 

copied from scholarly studies of German and Austrian medieval costuming and 

armature.63 

Another example of Kandinsky's early work is a decorative sketch, 

IDammemng (Dusk)] included in the second Phalanx exhibition which opened in 

January, 1902 (Plate 11). Peg Weiss, citing the "broad outiine around each of the 

forms in the design,"^ has suggested this color painting was conceived as a design 

for appUque. She further states that this was perhaps Kandinsky's first use of the 

"charging horse and rider" in his work.^^ in this painting as in the poster for the first 

Phalanx exhibition a tension is created between figure and ground. The green turf 

and the trees on the left side of the painting compete for the viewer's attention. The 

line dividing blue mountains, grass and trees takes on a life of its own, suggesting 

shapes as in a dream. The thick forest of trees forms a complement to die charging 

horse and rider, adding to the sense of motion diat takes die eye from die right of the 

picture to the left As die forest thins out, individual trees begin to take on fantastic 

shapes, each tree bearing a red eye. Kandinsky's indebtedness to die SymboUst 
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movement is apparent here. The silver star and the gold moon surrounded by silver 

and the flower tinged with Ught blue remove us from reaUstic landscape and take us 

into the reabn of symboUsm. The silver horse in full gallop and the brilUant red and 

blue of the rider's attire suggest energy and self-confidence. This is youdi beginning 

its quest, moving in fuU flight to promise. 

Kandinsky's surge of activity at the time matched that of die rider in 

Dammemng. In the winter of 1901-1902 he organized the Phalanx school in 

Schwabing and added teaching to his akeady full schedule. The young German artist 

Gabriele Mu'nter, who became his companion untU die outbreak of the First World 

War, was one of his first students.^^ The school, financed primarily by Kandinsky, 

attracted too few students and was closed after a year. Kandinsky, who had attracted 

more students than the other teachers, continued teaching privately until the faU of 

1903. In the summer of 1902 he took his painting class to Kochel and again in the 

summer of 1903 spent a few weeks with his class painting landscapes in 

Kallmunz.67 

Kandinsky's studies continued during this period. His sketchbooks^^ show 

anatomical studies, drawings of nudes, costume studies drawn from German and 

Austrian sources, landscape sketches and studies for Jugendstil omaments. 

Additionally, between 1901 and 1903 Kandinsky experimented widi technical 

procedures and products. As WiU Grohmann has noted: "... he tested various 

paints and glues, he painted with oil, tempera, combinations of tempera and other 

media, made with his own grounds, using plaster, casein, clay, and ground egg 

shells."69 

Kandinsky also leamed from the Phalanx exhibitions. He was open to 

impressions from all aspects of his society and took the stimuli of his surroundings 

into his own work in a highly individuaUstic manner. Never given to idle imitation 
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Kandinsky let die ideas presented to him by his milieu ferment over a long period of 

time. When diey came to realization in his own work they had matured to die point of 

becoming statements from his own being. Peg Weiss attaches great importance to die 

seventh Phalanx exhibit. May 1903, in which Claude Monet was die featured artist, 

represented by sixteen paintings. Weiss feels diat Kandinsky was now in a position 

to draw conclusions not only from the theoretical acceptance of abstraction evident in 

Munich but from his revival of interest in the work of Monet, in which he fu t̂ had die 

experience of seeing painting without natural objects. In fact, Weiss feels that it is at 

this point that Kandinsky's undated recollection of a major event in his Ufe belongs, 

that of seeing one of his own paintings, in the mysterious Ught of dusk, free from any 

sign of a representational object.70 To corroborate her position, she cites a letter 

Kandinsky wrote to Munter on November 22, 1903, in which he stated that certain 

things were now "theoreticaUy ready," awaiting only a "suitable form."71 

In 1902 Kandinsky made his first woodcuts.72 His fascination with the 

medium which was to have such an important effect upon his gradual creation of an 

abstract style of painting was immediate.73 Between 1902 and 1904 he executed 

around forty-eight woodcuts, a number of which made up his collection Poems 

Without Words. pubUshed sometime in 1903-1904 by the Stroganov Teaching 

Institute in Moscow.74 in the woodcut, Kandinsky was free to intensify his study of 

positive and negative space, using the simplifications of form inherent in the medium 

to advantage.75 Peter Selz has said of Kandinsky's early woodcuts diat they are 

"considerably more abstract than most of the work of the time."76 Kenneth Lindsay, 

remarking that in the early woodcuts "the black ground is forced to become substance 

here and remain space there,"77 emphasizes in his examination of Promenade (Plate 

12) that"... the black back ground mns through die walking gentleman, but at the 
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same time it 'becomes' his body by means of the figural implications of his feet, 

hands and head."78 

In comparing Promenade with prints by other artists of the period (such as 

VaUaton, Munch and Nolde), Lindsay notes that whUe the same technique of die 

merging of "patches into images" was used by each of these artists, few of them 

"employed the technique as daringly as Kandinsky. They would apply the principles 

to a face, but rarely to an entire figure."79 The technique serves to dissolve the forms 

the eye creates from the surface of the print. The figures become apparitions or, to 

use Fritz Schmalenbach's phrase, "uncorporeal forms."80 

Lindsay also makes an important observation about the timeless quality 

evident in Kandinsky's early prints. Noting the lack of interaction between events 

and figures, he suggests that". . . time loses the essence of stmctural reality. 

Kandinsky supplants real time with poetic time, one which will enjoin past and 

present as mysteriously as his black background combines both space and 

substance."81 Kandinsky was, according to Lindsay: 

. . . developing a new concept of reality. In this new 
realm, objective accuracy, light, and the weight of 
things had necessarily to be relinquished. These factors 
were gradually being metamorphosed into pictorial 
forces which would become, when they ripened, 
capable of unleasing new spiritual potentiaUties.°2 

Also during this early period of his career Kandinsky began to submit his 

work for inclusion in exhibitions in odier cities. In 1902 his catalogue listed works 

sent to Odessa, St. Petersburg, the Beriin Secession, Wiesbaden and Krefeld, and in 

1903 he sent work to Odessa, Moscow, Budapest, Prague, Berlin and Wiesbaden.83 

Within these fu^t years of his career he was establishing an intemational reputation 

bodi as an artist and an organizer of exhibitions. 
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The Years of Travel 

His organizational and teaching activities, however, were endangering his 

primary pursuit of being an artist.84 He needed time for his own development and 

was aware, as Grohmann has pointed out, of a need to see more of the Westem worid 

and its art.̂ ^ He was at a tuming point,86 and die next few years were ones of 

extensive travel. Except for his trips to Russia he was accompanied on his travels by 

Gabriele Munter. 87 

The list of diese travels is impressive.88 From about May 11th of 1904 until 

September of 1908 most of Kandinsky's time was spent away from Munich. He 

repeatedly visited the countryside and cities in Germany, Austria, France, HoUand, 

Switzerland, Italy, Russia and Hungary, with more extended stays in Tunisia 

(December 25di 1904 untU April 1905), Dresden (June 1st until August 15th, 1905), 

RapaUo (December 23rd 1905 untU April 30di, 1906), Paris (May 22nd dirough June 

27th, 1906), Sevres outside of Paris (June 28th 1906 until June 9th, 1907), and 

BerUn (September 4di 1907 until AprU 26di, 1908). 

During this same period Kandinsky continued to exhibit his work. In 1904 he 

began his association with the Salon d'Automne in Paris,^^ and exhibited in St. 

Petersburg, Moscow, Odessa, Cracow, Warsaw, Rome, Hamburg, Wiesbaden, at 

the Berlin Secession and in two shows in Dresden.^0 ^Iso in 1904 his works were 

shown at Phalanx exhibitions and in the faU, along with Rudolf Treumann, 

Kandinsky's works were the subject of a show at the Kunstverein.^l 

Another association begun in 1904, that with the new French periodical and 

artists' cooperative Les Tendances Nouvelles which was, according to Jonathan 

Fineberg, to have a significant impact on Kandinsky's further development, 

expanding his awareness of French Symbolist ideas and putting him in closer contact 
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with Neo-Impressionist theories.92 Fineberg attributes Kandinsky's use, beginning 

in 1904, of "short bmsh strokes and the juxtaposition of complementary colors"93 to 

his absorption of French influences.94 Kandinsky's Beachbaskets of Holland (Plate 

13) employs an early use of "brick-like" brush strokes and utUizes the Neo-

Impressionist technique, dating back to Cezanne, of organizing the painting according 

to an underlying geometric scheme.^^ 

During 1905 Kandinsky continued to place works in exhibitions in Russia and 

Germany and became a member of die Deutscher Kiinstierbund.96 i^ 1905 he was 

awarded a medal by the XIIS Exposition du Travail in Paris and was elected to the 

jury of Salon d'Automne.97 

The Year in France 

During 1906-1907 he maintained his contacts abroad but aimed primarily at 

developing an audience in France^^ where he joined the Union Intemationale des 

Beaux-Arts et Lettres and began his association with the Salon des Independants. In 

May of 1907 he showed one hundred and nine works in Le Musê e du Peuple 

exhibition in Angers, France, an exhibition sponsored by Les Tendances 

Nouvelles.99 

Jonathan Fineberg has distinguished four separate styles in Kandinsky's work 

from around 1900 untU he arrived in Paris in 1906.100 He places primary 

importance on the anecdotal paintings, begun as tempera sketches as early as 1900. 

In these works, listed as "Colored Drawings" in the house catalogue, Kandinsky 

came to prefer the use of black or dark gray paper on which the colors were placed, as 

Hans Roethel puts it, "dab by dab, in a kind of mosaic style." 101 These paintings 

explored medieval, fairy-tale and Russian scenes and figures in Biedemeir dress. 102 

The anecdotal tempera works assumed increased importance during Kandinsky's 
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diirteen months in Paris but ceased once he retumed to Germany. One of diese, 

Buntes Leben (Colorful Life) 103 (piate 14)), is a masterwork and exemplifies all of 

the elements which went into these works. 

In this picture Kandinsky combined his love of color with his joy in the 

memory of Russia. In choosing the depiction of "past ages, having no longer any 

real existence," he provided for himself "freer pretexts for that use of color" which he 

felt within himself. 104 To create this "confusion of masses, patches, Unes," he used 

a "bu*d's eye view" to "place die figures one above the other," thus using perspective 

to "arrange the dividing-up of areas and the application of the bmsh strokes" he 

wished. 105 in the Russian version of "Reminiscences" Kandinsky discussed the 

origin of Colorful Life in terms of his love of the word composition, and his desire to 

paint a "Composition." 106 in describing the origin of Colorful Life. Kandinsky 

remembered that: 

Once, in the throes of typhoid fever, I saw with great 
clarity an entire picture, which, however, somehow 
dissipated itself within me when I recovered. Over a 
number of years, at various intervals, I painted The 
Arrival of the Merchants, then Colorful Life: finally, 
after many years I succeeded in expressing in 
Composition 2 the very essence of diat delirious vision 

"107 
• • • 

In Colorful Life the figures spread across the canvas much in die manner of 

the figures in Seurat's Grand Jattel08 giving die subject-matter, as Dr. Fineberg has 

observed, "an emblematic quality, like a religious icon, more symbolic than 

narrative." 109 Figures and symbols, many of which were to remain in his later more 

abstract paintings, abound in die picture. A kremlin sits atop a mountain, overseeing 

die various activities below. A knight widi sword raised hastens to die right of die 

picture plane where a couple embraces. Batdes take place in die background of die 

painting. A man rows on softiy dappled water. Two figures, arms entwined, stroll 
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in the lower center. Behind diem an elder with long white beard looks out of die 

picture at the viewer. An archer aims at a squirrel in a tree. In the lower right a figure 

eats, attended by anodier, laughing figure. In the right background there is a church 

with a cemetery. In the left midground a priest pauses to observe a man bowing to 

him. Behind this scene a monk in cowl is opportuned by a beggar. A young couple 

chases off the left side of the picture. In the left foreground a peasant woman smdes, 

a woman of the nobility cradles her chUd, a child stares out of the picture, and a 

young figure kneels in prayer. An elderly peasant, his belongings on his back, 

tmdges through die painting. To his right a young man with a flute serenades a 

young woman. The only figure in the painting apparently aware of the fullness of 

the activity is the cat in the lower right. 110 

The painting shows Kandinsky's interest in composition, the creation of 

forms for the sake of the picture as a whole. 111 Jonathan Fineberg describes an 

equUateral triangle "widi its base centered on die bottom edge of the composition" 112 

the "sides of the triangle [beginning] with the two symmetricaUy placed red shirted 

figures" to the right and left of center, and moving to die apex suppUed by the bearded 

figure. 113 "Evenly spaced vertical accents" stabiUze the composition. 11^ 

The strokes and dabbles of paint making up the ground echo the movement of 

color in the figures. The "heavy, brick-ldce daubs" of die earlier work have become 

more delicate. 11^ The briUiance of the color and the movement of the bmsh strokes 

invade the content expressed in the painting. 11^ One of Kandinsky's earUest desires 

had been to "paint a picture." and even at the beginnings of his studies he had felt diat 

"a picture can be something odier than a beautiful landscape, an interesting and 

picturesque scene, or the portrayal of a person." 117 Because of his love for colors he 

sought "that objective element which could justify die [choice of] color." 118 In 
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Colorful Life, color stands on an equal basis with die objective element. Before long, 

the objective element would begin to recede further in Kandinsky's paintings. 

Kandinsky's long stay in France was of particular importance to his further 

development. He had there the opportunity to refresh his understanding of art by 

studying the works of the French Neo-Impressionists and Fauves. Gabriele Munter, 

in a personal interview with Peter Selz, 119 recalled that although "they met none of 

the important painters personally," they "saw pictures by Gauguin, Matisse, Picasso, 

Rouault, and Rousseau." They were fascinated by ".. . Gauguin's and Rouault's 

strong color; entranced by Rousseau's naivete, they bought several of his canvases, 

which were later reproduced in Der Blaue Reiter." 120 

Jonathan Fineberg has researched exhibitions in Paris during the period 

Kandinsky and Munter lived there and at Sevres and has suggested that Kandinsky 

easily could have seen works by other painters active at the time. WhUe Fineberg's 

listing is formidable and weU beyond the purposes of this paper, it perhaps is 

important, in Ught of Kandinsky's subsequent development, to mention such artists 

as Derain and Delaunay.121 

Kandinsky's thirteen months in France also was a time of difficulty as he 

assessed his progress and began the work of assimilating the new artistic influences 

around him. In a letter to Will Grohmann written in 1932, Kandinsky remembered 

the period as one of trial: "At that time I had intemally very difficuU years, perhaps 

especially in Sevres, many bad doubts about artistic and also purely personal tilings. 

Release came only in 1908 when I again retumed to Munich." 122 

Beriin and the Retum to Munich 

Leaving Sevres on June 9, 1907, Kandinsky retumed briefly to Munich but 

by die 16di of June was in Bad ReichenhaU for a rest cure. He remained diere until 
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the 23rd of July after which he traveUed in Switzerland. By the 4di of September he 

was in BerUn, where he was to stay until the 26th of April, 1908.123 

During Kandinsky's stay in Berlin he saw an exhibition of Cezanne, Matisse 

and Munch at Cassirer's gallery. Also by that time works of the Briicke group were 

exhibited at die Berlin Secession. 124 Kandinsky was continuing to search out and 

absorb the artistic elements around him. Other influences of the time were important 

to his development and would add to the content of his painting. It also was in BerUn 

at this time that Kandinsky first became familiar with the diought of Rudolf Steiner, 

the Goethe scholar and mystic who then was connected with Theosophy but who 

would later begin his own related movement of Anthroposophy.125 

Mumau and the Development of a new Stvle 

FoUowing his sojoum in Berlin Kandinsky hiked in the South Tyrol, briefly 

visited Munich again, vacationed at die Stamberger See and Staffelsee, and visited 

Austria. By die middle of August, 1908, he was in the village of Mumau, a few miles 

south of Munich, staying at the Griesbrau Inn. 126 Jacques Lassaigne has described 

this viUage which was to have such significance for Kandinsky's next works: 

At that time the region was stdl secluded and unspoilt. 
Mumau itself was extremely picturesque; the houses 
were of wood with sloping roofs and large balconies, 
and the church had a tall onion-shaped steeple. The 
vUlage was built on different levels and this would 
have given it radier a straggUng appearance, if it were 
not for die masses of greenery between the 
houses. 127 

The area charmed Kandinsky and Mu'nter, and in 1909 Munter bought a home 

in Mumau in which they spent dieir summers and various vacations until the outbreak 

of tiie First Worid War. 128 It was time to settie again, and on die 4th of September, 

1908, Kandinsky and Munter moved to No. 36, Ainnullerstrasse in Munich. 129 
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Kandinsky's style of painting changed immediately, taking on a freshness and 

freedom that must have reflected his more relaxed state of mind foUowing the years of 

travel and self-doubt. The static quality of his neo-impressionist temperas of the year 

before gave way to the energy of his Fauve-related Mumau paintings. 130 The black 

or dark gray ground of his tempera paintings was exchanged for the white ground of 

the canvas. Tempera was replaced by oil. The heavily-peopled surface of the 

temperas gave way to the exuberant landscapes of Mumau. The brush strokes were 

freer and larger, the forms more amorphous. The pronounced horizontality of the 

temperas and woodcuts was supplanted by more emphasis on the diagonal placement 

of forms. Forms appeared to slide off the surface of the picture plane, to occupy an 

imaginary space from the artist's intuition. Everything was new and different. The 

excitement of the period was palpable and is communicated through such works as 

Landscape with Tower (Plate 15). 

Kandinsky and Miinter were joined in Mumau in the autumn of 1908 by 

Kandinsky's Russian compatriots, the painters Aleksei von Jawlensky and Marianne 

von Werefkin. 131 Jawlensky, who had met Kandinsky in the studio of Anton 

A'zbe,132 had studied with Matisse 133 and, as Peter Selz has pointed out, "had 

adopted much of the Frenchman's use of color as an expressive, emotional 

element" 134 Kandinsky, in 1934, was to write a letter to Jawlensky, expressing 

appreciation for all he had leamed from him. 135 Jawlensky's paintings of the period 

greatiy simpUfied the forms of nature. His work exerted influence on bodi 

Kandinsky and Munter. 136 

By 1909 the horse and rider had re-emerged in Kandinsky's work. [See Plate 

16, Blue Mountain fDer Blaue Bere)1 Odier motifs of his past work soon began to 

retum. In Painting With an Archer (Plate 17) the Russian city and die archer 

reappear. The canvas is a wash of motion and color with the objects taking on a 
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secondary level of importance. The two figures in die lower left of die picture are 

simplified to the point of virtually being hidden from the viewer. Kandinsky had 

taken anodier step toward abstraction. In die "Catalogue of die Second Exhibition of 

the Neue Kiinstier-Vereinigung. Munich," August, 1910, Kandinsky referred to the 

significance of hiding the object from the viewer: "Speaking of die hidden by means 

of the hidden. Is this not content? Is this not the conscious or unconscious purpose 

of the compulsive urge to create?" 137 

By 1910 the black outUning of forms was disappearing. Shapes were 

becoming more amorphous, and color was beginning to be unleashed from the 

boundaries of form. In Church (Plate 18) the properties of color itself have begun to 

take over the painting. The blue of the tower recedes into the background, taking on 

the qualities of an indefinable space suggested elsewhere in the painting with the blue 

of the sky. In this painting, blue recedes, white hovers, black implodes, and yellow 

accosts. These effects of color puU at the forms of the painting, dislocating our 

impression of space. 

Neue Kunstier-Vereinigung Muhchen 

Not only was Kandinsky's painting renewed upon his retum to Munich, he 

retumed to organizational activities and writing with a vigor matching that of his 

Phalanx days. By the 22nd of March, 1909, the Neue Kunstier-Vereinigung 

Munchen (New Artist's Association of Munich) was Usted in the city records, with 

Kandinsky as the president and Jawlensky the vice-president. 138 in the Catalogue 

accompanying die first exhibition of the NKVM Kandinsky described die aims of the 

artists of the exhibiting society: 

. . . Our point of departure is die belief that the artist, 
apart from those impressions that he receives from the 
world of extemal appearances, continually accumulates 
experiences within his own inner world. We seek 
artistic forms that should express the reciprocal 
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permeation of aU these experiences-forms that must be 
freed from everydiing incidental, in order powerfully 
to pronounce only that which is necessary-in short, 
artistic syndiesis. This seems to us a solution that once 
more today unites in spirit increasing numbers of 
artists . . .139 

Peter Selz, however, has said "the only unifying element [among the artists of the 

NKVMi was in their opposition to the official art of Munich." 140 

The first exhibition (1-15 December 1909), held in the gallery of Heinrich 

Thannhauser, was not well received by the Munich public or the art critics. 1̂ 1 One 

reviewer dismissed die show as "a camival hoax during Advent." l'^2 Following its 

mn in Munich, the show toured Germany and Switzerland. 

Kandinsky designed the poster for this exhibition. Poster for I Exhibition of 

the Neue Kiinstiervereinigung Miinchen (Plate 19), a work which Paul Overy has 

suggested as Kandinsky's fu^t abstract work. 1^3 ^s i^ j^e earUer tempera works 

and woodcuts, a black ground supports the shapes but the forms no longer clearly 

represent objective nature. However, to die eye accustomed to the early Mumau 

landscapes, these forms suggest a mountain, clouds, and figures crouched at the base 

of the mountain. 

With die second exhibition (1-14 September 1910, also in the Thannhauser 

Gallery'). 144 the NKVM had an enlarged membership, being joined by two French 

artists, Pierre Girieud and Henri Le Fauconnier. Additionally, works of Picasso, 

Braque, Derain, Vlaminck, Rouault, Van Dongen, and odiers were included in die 

exhibition. 145 

Kandinsky was represented in the second exhibition of the NKVM by six 

woodcuts and four paintings, among which was his important Composition IL 

painted early in 1910.146 Similarly to Colorful Life, the 1907 tempera painting to 

which Kandinsky had related Composition II. die oil Study for Composition II (Plate 
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20) at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York 147 apparentiy takes die 

manifold expressions of life and places them togedier in one painting. A large 

diagonal form in the center of the painting, before which two horses with riders 

charge in different directions, divides the picture into two parts. To the left of the 

form are elements of storm and destmction, whUe to the right are found forms, 

themes, and colors representing the joy of living. 148 Waves at the bottom left 

indicate the inclusion of the image of die deluge, something missing in Colorful Life. 

A figure with arm upraised appears to drown in the waves, while four figures 

slightly above and to the right wait passively for the dictates of fate. Trees and 

Russian towers bend and topple undemeath the onslaught of the storm, which is 

depicted by the darker colors and the zig zag white line of Ughming at the top left of 

the painting. A boat holds two figures, one of which stands in an attitude suggestive 

of the crucifixion. The yellow color of the figure, however, suggests salvation rather 

than death. Two shapes, possibly saints, face the right side of the picture over which 

a brilliant yeUow sun casts its light. Red, green, and white figures play with balls. A 

couple recUnes in the lower right of the picture, and beneadi diem a gaily pattemed 

serpent emerges. A figure in black and a young child waUc toward die left of this 

idyUic plane. At the top right a tree bends beneadi its weight of red and green foliage. 

Another tower sits atop a mountain. Strange shapes witii eyes stand below the tree. 

A sleeping figure below die tree is echoed by a sleeping figure below die leaping 

horses. There is, as Roethel has noted, a "timeless as well as spaceless quality" to die 

work. 149 It is free from perspective and uses line as a "painterly element." 1̂ 0 

The Bavarian painter Franz Marc attended die second exhibition of die NKVM 

and, stmck by the "fully spirituaUzed and dematerialized inwardness of feeUng" of die 

works exhibited, 1̂ 1 made contact with Kandinsky, joined die association, and 

became a member of its board. The association widi Marc was to prove invaluable to 
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Kandinsky, who would find in the younger painter an enthusiastic and capable right 

hand for the completion of many of his ideas during the period. 

Glass Painting and the Spiritual Movement 

Rural Bavaria was the source of anodier major influence on Kandinsky's art. 

Ah^ady interested in the popular folk tradition, as exemplified m Russian Lubki and 

German fifteenth-century woodcuts, 152 Kandinsky took an interest in the Bavarian 

glass painting (Hinterglasbilder') which Munter had discovered in Mumau. 1̂ 3 By 

1909 he had created his first glass painting, The Yellow Horse, which resembled his 

current oil paintings with the strong diagonals, rearing horse, mountain, and clouds, 

but soon he was to approximate in the genre the more primitive and rehgious quaUties 

found in the originals. 1^4 

Many of his glass paintings are related to oil paintings which were executed 

later. Among diese All Saints' Day I (Allerheiligen pl^^ of 1911 (Plate 21) which 

was shown in the first exhibition of the Blaue Reiter. Munich, 1911, is of special 

interest in that, as Roethel points out, it is "probably the earliest and definitely the 

least abstract version of Kandinsky's rendering of eschatological themes like All 

Saints-Deluge-Judgement—Resurtection."156 Rose-Carol Washton Long suggests 

that Kandinsky was referring in All Saints Day I to "St. John's description of Christ 

reigning with all the saints and prophets for the first thousand years after the 

awakening of the dead, in that this glass painting shares motifs with other works of 

the period entitied Last Judgement and Resurrection." 1̂ 7 

Here, many of die symbols which Kandinsky was to dissolve in his later 

more abstract works, are presented widi clarity. In the upper left a Kremlin sits on a 

mountain top, widi a red sun behind it. An angel of die Apocalypse blows a trumpet 

A rectangular object with windows, depicting Noah's Ark, found below die angel's 

arm, is attended by a dove of peace. Below the Ark is the figure of St. Vladimir, the 
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fadier of the Russian Church, who stands with head tilted backwards, one arm raised 

toward the figure of Christ cmcified on top of another mountain. A knight on 

horseback, whom Dr. Long identifies as St. George, 158 leaps across flames. Below 

the knight are waves, probably associated widi the deluge. Various saints congregate 

above the figure of a reclining monk. To die right of the picture a giant flower, a 

butterfly, and a phoenix suggest die idea of salvation. A dark area in the upper right 

holds a crescent moon. The two embracing figures in the center of the painting 1̂ 9 

are reminiscent of the two entwined figures in Colorful Life. 

Roethel notes that in this glass painting, time, space, and action are 

disregarded. 1^0 x^e devices of perspective and proportion are abandoned. Figures 

are placed about the canvas without consideration of their relationship to each other or 

to a narrative element. The placement of the figures suggests a visual stream-of-

consciousness. It is of interest that the majority of the figures and the Russian 

architecture are from Kandinsky's Russian past and that the iconography is 

specifically Christian. Nina Kandinsky, in her brief essay "Some Notes on the 

Development of Kandinsky's Painting," accompanying the 1947 Wittenbom edition 

of Conceming the Spiritual in Art, laid particular emphasis on "the religious art of 

Russia of the tendi to fourteendi centuries and, in part, in die folklore of his country" 

as the basis of Kandinsky's painting. 1̂ 1 

Kandinsky himself, in his "Reminiscences," spoke of his art as Christian, It 

was art of the spirit, of the "third" revelation; 1̂ 2 Fatiier-Son-SpuiL Following die 

years of his studies, experiments and travels, Kandinsky finally was able to release 

art from extemal demands, leaving only one demand in place: "the demand for inner 

Ufe in the work of art." 1^^ Kandinsky, to his astonishment, noticed that this basis 

for art was the same basis on which Christ had placed his teachings. Citing the 

"Sermon on the Mount," Kandinsky noted that with "It was said to you . . . and I say 
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unto you," Christ had transformed the old material law into his own spiritual 

law." 164 

Sixten Ringbom, in Sounding Cosmos, and Carol Washton Long in 

Kandinskv: The Development of an Abstract Stvle. have amply covered die teachings 

of Theosophy and Anthrosophy as possible influences on Kandinsky's work of the 

period 1908-1914. While this is important, in that Kandinsky was a sieve for cultural 

information, and most Ukely felt his own beUefs to be strengthened by these signs of 

spiritual renewal, it probably detracts from the greater influence of the Russian 

Orthodox Church and its teachings and art objects. 1^^ It should be remembered as 

weU that other Russian artists of the period were concemed with Apocalyptic 

thinking. The composer Alexander Scriabin's last years were spent planning a 

colossal work. The Mysterium. which was to have been performed in the clouds atop 

the Himalayas. The Mysterium would have taken seven days to perform, would have 

incorporated gigantic performing forces and combined sound, dance, colors, 

costumes, scents and tastes, as well as sunrises and sunsets. Its cUmax would have 

seen the birth of a new race of people. 1^^ 

As Paul Overy has pointed out, Kandinsky himself in Conceming the 

Spiritual in Art placed the influence of theosophy in perspective: 

Skeptical though we may be regarding the tendency of 
the theosophists towards dieorizing and their excessive 
anticipation of definite answers in lieu of immense 
question marks, it remains a fundamentaUy spiritual 
movement. This movement represents a strong agent 
in the general atmosphere, presaging deliverance to 
oppressed and gloomy hearts. 1̂ 7 

Whatever the sources for the religious symboUsm in Kandinsky's paintings 

before die First Worid War might have been, 1̂ 8 he began around 1909 to graduaUy 

conceal the image in his paintings and to infuse these images widi religious 

associations. As Dr. Long has noticed: "By 1910, Kandinsky had begun to study 
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foUc art and to incorporate the apocalyptic diemes and stylized forms found in 

Bavarian glass paintings, Russian lubki. and 'Gothic' fifteenth-century woodcuts into 

his paintings to give diem a broader appeal." 169 A fifteenth century woodcut 

reproduced in The Blaue Reiter Almanac. The Whore of Babvlon Riding on a Seven-

Headed Animal. Angels Scvthing Sheaves and Shutting Up the Devil in an Abyss 

(Plate 22), serves to underline this relationship between Kandinsky's work and the 

apocalyptic religious works of prior periods. 

Der Blaue Reiter and the Veiled Image 

By 1911 Kandinsky's sphere of activity was enormously increased and his 

artistic output phenomenal. 170 in January he first became aware of the music and 

ideas of the Austrian composer Amold Schoenberg and, seeing an unusual degree of 

similarity in their aims, soon initiated the correspondence between them. 171 A 

painting of 1911. Impression 3 (Concert) (Plate 23), probably is related to the 

January 1911 concert of Schoenberg works which Kandinsky attended. In 

December, his long essay Uber das Geistige in der Kunst (On the Spiritual in Artl 

outUning his perception that a spiritual revolution was at hand, and that art, literature 

and music were the "first and most sensitive realms where diis spiritual change 

becomes noticeable in real form" 172 was published by R. Piper in Munich. 173 

The NKVM which Kandinsky had created in 1909 was rapidly proving to be 

too fragile to accept the enormous leaps his art was taking during the period. As early 

as the spring of 1911, tensions were mounting between the more conservative 

members, led by Adolf Erbsloh and Alexander Kanoldt, and die more progressive 

members, primardy Kandinsky and Franz Marc. By December of 1911 the 

disagreements had grown into insurmountable problems and, on December 2, 

following the jury's rejection of Kandinsky's Composition V (See Plate 26) for its 

next exhibition, Kandinsky and Marc, followed by Munter, Kubin, Thomas von 
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Hartmann, and Henri Le Fauconnier, left die NKVM to form another exhibiting 

association, under the title of "die Editors of the Blaue Reiter." 174 The ground for 

this move had been prepared some mondis before when Kandinsky had 

communicated to Marc his idea for an almanac. 175 The joumal would contain 

reproductions of works of art, poetry, and music, as well as essays on art, drama and 

music. Not only the art of Munich was to be included, but "the latest foreign works 

as well as Egyptian and East Asian art, folk art, chddren's art and amateur 

paintings." 176 Marc received the idea with enthusiasm and together, as co-editors, 

Kandinsky and Marc set out to create a book which would emphasize good art from 

all times and places, and would further elucidate Kandinsky's hypothesis that "the 

question of form was secondary . . . the question of art was primarily one of 

content." 177 

The title of the proposed book, Der Blaue Reiter. 178 was first mentioned in 

correspondence between Kandinsky and Marc on September 21,1911.179 in 1930 

Kandinsky shed light on the origin of the term: "We invented the name "Der Blaue 

Reiter" while sitting at a coffee table in the garden in Sindelsdorf; we both loved blue. 

Marc liked horses, I riders. So the name came by itself And after that Mrs. Maria 

Marc's fabulous coffee tasted even better." 1̂ 0 

Peg Weiss, however, sees a far greater significance in the choice of the Blue 

Rider as an emblem than that offered by Kandinsky. In her essay accompanying the 

catalogue of the 1982 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum exhibition, "Kandinsky in 

Munich: Encounters and Transformations," she makes a convincing case for The 

Blaue Reiter Almanac as an "agent of healing, even of exorcism and salvation." 181 

She notes that in "his image of the Blue Rider, a twentieth-century St George, he had 

created an emblem with which to identify himself and his aims." 1̂ 2 she traces the 

motif of horse and rider in Kandinsky's work to the year 1901 (Dusk, see Plate 11) 
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and foUows its development through 1911, when it became dominant in works such 

as Lyrical 183 (Plate 24). 

The emblem of horse and rider, which served as the cover for die Almanac. 

became die image of Kandinsky himself, challengmg the spiritual complacency of his 

civilization and leaping forward to meet a freer world where form was only a question 

of inner necessity and abstraction more natural than nature. In St. George II (Heiliger 

Georg n^ (Plate 25), a glass painting which served as a study for the Final Design for 

the Cover of the Blaue Reiter Almanac. 1911, St. George rescues his bound society 

from the materialism represented by the dragon. 

Widiin two weeks of their separation from the NKVM. Marc and Kandinsky 

mounted the "First Exhibition of the Editors of the Blaue Reiter." The format 

followed Kandinsky's brief statement of purpose: "In this smaU exhibition we seek 

to propagate not Qn£ precise and special form, rather we propose to show in the 

diversity of the represented forms how the inner wish of the artist is variously 

shaped." 184 

The exhibition was a virtuosic display of aesthetic eclecticism. Not only was 

Kandinsky's controversial Composition V (Plate 26) included, but Marc's equally 

disturbing Yellow Cow was displayed. Works by the naive painter Henri Rousseau 

were included, and the composer Amold Schoenberg was presented as a painter by a 

self-portrait and two troubled, expressionistic Visions. (See Plates 6, 7 and 8.) 

Odier exhibitors included Robert Delaunay (Eiffel Tower. City) and August 

Macke.185 

Kandinsky's Composition V (Plate 26) was indeed representative of a new 

type of painting. It sits on the surface of the canvas without foreground or 

background, occupying what Hans K. Roetiiel calls a "purely subjective" space. 186 

It draws its content from die subject matter Kandinsky had been employing in odier 
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paintings of tiie period. 187 As in All Saints Dav I (Plate 21) die motif of angel with 

tmmpet is included, widi the difference that now there are two angels, shown only by 

a few black lines indicating hair (aldiough an eye is apparent on die angel in die left 

upper comer), occupying the two upper comers of die painting. The tmmpets are 

transparent triangular objects through which colors and forms intmde. The dominant 

black Imes of the painting seem to emanate from the tmmpets, suggesting the sound 

of destmction. The waUed Russian city is barely apparent at the top of the painting, 

its towers broken and leanmg. At the lower left of the painting three figures, colored 

yeUow, red and blue, ride in a boat threatened by giant waves. At the center of 

Composition V a figure holds its head above it, an aUusion to the raising of the dead. 

To the right of the head are candles. A stick figure at the lower right of the painting 

has been identified by Dr. Long as St. John watching the proceedings of the 

Revelation. Other motifs, too veiled to be seen without considerable study of 

Kandinsky's earUer work, have been identified in this painting. Roethel mentions the 

Ascension of Elijah (note the curved red lines in the upper left of the painting.) 

Additionally, the figure of a white horse is barely discemible in front of the walled 

city. 

MeanwhUe, work towards the pubUcation of the Blaue Reiter Almanac 

continued and grew in intensity. As Marc was to note later in the preface for the 

second edition of the almanac: 

With a divining rod we searched through the art of the 
past and the present. We showed only what was alive, 
what was not touched by the tone of convention. We 
gave our ardent devotion to everything in art that was 
bom of itself, Uved in itself, did not walk on cmtches 
of habit. We pointed to each crack in the cmst of 
convention only because we hoped to find there an 
underlying force that would one day come to light. 
Some of these cracks have closed again, our hope was 
in vain; out of others a lively spring is now 
gushing. 188 
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The result was a volume which "has gained die reputation of being the most 

important programmatic work of twentieth-century art." 189 it includes around one 

hundred and fifty illustrations of the most remarkable diversity. Works by 

contributors to the "First Exhibition of the Editors of the Blaue Reiter" are joined by 

examples of Bavarian glass painting. Bavarian votive painting, works by children, 

Egyptian shadow puppets, Japanese, Chinese, Greek and Russian folk art, masks, 

capes and statues from Brazil, the Easter Islands, Bomeo, Mexico, New Caledonia 

and Alaska, fifteenth-century woodcuts, works by El Greco, Van Gogh, Cezanne, 

Matisse, Picasso, Nolde, Pechstein, as weU as Klee, Kokoschka, and Arp. 

In keeping with Kandinsky's interest in joining the arts, three musical scores 

are included in the illustrations, 1̂ 0 and four articles in the almanac pertain to the 

subject of music. In his contribution, "The Relationship to the Text," Amold 

Schoenberg, in language similar to that employed by Kandinsky, called for " . . . a 

pure unclouded vision in music—one not bound to matter." 1̂ 1 

Thomas von Hartmann, Russian composer, pianist and painter, contributed an 

essay entitied "On Anarchy in Music," 1̂ 2 in which he reiterated the basic principle of 

"inner necessity": "Etemal laws do not exist . . . In all the arts, and especiaUy in 

music, every method that arises from an inner necessity is right." 1̂ 3 while 

espousing the principle of anarchy in art as the means to a new Renaissance, 

Hartmann was careful to retain the conscious element in the development of works of 

art. Anarchy was a path to freedom, not self-indulgence. 1^^ 

Leonid Sabaneiev, Russian composer and writer on music, discussed 

Scriabin's Prometheus m light of its mystical, ecstatic, rituaUstic elements, and in its 

use of colored light in combination with sound to display the mystery of human 

existence in a boundless cosmos. 1^^ Prometheus was represented as an attempt at 

die reunification of die arts, and Sabaneiev suggested tha t " . . . if one penetrates 
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deeply enough into Scriabin's mystical art, one reaUzes that there is neither reason nor 

right to classify it as music alone." 1^6 

In die final essay on music incorporated in the Almanac. N. Kulbin, a Russian 

physician and patron of avant-garde artists, correlated die concept of free music with 

the use of quarter and eighth tones. 1^7 Here too, art was characterized as a 

purposeful entity, providing vibrations to "affect man's soul." 1̂ 8 Nor was the 

general enthusiasm of the time for synesthesia neglected. Kulbin equated the close 

relationship of quarter and eighth tones widi die interrelationship of light, color and 

music: 

The vibration of close connections, their unfolding, 
their manifold play, make the representation of Ught, 
colors, and everything Uving much more effective than 
customary music does. 

These close connections also create musical paintings, 
which consist of special planes of color that merge to 
form progressing harmonies, similar to contemporary 

painting. 1^^ 

While The Blaue Reiter Almanac included several essays on the renewal of 

painting and the significance of the individual artist's contributions toward a new way 

of seeing,200 the major writings of the Almanac were, appropriately enough, from 

the pens of the editors, Franz Marc and Wassily Kandinsky. These essays flank the 

works of the other contributors; the enthusiastic, polemical, almost revivalist words 

of Marc opening the work, whUe the more theoretical, methodical writings of 

Kandinsky bring the book to a close. 

Marc's writing was, in essence, that of a pamphleteer, generating excitement, 

caUing others to die battie, announcing the aims of a new movement and, above all, 

guarding the sacred ground of his cause. The Blaue Reiter Almanac. Marc 

announced, was a spiritual treasure, a gift to a society otherwise dedicated to the 

attainment of material wealth and, as such, Ukely to be scomed.201 it was a reminder 
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that "art was concemed witii die most profound matters," and that die renewal of art 

"must not be merely formal but in fact a rebirth of thinking."202 Marc defined die 

great problem confronting his generation as finding a "mystical inner 

construction,"203 from which artists could create "symbols for their own time, 

symbols diat belong on the altars of a future spiritual religion, symbols behind which 

the technical heritage cannot be seen."204 

Marc spoke of the almanac's juxtaposition of "works which point to the 

future" and works of "older proved cultures" as an "ordeal by fire" for the 

contemporary artists who dared to thus compare their works but expressed the belief 

of the co-editors that "geniune art can always be compared with genuine art, however 

different the expression may be."205 

Perhaps the most radical of Marc's observations dealt with the conviction 

shared by many of his generation that a new era was at hand. Marc held that by the 

middle of the nineteenth century any remnant of a tme artistic style had "coUapsed 

catastrophically," and that the people had lost the artistic instinct. He saw his own 

age as set adrift from both art and reUgion and compared it with an earUer age when 

Christianity first began its rise from the mins of the great classical world: 

We are standing today at the tuming point of two long 
epochs, similar to the state of the world fifteen hundred 
years ago, when there was also a transitional period 
without art and reUgion-a period in which great and 
traditional ideas died and new and unexpected ones 
took their place. Nature would not wantonly destroy 
the religion and art of the people widiout a great 
purpose. We are also convinced that we can already 
proclaim the first signs of the time. 

The first works of a new era are tremendously difficult 
to define. Who can see clearly what their aim is and 
what is to come? But just the fact that diey do exist 
and appear in many places today, sometimes 
independendy of each other, and that diey possess 
inner tmdi, makes us certain that they are the first signs 
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of the coming new epoch- they are die signal fires for 
the pathfinders.206 

The hour was, Marc said, "unique" and, ending his introduction on this high note he 

gave the reader over to die rest of die book, to the "small unique signs of the 

time."207 

Kandinsky wrote two essays for the almanac.208 J\^Q fu-̂ t, "On the Question 

of Form," was a paean to die creative spirit, reiterating his position that form (matter) 

is the expression of content (spirit): 

At a certain time what is inevitable ripens, i.e., die 
creative spirit (which could be called the abstract spirit) 
makes contact with the soul, later with other souls, and 
awakens a yeaming, an inner urge. 

When the conditions necessary for the maturation of a 
certain form are met, the yeaming, the inner urge, the 
force is strengthened so that it can create a new value in 
the human spirit that consciously or unconsciously 
begins to live in man. 

Consciously or unconsciously man tries, from this 
moment on, to find a material form for the spiritual 
form, for the new value that Uves within him.209 

Stage Composition 

Kandinsky's second essay, "On Stage Composition,"210 introduced the 

concepts upon which his stage composition Der gelbe Klang (The Yellow 

Soundl211 was based. The Yellow Sound also was reproduced in the Almanac. 

The Yellow Sound is a monumental and radical departure from the music 

drama of the nineteenth century.212 The effect is of a series of animated, sounding 

paintings (the six scenes following the prelude are labeled "pictures,") in which matter 

is fluid and vari-colored. Even the sets don't retain their shapes. Hills grow, a huge 

yellow flower appears suddenly and flutters in utter silence, its leaf moving in a 

different tempo from its blossom. Giant rocks tremble and disappear. Color assumes 
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a symboUc significance of its own. The constant flux of color affects every aspect of 

the composition. The backdrop shifts from dark blue to black to purple to duty 

brown, retuming to black which gives way to duU blue. Five yellow Giants who 

grow taller as the stage composition moves through time share die stage with an 

assortment of other mobil figures, which vary from picture to picture. "Vague red 

creatures, somewhat suggesting bu-ds, with large heads which are remotely similar to 

human heads"213 fly quickly from left to right. Tiny, imprecise figures, gray-green 

in hue, walk slowly over a hiU. One picture is of a child in white and a man in 

black.214 Many people in long, shapeless robes, each in a different color, carry huge 

white flowers. At another time, many people who are like puppets, appear dressed in 

colored tights. Their hair and faces are the same color as their tights.215 

Disembodied colored light plays a part of its own. The composition begins 

with a dark-blue dawn from which a small Ught, center stage, emerges. Darkness and 

light compete with each other throughout the work. At one point a thick blue fog 

completely obscures the stage, dissolving into an intensely white light. At another 

time an undefined black spot forms. The stage is "blanketed by a duU red light." At 

times everything is pale gray. The yellow flower glows. The white flowers tum to 

yellow and then seem to fill with blood. Blue, red, purple, and green colored rays 

rapidly altemate from aU sides of the stage, then blend together at center stage. The 

stage becomes lemon yeUow. Darkness intercedes. Light retums. At one point 

darkness overcomes the yeUow Giants, "snuffing them out like lamps."216 

One picture is of a lopsided dirty red chapel witii an intensely blue turret and a 

cracked tin beU. It is here diat die smaU child in white and die very large man in black 

appear. 

The action proceeds from picture to picture. While on one hand it is possible 

to say diat The Yellow Sound lacks a plot, as such, die symboUc meaning closely 
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resembles Kandinsky's view of die progress of die spiritual triangle, of die 

evolutionary ascent of spirit from barrier to barrier.217 

While the musical score for The Yellow Sound was to have been supplied by 

Kandinsky's friend Thomas von Hartmann,218 much of the music's activity is 

dictated in die text of The Yellow Sound. In the Prelude a few indistinct chords from 

the orchestra start the work. A choms located offstage in such a way that its exact 

location is indiscernible, sings woodenly fu-st with deep voices: 

Dreams hard as stones . . . And speaking rocks . . . 
Earth with riddles of fulfilling questions . . . 
The motion of the heavens . . . And melting . . . of 
stones . . . Invisible rampart. . . growing upward 

and then with high voices: 

Tears and laughter . . . Prayers while cursing . . . The 
joy of union and the blackest batdes. 

and finally aU voices together: 

Dark light on the . . . sunniest day 

the voices vanish fast and suddenly: 

Blindingly bright shadow in the darkest night.219 

Throughout the rest of the work the orchestra enters and exits on cue, 

responding to specific directions, e.g., leaping from high to low pitch, loud to soft 

intensity, stmggling with and defeating the choms, and so on. The music at times is 

shrill and stormy. Single tones (a, h, a-flat) whimper and are devoured by the full 

orchestra. The Giants sing very softiy and very deeply. The wooden chorus sings 

without words. 

There is more to the music of die composition than that intended for orchestra 

and choms. In the second picture the people in long colored robes become a speaking 

choms, their voices changing in quality from hoarse to nasal to screaming. At certain 

moments they speak slowly and at other times, quickly. Kandinsky's text explores 
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the total arena of sound in ways unheard-of in the nineteendi century, combining 

vocal experiments with words bordering on die nonsensical: 

The flowers cover everything, cover everything, 
cover everything. 
Shut your eyes! Shut your eyes! 
We are looking. We are looking. 
Cover conception with innocence. 
Open your eyes! Open your eyes! 
Gone. Gone.220 

A "shriU and terrified tenor" shrieks "Kalasimunafakola" and other such nonsense 

words from back stage.221 

Silence plays as much a role in the work as does sound. The singing is 

intermpted by silence. There are many moments of sudden, complete silence. The 

fourth picture, in which die boy in white rings a soundless beU, is totaUy silent. The 

only other word in The Yellow Sound than those akeady mentioned is spoken once in 

this picture: "Silence! !"222 

The movement in The Yellow Sound is very much like the use of Une in a 

drawing or painting. Such devices as the tiny imprecise figures continuaUy walking 

over a hill perpetuate line in time and give to the work its eerie, painterly quaUty of 

being a multi-dimensional canvas come to Ufe. There is a static quaUty to much of the 

movement which heightens this effect. The Giants gUde and sUde and make very 

slow and simple movements with their arms. The people in loose robes move as a 

unit. The people in tights arrange themselves in groups and single units. One of the 

white figures makes vague and rapid movements, creating a kind of dance. In the 

final picture a yellow Giant with an indistinct white face and large, round, black e}'es, 

slowly raises both arms, palms facing downward as his body grows taUer. He 

extends to the full height of the stage, and at the moment his figure becomes 

recognizable as a cross, the composition ends suddenly in total darkness. 
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The various mediums of the "whoUy identical,"223 one art Kandinsky 

conceived, maintain a fluid relationship in The YeUow Sound, creating a counterpoint 

out of their possibilities for association and opposition. The man in black says 

"Silence!!" when there is nodiing to sUence but the sound of a tin beU held in die 

imagination of the audience. At one point the music grows lower and darker as a 

yellow Ught increases in intensity, disappearing at the moment of greatest intensity. 

The white "dancer" changes tempo, sometimes with that of the orchestra, sometimes 

against it. The yeUow flower convulses alone, in utter silence. 

The Yellow Sound resonates on many levels. In a very real sense it is a 

paintmg thmst into real space and time where it joins widi the vibrations of motion, 

light, and sound. The work is unified on a deep level in that its very meaning comes 

from the work itself. It is divorced from the outer meanings of the surrounding 

society, although its effect is to iUuminate the ultimate inner meaning of that society. 

It is removed as weU from supporting outer meaning within itself, except for the last 

symbolic gesture of the cross. 

Widiout the aid of Kandinsky's designs to direct the inner vision when 

reading The Yellow Sound, it is helpful to keep in mind his body of work during the 

period of the completion of this stage composition. The Study for Composition II 

(Plate 20), a composition itself,224 has images related to The Yellow Sound.225 

Immediately recognizable as a link between the two works is the motif of the yellow 

figure with arms outstretched in Study for Composition II. The black figure leading 

die small chUd away from die idyUic portion of Study for Composition II likewise 

finds an echo in the picture of the child in white in the company of die man in black in 

The Yellow Sound. The bell in die turret of die chapel in The Yellow Sound, a 

symbol of the spiritual sound necessary for die sustenance of a civiUzation, is made of 

tin and is cracked. Simdarly, die towers in Study for Composition II are leaning 
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beneadi die weight of a storm in die spiritual atmosphere. 226 xhe line of figures 

standing above die waves in die lower left of Studv for Composition II is reminiscent 

of the imprecise figures which waUc slowly over a hdl in The Yellow Sound. The 

divisions in Study for Composition II create scenes in much die same way that die 

scenes in The Yellow Sound create pictures. Dark and light contrast in bodi Study for 

Composition II and The Yellow Sound. Both The Yellow Sound and Study for 

Composition II exemplify Kandinsky's definition of the harmony of his age: 

The strife of colours, the sense of balance we have 
lost, tottering principles, unexpected assaults, great 
questions, apparently useless striving, storm and 
tempest, broken chains, antithesis and contradictions. 
The composition arising from this harmony is a 
mingling of colour and form each with its separate 
existence, but blended into a common life which is 
caUed a picture by the force of the inner need.227 

Sound 

The word "sound," like the word "composition" was important to Kandinsky. 

For Kandinsky, the abstract, creative spirit was audible. "Sound," he said, "is the 

soul of form, which only comes aUve through sound and which works from the 

inside out."228 And again: "The world sounds. It is a cosmos of spiritually 

effective beings. Even dead matter is Uving spirit."229 jhe outer shell was 

unimportant, only the inner sound was life.230 

This preoccupation with sound may be seen in many extemal aspects of 

Kandinsky's work. First, he stated that music was "the main source and element of 

the inner sound . . . ."231 Secondly, a number of his paintings and water colors of 

the experimental years 1908-1914 bore titles borrowed from music: "Improvisation," 

"Impression," and Composition." Thirdly, the word "sound" entered the titie of his 

stage composition The Yellow Sound. Finally this delight in the word was 

manifested in Klange fSounds). a small volume of poems and woodcuts, begun in 
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1909232 and published in 1912 by Piper Veriag in Munich.233 Reflecting his artistic 

concems and growtii during this final period in Munich, the poems of Sounds 

provide further evidence of die experimental nature of diis period. As in The Yellow 

Sound the poems of Sounds create paintings in words. The woodcuts give an 

overview of the period, beginning with the Paris period. 

Expanding Reputation 

GraduaUy Kandinsky's reputation expanded. In addition to his participation 

in exhibitions of the Berlin Secession and his exhibition activity in Munich through 

the NKVM and the Blaue Reiter. he sent his work to foreign exhibits. In the winter 

of 1908-09 he participated in Sergei Makovsky's Salon in St. Petersburg. In July of 

1909 he began to exhibit with the AUied Artists' Association in Royal Albert HaU, 

London, a practice he continued untU 1914. Late in 1909 he participated in 

Izdebsky's First Intemational Salon in Odessa, which travelled to Kiev, St. 

Petersburg and Riga during 1910. In December of 1910 he participated in two 

Russian exhibitions; the Jack of Diamonds exhibition in Moscow, and in Izdebsky's 

second Intemational Salon in Odessa, in which show he exhibited fifty-four works. 

His essay "Content and Form" was pubUshed in the catalogue of diis Intemational 

Salon. In 1912 his work again was included in the Jack of Diamonds exhibition. 

Also in 1912 he participated in the Sonderbund Intemationale KunstaussteUung in 

Cologne and in the Modemer Bund exhibition in Zurich. His work was the subject of 

two one-man shows in 1912, the first in Berim at Galerie Der Sturm, die second at 

die Gallery Oldenzeel in Rotterdam. In 1913 he sent his Improvisation 27 Garden of 

Love to the Armory Show in New York. Also in 1913 he participated in die First 

German Autumn Salon at Galerie Der Sturm in BerUn and showed works in die 

Modem Art Circle show in Amsterdam. January 1, 1914 opened a one-man show of 
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his works at Thannhauser's in Munich. Also in January 1914 he was given a one-

man show at Kreis fur Kunst in Cologne.234 

Beginning in 1912 Kandinsky developed a strong association with die Beriin 

periodical of die avant-garde, Der Sturm, and its editor, Herwarth Walden. Walden 

arranged the first Kandinsky retrospective which opened in Berlin in October 1912, 

and reproduced one of Kandinsky's drawings and six of his woodcuts in the October 

1912 issues of Der Sturm along with Kandinsky's essay "On Understanding 

Art."235 FoUowing a particularly vituperative review in the Hamburger 

Fremdenblatt. Walden organized a protest in defense of Kandinsky, which was 

published in three consecutive issues of Der Sturm in the spring of 1913.236 Also in 

1913 Walden published the monograph Kandinsky 1901-1913 which included more 

than sixty reproductions of Kandinsky's work, the autobiographical essay 

"Reminiscences" and three analyses of his paintings, written by Kandinsky himself 

Additionally, Kandinsky's essay, "Painting as Pure Art" was published in Der Sturm 

in October 1913.237 

Abstraction 

Following the completion of Composition V in 1911, Kandinsky's 

development was breaditakingly rapid. He had developed slowly and mediodicaUy 

from the beginning of his career as a painter but, by the end of 1911, when he was 

45, his progress escalated and the way became easier. 

His masterpiece of the period preceding the First World War, Composition 

VII (Plate 27), prepared by a series of drawings, water colors and related oil studies, 

was painted November 25-29, 1913. In this work the motifs and themes which 

Kandinsky had explored in such works as All Saints Dav I. Studv for Composition II 

and Composition V are dissolved into a cacophony of color and amorphous 

forms.238 Certain motifs, such as the boat in the lower left hand comer, die form in 
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the lower right reminiscent of the recUning monk in All Saints Dav I. (Plate 21) and 

the giant transparent "tmmpet" emanating from die upper left comer, are relatively 

clear. For the rest, the motifs are hidden. Kandinsky had succeeded in presenting a 

mystery-a non-objective, abstract painting. Here only die inner sounds of the motifs 

remain. 

Later works, such as Black Lines (Plate 28) and Light Picture (Plate 29) 

apparentiy acheive their non-objective, abstract status widiout the aid of the 

intermediary process of abstracting from forms in nature, aldiough even here it is 

possible to see mountains and, in Black Lines, a tmmpet. 

EssentiaUy, his work of the Munich years was complete. He continued to 

paint,239 although at a lesser rate, until the "guns of August,"240 to use Barbara 

Tuchman's phrase, put an end to the period and sent Kandinsky, via Switzerland, 

back to his homeland. While some of his plans, such as a second Blaue Reiter 

volume, and his participation m a project of several artists to illustrate the Bible,241 

were to remain dreams, his mission of creating a new intemational language had been 

achieved. Wassily Kandinsky, by the age of 48, had effected a revolution in 

painting. His accompUshment was sufficient However; he had concluded only the 

first of the three major periods of his career.242 Unquestionably, Wassily 

Kandinsky was a giant of his age. 
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Munich Jugendstil artist and architect August Ended akeady had stated that in order to 
arrive at tme art it is necessary to realize that "nature and art are two totaUy different 
things." 

L9lbid., p. 375. 

^Ovivian Endicott Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim. (New York: The 
Solomon R, Guggenheim Museum, Abbeville Press, 1983), p. 293. 

^iKandinsky, "Reminiscences," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 376. 

52ibid. Kandinsky explained: "He told me I worked too nervously, that I singled 
out the interesting bit straightaway, and that I spoiled this interesting bit by leaving the 
routine part of the work untU too late. 'You must wake up with the thought: Today I 
am allowed to do this or that.'" 

^^Kandinsky, "Autobiographical Note," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 343. 

^^Kennedi C. Lindsay and Peter Vergo in their Introduction to die Complete 
Writings: Volume One, p. 13, note that "Kandinsky wrote voluminously. His 
letters, lecture notes, and notebook jottings are probably as extensive as the formal 
writings presented in this book." 

^^Kandinsky, "Critique of Critics," in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 33-44. 

^^Kandinsky, "Correspondence from Munich," in Complete Writings: Volume One, 
pp. 45-51. 

57See Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, pp. 57-72, for 
a detailed account of these exhibitions. 

58selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 177. 
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59weiss, Kandinskv in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 58. 

60As Peter Selz has noted in German Expressionist Painting, p. 187, diis "interaction 
of black-and-white areas that keep intmdmg on each odier and constantly altering their 
spatial relationship" is a characteristic of the Jugendstil movement in general. One 
remembers as weU Kandinsky's earlier experience in St. Petersburg, viewing the 
Rembrandt paintings with their "great divisions of light and dark." 

61lbid., p. 178. 

62As Kandinsky remarked in his "Reminiscences," in Complete Writings: Volume 
One, p. 370: "The danger of omament revealed itself clearly to me; the dead 
semblance of stylized forms I found merely repugnant." 

63Grohmann, Wassily Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 36. 

64weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 129. 

65ibid., p. 61. 

66Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 180. The inclusion of women students in 
art schools was unusual at the time. Also see Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The 
Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 122. 

67Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 48. 

68weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, n. 50, p. 163. 
The sketchbooks of the Munich years, along with 132 paintings (including oils, 
temperas, and paintings on glass) and numerous watercolors, woodcuts, notebooks, 
etc., reside at the Stadtische Galerie in Munich, assigned there by bequest of Gabriele 
Mu'nter in 1957. 

^^Grohmann, Wassily Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 41. 

70weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 68. Peter Selz 
in German Expressionist Painting, pp. 183-184, suggests a later date for 
Kandinsky's experience, relating it to the early Mumau years, ca. 1908. Jacques 
Lassaigne, in Kandinskv. p. 37, likewise feels the experience belongs early in the 
Mumau years. However, otiier evidence supports Weiss' claim that as early as 1904 
Kandinsky was aware of die possibdities of a new art separate from die imitation of 
nature. Hans K. Roediel and Jean K. Benjamin in Kandinskv. p. 13, cite the 
following quotation from Kandinsky in "The Language of Color," in Kandinskv. 
Aquarelle und Zeichnungen (Galerie Beyeler, Basel, 1972), p. 6, dated "as early as 
1904": 

"If destiny wdl grant me enough time I shaU discover 
an new intemational language which wdl endure for 
ever and which wiU continuaUy enrich itself. And it 
wiU not be called Esperanto. Its name wdl be Malerei 
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[painting]-an old word that has been misused. It 
should have been caUed Abmalerei [counterfeit]; up till 
now it has consisted of imitating. Color was seldom 
used for a composition (or, if so, it was used 
unconsciously)." 

Indeed, some evidence points to Kandinsky being aware of his mission from an even 
earUer date. Grohmann notes in Wassilv Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 52, that 
"Gabriele Miinter reports that Kandinsky in his Tunis period (1905) once said diat he 
planned a painting without objects when he was still a student in Moscow." 

71 See nl08, p. 185 in Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil 
Years. 

72Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 48, cite 1902 as the beginning of 
Kandinsky's work with the woodcut. Vivian Endicott Bamett in Kandinsky at the 
Guggenheim, p. 20^ remarks that "When and from whom Kandinsky leamed to make 
woodcuts and if he arrived at his high level of expertise without instmction remains 
unclear." According to Bamett, "he followed the Japanese method of printing, 
whereby the artist used two blocks, one for color and the other for lines. The works 
were then handprinted with watercolors." 

73ln a 1938 essay "My Woodcuts" first printed in XXe Siecle and reproduced in 
Complete Writings: Volume Two. Kandinsky, speaking of a later collection of 
woodcuts, Klange (Sounds). pubUshed in Munich by R. Piper & Co., in 1913, said: 
"In these woodcuts as in everything else— woodcuts and poems—one discovers the 
steps of my development from the 'figurative' to the 'abstract.'" 

74Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 126. 
See also n. 70 on p. 212. 

75lbid., p. 28. 

76Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 182. 

77Kenneth Lindsay, "Graphic Art in Kandinsky's Oeuvre," in Prints: Thirteen 
Ulustrated Essays on the Art of the Print, selected for the Print Council of America by 
Carl Zigrossen (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), p. 240. 

78lbid. 

79lbid. 

^Ojbid. Lindsay took diis quote from Schmalenbach's work, Jugendstil: Ein Bietrag 
zu Theorie und Geschichte der Flachenkunst fWurzhurg. 1935). 

81 Ibid., p. 243. 

82ibid., p. 244. 
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83Grohmann, Wassily Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 42. 

84weiss in Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 78, cites a 
letter Kandinsky wrote to Gabriele Miinter on November 4, 1902 in which he 
"worried . . . that he might tum out a 'dealer' rather than an artist." 

85Grohmann, Wassily Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 41. Jonathan Fineberg notes, 
however, in Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. pp. 26-27, that the Russian and 
German periodicals avadable to Kandinsky would have guaranteed his being famdiar 
widi the developments across Europe, including France. 

86A tuming point which was to affect other areas of his life. Kandinsky was to 
separate from his wife in September of 1904. A legal divorce was not obtained until 
1911. See Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. pp. 48-49. 

87Grohmann, Wassily Kandinsky: Life and Work, p. 41. 

88See Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinskv. pp. 48-49. 

89lbid., p. 48. Kandinsky exhibited regularly with the Salon until 1910. 

^OSelz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 180. 

91 Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstd Years, pp. 71-72. 

92Fineberg, Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 29. Kandinsky participated in the 
group's first exhibition in 1904. Kandinsky's association with Les Tendances 
Nouvelles was to persist. Bamett, in Kandinskv at the Guggenheim, pp. 78-79 notes 
that in 1909 the periodical reissued a group of Kandinsky's 1907 black and white 
woodcuts under the tile of Xylographies. 

93Fineberg, Kandinskv in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 34. In n. 75, pp. 115-116, 
Fineberg cites the events of 1904 leading to Kandinsky's growing examination of 
Neo-Impressionist ideas: "There was a large Neo-Impressionist exhibition m Munich 
early in 1904 and Kandinsky included many Neo-Impressionists in die Phalanx 
exhibitions of that year. He also encountered Neo-Impressionism dirough his friends 
at Les Tendances Nouvelles from 1904." 

^^However, an incipient form of brick-like stmctures can be seen in the decorative 
border Kandinsky incorporated in his Poster for the First Phalanx Exhibition. 

95Fineberg, Kandinskv in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 36. Fineberg mentions the 
"congment triangle of water and sky in the upper right" of die painting which 
balances "the expanse of beach." Kandinsky himsetf, in On the Spiritual in Art. 
Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 215-219, discussed what he caUed ''tendencies 
towards constmction in painting," and suggested that the^henomenon of "primitive 
geometrical forms" in painting had been revitalized by Cezanne and Hodler but had 
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existed in earlier works, such as die Raphael Holv Family, which he reproduced in 
this long essay. 

96Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 48. 

97Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, p. 294. 

98Fineberg, Kandinskv in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 56. 

99Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, p. 294. 

lOOpineberg, Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. pp. 29-30. Fineberg lists die 
anecdotal tempera works, and the: 

" . . . heavUy painted Romantic canvases which 
spanned the years 1901 to 1903 Then there were 
Kandinsky's strongly Jugendstd influenced graphic 
works which occasionally ranged close in mood to 
some of the anecdotal paintings. At the same time, 
Kandinsky also maintained a series of smaU 
impressionistic landscapes which are stylistically apart 
from his other work." 

lOlRoethel with Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 22. Roethel remarks, pp. 22-23, that: 
"The dark background must be interpreted as one of the first steps toward abstraction. 
It stands for neither night nor space, but represents a neutral ground, an abstract plane 
upon which the artist's disembodied figures move in colored linear stmctures." 

102xhe westem Medieval content gradually gave way to the Russian scenes. See 
Fineberg, Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 30. 

103Roediel and Benjamin in Kandinsky. p. 66 refer to this painting as Motiey Life. 

lO^Kandinsky, "Cologne Lecture," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 395. 

105ibid. 

106see n40, p. 890 in Complete Writings: Volume Two. Kandinsky said: "From 
the very beginning, that one word 'Composition' resounded in my ears like a prayer. 
It filled my soul with reverence." 

Kandinsky was to paint seven Compositions before the First World War. Hans 
Roethel in Kandinsky. p. 66 has suggested that Colorful Life, in its attempt to 
represent "Ufe as a whole," along with "the large format and richness of pattems and 
motifs . . . would give it the rank of a Composition." 

107Kandinsky, in Complete Writings: Volume Two, n. 40, p. 890. 
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lOSpineberg, in Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 84, suggests that Kandinsky 
probably knew about the Seurat painting. 

109ibid., p. 83. 

I lOlbid., p. 85. Fineberg identifies the cat as "Waske," Kandinsky's pet during the 
period. 

II lln On the Spiritual in Art, in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 167-168, 
Kandinsky made the point that compositional elements in painting (what Jonathan 
Fineberg in Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 84 calls "conscious geometry"), are 
the basis of abstraction. Stating that "the composition of the whole picture [is] a 
definite goal," he said: 

"In this way, the abstract element in art graduaUy has 
come increasingly to the fore, [that same element] 
which only yesterday concealed itself shyly, hardly 
visible behind purely materiaUstic strivings. 

And this growth and eventual predominance of the 
abstract is a natural process." 

12Fineberg, Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 84. 

13lbid. 

14lbid. 

15lbid., p. 86. 

l^Ibid, p. 85. Fineberg has said that: 
"The palette of Buntes Leben consists of a range of 
bright, relatively pure hues-like contemporary Fauve 
works by Matisse, Braque, Derain, and others. But 
unlike the Neo-Impressionists and important Fauves 
(except Roualt), Kandinsky put these vibrant colors on 
a black ground. Since he used tempera paint instead of 
oU, diis made the animated color stand out all die 
more." 

117Kandinsky, in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 395. 

llSlbid. 

119Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 182. In n. 40, p. 342 Selz places this 
interview in Mumau, September 6, 1953. 

120ibid. 
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121 See Fineberg's chapter, "Kandinsky and the Paris Art Scene 1906-07," pp. 39-50 
in Kandinskv in Paris: 1906-1907. Fineberg opposes the general view taken of 
Kandinsky's year in France in which it has been supposed he was in a weakened 
condition and profited Uttie from his environment. (See, for instance, WiU 
Grohmann, Wassily Kandinskv: Life and Work, p. 48.) Fineberg's position, p. 50, 
is that: "Far from inactive and isolated during his Paris stay, Kandinsky seems 
deliberately to have sought out the most vital art center in Europe widi die intention of 
using that Ufe force to spark his own formulation of a new stylistic dkection." 

122Quoted in Fineberg, Kandinskv in Paris: 1906-1907. p. 102. 

123Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. pp. 48-49. 

124Kandinsky participated in this exhibition. See Bamett, Kandinsky at the 
Guggenheim, p. 294. 

125Long, Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 27-28. Kandinsky 
attended, along with his former student Mrs. Strakosch-Giesler and her husband, one 
of Steiner's lecture cycles in BerUn in the spring of 1908. Dr. Long has been able to 
show a relationship between Kandinsky's religious interests and the writings of 
Steiner, leading to a thematic base for the paintings that come closest to being without 
objects or narrative. This relationship wiU be deUneated at a point later in this chapter. 

126Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 49. 

127Lassaigne, Kandinsky. pp. 33-34. 

128Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 68. The house still is called Russenvilla. 
Paul Overy in Kandinsky: The Language of the Eye (London: Elek, 1969), p. 17, 
quotes from a letter the EngUsh writer Sir Michael Sadler wrote to his wife in 1912 
after a visit to Kandinsky and Munter in Mumau: 

"The Kandinskys Uve in a cottage among fields-with a 
German-American cook, wire blinds against the 
mosquitoes, and a quiet view across a littie vaUey to the 
white church and Schloss of Mumau. 

Everything was very simple. On the waUs were small 
pictures on glass, very brightiy coloured, of religious 
subjects, mostly-some eighteenth century Bavarian 
peasant work, some painted by a man in Mumau, the 
last who practises the old traditional art, and a few 
(mystic and primitive-looking) by Kandinsky himself." 

129Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 49. 

130The term Fauve is used advisedly here. WhUe it is undeniable, viewing these 
early Mumau works, that there is a Fauve influence, it is not a question of calUng 
Kandinsky a Fauve painter. By the time Kandinsky essayed his Mumau landscapes 
(1908-1909) the Fauve painters had moved to "the late Cezannist phase of Fauvism-
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die geometricism and primitivism of 1907" (see Matisse Le Luxe I. 1907-1908), while 
Kandinsky's work embraced die more austere expressionism evidenced in die work 
of German and Scandinavian painters (note the Munch-Uke quaUty of the figures in 
Strggt in Mumau, 1908). But to deny, as many Kandinsl^ scholars have, the 
similarities, the same basic necessities of heightened color and broken bmsh stroke 
and simplified forms that Kandinsky's work held with many of his French 
counterparts of a few years earUer, is to deny die senses. John Elderfield, in The 
"Wild Beasts": Fauvism and its Affinities (New York: The Museum of Modem Art, 
1976), p. 143, underiined die differences between die French Fauve use of color and 
that of Kandinsky and Jawlensky: 

"The exotic coloring of Jawlensky and of the Mumau 
Kandinsky sets the German work apart from the 
French. French coloring resolved itself around the 
primaries and around the contrast of complementary 
hues; the German use of color depended upon an 
orchestration of adjacent hues, set off and enlivened by 
complementaries, and generally deeper and more 
resonant in effect. In this sense, German 'Fauvist' art 
extends die form of pictorial resolution of Van Gogh, 
where the primary colors are often modified by the 
addition of darker pigment to unite the work tonaUy. 
The glowing intemal Ught of German paintings 
contrasts widi the light-reflective surfaces of the 
French. The Fauves, it has been said, used high color 
in a harmonious way; the Brucke group, for the drama 
it evoked; Kandinsky and his friends, at the service of 
an inward vision." 

Kandinsky himself, in the dikd of die "Letters from Munich," (April, 1910) in 
Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 68, criticized a Munich showing of young 
French painters which included work by Matisse, stating that all of the painters 
included with the exception of Matisse used color brilUantiy but ignored die 
corresponding possibilities in drawing. 

l^lBamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, p. 24. 

132weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 13. 

133Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 25. Kandinsky, in On the Spiritual in Art, 
in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 151-152, paid homage to Matisse, referring 
to him as "one of the greatest of the modem French painters." 

134Selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 183. Hans K. Roethel, in The Blue 
Rider: With a Catalog of the Works bv Kandinsky. Klee. Macke. Marc, and other 
Blue Rider Artists in the Municipal Gallerv. Munich (New York: Praeger Publishers, 
1971), p. 21, puts Matisse's influence on Jawlensky, Munter, and Kandinsky in 
perspective: "It is tme that Matisse influenced them indirecdy through his 
emancipation of color. But these darksome landscapes that were now painted with 
such verve by Kandinsky, Munter, and Jawlensky are in their naivete, their brilliant 
freshness, their simplicity and depth, original creations." 
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135Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 25. 

136Roediel in The Blue Rider, p. 21. Roediel has commented on the differences 
between Kandmsky's work and that of his friends: 

"Aldiough his paintings are less emotional dian 
Miinter's and Jawlensky's works, less warm and 
radiant, his color composition is more accomplished 
and daring. Taut patches of red, in contrast to the 
dispersed cold green of a tree, form here explosive 
centers of energy. The bmsh stroke, sometimes 
stippled, sometimes in controlled parallel Unes, is 
subordinated in length, du-ection, strength, and 
liveliness to the organization of the painting. That was 
inherited straight from Cezanne. One can sense in these 
pictures the future stUl fettered, but impatientiy striving 
to free itself." 

137Kandinsky, "From the Catalogue of the Second Exhibition of the Neue Kiinstier-
Vereinigung. Munich," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 82. 

138see the Editors' comments to the "Foreword to the Catalogue of die First 
Exhibition of the Neue Kunstier-Vereinigung. Munich," m Complete Writings: 
Volume One, p. 52. 

139ibid., p. 53. 

l^Oselz, German Expressionist Painting, pp. 186-191. The original membership 
included Munter, Werefkin, Alfred Kubin, Alexander Kanoldt, Adolf Erbsloh, Karl 
Hofer, Paul Baum, Erma Barrera-Bossi, Vladimir von Bechtejeff, Moissey Kogan 
and the Russian dancer Alexander Sacharoff. 

1̂ 1 See Kandinsky, "letters from Munich," in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 
55-56. According to Kandinsky's review of the Munich art scene, pubUshed in the 
new Russian periodical Apollon. October, 1909, the art in Munich was stultified. On 
p. 60, in the second letter, he noted that in this atmosphere in which few people went 
to exhibitions, the NKVM's opening attracted more than two hundred people in three 
hours. Kandinsky noted, however, that among those who viewed the paintings, 
there were those who even spat on the pictures. 

1^2seiz^ German Expressionist Painting, p. 191. 

143overy, Kandinsky: The Language of the Eye, p. 35. 

l^'^See the Editors' comments to die "Foreword to the Catalogue of die First 
Exhibition of die Neue Kiinstier-Vereiningung. Munich," Complete Writings: 
Volume One, p. 52. 

145selz, German Expressionist Painting, p. 193. Selz speaks of tiie importance of 
this particular exhibition: "It was die first exhibit held anywhere in which the 
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intemational scope of die modem movement could be estimated, and it gave rise to 
more great intemational shows, like the Cologne Sonderbund of 1912 and die New 
York Armory Show of 1913." 

146Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, pp. 22-23. The od study for 
Composition II reproduced here is the "last of a series of numerous studies for 
Composition II." which was destroyed during the Second World War. 

147peg Weiss in Kandinskv in Munich: 1896-1914 (New York: The Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, 1982), p. 62, has pointed out that Composition II was the 
largest painting Kandinsky had produced. At 200 by 275 centimeters, it was "almost 
exactiy twice the size of the Guggenheim's Study" reproduced here. 

l^^Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, p. 23. Bamett has pointed out that 
"Although scholars have differed in their interpretations of specific images in the 
painting, there is general agreement that a catastrophe is depicted on the left and an 
idyUic scene on the right." 

l^^Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 72. 

150weiss, "Kandinsky in Munich: Encounters and Transformations," Kandinsky in 
Munich: 1986-1914. p. 63. 

151 Franz Marc letter to Thannhauser quoted in "A History of the Almanac," in The 
Blaue Reiter Almanac, ed. by WassUy Kandinsky and Franz Marc, New 
Documentary Edition ed. and with an intro. by Klaus Lankheit, trans, by Henning 
Falkenstein, with the assistance of Manug Terzian and Gertrude Minderlie (New 
York: The VUdng Press, 1974), p. 13. 

152Long, Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 77. Dr. Long 
points out that Kandinsky tumed to "what must have been considered the most 
universal myth~the Bible." 

153see Hans Konrad Roethel's "Introduction" to Vasdy Kandinsky: Painting on 
Glass (New York: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 1966), p. 8. On p. 14 
Roethel gives a brief history of glass painting: 

"Examples of Hmterglasmalerei have been known in 
Europe since late Antiquity. The Florentine Cennino 
Cennini, who Uved in the late 14th century, in his book 
on the art of painting II Libro d'Arte devotes a special 
chapter to this genre. Most of the known samples 
belong to the decorative arts and are related to 
goldsmith's work. In the 18th century 
Hinterglasmalerei was taken over by amateur painters; 
it also flourished in mral regions in many parts of 
Europe." 

154ibid., pp. 9-10. 
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155Long in Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 89 has dated 
Kandinsky's paintings with religious tides: 

"Most of the paintings with religious tities and motifs 
which can be fairly easily identified were done in 1910, 
1911, and 1912, with the majority dating from 1911. 
A number of the tided rehgious works appear in the 
paintings on glass that Kandinsky experimented widi 
during this period, most of which were done during the 
summer of 1911." 

156Roethel, Vasily Kandinsky: Painting on Glass. See Figure 8 in the Catalogue. 

157Long, Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 90. Roediel and 
Benjamin in Kandinsky. p. 76, confirm this viewpoint, noting that "the Revelation of 
St. John [was] read during the All Saints' Day Mass" in the Eastem Church. 

158Long, in Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 92. 

159Roethel and Benjamin in Kandinsky. p. 76, identify these figures as "probably 
representing the princely martyrs Boris and Gleb." 

160ibid. 

l^lNina Kandinsky, "Some Notes on the Development of Kandinsky's Painting" in 
Wassily Kandinsky, Conceming the Spuitual in Art and Painting in Particular. 1912 
(New York: George Wittenbom, Inc., 1947), p. 9. 

162Long, Kandinskv: The Development of an Abstract Stvle. pp. 35-40. Long 
points out that Kandinsky maintained his connections with Russian inteUectuals and 
Symbohsts, and that around the tum of the century many Russian intellectuals "had 
predicted die coming of a cataclysmatic upheaval." During die years before die Fu^t 
World War, the idea of die "third revelation" was "particularly emphasized" by 
Dmitry Merezhkovsky, die prominent Symbolist writer: 

"Merezhkovsky's concept of history was based upon 
the expectation that the world would soon reach its 
thU-d and last moment, 'the revelation of the spirit' He 
specified that the coming religious revolution would 
paraUel in its accompUshments the achievements of die 
early Christians, and maintained that it would unite 
Eastem diought to the Christian mystical tradition in 
one powerful synthesis. In an article written for 
Mercure de France in 1907, Merezhkovsky explained 
that die third revelation would join the revelation of die 
father with that of die son to form die religion of die 
spirit, which he characterized as the union of God in 
humanity. He also used the Apocalypse as the symbol 
for the time when God and the earth would be united in 
the 'supreme revelation.'" 
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163Kandinsky, "Reminiscences," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 379. 

164ibid., p. 378. It was Kandinsky's attitude that Christ's reinterpretation of the old 
Mosaic law offered humanity a higher reaUzation of spiritual values. The 
Commandments of the Mosaic law were aimed at ordering social values, whereas the 
edicts of the "Sermon on the Mount" aimed at placmg the same considerations on a 
more intemal level. For instance, the Mosaic law proscribed the act of murder, while 
the Christian "law" proscribed the intention of murder. 

l^^Xj^ng, in Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style, p. 28, explains diat 
Kandinsky was aware of Steiner's teaching that a "period of regeneration was ahead." 
Kandinsky would have been interested in Steiner's "particular vision of rebirth" as: 

" . . . based on his interpretation of The Revelation to 
John, which he viewed as the most vivid metaphor in 
the Bible of the evolution of the world spirit. 

. . . In June of 1908 [Steiner] presented his 
interpretation of The Apocalypse for the first time in a 
series of thirteen lectures given in the city of 
Nuremberg. In these lectures Steiner emphasized that 
once The Revelation was understood, the destiny of 
mankind would be greatly improved. But he stressed 
that before the final spiritual world would emerge, a 
great catastrophe would occur. He explained that the 
present epoch—which according to Theosophical 
doctrine was the fifth of seven epochs, and the one that 
Steiner called the 'Post-Atiantean'-had emerged after 
the destmction by flood of the fourth epoch, the 
'Atlantean.' A great conflict, which Steiner christened 
the 'War of All Against All,' would bring the fifth 
epoch to an end. After the sixth and seventh epochs 
had occurred, the world would finaUy pass into the 
spiritual realm, which he caUed the astral." 

166Faubion Bowers, The New Scriabin: Enigma and Answers (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1973), pp. 92-100, and 124-126. As originally conceived. The 
Mvsterium would have ended in the destmction of the universe with a world 
conflagration. It is an ironic fact that before the work could be brought to completion, 
Scriabin died, in 1915, from blood poisoning brought about by an infected pimple on 
his upper lip. Scriabin was in contact with major Russian Symbohsts and was a 
student of Theosophy. 

1670very, Kandinsky: The Language of the Eve, p. 33. He took this quote from die 
Wittenbom Conceming the Spiritual in Art. 

168And, at any rate, Kandinsky's vision seems more sober than that of some of his 
Russian fellows. He envisioned a new spuitual era, not the end of the world. 

169T^ong. Kandinskv: The Development of an Abstract Stvle. p. 12. 
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170weiss in her essay "Kandinsky in Munich: Encounters and Transformations," 
Kandinskv in Munich: 1896-1914. p. 69, notes "Kandinsky's production of some 
forty or more major paintmgs, many glass pictures, watercolors, sketches and 
woodcuts" in 1911. 

171 See Chapter VI of this dissertation, "Schoenberg, Kandinsky: A Synthesis," for 
documentation of this relationship. 

172Kandinsky. On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 145. 

173see the Editors' Introduction to On the Spiritual in Art, in Complete Writings: 
Volume One, pp. 114-118. This book had been written over a period of many years, 
its first jottings perhaps going back to as early as 1900. The typescript of its German 
version (there also is a Russian version, which was read at the Pan-Russian Congress 
of Artists in St. Petersburg in 1911) bears as the date of completion August 3, 1909. 
The final published version carries substantial additions to the original typescript. 
Kandinsky had been unsuccessful in finding a publisher for this work until Franz 
Marc persuaded Reinhard Piper to publish it. On the Spiritual in Art was, as Kenneth 
Lindsay and Peter Vergo note, "an instant success, going through two further editions 
in 1912." 

174Lankheit, "A History of the Almanac," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 13-14. 

175ibid., p. 16. Both die idea and the plan of organization were included in a letter 
from Kandinsky to Marc on June 19,1911. Marc and Kandinsky as co-editors set to 
work on the book immediately. 

176ibid. 

177Kandinsky, "Preface to die Second Edition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 257. 

178Der Blaue Reiter Almanac was pubUshed in 1912 by Piper Veriag in Munich. The 
second edition, also published by Piper, came out in 1914. See Lankheit, "Preface 
to die 1965 German Edition" of The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 8. 

179Lankheit, "A History of die Almanac," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 19. 

ISOibid., p. 18. 

181 Weiss, "Kandinsky in Munich: Encounters and Transformations," in Kandinskv 
in Munich: 1896-1914. p. 68. 

182ibid., p. 28. 

183ibid., pp. 67-68. As Dr. Weiss explains: 
" . . . the motif had symbolized encounter, battie and 
quest Now leaping, lyrical, victorious, the horse and 
rider became a veritable symbol of encounter. 
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breakthrough and transformation. In Lvrical of 1911, 
he was transformed into a heroic figure of monumental 
proportions, dwarfing the landscape; and in Romantic 
Lan<jscapg, joined by two others, he plunged down a 
rocky precipice. Then in rapid succession that same 
year, die horse and rider became St. George slaying die 
dragon, a St. George almost recklessly cavalier in three 
major paintings and several glass paintings, 
watercolors, woodcuts and sketches. The horse back 
samt appeared in other works as weU: in two entitied 
AU Saints (one on glass) and in die glass painting 
Composition with Saints. But his most enduring and 
significant embodiment was to appear on the cover of 
the Blaue Reiter almanac." 

LUcewise, Lankheit, in his "A History of the Almanac," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac. 
p. 36, states: 

"The coordinates of this historic point of encounter are: 
the 'rider,' indicating noblemindedness to every 
European; and the color blue, indicating depth of 
feeling ever since the romantic movement with its 
longing for spiritual fulfUUnent. The final cover design 
created for the almanac by Kandinsky after numerous 
sketches, stdl gives a sense of this Westem-Christian 
tradition, for the figure of the Blaue Reiter is modeled 
after the traditional holy figures of the Knights St. 
George and St. Martin." 

184ibid., p. 70. 

185ibid. For a complete listing of the contributors, see p. 36 in Kenneth Lindsay, 
"An Examination of the Fundamental Theories of Wassily Kandinsky," Ph.D. 
dissertation (University of Wisconsin, 1951). For information conceming the second 
exhibition of the Blaue Reiter see Selz, German Expressionist Painting, pp. 212-219. 
The second exhibition was Umited to graphic arts and watercolors and included a 
greatiy widened slate of artists, including members of Die Brucke. 

186Roethel and Benjamin, Kandinsky. p. 86. 

187Kandinsky, in his "Cologne Lecture," Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 399, 
said that he "calmly chose the Resurrection as the theme for Composition V." 

188Kandinsky and Marc, eds.. The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 258. 

189Lankheit, "A History of the Almanac," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 8. 

1 LOKandinsky and Marc, eds.. The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 282. Musical scores 
included are "The Fond Heart" (text by Maurice Maeterlinck), by Amold Schoenberg: 
from "The Ardent Lover" (text by Alfred Mombert), by Alban Berg: and "You 
Reached the Hearth . . . " (text by Stefan George), by Anton von Webem. 
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191 Amold Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac 
pp. 92-93. Elsewhere in die article (p. 102) Schoenberg's reasoning approached 
Kandinsky's in opposing the "inner" and "outer" necessity of a work of art: " . . . die 
extemal congmence of music and text, which reveals itself in declamation, tempo, 
loudness, has as Uttie to do with intemal congmence and stands at the same level of 
primitive imitation of nature, as the copying of a model." 

192Kandinsky, in "On the Question of Form," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 157-
158, made the following observations about anarchy: 

"Many call the present state of painting 'anarchy.' The 
same word is also used occasionaUy to describe the 
present state of music. It is thought, incorrectly, to 
mean unplanned upheaval and disorder. But anarchy is 
regularity and order created not by an extemal and 
ultimately powerless force, but by the feeling for the 
good. Limits are set up here, too, but diey must be 
intemal Umits and must replace extemal ones. These 
limits are also constandy extended, giving rise to an 
ever-increasing freedom that, in tum, opens the way 
for subsequent revelations. 

Contemporary art m this sense is tmly anarchistic: it 
not only reflects the spiritual standpoint already 
conquered but also embodies the spirit as a 
materiaUzing force, ripe for revelation." 

193Thomas von liartmann, "On Anarchy in Music," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 
113. 

194ibid., p. 118. Anarchy was one of the catchwords of the day, a term which due 
to its association with violence brought terror to the hearts of high and low alike. In 
the arts as in the original political meaning the term was synonymous with a freedom 
from laws and rigid institutional pressure to conform to convention. As Barbara 
Tuchman points out in "The Idea and die Deed: Anarchists: 1890-1914," The Proud 
Tower: A Portrait of die Worid Before the War: 1890-1914 HSfew York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1961), p. 113, anarchism: " . . . was the last cry of individual 
man, the last movement among the masses on behalf of individual Uberty, the last 
hope of Uving unregulated, the last fist shaken against the encroaching State, before 
the State, the party, the union, the organization closed in." 

As such, it can be argued that anarchy was a Romantic ideal. Echoes of the anarchist 
idea are found in other terms critics appUed to the new work of artists of the early 
twentieth century, e.g., "Fauves," "Savages," etc. 

195This primarily was a SymboUst notion. Weiss, Kandinsky in Munich: The 
Formative Jugendstil Years, p. 98, notes tiiat Georg Fuchs of die Munich Artist's 
Theater held a siimlar interest in the mysterious as a central element in die drama of 
the future, sharing widi the symbolists the view the "die hope of die future lay in a 
revival of the medieval mystery or miracle play . . . " Fuchs also (see p. 95) 
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recognized the element of Ught as "the most important vehicle of spatial definition in 
the drama." 

196Leonid Sabaneiev, "Scriabin's Prometheus." The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 127. 

197N. Kulbin, "Free Music," The Blaue Reiter Almanar, p. 141. 

198lbid., p. 145. 

199ibid., p. 144. 

200Kandinsky and Marc, eds.. The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 5. "Masks," by 
August Macke, "The 'Savages' of Russia," by D. BurUuk, "Signs of Renewal in 
Painting," by Roger AUard, and "Robert Delaunay's Methods of Composition," by E. 
V. Busse. 

20lFranz Marc, "Spiritual Treasures," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 55. 

202ibid., p. 64. 

203ibid., p. 59. 

204ibid., p. 64. 

205Marc, "Two Pictures," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 65. 

206ibid., p. 69. 

207ibid. 

208xhese essays wdl be considered at greater length in the foUowing chapter of this 
dissertation: "Kandinsky: Philosophy and Theory." 

209Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 147. 

2lOKandinsky, "On Stage Composition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 206, posited 
a radicaUy new concept of the marriage of the various arts in a stage composition. He 
wished to bring the various arts together in such a manner as to enhance the inner 
value of the work through maintaining the extemal independence of sound, color, 
movement and word. "Graphically speaking," he wrote, "the three movements could 
mn in entirely separate, extemally independent directions," whde the sound of the 
human voice could be used in a pure way, "without being obscured by words, or by 
the meanings of words." 

21 ISusan Alyson Stein, in "Kandinsky and Abstract Stage Composition: Practice and 
Theory, 1909-12," Art Joumal. Vol. 43, No. 1 (Spring, 1983), p. 61, suggests that 
The Yellow Sound was a reworking of an earlier dramatic sketch Giants, written in 
1909 along with two other stage compositions. Green Sound and Black and White. 
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212it was Kandinsky's position, described in "On Stage Composition," The Blaue 
Reiter Almanac, pp. 192-197, that: "The nineteenth century is distinguished as a 
period diat lay far from inner creation. Its concentration on material appearances 
logicaUy caused intemal creative powers to decline to die point of dieU virtual 
disappearance." 

He defined the opera of die nmeteenth century as "drama to which music has been 
added as the principal element," and mamtained that "the two parts are connected only 
extemally." In his opinion, Wagner: 

" . . . tried to intensify the means and bring the work to 
a monumental height by repeating one and the same 
extemal movement in two concrete forms. His mistake 
was to believe that he had a universal method at his 
command. Actually his method is only one of a series 
of even more powerful possibiUties of monumental art. 

Parallel repetition is only QTIQ method, and an extemal 
repetition at that." 

213Kandinsky, The Yellow Sound. The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 214. 

21^As Kandinsky notes in his essay "On the Question of Form," The Blaue Reiter 
Almanac, pp. 147-148, black can connote a negative response to evolution: 

"There are whole epochs that deny the spirit, because 
the eyes of man cannot see the spirit at those times. So 
it was during the nineteenth century and so it is for the 
most part today. 

Men are bUnded. 

A black hand covers their eyes. The black hand 
belongs to the hater. The hater tries widi every 
available means to slow down the evolution, the 
elevation. 

This is negative, this is destmctive. This is evil. The 
black, fatal hand." 

Conversely, Kandinsky's image for the positive, the creative is "the white, fertUizing 
ray": "This white ray leads to evolution, to elevation. Behind matter, within matter, 
the creative spirit is hidden." 

2150ne is reminded of Kandinsky's experience in the Vologda province where he 
encountered human beings mnning about like "brightiy colored living pictures on two 
legs." See n. 29 above. 

216Kandinsky, The Yellow Sound. The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 224. This image 
reminds one of the famous Une uttered by Lord Grey, die British Foreign Minister, in 
the first days of die First World War, quoted in Edmund Taylor, The Fall of the 
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Dvnasties: The Collapse of the Old Order: 1905-1922 (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1963), p. 229: "The lamps are going out aU over 
Europe. We shaU not see them Ut again in our time." 

217Kandinskv. in On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 
133-134, Ukened die spiritual life to a "large acute triangle divided into unequal parts, 
with die most acute and smallest division at the top," moving laboriously, and "almost 
imperceptibly" forward and upward. 

218Lankheit, in "A History of die Almanac," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 43, notes 
that Hartmann in a 1950 speech in New York said he had presented die work to the 
Moscow Art Theater along with Kandinsky's designs for the setting, "but they could 
not understand it and did not accept it. The designs and my music—everything was 
lost during the Revolution." However, Peg Weiss in "Kandinsky in Munich: 
Encounters and Transformations," Kandinsky in Munich: 1896-1914. p. 57 n. 29, 
notes her discovery of the fragments of the score of Der gelbe Klang. in the archive of 
the Yale Music Library in New Haven. 

219Kandinsky, The YeUow Sound, in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 210-211. 

220ibid., p. 217. 

221 Ibid., p. 219. 

222ibid., p. 220. 

223Kandinsky, "On Stage Composition," Der Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 190. 

224Kandinsky, in On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 218, 
described three different "sources" for his artistic output during the period before the 
First World War: 

"I. The direct impression of 'extemal nature,* 
expressed in Unear-painterly form. I caU these pictures 
'Impressions.' 

2. Chiefly unconscious, for the most part suddenly 
arising expressions of events of an inner character, 
hence impressions of 'intemal nature.' I call diis type 
'Improvisations.' 

3. The expressions of feeUngs that have been forming 
within me in a simUar way (but over a very long period 
of time), which, after die first preliminary sketches, I 
have slowly and almost pedanticaUy examined and 
worked out. This kind of picture I caU a 
'Composition.' Here, reason, the conscious, the 
deUberate, and the purposeful play a preponderant role. 
Except that I always decide in favor of feeling radier 
than calculation." 
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225odier works of the period also help to supply The Yellow Sound with appropriate 
visual images. For instance, notice die giant yellow flower in All Saints' Day I. 

226overy, in Kandinsky: The Language of the Eve, p. 17, quotes Sir Michael 
Sadler's account of a picture Kandinsky had given hun eight mondis before the 
outbreak of die "Great War." Sadler entitled die picture, which was "explosive and 
baUistic in its design," "War in die Air." Sadler later asked Kandinsky if, when he 
painted die picture, "he had foreboded war." Kandinsky replied: "Not this war. I 
had no premonition of that. But I knew that a terrible stmggle was going on in the 
spiritual sphere, and that made me paint the picture I sent to you." 

227wassily Kandinsky, Conceming the Spiritual in Art, trans. M.T.H. Sadler (New 
York: Dover Publications, 1977), p. 43. 

228Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 149. 

229ibid., p. 173. 

230ibid., p. 165. 

23lKandinsky, "On Stage Composition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 205. 

232Eiizabeth R. Napier in the "Introduction" to Wassily Kandinsky, Sounds, trans, 
and with an Intro, by Elizabeth R. Napier (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1981), p. 8. The woodcuts date from as early as 1907. 

233Napier in her "Preface" to Wassily Kandinsky, Sounds, p. vii. 

234Bamett, Kandinsky at the Guggenheim, pp. 294-296. 

235Monica Strauss, "Kandinsky and Der Sturm." Art Joumal. Vol. 43, No. 1 
(Spring, 1983), p. 32. This retrospective toured Germany, HoUand, Belgium and 
Central Europe. 

236ibid., p. 33. The protest was signed by "important cultural figures from all over 
Germany, as well as from England, Holland, Italy and Russia." 

237see die Editors' comments introducing "Painting as Pure Art," in Complete 
Writings: Volume One, p. 348. 

238Roetiiel and Benjamin, Kandinskv. p. 104. 

239included in this final period before die advent of die First World War are such 
works as the four panels Kandinsky painted upon the commission of Edwin R. 
Campbell in New York City. 

240From die titie of Barbara W. Tuchmann's, The Guns of August (New York: 
MacMdlan Publishing Company, Bantam Books, 1976). 
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241See Reinhold Heller, "Kandinsky and Traditions Apocalyptic," Art Joumal. Vol. 
43, No. 1 (Spring, 1983), p. 19. Franz Marc "conceived of the project in 
conjunction with WassUy Kandinsky,..." Kandinsky planned to iUustrate the 
"Revelation of Saint John." 

242Ahead of him were the Bauhaus period (1922-1933 ) and die Paris period (1934-
1944 ). 



CHAPTER V 

KANDINSKY: PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY 

General 

"I envy you very much!" Kandinsky wrote Schoenberg early in Aprd 1911. 

"You have your Theory of Harmony already in print." 1 Kandinsky's On the Spiritual 

in Art and Painting in Particular had been completed in typescript since August 3, 

1909 and had occupied a drawer, awaiting a publisher willing to risk its publication.2 

It differed considerably from Schoenberg's book which primarily was a theoretical 

study of traditional harmony and secondarily an expression of its author's philosophy 

and conviction about the new directions music would follow. Kandinsky's book was 

more phdosophy than theory, partly because he had something important to say about 

the spiritual basis of art and partiy because he was just beginning to devise a basis for 

constmction (composition) in painting which would elevate the elements of color and 

line to the same level of autonomy already enjoyed by melody and harmony in 

music.3 

"How immensely fortunate (though only relatively!) musicians are in their 

highly advanced art," he continued in the same letter to Schoenberg: 

. . . tmly an Êt which has already had the good fortune 
to forego completely aU purely practical aims. How 
long wiU painting have to wait for diis? And painting 
has the right (=duty) to it: color and line for their own 
sake-what infinite beauty these artistic means possess! 
And yet today the beginning of this path is already 
more clearly visible. In this field as weU one may now 
dream of a "Theory of Harmony." I already dream and 
hope I wiU be able to write at least the first sentences of 
this great future book.'̂  

198 
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As Kenneth Lindsay points out in his seminal dissertation examining the 

fundamental theories of Kandmsky, painting had matured later dian music: "Painting 

had been obUged to teU die history and teachings of die holy community, glorify the 

memory of great warriors, relate again and again the events of antiquity, or fuU"Ul any 

number of duties usuaUy the function of literature (literature in die broadest sense)."^ 

Even when removed from Uterary content, painting had subordinated its elements to 

the functions of landscape and the other forms of nature. 

Music, on the other hand, even with its occasional sojoumings into program 

music had been about its own business for some time. As Lindsay says: 

Though for a long time involved with literary theories 
of 'imitation,' and tied to textual material which it 
served or subordinated (depending on the composer), 
music possessed an esthetic which brought about its 
fuU autonomization as an art form-both in theory as 

weU as practice-by the 18th century.^ 

Kandinsky had suggested that each art had begun in response to a practical 

necessity and had gradually evolved to a higher, spiritual function. He outUned three 

great periods in the history of painting. The first was purely practical in aims, while 

the second employed natural subject matter as a support for a fledgUng spiritual 

content. The third period, just beginning, was entirely spuitual in content and was 

beyond the need for support from a material subject matter.7 

Kandinsky, in Lindsay's words, "was perhaps the first artist who fully felt 

the destiny of this complete emancipation of painting."® Kandinsky recognized his 

age's dependence on materialism and suggested that painting would be liberated only 

through a shifting of allegiance from the material to die spiritual. Much of his writing 

of the period is concemed with the argument that art in general and painting in 

particular, in the service of the divine, would go beyond the material representation of 

outer nature to the spiritual reaUzation of inner nature. Art, which in the nineteenth 
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century had relied on the credo "art for art's sake," would now usher in die new age, 

"the Epoch of the Great Spuitual," and would assume its rightful responsibdity as a 

vibratory medium capable of reaching and refining the soul.^ 

The problem was in leaving behind die forms of nature which had served not 

only as subject matter but as stmcture in the delineation of form. Nature had been 

essential to painting and, without it, the stmcture of a work would collapse. It had to 

be replaced by "another equally essential component," a "purely artistic form" which 

would "raise the picture to a level of a spiritual subject." That essential component 

was, in Kandinsky's thinking, "constmction"-a substitution for the forms of nature 

which would raise painting to the level of "compositional painting." 10 

These two great questions, that of the progress of the spiritual in art and life 

and the ultimate spiritual victory over the elements of painting are the two 

comerstones upon which On the Spiritual in Art and much of Kandinsky's other 

writings of the period rest. 11 From this foundation Kandinsky developed a series of 

sub-themes and principles which buttressed his basic tenets. He arranged these 

principles into pairs of contrasts, 12 reflecting the opposition he felt to be at the heart 

of his period. Art had been the servant of materiaUsm; now it was to grow to the 

stature of the spu-itual. Art had both inner and outer content. Inner content came 

from the soul of the artist and infused its outer correlary, form. The work of art, 

essentiaUy, existed within the artist. Its outward manifestation was a means of 

communicating with the soul of the spectator: "Emotion-feelings-the work of art-

feeUngs—emotion." 13 

Art was content (spirit) and form (matter). Kandinsky separated art from 

nature 14 and line from color. He denied the importance of the question "how" 

(technique, metiiod) and substituted in its place die question "what?" (content). From 

diese dichotomies he fashioned the basic principle of art-that of "intemal necessity." 
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AU content, all form-budding, aU use of Une and color came only from "intemal 

necessity," from the spirit. 15 

Kandinsky recognized that the worid was a system of vibrations, that every 

object: " . . . (regardless of whether it was created du-ectiy by 'nature' or by human 

hand) is a being with it's own life and, inevitably, with its own effect flowing from 

it."l^ Hence, the world "sounded" for Kandinsky. This was no poetic phrase for 

Kandinsky. It was actual fact for him. He feli colors. He f l̂i the inner vibrations 

that came from all aspects, spiritual or material, of his experience. Even a dead cigar 

butt was a Uving being. 17 He could feel the inner message transmitted by paintings. 

Based on this intuition he dismissed the work of the Futurists 1^ and recognized the 

transitory nature of the Cubist movement. 1^ 

Kandinsky's view of history shared much with Hegel's view. For both, it 

was the progress of the spirit as evidenced in outward form in the march of human 

history. (Hegel had taught that history proceeded, cataclysm by cataclysm, towards 

some ineffable goal of perfection, and that its course was attended by an impersonal 

Spuit, the function of which was to become self-aware. This idea of spirit is that 

which we have been accustomed to call "the Spirit of die Age.")20 For Kandinsky 

the progress of that spirit was accurately represented by the image of an acute triangle 

moving forward and upward in space: " . . . an acute triangle divided into unequal 

parts, with the most acute and smaUest division at the top. The farther down one 

goes, the larger, broader, more extensive, and deeper become the divisions of die 

triangle."21 

In these divisions Kandinsky placed the various segments of human society 

representing his period.22 The broad, lowest division housed the majority of 

humanity, a group dependent in every way on the movements of the divisions above. 

Here the outer trappings of materialism took precedence over the inner sounds of 
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politics, religion, and economics. This group was afraid of die unknown and of 

being deceived. They feared anarchy and imagmed God to be dead and heaven to be 

empty. Above them the Positivists recognized only what could be weighed and 

measured and were devoted to a naturaUstic art. The higher segments were filled with 

intellectuals capable of questioning the status quo, whose questionings led them to an 

even "sharper-edged" fear. These individuals attempted to raise barriers before the 

progress of art and substituted theory for feeUng. Higher stiU a confusion existed and 

a great city budt on architectural and mathematical mles tottered. Above this segment 

scientists assaulted the very concept of matter whUe on an even higher level such 

groups as the Theosophists devoted themselves to becoming aware of the 

"nonmaterial" through means other than those of materiaUstic science. In the highest 

segment, literature, music and art, such emissaries as Maeterlinck, Wagner, 

Debussy, Scriabin, Schoenberg, Cezanne, Matisse and Picasso, sought "the intemal 

in die world of die extemal."23 At the apex of Kandmsky's spiritual triangle there 

stood, sometimes, only one man: "His joyful vision is Uke an inner, immeasurable 

sorrow. Those who are closest to him do not understand him and in their 

indignation, caU him deranged: a phoney or a candidate for die madhouse. Thus, 

Beedioven in his own lifetime stood alone and discredited upon the peak."24 The 

creative spirit caUed this one person, the artist capable of hearing die new wisdom. 

"Invisible," Kandinsky said, "Moses comes down from die mountain, sees the dance 

around the golden calf. Yet he brings with him new wisdom for men."25 

For Kandinsky, all of humanity, and particularly die artist, had a 

responsibdity towards the spiritual atmosphere. The artist had responsibdity and 

could not Uve Ufe freely. Only in art is die artist free. Life must be lived simply and 

widi dedication to one's inner spirit. Humanity is part of die spiritual world and can 

affect it through diought and actions.26 
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Kandinsky's conclusion was radical. Painting, and all of art, served the 

purpose of raising the spiritual triangle. There was no power other dian art to fuUlU 

this obligation.27 

Kandinsky's love of colors and of the concept of "composition" provided him 

with a starting point for the constmction of a new kind of painting. In On the 

Spiritual in Art he divided the effects of color into two categories-the purely physical 

effect, where sensations were short-Uved but avadable to everyone, and the 

psychological effect, where color called forth vibrations from the soul for diose 

whose inner development was sufficient for such an experience. He concluded that 

color was "a means of exerting a direct influence upon the soul"28 and compared 

color to the keyboard of a piano: 

Color is the keyboard. The eye is the hammer. The 
soul is the piano, with its many strings. 

The artist is the hand that purposefully sets the soul 
vibrating by means of this or that key.29 

Therefore, color purposefuUy touched the human soul. This was the basic tenet 

which he caUed "the principle of intemal necessity."30 

He isolated color from form to study its effects and postulated two great 

divisions of color: 1) the warmth or coldness of a color (dynamic movement) and 2) 

the lightness or darkness of a color (static movement). "For every color," he said, 

"there are four main sounds": 

I) Warm, and either 1) Ught, or 2) dark 

II) Cold, and either 1) light, or 2) dark.31 

YeUow was warm and moved horizontaUy toward the spectator. It also was 

eccentric in its motion, escaping its bounds and pulsating off the picture plane. Blue 
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was cold and moved horizontally away from the spectator. Its motion was 

concentric, folding in on itself and inclining toward depdi, puUing the picture plane 

inward.32 YeUow was the "typically earthly color" which "cannot be pushed very far 

into the deptiis." Conversely, blue "is die typicaUy heavenly color," containing 

within itself an element of tranquilUty.33 

White was Ught and its movement represented "etemal resistance and yet 

possibUity (birth)." As with yeUow its movement was eccentric, but in "petrified 

form." Black was dark and offered no resistance or possibiUty of movement (death). 

Its movement, like that of blue, was concentric, but in "petrified form."34 

There was a "profound relationship" between the warmth, coldness and 

lightness or darkness of colors. Blue could be deepened toward black, assuming 

"overtones of a superhuman sorrow," or could be lightened by white, becoming more 

remote and impersonal in the process. The effect of yeUow could be increased by 

adding white, but its natural tendency toward Ught made its interaction with the very 

dark impossible.35 "Blue," Kandinsky noted, "affects yellow Uke a brake." The two 

motions of these colors canceUed out each other and in an ideal balance created green 

which was motionless and tranquil. White and black together in perfect balance 

created gray which, whUe close to green in its "moral value," lacked the "living 

possibility" of green.36 

Kandinsky discussed the effects of these colors in paintings. A picture 

painted in yellow would give out a "spuitual warmth," while one painted in blue 

would be "too chill." Green in its repose would become tedious. Green by itself was 

like the "so-caUed bourgeoisie in human society, an immobile, complacent element, 

limited in every respect." Mixed widi yeUow, however, green became joyful and 

youthful and mixed widi blue became deeper, more serious and pensive. White 

added to green brought equanimity while the addition of black suggested peace.37 
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Kandinsky opposed red, which had movement within itself, to die potential 

for mobdity inherent in green. When mixed, these colors created another gray. He 

also contrasted orange and violet Orange, die result of a warm red lightened by 

yeUow was more out-going dian red but more serious than yellow. Violet, created by 

die passive effect of blue on cold red, moved away from die spectator and took on a 

sad, sickly quaUty.38 Kandinsky placed the dynamic colors in a schematic with red 

(having movement in itself) in the center, placing those colors with a concentric 

direction to die right of it and those with an eccentric dh-ection to die left 39 

Orange Yellow Red Blue Violet 

Red was a limitiess, warm color which canied die effect of a "highly lively, 

living, turbulent color" lacking yeUow's rather "Ught-minded" character which 

"dissipated itself in every direction. "^0 R^^ ŷ ŝ immense strength and maturity and 

held more possibiUties for contrast than the other colors. It could be warm or cold 

while essentiaUy maintaining its basic tone. When red was darkened sufficiently, 

brown came into being, a color of restraint.^ 1 

Kandinsky placed the color contrasts of his scheme on a circle to the outside 

of which lay white and black (Figure 1).42 "The six colors that constitute the three 

great pairs of opposites," Kandinsky said, "confi-ont us like a great circle, like a snake 

biting its own tail (the symbol of infinity and of etemity). And to the right and left, 

the two great possibdities of sUence: the silence of birth and the silence of death. "^3 

Kandinsky's color wheel reflected his vision of the harmony inherent in opposition. 

The art appropriate for his age made use of color combinations formerly considered 

dissonant and celebrated the mrbulence of a human society involved in the friction of 

change. The great pairs of opposites comprising Kandinsky's color wheel were 

designed to vibrate and manipulate the sense of depth confronting the spectator. 
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Figure 1. The Pairs of opposites represented as a ring between two poles. 
The Life of the Simple Colors between Birth and Death. 

While Kandinsky mentioned color and musical tone correspondences in On 

the Spiritual in Art.^^ his assertion that the different arts were separate in their means 

of expression"*^ kept him from making more than the most general of statements in 

relating them. He was more interested in tonal color than in pitch. White and black 

represented sdence, white in many cases corresponding to the pauses within a piece 

of music, while black resembled more a general musical pause, after which "any 

continuation seems like the beginning of another world.'"^" Yellow, when raised to a 

certain intensity, "can affect us like the shrill sound of a tmmpet being played louder 

and louder or the sound of a high pitched fanfare."'̂ 7 gjug ranged from the solemnity 

of the deep notes of the organ through the dark tones of the double bass and cello to 

the Ught blue sound of the flute. Brightened further, blue "tums into sdent stiUness 

and becomes white."^° 
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Absolute green produced a sound like diat of die "quiet, expansive middle 

register of the violin."49 Bright, warm red was "the sound of a fanfare in which die 

tuba can also be heard." VermiUon carried a sound Idee a tuba and also die sound of 

"a loud dmm beat." Cold red, darkened, reminded Kandinsky of "the passion-laden 

middle and lower registers of the cello." Bright, cold red could be expressed 

musicaUy by "the high, clear, singing tones of the violin." Orange resonated like a 

"medium-toned church beU ringing the Angelus, or a powerful contralto voice, or a 

viola playing a largo."50 Kandinsky likened violet to the sound of the cor-anglais. of 

the shawm, and in its deeper tones, to the bassoon.^l 

Kandinsky reflected that the harmony of his age was "fuU of questions, 

premonitions and omens—hence fuU of contradictions" and concluded that color 

harmonization on the basis of simple colors was not adequate for the sound of the 

age. It was more suitable for colors, "long considered disharmonious," to be placed 

next to each other. Red and blue, for example, not physically related, were "strongly 

effective and most suitably harmonious because of the great spiritual contrast between 

them."52 

Kandinsky described the many possibiUties involved in composing with color: 

"Permitted" and "forbidden" combinations, the clash of 
different colors, the overriding of one color by 
another, or of many colors by a single color, the 
emergence of one color from the depth of another, the 
precise deUmitation of an area of color, the dissolution 
of simple or complex colors, the retention of the 
flowing color area by linear boundaries, the bubbUng 
over of the color beyond these boundaries, the 
intermingling [of colors] or [their] sharp division, etc., 
etc.-All this opens up purely pictorial (=painterly) 
possibdities in an infinite series stretching into die 
unattainable distance.^ 3 

The element of contrast was primary to Kandinsky's thinking and work. 
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Form 

Kandinsky gave two descriptions for form-one extemal, die odier intemal. 

Extemally, form was die "deUmitation of one surface from another," while intemally, 

form was content. Form therefore, was "the outer expression of inner content."54 

Now the piano key that had represented color became form, which through its 

pressing by the hand of the artist became a vibration of the human soul. Form, then, 

was based "upon the purposeful touching of the human soul." The "principle of 

intemal necessity" which guided the choice of color also guided the choice of form.55 

Kandinsky divided the creation of a purely pictorial composition into two 

tasks: 1) the composition of the whole picture and 2) the creation of the individual 

forms which relate to each other in various combinations and are subordinate to the 

composition as a whole.^^ The composition of the whole picture was the primary 

goal and the one through which the abstract element in painting graduaUy had come to 

the fore. Kandinsky reproduced Cezanne's Bathing Women in On the Spiritual in Art 

demonstrating Cezanne's use of a triangle as the compositional basis of the 

painting.57 

Kandinsky's method of arriving at "pure painting" may be seen as a two-fold 

process: that of letting the abstract element come to the fore whde at the same time the 

objective element receded into the background. He described the process: " . . . the 

more the organic form is pushed into die background, the more die abstract element 

comes to the fore of its own accord, with increasing stridency."^^ These two 

elements, the abstract and the organic, each possessed inner sounds which could be 

identical to each other or entirely different in nature, resulting in dissonant, 

complicated sounds.^^ 

As the organic element, "even when pushed right into the background," could 

be heard in the composition as a whole, Kandinsky took some care in choosing 
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natural objects for his paintings. If an object's sound created an indifferent effect, it 

should be replaced by another object more compatible (eidier as consonance or 

dissonance) widi the inner sound of the abstract element, or else die whole form 

should remain abstract.^^ 

The object, whether natural or created from die imagination of the artist, gave 

off a psychological effect which could remain subconscious or rise to a conscious 

level. Whatever its origin or result, the choice of an object, as in die choice of color 

and the overall form in a painting, was based upon "the principle of the purposeful 

touching of die human soul." Color, form, and object each had to conform to the one 

underlying principle of Kandinsky's work and theory, the "principle of intemal 

necessity."^l 

The choice of each of these elements, of color, overaU form, and the 

individual forms, was made more difficult by the fact diat each element was subject to 

the variabiUty of its surroundings. Form was relative and constandy changing, 

dependent on "the variabiUty, down to the tiniest detaU, of each individual form." For 

instance, a triangle in an upright position was more peaceful and stable than if placed 

obUquely on the surface.^2 

Kandinsky placed great importance on the concealment of objects in painting. 

He did not wish to distort objects but to conceal diem, letting their spiritual rather than 

their material sounds come to the fore. As he explained: "The question of 'distortion' 

wiU, of its own accord, disappear in the process, to be replaced by another, far more 

artistic one: To what extent is die inner sound of the given form concealed or laid 

bare?"63 

If one distorted facial features "or different parts of the body" for artistic 

reasons, anatomical problems arose, which forced "irrelevant considerations" on the 

purely pictorial intention. But concealment constituted an enormous power in art. As 
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Kandinsky said, "The combination of the revealed and hidden constitute a furdier 

possibiUty of creating new motifs for formal composition."64 

Basing his diinking on his definition of "modem day harmony" Kandinsky 

noted that "even in the realm of constmction we are able to recognize die spirit of the 

times." The "immediately obvious, eye-catching type of ('geometrical') constmction" 

of the Cubists was not as rich in possibiUties for awakening the soul or expressing the 

contrasts of the day as was the "hidden" type of construction which emerged 

"unnoticed from the picture and thus is less suited to the eye than the soul."^^ 

Kandinsky summarized the formal means avadable to the new painting style 

he had developed by 1911: 

Thus, on the one hand, the flexibiUty of the individual 
forms, die so-to-speak intemal-organic changes they 
undergo, their direction within the picture (movement), 
and the emphasis upon the corporeal or the abstract 
element of these forms; on the other hand, the 
juxtaposition of forms that together constitute the larger 
formal pattems, budt up out of groups of forms; the 
juxtaposition of individual forms with these larger 
groups of forms, which makes up the overall 
composition of the whole picture; further, the 
principles of consonance or dissonance of all those 
parts mentioned, i.e., the meeting of individual forms, 
the Umitation of one form by another, likewise the 
jostiing, the confluence or dismemberment fMit-und 
Zerreisseni of the individual forms; similar treatment of 
different groups of forms, the combination of die 
hidden and the revealed, of die rhythmic and the 
arhydimic upon the same surface, of abstract forms-
on the one hand purely geometrical (simple or more 
complex), on the other, indescribable in geometrical 
terms; combinations of delimitations of forms one from 
one another (more/less strongly) etc., etc.-aU these 
elements that constitute die possibUity of a purely 
graphic "counterpoint" and wiU give rise to it. And all 
this is only the counterpoint of an art of black and 
white, as long as we exclude color.66 

Kandinsky was to remark later diat his "constmctive forms, aldiough outwardly 

appearing indistinct, are in fact rigidly fixed as if diey were cut in stone.""7 
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Kandinsky referred to this new type of composition in painting as 

"symphonic" constmction, as opposed to "melodic" constmction. In die "melodic" 

type of constmction, the principal form had been clearly apparent. In "symphonic" 

constmction, several forms were subordinated to "an obvious or concealed principal 

form. This principal form may extemally be very hard to find, whereby the inner 

basis assumes a particularly powerful tone. (Symphonic)."^^ 

Kandinsky defined "three mystical necessities" of art. These were 1) 

personality, 2) style, which depended on the language of one's time and race,69 and 

3) the pure and etemaUy artistic, which was the principal element of art, beyond time 

and space. The elements of style and personaUty were temporal and would, across 

miUenia, eventually "become indifferent and dead." Only the third element would 

remain immortal, gaining rather than losing strength.70 

The forms of a period, despite their "considerable apparent dissimilarity" were 

organically related and viewed from another epoch would appear as a single form. 

Each age wished to express itself, and each artist's personal expression fulfilled the 

needs of the age.71 One didn't need to search for a direction or a means of 

expression. Such searching for extemals could only lead the artist astray. The 

creative spirit progressed, and art with it. The artist willing to listen to the inner 

message of the spirit was free to choose from aU "accepted" and "unaccepted" forms, 

guided only by the feeUng provided by "intemal necessity."72 

In expressing these thoughts about the temporal nature of form and die 

freedom necessary to the artist, Kandinsky placed the groundwork for one of his 

most important observations, that of the equality of "total abstraction" and "total 

realism." These two elements, previously classified as the "purely artistic" and the 

"objective," had always existed in painting, die first "expressed in die second while 

the second was serving the first" Now diese elements had been separated from each 
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odier and could exist independently. As Kandinsky said: "Art has apparentiy 

brought to an end the pleasant supplementing of the objective by die abstract, and vice 

versa." Taking die works of Henri Rousseau as an example of die new "total 

realism," Kandinsky spoke of die banishment of extemal artistic elements from 

painting. The works of Rousseau exempUfied a "simple representation of the simple 

soUd object." Here the "outer shell" of "tasteful outer beauty can no longer be a 

distraction" to the sounding of "the whole world, not in a beautiful interpretation, but 

asitis."73 Kandinsky concluded that: "The artistic reduced to a minimum must be 

considered as the most intenselv effective abstraction."74 

Conversely, in abstract painting, the "inner sound" was "intensified by 

blotting out reaUty." Widiout the natural object as distraction it became possible to 

hear the "whole world as it is without representational interpretation." Lines, planes, 

and dots were not "important in themselves, but only their inner sound, their life."75 

Therefore: "The "representational" reduced to a minimum must in abstraction be 

regarded as the most intensely effective reality."76 Thus, the "two poles of matter" 

created by the spirit were equal: 

ReaUsm = Abstraction 

Abstraction = ReaUsm 

The greatest extemal difference becomes the 
greatest intemal equality.77 

Between these two poles there would continue to exist manifold possibilites of 

combining "abstract and real elements in one picture." The only controUing factor 

was the artist's "inner intuition."78 Any form could be infused widi spirit As 

Kandinsky said: "When the content, the spirit,... becomes ripe, when its hour of 

materialization has arrived, die spirit enters the form and speaks through it."79 
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Art and its forms were free. The artist should not strive for restriction but for 

liberation, realizing that "only on a spot that has become free can something grow." 80 

Form and Color 

Kandinsky noted that form in painting could exist alone, without color, 

whedier it represented an object (real or unreal) or divided up die space of die picture 

surface in a purely abstract manner. Color, however, could not extend without limits 

nor be free of a particular shade, except perhaps in imagination. Form, therefore, 

was necessary for color, and the two elements interacted with each other. Form, like 

color, was a spiritual being with its own inner sound. 

At this point in his development Kandinsky wished to avoid the use of pure 

geometrical forms in his painting, fearing the degeneration of form into mere 

patteming and omamentation^ 1 or cold formula.82 His initial use of geometrical 

abstract forms sought a complexity beyond that of pure geometry.^3 However; as 

examples for his discussion of form in On the Spiritual in Art, he used the pure forms 

of the triangle, circle, and square. ̂ ^ Each form had its own "particular spiritual 

perfume" which became differentiated when combined with other forms. Further 

differentiation occured when color interacted with form. A triangle fdled with yeUow, 

for instance, was a completely different entity, having an entirely different effect from 

a triangle fdled with green. ̂ ^ 

He noticed that the basic value of a color could be strengthened by its 

inclusion in a certain form whde weakened by its association with another form. A 

sharp color, such as yeUow, achieved an even stronger effect when surrounded by a 

sharp form such as the triangle, whereas a deeper, concentric color such as blue was 

emphasized by a rounded form. Opposing effects, such as a deep color in a sharp 

form (blue in a triangle) were not to be considered disharmonious but as offering new 
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possibdities. As the number of forms and colors was mfinite, the material available 

for composition was inexhaustible.^^ 

Kandinsky wished to use the elements of form and color to create a new 

concept of space in his paintings. He noted that one of die first steps in "the tum 

away from the representational" had been "die exclusion of the diird dmiension, i.e., 

the attempt to keep die 'picture' as painting upon a flat surface." While the "real 

object" had thus "moved nearer to the abstract," the images had become "pinned 

down to the real surface of the canvas, so that painting took on new, purely material 

overtones."87 

He sought other means of "retaining the material surface and constituting an 

ideal plane surface," of exploiting the material surface as a three-dimensional space. 

First, he considered the manipulation of formal elements in a new representation of 

space: "The very thinness or thickness of a line, the positioning of the form upon the 

surface, and the superimposition of one form upon another provide sufficient 

examples of the linear extension of space."°8 Color offered similar possibiUties for a 

new definition of space in painting. Color, he said: " . . . can recede or advance, 

strive forward or backward, and tum the picture into a being hovering in mid-air, 

which signifies the same as the pictorial extension of space."^^ 

In a lecture written early in 1914 Kandinsky elaborated on his manipulation of 

space in his paintings. The colors, whde lying on the same plane, employed different 

weights, giving his pictures depth without resorting to the earlier use of perspective. 

His distribution of weights avoided what he called an "architectonic center": 

Often, heavy was at die top and Ught at the bottom. 
Often, I left the middle weak and strengthened die 
comers. I would put a crushing weight between parts 
that weighed Uttie. I would let cold come to the fore 
and drive warm into the background. I would treat the 
individual color-tones Ukewise, cooling the warmer 
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tones, warming the cold, so that even one single color 
was raised to the level of a composition.^^ 

Together, form and color could, in eidier "harmonious or disharmonious 

combinations," unify "in one of the richest and most powerful elements of linear-

pictorial composition."^ 1 

To achieve the new spiritual ideal aU aspects of paintings had to be redefined 

and reassembled. A new freedom in the choice of object, color and overaU form 

would not be complete without a new vision of space. 

Monumental Art 

Noting that "exact repetition of the same sound" was not possible in the 

different arts and that different people leaned more to one art or another, Kandinsky 

sought a monumental art combining the "movements" of the various arts. This 

repUcation and multipUcation of the sounds of the separate arts would give a more 

"intense effect" than that of one art alone and thus would aid the purpose of each art to 

mature the "emotions" of the spectator.^2 

Kandinsky believed the birth of a work of art was of a cosmic character. It 

was originated by the creative spirit and existed on the material plane for the purpose 

of refining the human soul.^3 jn Kandinsky's estimation the drama of the nineteenth 

century had failed to achieve the cosmic element and had instead dwelt on the extemal 

aspects of existence. In opera as well the mediods of extemal aims had failed to 

utiUze the more complex movements available to the combination of die arts. Wagner 

had tried to strengthen die connections between drama and music by the addition of 

the leitmotif but in so doing had merely strengthened the extemal connections 

between the arts.^"* The "inner sounds" of die various movements had played no part 

in his musical dramas.^^ AdditionaUy, he had failed to explore the possibdities of 

color and pictorial form in his works.^^ 
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Similarly, die baUet of die nineteendi century had been widiout intemal 

content and had existed in an even more mipoverished form than opera. Its whoUy 

extemal content told only the story of "love in a chddldce fairy-tale form."97 The 

forms of the nineteendi century were limited and originated solely from die principle 

of extemal necessity.^^ They had suffered from specialization and "as a result three 

groups of stage works arose and became petrified, separated from one another by 

high walls: (a) drama, (b) opera, (c) ballet"^^ The forms and methods of die 

nineteendi century had been one-dimensional and had succumbed to orthodoxy. 1̂ 0 

Kandinsky again raised the banner of "inner necessity" as the only means 

which could give rise to new meanings and methods in a monumental art. 1̂ 1 Only 

the dictates of the "inner necessity" of the artist could lead to die spiritual pyramid 

Kandinsky envisioned as the foundation of the new monumental art. 

The people of die nineteendi century had thought that art was additive in 

nature, that "two is more than one, and they tried to strengthen each effect by 

repeating it." 1̂ 2 Kandinsky sought to reverse this materialistic assumption, thereby 

increasing the "inner sound" of art. He expressed this in the formula: "In 

mathematics 1 + 1 = 2. In the soul it is possible that 1 - 1 = 2." 103 

A stage composition combining 1) musical movement 2) pictorial movement 

and 3) dance movement would constitute the first work of monumental art. l̂ *̂ 

Combined and opposed, the independent existence of these three movements would 

create a heightened inner sound. Again, opposition, as well as "concordance," is the 

key to Kandinsky's work in his first major period. Simple replication of die 

"sounds" of music, painting, and dance was too elementary for the age. "Inner 

harmony" gained from outward opposition. 1̂ 5 
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Conclusion 

In On the Spiritual in Art and Painting in Particular and his related writings of 

die period before die First World War Kandinsky attempted to give a philosophical 

and theoretical base to the new vision of art his age was experiencing. He took from 

the many elements of his period the ingredients necessary to create an abstract art, not 

only in painting but in stage composition as well. In doing so he elevated art from the 

level of the material plane to that of the spiritual. In his own works he allowed the 

material elements to graduaUy dissipate into the ether of the spiritual. In the process 

his works attained the depth of a centerless space, free of extemal meaning and 

position. 

Kandinsky let the very divisiveness of his age create a new harmony in this 

act of dissolution. Colors and forms met in a counterpoint of consonance and 

dissonance, creating a chaos of motion on the surface of the work which was held 

together by an underlying constmction. He questioned the great dichotomies of his 

age and fused from this questioning a new aesthetic which aUowed for the many 

forms possible to art. The "principle of intemal necessity," the guiding voice of the 

creative spirit was sufficient to the evolution of art. The artist capable of hearing this 

"inner sound" was free. Art itself became free to fulfiU its function of moving ahead 

in time and space the great abstraction behind Kandinsky's work and theory: the 

spiritual triangle. 
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Program Special Edition, Time Incorporated, 1963), p. 103, explains the idea: 

" . . . accordmg to Hegel the single substance in the 
succession of whose states history consists, is the 
etemal universal Spirit, the intemal conflict of whose 
elements is made concrete, e.g. in religious conflicts or 
the wars of national states, each being the embodiment 
of the self-realizing Idea which it requires a 
supersensitive intuition to perceive." 

2lKandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art Complete Writings, p. 133. 

22lbid., pp. 139-152. 

23lbid., p. 151. Kandinsky devoted considerable space m On the Spiritual in Art 
(pp. 146-148) to his discussion of Maeterlinck's contribution to tiie new realm of the 
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spiritual. In particular he was interested in Maeterlinck's use of repetition of words 
whereby the extemal meaning gave way to the "inner sound" of the words. In the 
work of Debussy and Scriabin (pp. 148-149) he heard a conflict between "extemal 
and intemal beauty" which offended him. Schoenberg's music, however, (p. 149) 
came from "intemal necessity" and was the beginning of "the music of the future." 
Cezanne (p. 151) recognized the "intemal Ufe" in the objects of extemal nature and 
used form and color to infuse these objects with an "intemal, painterly quality." 
Matisse (pp. 151-152) exalted color to a higher compositional level while Picasso (p. 
152) stressed the constmctive element of form. He described Matisse and Picasso as 
"two great pointers toward one great goal." 

24lbid., pp. 133-134. 

25ibid., p. 137. 

26ibid., p. 192 and pp. 213-214. 

27ibid., p. 212. 

28ibid., p. 160. 

29ibid. 

30ibid. 

31lbid., p. 178. 

32lt should be noticed at diis point diat Kandinsky's understanding of color enabled 
hun to create a new kind of dimensionaUty in painting, not dependent on Renaissance 
perspective or the flat, two-dimensionaUty explored by odier artists during diis early 
period of die twentiedi century. At a point later in diis paper it wiU be suggested that 
Kandinsky developed a new vision of space. 

33Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 178-
182. 

34lbid., p. 178. 

35lbid., pp. 179-182. 

36ibid., pp. 179-180. 

37ibid., p. 183. 

38lbid., p. 184 and p. 188. 

39ibid., p. 184. 
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40ibid., p. 186. 

41lbid., pp. 186-188. 

42ibid., p. 190. 

43ibid., p. 189. 

^See Kandinsky's footnote to p. 159 in On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: 
Volume One, in which he mentions die tables of correspondences between color and 
musical pitch developed by Mrs. A. Zakharin-Unkovsl^ and Alexander Scriabin. 
However, in his footnote to p. 181 Kandinsky said that " . . . the cortespondence 
between color and musical tones is of course only relative. Just as a vioUn can 
produce very different tones, so, e.g., can yellow in its various shades be expressed 
by the sounds of different instmments." 

45lbid., p. 153. 

46Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 185. 

47lbid., p. 185. 

48lbid., p. 182. 

49lbid., p. 183. 

50ibid., pp. 187-188. 

51lbid., p. 189. 

52lbid., pp. 193-194. 

53Ibid., p. 194. 

^"^Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, ed. by 
Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc, New Documentary Edition ed. and with an 
intro. by Klaus Lankheit, trans, by Henning Falkenstein, with the assistance of 
Manug Terzian and Gertrude MinderUe (New York: The Vddng Press, 1974), p. 
149. 

^^Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 165. 

56lbid., p. 166. 

57lbid., pp. 167-168. 

58lbid., p. 168. 
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59ibid. 

60ibid. 

61lbid., pp. 168-169. 

62ibid., p. 170. 

63ibid. 

64ibid. 

65Ibid., p. 209. 

66ibid., p. 171. 

"7Kandinsky, "Letters to Jerome Eddy," Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 406. 

^^Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 215. 

""ibid., p. 173. Kandinsky added: "as long as the race exists as such." 

70lbid. 

71 Ibid., p. 174. 

72lbid., pp. 175-176. 

73Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 158-162. 

74lbid., p. 162. 

75lbid., p. 164. 

76ibid., p. 165. 

77lbid. 

78lbid., p. 180. 

79lbid. 

80ibid., p. 187. 

Sllbid., pp. 197-198. 
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82Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 

83Kandinsky assumed that die free forms of abstraction went beyond die complexity 
of geometry. 

^^Kandinsky. On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 162-
163. 

85lbid., pp. 162-163. 

86ibid., p. 163. 

87ibid., p. 194. 

88lbid., p. 195. 

89lbid. 

^^Kandinsky, "Cologne Lecture," Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 397. The 
editors, in comments on p. 392, note that Kandinsky prepared the lecture for the 
opening of an exhibition of his work in Cologne, January 30, 1914. Kandinsky did 
not attend the opening and the lecture was not given. 

"1 Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 195. 

"2ibid., pp. 189-193. Elsewhere in On the Spiritual in Art, (p. 155), Kandinsky 
referred to the arts working together as the "spiritual pyramid that wiU one day reach 
to heaven." 

93Kandinsky, "Cologne Lecture," Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 394. 

^^Kandinsky, "On Stage Composition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 194-195. 

95Ibid., p. 196. 

96lbid., p. 197. 

97lbid. 

98ibid., p. 198. 

99lbid., p. 194. 

lOOibid., p. 198. 
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lOllbid., pp. 199-201. 

102ibid., p. 193. 

103ibid., p. 194. 

lO^Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 206. 

105ibid., p.. 206-207. Kandinsky felt that Scriabin's "attempt to heighten die effects 
of musical tones through the effects produced by the cortesponding color-tones" in 
Prometheus was an elementary effort in combining the elements of the different arts. 



CHAPTER VI 

SCHOENBERG, KANDINSKY: A SYNTHESIS 

The Meeting of Schoenberg and Kandinsky 

On the fu^t of January, 1911, Wassily Kandinsky, along with other members 

of the Munich avant-garde, attended a performance of Schoenberg works in Munich. 

Following this performance which included the two string quartets and the Piano 

Pieces. Op. 11. Kandinsky wrote a letter of introduction and appreciation to 

Schoenberg. As strongly as Kandinsky responded to the music of the concert, his 

impression of Schoenberg perhaps owed as much to an extract from Schoenberg's 

stdl to be published Theorv of Harmonv included in the poster advertising the concert: 

In one sense one should never be untimely~in a 
backward direction! 

Dissonances are only different from consonances in 
degree; they are nothing more than remoter 
consonances. Today we have already reached the point 
where we no longer make the distinction between 
consonances and dissonances. Or at most, we make 
the distinction that we are less wdUng to use 
consonances. 

I beUeve that it wiU eventuaUy be possible to recognize 
the same laws in the harmony of those of us who are 
the most modem as in the harmony of the classics; but 
suitably expanded, more generaUy understood. 

Our teaching persuades us to regard even the 
productions of the young, which the ears of their elders 
despise, as necessary steps in the development of 
beauty. However, one should never wish to write 
things for which one can take responsibiUty only by 
staking a complete personaUty; things which artists 
have written almost against their wdl, compeUed by 
their development, but not out of the unrestrained 
wantonness of an absolutism unsure of form. 1 
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Kandinsky was stmck by die similarity of theu" views. He remarked diat "the 

independent progress dirough their own destinies, die independent Ufe of the 

individual voices" in Schoenberg's compositions was "exactly what I am trying to 

find in my paintings." He underscored his belief in die "antdogical" in art and 

suggested that "today's" dissonance in painting and music was merely the consonance 

of "tomortow."2 Kandinsky included with his letter a portfoUo and photographs of 

his recent paintings. 

Schoenberg responded in a letter of January 24,1911. He was pleased that 

his music had won the heart of Kandinsky and was quick to point out his appreciation 

of the works Kandinsky had sent him. He agreed that their work had much in 

common and likened Kandinsky's reference to the "unlogical" in art with what he 

caUed the "elimination of the conscious wiU in art." He said: 

Art belongs to the unconscious! One must express 
oneself! Express oneself directly! Not one's taste, or 
one's upbringing, or one's intelligence, knowledge or 
skdl. Not all these acquired characteristics, but that 
which is inbom. instinctive. And all form-making, aU 
conscious form-making, is connected with some kind 
of mathematics, or geometry, or with the golden 
section or such-like. But only unconscious form-
making, which sets up the equation "form = outward 
shape" ready creates forms; that alone brings forth 
prototypes which are imitated by unoriginal people and 
become "formulas." But whoever is capable of 
listening to himself, recognizing his own instincts, and 
also engrossing himself reflectively in every problem, 

wiU not need such crutches.3 

Schoenberg noted that Kandinsky's work was objective "only to a small degree" and 

said: " . . . when the artist reaches the pomt at which he desires only the expression of 

inner events and inner scenes in his rhythms and tones, then the 'object in painting' 

has ceased to belong to the reproducing eye."'^ 
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Kandinsky's answer on die 26th of January evidenced further agreement with 

Schoenberg but suggested diat painters needed to be more consciously aware of their 

material: 

I have often tumed several of these ideas over in my 
mind (for instance, conscious vs. unconscious work). 
Fundamentally I agree widi you. That is, when one is 
actually at work, then there should be no thought, but 
the "inner voice" alone should speak and control. But 
up to now the painter has thought too littie in general. 
He has conceived his work as a kind of coloristic 
balancing act But the painter (and precisely so diat he 
wdl be able to express himself) should leam his whole 
material so weU and develop his sensitivity to the point 
where he recognizes and vibrates spiritually at the 
difference between = and /\. Inner knowledge is just 
that Then there can be building and constmction 
which results not in geometry, but art. I am very 
pleased that you speak of self-perception. That is the 
root of the "new" art, of art in general, which is never 
new, but which must only enter into a new phase— 
"Today !"5 

These letters began a vital correspondence which lasted untd the beginning of 

the First World War sent Kandinsky back to Russia and brought to an end the heady 

expansionist atmosphere which pervaded the arts in the first years of the twentieth 

century." They were to see each other once more, when chance brought them 

together at Portschach on the Worthersee in 1927.7 In 1936 Kandinsky received a 

message from Schoenberg through a third party and responded with his final letter to 

Schoenberg. 8 

In addition to their communication through letters, Schoenberg and 

Kandinsky were together at cmcial points during the years before the war. They 

visited back and forth during the month Schoenberg spent in Berg prior to his move 

late in 1911 to Beriin. At the outbreak of the First World War Schoenberg and his 

family were vacationing in Mumau, where Kandinsky and his companion, the artist 

Gabriele Munter, had a country home.^ 
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Much of the business of the letters of 1911 and early 1912 dealt with aspects 

of preparation for die Blue Rider Almanac. Kandinsky was an inveterate organizer 

and was helpful in furthering the reputations of diose around hun including that of 

Schoenberg as a painter. Schoenberg was represented in the Almanac by the 

reproduction of two paintings, and his work was included in the first Blue Rider 

Exhibition. 10 Jane KaUir has suggested that about this time Schoenberg ceased to 

take himself seriously as a painterl 1 and suggests that this is the reason Schoenberg 

withdrew his work from subsequent Blaue Reiter exhibitions and tours. 

Education 

Kandinsky came from an upper-middle-class background which gave him a 

broader view of the world than that which was available to Schoenberg. The 

University education which Kandinsky had received in Russia prior to his move to 

Munich was an important addition to the studies in art he would foUow in the 

Bavarian capital. During his time of study and in the travels which added to his 

awareness of the art of Westem CiviUzation Kandinsky received financial support 

from his father. 

The extemal conditions of Schoenberg's Ufe were much more difficult than 

those which surtounded Kandinsky. Schoenberg was forced to leave school at an 

early age following the death of his fadier. What education he was able to receive 

came primardy from his friends, one of whom, Alexander von Zemlinsky, served 

briefly as his mentor in the area of musical composition. For the rest, Schoenberg 

relied on an intensive study of the scores of the masters who had preceded him in the 

history of Austro-German music and upon the concerts avadable in Vienna. Much of 

the time which could have been devoted to composition and study was taken by die 

necessity of making a Uving. Schoenberg's time, through the early atonal period, 

was spent in Austria and Germany. He did not begin to make more extensive travels 
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until his increasing fame brought him the opportunity to conduct his works outside of 

Austria and Germany. 

A simdarity exists, however, in the manner in which Kandinsky and 

Schoenberg studied art. Bodi of diese artists essentially made an independent study 

of dieir respective artistic media and die culture which gave birth to diem. Neidier 

Kandinsky nor Schoenberg reUed on simple imitation of the work of other artists. 

From die outset both of these men absorbed die influences of theu- miUeu and 

attempted to create something new from what they leamed. 

They held in common die abiUty to draw from die intemal ratiier dian die 

extemal elements of die influences presented diem. Thus Schoenberg could, at an 

early age, define Brahms' metiiod of composing and ultUnately extend its 

developmental possibiUties to include the motival shapes, rhydims and harmonies of 

his music. Simdarly, he leamed how to extend Mahler's device of moving from one 

tonaUty to anodier in a single movement into the creation of a flow of tonaUties widiin 

one piece, as Kenneth Hicken has suggested. Nor was it enough for him to continue 

the play with the extended chromaticism apparent in the works of Richard Strauss. 

The chromatic scale became a new stmctural device in the music of Schoenberg. 

Color moved beyond the functions of expression and became a component of form. 

Kandinsky, too, went beyond his contemporaries in the handling of color. 

Refusing to accept color as an arbitrary decoration added to the formal elements of a 

painting (which, as he noted in his "Letters from Munich" submitted to die Russian 

joumal Apollon. was the case with the majority of the Fauve painters), 12 he aUowed 

color to exceed the boundaries of linear form, thus establishing an identity of its own. 

Budding from the tendencies of colors to recede and come forward on the picture 

plane, Kandinsky's work showed a new understanding and exploration of pictorial 

space. Also, rather than simply imitate the extemal features of Seurat's Le Grand 
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Jatte. Kandinsky devised a pointdUstic technique in Colorful Life (Plate 14) diat 

vibrated off its black ground. 

The maturity which Schoenberg and Kandinsky brought to theu* studies was a 

compeUing factor in their development Schoenberg had written music since 

chUdhood and Kandinsky had painted throughout his Ufe, but their decisions to 

pursue artistic careers came later, enabUng each to examine the elements of 

composition with an adult and individual awareness. 

Organizational Pursuits 

Botii Kandinsky and Schoenberg participated in the art world from the 

beginning of their careers. Kandinsky organized the Phalanx exhibition group in 

1901 and in 1909 was instmmental in the organization of the New Artists' 

Association in Munich. Again in 1911 Kandinsky, with the aid of Franz Marc, 

organized the Blaue Reiter. an association of artists devoted to the exhibition of new 

art. With the Blaue Reiter Almanac (1912), co-edited with Marc, Kandinsky achieved 

a feat of artistic synthesis unusual in any age. 

Schoenberg, like Kandinsky, found it necessary in the early years of his 

career to form a group devoted to the performance of new works. In 1904, along 

widi ZemUnsky and other young musicians, Schoenberg organized a Society for 

Creative Musicians which was devoted to presenting contemporary works to the 

public. 13 

Teaching 

Teaching was an activity of primary importance to Schoenberg. Beginning in 

1902, when he taught composition at the Stem Conservatoire in Beriin (1902-1903), 

and continuing throughout his life, he passed on his understanding of music and the 

art of its composition. That he was a gifted, if somewhat egotistical teacher has been 
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documented in many sources, one of the most revealing being Ddca Newlin's 

Schoenberg Remembered: Diaries and Recollections (1938-76^14 

Beginning in 1901 Kandinsky began teaching in the Phalanx School. After its 

close in 1902 he continued teaching privately untd 1903 when he left behind 

organizational and teaching activities in order to travel. He later was to be associated 

widi die famous Bauhaus school in Germany during die 1920s and early 1930s. The 

German artist Gabriele Munter who was to become his companion during the Munich 

years was one of his first students. 

The Works for Stage 

There are many correspondences between Schoenberg's libretto for Die 

gluckliche Hand (1908-1910) and Kandinsky's text for Der gelbe Klang (1909-

1912). Kandinsky and Schoenberg were estabUshing a new manner of expression 

for the stage, composing with all the elements of the stage. The tones of music were 

vibrations, as Schoenberg noticed, and light too, was a vibratory medium. 

Kandinsky had the same understanding. The movement on the stage was composed 

of vibrations. 15 Even the sets Kandinsky envisioned were not stationary but vibrated 

and changed shapes. Kandinsky and Schoenberg were leaming to compose with the 

vibrations of the stage. However, the stated goals reflected by these works diverge. 

Schoenberg wished Die gluckliche Hand to express "the utmost unreahty," 1^ while 

Kandinsky's entire purpose was, in this and every work of his art, "the refinement of 

the soul through the accumulation of distinctive complexes." 17 

Whde music is an integral part of both works, singing assumes a role different 

from diat found in traditional opera. In Die glii'ckliche Hand there is only one singing 

role, that of die Man, and even here, singing altemates widi speaking. As Jelena 

Hahl-Koch has suggested, diis psychological drama deals with die inner life of the 

Man, whde die other characters remain mute as a "backdrop" to the unfolding of his 
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inner, symbolic drama. 18 The choms in Schoenberg's drama speaks, at first with 

pity, and at the last with severity. 

In Kandinsky's Der gelbe Klang. singing is relegated to the offstage chorus 

and to the Giants. The quality of the singing, however, departs from that known 

before in works of the Westem World. The choms introduces the work from a point 

which is indistinguishable to the audience. The bass voices predominate and the style 

is even and expressionless. When, in the first scene, the choms sings again, it is 

without words, with a wooden and mechanical sound. The Giants also sing without 

words in the first scene, in a very low register, at a dynamic range which is barely 

audible. At the end of the same scene the orchestra overpowers the choms, a 

phenomenon perhaps not unknown to contemporary audiences but, nonetheless, 

unusual in conception. 

In Kandinsky's work the human voice is a source for experimentation. The 

voices of people speaking on stage vary in register and quaUty. Voices become 

hoarse, cry out, become nasal, and altemate between slow and very rapid speaking. 

The offstage voice of the tenor heard in scene diree, shouts. 

In both stage pieces, the urge of the movement toward abstraction is apparent. 

As Hahl-Koch notes in her discussion of Der gelbe Klang: 

. . . it is interesting to observe die development toward 
abstraction which proceeds paraUel to the development 
in Kandinsky's painting. Even the human being, who 
in Schoenberg is already deprived of individuaUty, and 
functions as a nameless prototype, is more and more 

reduced to a bearer of color and movement 1^ 

Dance and gesture are elements in Der gelbe Klang. From die moment die 

Giants appear on stage in the first scene, movement becomes an orchestrated part of 

die action. Some of die Giants have raised shoulders while others have lowered 

shoulders. Their heads tum and dieir arms make simple movements. In the second 
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scene, a flower and a leaf sway. People and tiny figures are used as moving 

compositional elements. In scene three die Giants, widi motionless bodies, move 

theu: heads. In this scene and in die fifth scene, the Giants grow taller. Also in scene 

five groups of people resembling marionettes arrange themselves in groups. The 

movements widiin these groups are different, ranging from slow motions to theatrical 

poses, to walking on tiptoe. Their heads are seen in a variety of poses. A figure 

separates from one of these groups and creates a kind of a dance. At the end of the 

scene, the groups spUt up and individuals create an arhythmical movement. A general 

dance, comprised of mnning, jumping and falling down erupts across the stage. 

Some of these puppet-Uke creatures stand stiU while others move only their legs, or 

theu" heads, or their "behinds." 

The pattems in Schoenberg's work are more static and relate directly to the 

symboUc action which underUes the drama. The Man in Die gluckliche Hand 

trembles, stretches on tiptoe and regards the motions of his hand, but dance, or 

gesture unrelated to plot or symbol, is missing. 

Fantastic creatures are included in both of the works. The cat-ldce animal in 

Die gluckliche Hand serves a symbolic function as representative of die Man's 

tortured psyche. In Der gelbe Klang creatures somewhat suggestive of birds fly 

across the stage and tiny, imprecise figures create an endless moving line. 

The works come closest to achieving simdar aims in their use of colored light. 

In Scene three of Die gluckliche Hand Schoenberg succeeded in composing widi die 

elements of light and color as well as with those of musical sound. With light 

emanating from sources above, behind and in front, the stage becomes aUve widi 

color. Gray-green light falls from behind onto die stage, and when die grottos are 

iUuminated, a yellow-green light is cast onto die rocks. The ravine gives off a blue-

violet light. As the grotto housing the metal-worker's workshop becomes apparent. 
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the Ught slowly grows bright and changes quickly from dark-violet to brown, to red 

and blue, green and finally, a bright, deUcate citms-yeUow. The workshop itself, 

lighted by lamps, gives off a twiUght glow. The Man's fingertips are lighted bright 

blue, and a touch of his sword has the effect of darkening the grotto. The light and 

wind storm begins when the Man leaves the worker's grotto. A light-crescendo 

occurs, accompanied by the quasi-directorial gestures of the Man. With a movement 

of his hand a dull red Ught appears from above and changes into brown. With his 

gaze the Ught changes to dirty green, dark blue-gray and violet, changing to dark red. 

The Man's arms spread out and the light becomes blood red, which mixes with 

orange and then yellow. As the Man's head appears about to burst, a glaring yellow 

light "inundates the second grotto from all sides." The storm subsides as the Woman 

becomes visible, and the light swiftly changes to a mdd blue. The stage goes 

completely dark, then Ught again and is dlumined by a half-bright, pale, greenish-gray 

light. The second grotto darkens and the stone animal which wiU faU on the Man 

glows dazzling green. The scene ends in darkness. 

The crescendo of wind and colored Ught is accompanied by a crescendo of 

color in the orchestra, beginnmg with a solo violin in a high range. As the colors on 

stage change to violet, the woodwinds (oboes, clarinet, bass clarinet, and bassoon) 

enter. The dark red occurs over an ostinato shared by the timpani and harp. As die 

red becomes more glaring, trombone fanfares emerge from the orchestra. The bright 

yeUow Ught is matched by the colors of tmmpets in imitative rising phrases and homs 

in descending chromatic mns. As John C. Crawford has noticed, there is a similarity 

between the musical and color correspondences in Schoenberg's passage and the 

cortespondences between color and instmmental color suggested by Kandinsky in Qn 

the Spiritual in Art.2Q From die green accompanied by die solo viohn which begins 

die crescendo (Kandinsky referted to green as "motionless and tranqud" and 
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associated it widi die sound of the vioUn in its middle register) to the trombone 

fanfares of the glaring red (Kandinsky had seen red as exciting and had compared it 

with die sound of fanfares) and the use of tmmpets to accompany the yellow at the 

climax of the crescendo (Kandinsky had suggested a rising fanfare of trumpets as 

associated widi the "sound" of yellow)21 there is much to suggest that the two artists 

shared a commonality of response to the colors of music and painting. 

Scene five m Kandinsky's Der gelbe Klang cortesponds in complexity of 

lighting to the third scene of Die gluckliche Hand.22 The Kandinsky scene begins 

with a cold, red Ught which slowly grows stronger and tums into yellow. The stage 

becomes dark for a moment and then grows light again, a white Ught widiout 

shadows. The figures with colored hair and tights appear, beginning with the gray 

people and followed by black, white and different-colored people. The light remains 

white whde the white figure dances, after which the stage becomes dark again. When 

the Ught retums it iUuminates from above with stronger or weaker lights of different 

colors the groups of people on the stage. The white figure, now seated, is dluminated 

by a bright yeUow light Suddenly all colors disappear except for the yellow Ught 

remaining on the Giants. A white twiUght floods the stage as different colors in the 

orchestra begin to stand out. Individual figures on the stage stand and look upward 

while a red light travels over trembling rocks. The black, gray and white people 

disappear and various lights cross the stage and overlap as a general dance begins. 

Suddenly the stage is dark and silent as the yeUow Giants slowly are swaUowed by 

the darkness. The light gUmmers several times before total darkness consumes the 

stage. 

Scene five in Kandinsky Der gelbe Klang is more complex in its exploration 

of the possibdities of composition with colored light than is the third scene in 

Schoenberg's Die gliickliche Hand. Schoenberg neglected the possibilities of white 
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and black widiin die scene and depended more on a straight crescendo of effect dian 

did Kandinsky, whose work makes more use of contrast. Even the figures 

incorporated into Kandinsky's scene take advantage of the element of color. Both 

scenes, however, make use of yellow Ught at points of clrniax. 

Much of die action in both stage works derives from the sets. In Kandinsky's 

drama the sets pulsate and change shapes and sizes, creating a rich backdrop to the 

action. Schoenberg's drama suffers from the too-realistic portrayal of extemal 

elements in his stage settings. For instance, the crescendo of light and wind in the 

third scene of Die gluckliche Hand takes place in a "wdd, rocky landscape; blackish-

gray," with "overgrown cUffs widi a scattering of pine trees, their branches silver-

gray,"23 fi-om which two grottos emerge. This is Wagner in transition, symbolic 

realism invaded by the storm of the new abstraction. 

Combination and contrast of the separate arts in a stage composition were of 

the utmost importance to both of these artists. Both wished to extend the activity of 

composition to every aspect of the work. Schoenberg wished to "make music with 

the media of the stage,"24 whde Kandinsky, realizing that at "their innermost core" 

the vibrations of the different arts were "whoUy identical," was interested in the 

"sphere of contrast and compUcated composition" as a means of going beyond the 

simple replication of the various effects of the different art forms.25 it is of 

consequence that both artists spoke in terms of the vibrations of the various media as 

"spiritual impressions,"26 to use Schoenberg's term, or as Kandinsky stated it, "the 

undefinable and stiU distinct spiritual action (vibration)... of the various methods of 

art"27 

In Kandinsky's text for Der gelbe Klang the suggestions for the inclusion of 

music are based, in great part, on his desire to strengthen the inner cortespondences 

of the various arts by contrasting their extemal effects. Thus, for instance, in the 
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thkd scene, die music becomes deeper and darker as the light on die stage becomes 

brighter. Recalling die dissonance of his own age, Kandinsky beUeved "intemal 

unity" to be supported and even caused by extemal irregularities." Thus, die outer 

action was unimportant to a work of art as it obscured die inner sound.28 Rather dian 

aUow this contrast of elements to border on cliche, he also allowed music, action and 

light to repeat extemal impressions. In the first scene the music descends from the 

higher registers to the lower while the background darkens to a dark blue with broad 

black edges. 

Die gluckliche Hand shows the continuing influence of Wagner in its use of 

leitmotifs, and, as John C. Crawford has demonstrated, "in the identification of 

particular tone colors with the opera's two main characters."29 Crawford cites 

another example of the repetitive cortespondence Schoenberg uses between the 

music, color and the action on the stage at the opening of Die gliickliche Hand. 

Schoenberg himself wrote of this in his Breslau lecture: 

At the begmning, you see the twelve light spots on a 
black background: the faces of the six women and the 
six men. (5r rather: their gazes.. . . Just as the gazes 
are rigidly and unchangeably directed at the Man, so 
the musical ostinato makes clear that these gazes form 

an ostinato on their part.^^ 

In Der gelbe Klang Kandinsky generaUy replaced the element of plot widi the 

synthesis of art forms leading to the impression that diis work is a semi-abstract 

painting brought into the fourth-dimension. From the time of his viewing of the 

Rembrandt paintings at die Hermitage in St. Petersburg, Kandinsky had wished to 

include die element of tune in his paintings. Widi Der gelbe Klang he succeeded. 

Schoenberg's plot, while remaining more in the tradition of the drama of the late 

nineteendi century, represents an attempt to meld the Symbolist submergence of 

extemal plot into inner meaning widi die element of individual psychology. The 
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skeleton of Symbolist drama may be seen beneath die stmcture of Kandinsky's Der 

gelbe Klang. whde die tendency toward exploration of the individual psyche is 

missing.31 

"Something new" was achieved in Schoenberg's drama, as suggested in a 

review printed in Der Augenblick. October 30, 1924, foUowmg die Vienna 

production of Die gluckliche Hand: 

. . . something new, which surpasses the scope of our 
stage, is put before us-as if the music had burst open 
his score, conquering new systems for it. Drawing 
stage-setting, gesture, Ught, word into it in a different 
way, infinitely more strictiy and inexorably than 
anyone had done previously, the piece unfolds in 
twenty-five minutes which are raised to the highest 
tension. Where the opera demands plot, Schoenberg 
provides light as a part of the music, as part of the 
emotional experience. 3 2 

Kandinsky's work, however, exceeds Schoenberg's in achieving the aims of 

a new monumental art divorced from extemal meaning. Schoenberg was aware of 

this. In a letter to Kandmsky, written on August 19, 1912, Schoenberg compared 

the text of Die gluckliche Hand to that of Kandinsky's drama Der gelbe Klang and 

admitted that Kandinsky's work had gone beyond his in terms of presenting the 

"puzzle" of existence without trying to solve it: 

. . . Der gelbe Klang pleases me extraordinarily. It is 
exactiy the same as what I have striven for in my 
Gluckliche Hand, only you go stdl further than I in the 
renunciation of any conscious thought, any 
conventional plot. That is naturally a great advantage. 
We must become conscious that there are puzzles 
around us. And we must find the courage to look these 
puzzles in the eye without timidly asking about "the 
solution." It is important that our creation of such 
puzzles mirror the puzzles with which we are 
surrounded, so that our soul may endeavor-not to 
solve them~but to decipher them. What we gain 
thereby should not be the solution, but a new method 
of coding or decoding. The material, worthless in 
itself, serves the creation of new puzzles. For the 
puzzles are an image of the ungraspable. And 
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imperfect, that is, a human image. But if we can only 
leam from them to consider the ungraspable as 
possible, we get nearer to God, because we no longer 
demand to understand him. Because then we no longer 
measure him with our intelUgence, criticize him, deny 
him, because we cannot reduce him to that human 
inadequacy which is our clarity.-Therefore I rejoice in 
Der gelbe Klang. and miagine that it would make a 
tremendous impression on me when performed.33 

Schoenberg's drama is a period piece; expressionistic, psychological, 

symbolic and heavily egoistic. Kandinsky's work, aside from its symbolic ending, is 

more experimental and forward-looking. It doesn't express the individual personality 

of its author but elucidates, as Schoenberg noticed, the puzzles of existence. It is 

possible to see why Kandinsky's work (primarily his poetry, which is related to the 

tone of Der gelbe Klang) was to influence the Zurich Dada movement which followed 

the First World War.34 Realistic and symbolic meaning faU away from Der gelbe 

Klang and are replaced by the form-making capacity of the audience's imagination.35 

Color 

Color, which had been a motivating factor in Kandinsky's thinking since his 

early childhood, had begun to emerge as an autonomous element in painting as early 

as the work of Cezanne. It contmued to be explored as an expressive and 

compositional factor in the works of van Gogh, Gauguin and later, the Fauves. By 

the time Kandinsky painted Colorful Life (1907) (Plate 14) he had begun to assimdate 

these influences, as well as those of the post-Impressionists, and created on the 

canvas a mosaic of color which contested the ascendancy of the objective, formal 

pattems. 

By 1910, in paintings such as Church (Plate 18), the washes of color were 

beginning to escape the boundaries of form depicted by Une. Also at this time 

Kandinsky's theoretical studies of color began to make significant inroads into the 
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creation of a new sense of space on the canvas. The tendency of blue to recede into 

the picture plane and diat of yeUow to pulsate off die picture plane creates in Church 

an indeterminate sense of space. 

Kandmsky thought color acted as a direct influence on the human soul. Along 

with the element of form and die choice of object, color was a Unk between the soul 

of the artist and that of the viewer. The choice of color depended solely on die 

principle of "inner necessity," whereby the creative, guiding spirit worked dirough 

the hand of the artist. 

Schoenberg too was fascinated with the possibdities of color. In his 

examination of the properties of the tone given him by physical nature he 

distinguished between three characteristics of that tone; its "pitch, color (timbre), and 

volume," stating that of these dimensions of sound, only that of pitch had been 

studied and developed. In his Theory of Harmony he hypodiesized that "The tone 

becomes perceptible by virtue of tone color.... Tone color is, thus, the main topic, 

pitch a subdivision. Pitch is nothing but tone color recognized in one direction."36 

He explored the possibdities of tone color in such works as the third of the Five 

Orchestral Pieces. Op. 16 (1909) and Piertot Lunau-e (1912). 

The combinations of pitch in a piece of music also can express color. The 

term "chromaticism" derives from a Greek root meaning color. The chromatic scale 

which provided Schoenberg with the necessary basis for his atonal style was a color 

scale in which the five tones added to the possibdities of the diatonic scale were 

thought of as "coloring" that scale. Going beyond the expressive coloration of the 

music Schoenberg elevated the color capacities of the chromatic scale to tiie level of 

form. Chromaticism, or color, was becoming a technique for the relationship of 

tones without a single tonic. 
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Line 

The melodic line, with the music of Schoenberg, began to separate from die 

dictates of the harmonic stmcture and began to resuscitate die vertical elements widi 

its new freedom. Melody extended its range and explored larger and more dissonant 

intervals. The ascendancy of melody was such diat a new polyphony developed. 

Ultimately Schoenberg envisioned a fusion of vertical and horizontal elements 

resulting in a new conception of musical space. While diat space has been considered 

as an outgrowth of his dodecaphonic or twelve-tone method,37 it appears that the 

concept entered into his music at a much earlier time, probably an outgrowth of his 

use of the idea of "developing variation," coupled with his insistence that there were 

no non-harmonic tones in music. 

The lines of painting likewise began to separate from the contours of the 

physical, natural object, achieving first an expressive freedom and later a freedom in 

meaning divorced from that offered by the objective element Proceeding from the 

emancipation of color from its role as an adjunct to line and form, Kandinsky 

developed a similar freedom for Une. 

Constmction 

The conscious use of constructive elements in a work of art was one of the 

few areas in which Schoenberg and Kandinsky disagreed. Kandinsky was intent 

upon developing a grammar or "thorough-bass" for painting and wished to place his 

abstraction upon a solid compositional basis which, whde not immediately apparent to 

the observer of his works, would hold the works together. During his atonal period 

Schoenberg was more interested in the dictates of intuition and feehng on the progress 

of composition than in the theoretical bases of constmction. This disagreement, 

however, perhaps belonged to the arena of semantics. Kandinsky followed the 

dictates of inner necessity while in the actual process of painting, and Schoenberg's 
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resolute devotion to die properties of the overtone series was to lead him, by 1923, to 

a stringent system of constmction known as the method of composing with twelve 

tones which are related onlv widi one another.38 Even before die development of diat 

technique Schoenberg had consciously pursued such intellectual devices as 

developing variation (for instance. Op. 11, Nos. 1 and 2), and canonic writing and 

retrograde imitation in Piertot Lunaire. For the most part, however, it seems that die 

work of both of these artists was mainly guided by intuition during these years of 

experimentation immediately preceding World War One. 

Nonetheless, the constmctive element was important to Kandinsky during the 

years of his transition to abstraction. Jonathan Fineberg has isolated underlying 

geometrical schemes in both the Beachbaskets of Holland (1904) (Plate 13) and 

Colorful Life (1907) (Plate 14).39 Kandinsky himself felt construction to be the 

necessary ingredient for elevating painting to the level of "compositional painting." 

Previously the forms of nature had served as the stmctural basis for composition. 

Now they were to be replaced by an underlying constmctive scheme.'+O Kandinsky 

cited the "composition of the whole picture [as] a definite goal" in the creation of 

abstract painting. As he said: "In this way, the abstract element in art gradually has 

come increasingly to the fore, [that same element] which only yesterday concealed 

itself shyly, hardly visible behind purely materialistic strivings."41 

Whatever their differences conceming the idea of conscious constmction 

underlying works of art, Schoenberg and Kandinsky dealt with the question of form 

in similar language. As Schoenberg said in his January 24, 1911 letter to Kandinsky, 

" . . . only unconscious form-making, which sets up the equation 'form = outward 

shape' really creates form."42 "Form," as Kandinsky defined it in his essay "On the 

Question of Form," "is the outer expression of inner content."^3 
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Dissonance 

Dissonance was important to the work of Kandinsky and Schoenberg. 

Kandinsky defined the harmony of his age as dissonant, citing tiie strife, questioning, 

"broken chains, antidiesis and contradictions" diat permeated his society. He 

translated this awareness into his paintings by "mingUng" the separate existences of 

color and form on the canvas.^^ When composing in several media simultaneously, 

as he did in the stage drama Der gelbe Klang. Kandinsky strengdiened die "mner 

sounds" emanating from musical, pictorial and dance movements by opposing their 

extemal manifestations, mcreasing the intensity of one movement whde decreasing 

the intensity of another.^5 He complemented dissonance, however, with 

consonance. The Study for Composition II (Plate 20) reflects this juxtaposition of 

dissonant and consonant elements. Primarily consonant features occupy the right 

side of the picture, whde dissonance plays a predominant role on the left side of the 

painting. 

Schoenberg, viewing dissonance as overtones yet to be assimUated into the 

musical space, recognized his own position in the continuum of evolution as the one 

who should free the twelve tones of the chromatic scale. He was aware that he was 

only at the beginning of the study of the properties of tone, a study temporarily 

restrained by the fact of weU tempered tuning. He forecast a day when new 

instmments would come into being which would allow the tone to exude more 

information than that available widi the twelve equi-distant tones of that tuning. The 

tone could, in the future Schoenberg imagined, manifest itself in "new systems of 

temperament with smaller intervals, later perhaps even complete independence and 

freedom in the use of all conceivable frequencies and combinations.'"*" 

Schoenberg's mission, however, was to remain within die weU-tempered system and 

to write music which would emancipate the dissonance and allow it to enter into the 
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harmonic and melodic vocabulary as an equal to die tones akeady considered 

consonant. 

Schoenberg's aim to erase die distinctions between dissonance and 

consonance was more tiieoretical than actual. Consonance, after aU, belonged to the 

history of tonality and, in die interest of moving away from die strictures of a tonal 

center in a piece of music, Schoenberg mimediately was faced widi the problem diat 

triadic harmony was a vestige of tonaUty and inappropriate for the creation of a new 

"atonal" style. Consonance, therefore, was used less frequendy than dissonance in 

his music of the atonal period. As the dissonance was emancipated the consonance 

was avoided. 

Avoidance and Veiling of Tonal and 
Representational Features 

The emancipation of the dissonance led to one of the primary techniques of 

Schoenberg's atonal period, that of the avoidance and displacement of consonant 

intervals in both the melodic and harmonic dimensions of a piece of music. He 

tended to avoid the repUcation of tones from chord to the next and would move a 

consonant tone up or down an octave to mask its tonal implications. AdditionaUy, he 

masked triadic harmonies by writing what Kenneth Hicken has called "dual-

membered tertian chords,"^7 chords which have one or more tones in two forms, 

such as a major and minor third, or perfect and diminished fifth. The complexity of 

rhythm employed in the atonal works also served to lessen the effect of tonal 

relationships. Rhythmic as weU as melodic motifs were subjected to a continuous 

variation. 

Kandinsky also increasingly veded the objective element in his painting. As 

early as the Promenade of 1904 (Plate 12), the conflict between background and 

foreground had placed the figures on an imaginary plane dissolving their corporeality. 
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By die time of the glyg Mpyntain (1909) (Plate 16) shapes of figures had been 

simplified. With Painting with an Archer (1909) (Plate 17), die fomis at the bottom 

of the pamting had begun to blend in with die background. The painting no longer 

was easy to "read." With Church (1910) (Plate 18), forms are vutually 

unrecognizable and the depth of space peeks dirough the forms. 

As Kandinsky began to experiment widi glass painting and adopt die message 

of the "Revelation to St. John," the figures re-emerge in such a work as All Saints' 

Day I (1911) (Plate 21) but no longer inhabit one plane. With Impression 3 (Concert) 

(1911) (Plate 23) and Lvrical (1911) (Plate 24), figures are becoming diagrammatic. 

In Composition V (Plate 26) objective or representational forms have been stripped, 

veded and distorted to such a degree that only famiUarity with Kandinsky's paintings 

of the period immediately preceding helps to unravel the identity of the figures. 

Composition VII (Plate 27) has taken the process further. As Schoenberg had 

avoided relating tones that carried associations of an antiquated tonaUty, moving diose 

tonal relationships to the background (as Kenneth Hicken has suggested), Kandinsky 

had concealed the objective figures, letting them merge with the background 

constmction of the work.^^ 

Subject Matter 

As Kandinsky's painting gradually moved into abstraction, the Uterary 

element receded. From his early use of fairy-tales and the depiction of elegant people 

in formal dress he moved into the representation of Russian life. Around 1911 he 

combined the motifs from "The Revelation to St. John" with the Russian motifs. 

Having arrived at subject matter of spiritual consequence, he aUowed it to be 

subsumed into abstraction. 

Schoenberg, too, was amazingly reliant on subject matter, text or program 

during the period before World War One. As Jerry Dean has noted, "seventeen of his 
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first twenty-two opera make some use of a text or program."^^ -phg stringendy 

"atonal" piano pieces Op. 11 and Op. 19 dius assume an unusual importance by dieir 

freedom from a literary base. In Schoenberg's works connected with a literary idea, 

there is evidence of a gradual emergence from a preoccupation widi the ego-centered 

questionings of the expressionist period into the more profound questions of Jacob's 

Laddsr. 

Inner Necessity and the Spiritual in Art 

Schoenberg apparentiy came later to a profound sense of spirituaUty than did 

Kandinsky. Schoenberg's was an evolving spirituality, evident first in the text of die 

final movement of die Second String Ouartet Op. 10 with the words "I am an Ember 

of the Holy Fire, am but an echo of the Holy Voice!"50 Schoenberg's emphasis on 

spirituality deepened with his reading of Balzac's Seraphita and his writing of the text 

of Jacob's Ladder during the years 1915-1917 where he portrayed the struggle of 

modem man to replace materialism and atheism with prayer and faith. Schoenberg, 

who as a young man converted to Lutheranism from Judaism only to retum to 

Judaism in response to the anti-semitism prevalent before the Second World War,51 

was a product of the intellectual northem spirit which was also the basis for Freud's 

psychoanalytic metiiod. Aside from Balzac, Schoenberg's sources for the 

development of spirituality came from a variety of influences, not the least of which 

was the music of Beethoven and Mahler. He was famdiar with the writings of 

Strmdberg and had used texts by the Symbolist writer Stefan George. The writings 

of Richard Dehmel had been anodier source of inspiration, not only for Schoenberg's 

music but for his consideration of the evolving spirituaUty of modem man. 

Kandinsky, on the odier hand, came to his mystical understandings through 

die teachings and icons of die Russian Orthodox Church and the mystical leanings of 
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the Russian Symbolists. His spuituaUsm was enhanced later by die influence of 

Theosophy and Anthroposophy and his study of Bavarian glass paintings. 

At die basis of die philosophies which supported and grew from die work and 

awareness of Kandinsky and Schoenberg was the principle which Kandinsky called 

"inner necessity." 

The idea of necessity assumed a variety of guises in Schoenberg's writings. 

The ideas of "feeling," "intuition" and "necessity" appear frequendy m his writing to 

express the artist's purpose of being true to the inner guide. The antithesis of 

necessity, in Schoenberg's thinking, was conscious calculation. 

Schoenberg was guided in the act of composition by a "feeling for form." 

Only the necessity of feeling impeUed the growth of a piece of music. As he 

explained this necessity: "Every chord I put down cortesponds to a necessity of my 

urge to expression; perhaps, however, also to the necessity of an inexorable but 

unconscious logic in the harmonic stmcture."52 Schoenberg also used the term 

"inner nature" to express much the same idea: "Art's most primitive state is imitation 

of outer nature. In its most advanced state art is exclusively concemed with the 

representation of inner nature."53 

The music of Schoenberg's atonal period was intimately related to the 

expressionism in vogue at that time in Germany and Austria in which art was 

dependent on the inner state of the artist. Reflecting this attitude, Schoenberg had 

written Kandinsky in early 1911 that "Art belongs to the unconscious! One must 

express oneself!"54 

The concept of "inner necessity" was more organized in Kandinsky's writings 

than in Schoenberg's. It formed the nucleus of his philosophy. Inner necessity was 

the basic principle which guided the artist's choice of the elements of painting and, 

indeed formed the background from which life choices were made. The ideal of 
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being tme to an inner source had been a part of Kandinsky's diinking at least from his 

student days in Moscow. His study of Russian Peasant Law had supplied him widi 

the consideration that it was "not die extemal aspect of die act, but the character of its 

intemal source" that led to a verdict55 The process of an unconscious inner 

development had led to Kandinsky's decision at the age of thirty to become a 

painter.56 

By die time of Kandinsky's association with the New Artist's Association of 

Munich (1909) he was writing of the necessity of "artistic synthesis," the reciprocal 

activity between the "impressions" the artist received "from the world of extemal 

appearances" and those "experiences [accumulated] within his own inner world."57 

With the writing of his "Reminiscences" in 1913, Kandinsky was prepared to 

completely release art from extemal demands, leaving only one demand in place: "the 

demand for inner Ufe in the work of art." By that point, Kandinsky noticed that the 

concept of inner necessity had fused with the Christian spiritual law expounded in the 

"Sermon on die Mount"58 

The more practical aspect of inner necessity applied to Kandinsky's 

understanding of form. Inner necessity was the artist's method of foUowing the 

guidance of the creative spirit. When the time was ripe the creative spuit would caU 

to the artist who would then find the necessary form for the materialization of the 

inner message.59 This belief of Kandinsky's relegated form to a secondary position. 

As Kandinsky said, "the question of art was primarily one of content.''^^ Form 

(matter) followed content (spirit). 
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"What" versus "How" in Art 

Botii artists made a distinction between die "what" and the "how" of art. 

Schoenberg placed emphasis on the what (content) of art whde contrasting it to the 

how, or technical aspect apparent in die work of art. Technique was a secondary 

matter, a necessity in the business of composition that the composer acquired as a 

matter of course, only for the purpose of being able to relate the dictates and 

inspiration of the intuition. The composer was set apart from die craftsman by the 

fact that he heard the new sounds of the age. As Schoenberg said of the one "who 

Ustens to himself," the true composer: " . . . he hears what is common to aU, and 

what it is that sets him apart from the others is perhaps not how he hears it, but that he 

does in fact hear it. And the 'how' of the means is more Idcely to separate one from 

the 'what' of art than to bring one closer."61 

Kandinsky also denied significance to the question of "how" (technique, 

method, style), placing all of his emphasis instead on the question of "what" 

(content).^2 The choice of content guided by "inner necessity" superceded aU 

questions of technique. 

Views of History 

The views Kandinsky and Schoenberg took of the progress of the human 

spirit were remarkably similar. Both espoused the idea of die evolution of the human 

spirit which grew toward the spiritual through the vision of great men. Kandinsky 

likened that progress to die movement of what he called the "spuitual triangle," an 

acute triangle moving forward and upward in space. Within the triangle were 

segments corresponding to the levels of spiritual attainment of the various segments 

of human society, gradually narrowing to die apex of die triangle where there stood 

sometimes only one man whose "joyful vision [was] like an inner immeasurable 

sortow." It was through the vision of diis solitary figure at the apex of the triangle 
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that tiie whole of humanity was pulled slowly forward. Kandinsky remarked that, in 

his age, Beethoven had "stood alone and discredited upon the peak."63 

Schoenberg, more of a pessimist than Kandinsky, felt that the great minds of 

history (Plato, Christ, Kant, Swedenborg, Schopenhauer, and Balzac) had slight 

effect on the way most people thought and conducted their lives. The progress of 

Evolution was apparent in the model great minds provided "for those who would 

come to the tmth even without any model." Like Kandinsky, he placed Beethoven 

along with Mahler at the peak of human existence: "I do not know whether our soul 

is immortal, but I beUeve it. What I do know, though, is that men, the highest men, 

such as Beethoven and Mahler, will beUeve in an immortal soul until the power of this 

belief has endowed humanity with one."^'^ 

Schoenberg and Kandinsky Idcewise shared a view of the history of art. Art 

(and Uterature) was the highest activity available to humanity and the forms expressed 

by the geniuses of each age revealed the spirit of the age. In viewing the past 

Schoenberg noticed that, as the distance increased between the great compositions of 

the various ages, the differences between them nartowed untd, at the greatest 

distance, individual works of art surfaced again, now grown to a stature exceeding 

that of art and belonging to something deeper.65 

Kandinsky explained that the elements of personality and style, two aspects of 

the three "mystical necessities" of art, ceased to be important when viewed across 

mdlenia. Only die diird "mystical necessity," die pure and etemally artistic, was 

immortal. The apparent differences between the forms of an age ceased to exist when 

viewed from anodier epoch. The creative spirit progressed and art widi it The 

artist's sole responsibiUty was to "inner necessity" the inner voice of die creative 

spirit66 
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The Influence of Science 

The work of Kandinsky and Schoenberg owed much to die scientific diought 

of die period. Schoenberg's work was intimately tied to the area of physics which 

had unveiled the overtone series emanating from a fundamental tone. When 

Kandinsky became aware of the division of the atom his view of corporeal existence 

was shaken. Matter collapsed for him. The visual reaUty of the extemal world 

suddenly became "precarious and insubstantial."67 This experience proved to be 

cmcial to the development of abstraction in Kandinsky's work. The forms of nature 

disappeared into the spiritual atmosphere of Kandinsky's paintings. 

Cosmic Vision 

By 1914 Kandinsky was able to say that: "The birth of a work of art is of 

cosmic character. The originator of the work is thus the spirit. Thus, the work exists 

in abstracto prior to that embodiment which makes it accessible to the human 

senses."^^ His work had progressed to the point that its spiritual yeamings had 

become reality. Human art, guided by the creative spirit, was capable of expressing 

universal tmths. At an earlier point in his development Kandinsky had written that art 

was above nature. Now, with his declaration of the cosmic significance of a work of 

art created from inner necessity, art had reached that height only envisioned a few 

years earUer. 

Schoenberg also closed the period before the Fu^t World War with the 

reaUzation that "there is something even loftier than nature."^^ The melodies and die 

"fluctuating, so to speak, unending harmony," of the new music had somediing in 

common with the etemal, with infinity.70 
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Dimensionalitv: Time and Space 

At the tum of die century art began to reexamine our view of space, 

substituting a variety of perspectives for the single perspective inherited from die 

Renaissance. The concept of space, and by implication that of time, had been 

seriously questioned by: the two-dimensional space celebrated by art nouveau 

dirough the distortion of scale in Gauguin's (The Vision after the Sermon-Jacob 

Wrestiing With the Angela and die displaced images of Marc ChagaU Q and the 

Village) (1911), by the introduction of color perspective with Cezanne and its logical 

conclusion in the works of Kandinsky, by the faceted shapes of Cezanne to the 

multipUcation of viewpoints in the work of the Cubists, and by the introduction of 

movement in time with the works of BaUa (Dog on a Leash) and DuChamp (Nude 

Descending a Staircase. No. 2). With such works as Kandinsky's Composition VII 

(Plate 27) space has ceased to have a center. The forms relate to each other in a chaos 

of swirling motion. 

The composers of the period likewise moved away from the order imposed on 

a piece of music by a central tonality. The order and restraint of the tonal system of 

the Classical period which had been assaulted on an emotional level in the Romantic 

period was now under stmctural stress. The expansion of forms, of performing 

forces, of scalar forms and chord types was to result in an explosion that would leave 

surface tonality in pieces. At most, in the "atonal" works of Schoenberg, the unifying 

impulse of tonaUty would move to the deeper levels of a composition, leaving on the 

surface a displacement of its features. For the time, at least, the centraUzing force of a 

single tonaUty was to be abandoned. 

Schoenberg built on the new freedoms of melodic line and the use of 

dissonance to create a new equality between the horizontal and vertical elements of 

music. Tones previously denied access to die harmonic system moved freely between 
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melodic lines and their vertical impUcations. Schoenberg also began to experiment 

widi tone color as an aspect of dimensionaUty. The melodies in "Colors" in Op. 16 

are color melodies and even in this incipient form begin to suggest die depth of 

dimension inherent in tone. 

The comfortable understanding of an earUer time when space held a central 

focus was being overtumed not only in art but in other areas of human thinking. The 

writings of Darwin had the effect of seriously undermining a beUef in a central deity 

who had simultaneously created aU species. Marx had dethroned God and installed 

instead the march of economics through time. Freud's writings countered the notion 

of a reigning deity with that of a communal unconscious. Einstein declared space and 

time to be relative. The central authority of the great monarchial system was in danger 

of extinction. 

Revolution/Evolution 

Human history was at a cmcial point of change before the First World War. 

It was evolving into a new understanding of the universe and humanity's place within 

this mystery of existence. As the tumult gathered and die forces split (Kandinsky was 

later to describe the period before the war as "a terrible stmggle going on in the 

spuitual sphere" )71 Schoenberg renunded us that there was no reason to fear the 

revolution in die arts. The purpose of art was to embrace the new tmdi and record its 

vision, not to destroy the old from which it grew. 

Similarly, Kandinsky spoke of the new art of his period as anarchistic, giving 

diat emotionaUy charged term a new meaning: 

Many call die present state of painting "anarchy." The 
same word is also used occasionaUy to describe the 
present state of music. It is thought, incortectiy, to 
mean unplanned upheaval and disorder. But anarchy is 
regularity and order created not by an extemal and 
ultimately powerless force, but by the feeling for the 
good. Limits are set up here, too, but they must be 
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intemal Umits and must replace extemal ones. These 
Irniits are also constandy extended, giving rise to an 
ever-increasing freedom diat, in tum, opens the way 
for subsequent revelations.72 

There was social turmoil before die First World War. The workers were 

organizing across Europe, particularly in Germany. Whde this activity was brewing, 

Russia, Austria, Germany, France and England were vying widi each other for 

power over the "colonies." The Balkan nations were fighting for independence while 

the powerful nations manipulated their fates. The large, expansionist govemments 

were out of step with their populations. The old order was under assault. 

Destmction and creation worked side by side in this welter of confusion and 

change. As the old earth-centered, God-centered view of human existence 

relinquished its hold on human awareness, a new vision of space and time and human 

relatedness began to appear. The centered visual and aural perspective attained during 

the Renaissance period was no longer adequate to express the new awareness. No 

one point of perspective could contain the view. All views were equal. Centeredness 

was only relative. 

Art, and the Ufe from which it sprang and to which it gave meaning, was in a 

process of change which was both evolutionary and revolutionary. The time was one 

of evolution enlivened by revolution. Evolution was the primary function dirough 

human time, a fact not only of the mutation of species but of the human condition in 

all areas. Revolution, die periodic reordering of the elements of that condition, was 

die force of renewal, the perpetual image of die Phoenix rising from its own ashes. 
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Notes 

lAmold Schoenberg, Wassdy Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and Documents, ed. 
Jelena Hahl-Koch, trans. John C. Crawford (Boston: Faber and Faber, 1984), pp. 
24-25. The final sentences of diis quotation were incomprehensible to Kandinsky. 
The Roy E. Carter translation of Schoenberg's Theorv of Harmonv (Los Angeles: 
University of CaUfomia Press, 1978), p. 71, makes die idea more understandable: 

"If the pupd is a composer, however, he should wait 
patiendy to see in which direction his development, his 
nature wdl take him. He should not wish to write 
things for which only full maturity can assume 
responsibiUty, things that artists have written almost 
against their wiU, in obeying die compulsion of their 
development... but not out of the poorly disciplined 
wantonness of the one who, insecure m matters of 
form, writes arbitrarily." 

2lbid., p. 21. 

3lbid., p. 23. 

4lbid., pp. 23-24. 

5lbid., p. 25. 

^Ibid., pp. 76-82, letters April 19 dirough May 4, 1923. After the war, when 
Kandinsky retumed to Germany, greetings were exchanged between the two artists 
but shortly thereafter (April, 1923) unfounded mmors of Kandinsky's acceptance of 
the escalating persecution of Jews in Germany caused Schoenberg to cut off 
communication. Schoenberg's final letter to Kandinsky, written early in May, 1923, 
is an important document of the period, showing his awareness of the impUcations of 
the growing Nazi spectre. 

7lbid., p. 32, Illustration No. 11. 

8lbid., pp. 83-85. 

9lbid., p. 72. 

l^Ibid., p. 42 and pp. 90-102. Schoenberg also was represented in the Blaue Reiter 
Almanac by his essay "On the Relationship to the Text," and die first publication of 
his song Herzgewachse. Op. 20. See Jane Kallir, Amold Schoenberg's Vienna 
(New York: Galerie St. Etienne/Rizzoli, 1984), pp. 61-62, for a brief history of 
Schoenberg's association with exhibitions of the Blaue Reiter. 

11 Kallir, Amold Schoenberg's Vienna, pp. 61-62. 
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12Wassily Kandinsky, "Letters from Munich," in Kandinskv: Complete Writings on 
Art: Volume One (1901-192n. ed. Kenneth C. Lindsay and Peter Vergo, trans. 
Peter Vergo et al (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1982), pp. 68-69. 

13Malcolm MacDonald, Schoenberg (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1976), p. 
27. 

l^Dika NewUn, Schoenberg Remembered: Diaries and Recollections (1938-76) 
(New York: Pendragon Press, 1980). 

15As Kandinsky said in his essay "On Stage Composition," in The Blaue Reiter 
Almanac, ed. by Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc, New Documentary Edition ed. 
and with an intro. by Klaus Lankheit, trans. Henning Falkenstein, with the assistance 
of Manug Terzian and Gertmde MinderUe (New York: The Viking Press, 1974), pp. 
190-191, "A distinctive complex of vibrations is the goal of a work." 

lOSchoenberg, "On the Projected Fdm," Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures 
and Documents, p. 100. 

17Wassily Kandinsky, "On Stage Composition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 191. 

ISjelena Hahl-Koch, "The Stage Works," Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures 
and Documents, p. 153. 

l^Ibid., p. 159. Hahl-Koch points out (pp. 159-160) that much of the more abstract 
portions of Der gelbe Klang weren't written "untd the final version in 1912." 

20john C. Crawford, "Die gluckliche Hand: Schoenberg's Gesamtkunstwerk." in 
The Musical Ouarteriy Vol. LX, No. 4 (October, 1974), pp. 586-587 and p. 591. 

21 Kandinsky. On the Spiritual in Art. Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 182-
189. 

22Hahl-Koch, "The Stage Works," Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and 
Documents, p. 160. 

23Kandinsky, "Der gelbe Klang," in Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and 
Documents, p. 94. 

24Schoenberg, "Breslau Lecture on 'Die gluckliche Hand,'" in Schoenberg^ 
Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and Documents, p. 105. 

25Kandinsky, "On Stage Composition," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 191-194. 

26Schoenberg, "Breslau Lecture on 'Die gliickliche Hand,'" in Schoenberg^ 
Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and Documents, p. 105. It should be noted that 
Schoenberg's comments to this effect were made in a 1928 typescript written for the 
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Breslau production of Die gliickliche Hand in that year, while Kandinsky's comments 
were made in 1911-1912. 

27Kandinsky, "On Stage Composition," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 191. 

28lbid., p. 199. 

29john C. Crawford, "Die Gluckliche Hand: Schoenberg's Gesamd<:unstwerk." p. 
593. 

30ibid. 

3lHahl-Koch, "The Stage Works," in Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and 
Documents, p. 162. 

32Dr. H. H. in Der Augenblick. M. Gladbach, no. 8, 30 October 1924, p. 46, as 
cited in Hahl-Koch, "The Stage Works," in Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. 
Pictures and Documents, p. 156. 

33Hahl-Koch, ed.,Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and Documents, pp. 
54-55. 

34See Elizabeth R. Napier's "Introduction" to Kandinsky, Wassdy, Sounds, tr. and 
with an intro. by EUzabeth R. Napier (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 
pp. 2-3, n. 5. 

35Kandinsky beUeved in a "coUaboration" between the work of art and its audience. 
As he said in his essay "On Stage Composition," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 
191, he desired: " . . . a certain free space between the work and its ultimate 
expression. This do-not-utter-the-ultimate was demanded by Lessing and Delacroix, 
among others. Space is left free for the work of fantasy." At the conclusion of "On 
Stage Composition," p. 205, Kandinsky remarked that "die drama finally consists of 
the complex of inner experiences (soul = vibrations) of the audience." 

36Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmonv. trans. Roy E. Carter (Los Angeles: 
University of CaUfomia Press, 1978), p. 421. 

37see Regina Busch's essay "On die Horizontal and Vertical Presentation of Musical 
Ideas and on Musical Space (I)," in Tempo. No. 154, (September, 1985). 

38Amold Schoenberg, "Composition with Twelve Tones," Stvle and Idea: Selected 
Writings of Amold Schoenberg. ed. Leonard Stein, trans. Leo Black (New York: St 
Martin's Press, 1975), p. 218. 

39jonathan Fineberg, Kandinsky in Paris: 1906-1907 (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI 
Research Press, 1984), see p. 36 and p. 84. 
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^Owassily Kandinsky, "Painting as Pure Art," in Complete Writings: Volume One 
(19Ql-192n. pp. 352-353. 

4lKandinsky, On the Spu-itual in Art, in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 167-
168. 

^2see n. 3 above. 

43Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 149. 

^^Wassily Kandinsky, Conceming the Spiritual in Art, trans. M.T.H. Sadler (New 
York: Dover Publications, 1977), p. 43. 

^5Kandinsky, On the Spuitual in Art, in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 206. 

^^Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 423. 

^7Kenneth L. Hicken, Aspects of Harmony in Schoenberg's Six Littie Piano Pieces. 
Op. 19 (Winnipeg, Canada: Frye PubUshing, 1984), pp. 3-4. 

^^This idea receives full treatment in Rose Carol Washton Long, Kandinsky: The 
Development of an Abstract Style (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1980). See particularly 
Chapter Five: "Painting as a Total Art Work: The Role of Hidden Images." 

^^Jerry Mac Dean, "Evolution and Unity in Schoenberg's George Songs. Op. 15. 
Phd. Dissertation (University of Michigan, 1971, p. 9. 

5 ^ i U i Reich, Schoenberg: A Critical Biography, trans. Leo Black (New York: 
Praeger PubUshers, 1968), p. 34. 

51 Joan Peyser, The New Music: The Sense Behind the Sound, with an intro. by 
Jacques Barzun (New York: Delacorte Press, 1971), p. 12. 

52schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 417. 

53ibid., p. 18. 

54Hahl-Koch, ed., Schoenberg, Kandinsky, Letters. Pictures and Documents, p. 23. 

55Kandinsky, Complete Writings: Volume Two, n. 20, p. 888. 

56Kandinsky, "Autobiographical Note," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 343. 

57Kandinsky, "Foreword to die Catalogue of the First Exhibition of the Neue 
Kiinstier-Vereinigung. Munich," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 53. 

58Kandinsky, "Reminiscences," in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 378-379. 
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59Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 147. 

60Kandinsky, "Preface to die Second Edition," The Blaue Reiter Almanac, p. 257. 

61 Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 413. 

62Kandinsky, "Content and Form," in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 87-88. 

63Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art, in Complete Writings: Volume One, ppp. 133-
134. 

64Schoenberg, "Gustav Mahler: In Memoriam," in Style and Idea, p. 448. 

65Schoenberg, "Franz Liszt's Work and Being," in Style and Idea, pp. 411-412. 

66Kandinsky, On the Spu-itual in Art, in Complete Writings: Volume One, pp. 173-
176. 

67Kandinsky, "Reminiscences," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 364. 

^^Kandinsky, "Cologne Lecture," in Complete Writings: Volume One, p. 394. 

^^Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, p. 432. 

70lbid., p. 129. 

71 As quoted in Paul Overy, Kandinskv: The Language of the Eve (London: Elek, 
1969), p. 17. 

72Kandinsky, "On the Question of Form," in The Blaue Reiter Almanac, pp. 157-
158. 
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Example 1. Richard Wagner, Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, mm. 1-11 
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Example 2. Richard Wagner, Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, mm. 24-25 
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Example 3. Modest Mussorgsky, The Gnome, from Pictures 
at an Exhibition, mm. 19-24 
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Example 4. The Tritone 
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Example 5. The Perfect Fifdi 
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Example 6. Franz Liszt, Der Trauer-Gondol. mm. 1-4 
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Example 7. Franz Liszt, Der Trauer-Gondol. mm. 163-167 
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Example 8. Franz Liszt, Der Trauer-Gondol. mm. 47-49 
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Example 9. Franz Liszt, Der Trauer-Gondol. mm. 139-144 
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Example 10. Erik Satie, Gymnopedie. No. 3. mm. 1-3 
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Example 11. Erik Satie, Prelude de la Porte Heroi'que du Ciel. m. 1 
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Example 12. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstiirkft n894V No. 1. mm. 7-12 
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Example 13. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke 0894). No. 1. mm. 14-15 
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Example 14. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke 0894^. No. 1. mm. 27-28 
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Example 15. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke (1894). No. 1. mm. 38-39 
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Example 16. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstiicke (1894). No. 3. mm. 1-4 
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Example 17. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstiicke (1894). No. 3. mm. 19-22 
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Example 18. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke. Op. 11. No. 1. mm. 1-8 
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Example 19. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstifcke. Op. 11. No. 1. m. 12 
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Example 20. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstiicke. Op. 11. No. 1. mm. 34-35 
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Example 21. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke. Op. 11. No. 1. m. 13 
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Example 22. Amold Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstucke. Op. 11. No. 2. m. 1 
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Example 23. Charles Rosen's example of three-note chords, singly and combined, 
drawn from Schoenberg's Erwartung 
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Example 24. Kenneth Hicken's Example 35, p. 47, Aspects of Harmonv in 
Schoenberg's Six Littie Piano Pieces. Op. 19 
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Example 25. Hugo Wolf, Morike-Lieder ("Frage und Antwort") as cited in Harder, 
Bndge to Twenrieth-Centurv Music, p. 98 
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Example 26. Claude Debussy, Preluded "L'AprJ^-midi d'un faune." Piano 
arrangement by Ladislas Kun, mm. 1-6 
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Example 27. Charles Ives, Study No. 22 for Piano. 1912, mm. 10-11 
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Example 28. Schoenberg's example from the last movement of 
Beethoven's Pastoral Svmphonv 
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Example 29. Schoenberg's example from the beginning of the second act of 
Wagner's Tristan und Isolde. 
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Example 30. The two Whole-Tone Scales 
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Example 31. Amold Schoenberg, Herzegewachse. Op. 20. Vocal Line, mm. 24-29 
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Plate 2. Amold Schoenberg, Portrait of Marie Pappenheim. 1909, 
Oil on cardboard. Signed. 68 x 49 cm. Dr. Franz Eckert, Vienna 
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Plate 3. Amold Schoenberg, Gustav Mahler. 1910, Od on cardboard, 45 x 43 cm. 
Signed. Amold Schoenberg Institute, Los Angeles 
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Plate 4. Amold Schoenberg, Vision of Christ, n.d.. Oil on cardboard, 
40 X 37 cm. Amold Schoenberg histitute, Los Angeles 
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Plate 5. Amold Schoenberg, Burial of Gustav Mahler, n.d.. Oil on 
canvas, 43 x 30.5 cm. Lisa Jalowetz Aronson, New York 
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Plate 6. Amold Schoenberg, Self-Portrait. 1911, Oil on cardboard, 48 
X 45 cm. Signed and dated lower right, Amold Schoenberg Institute, 
Los Angeles 
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Plate 7. Amold Schoenberg, Red Gaze. 1910, Od on cardboard, 32 x 
35 cm. Signed. Lenbachhaus. Munich 
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Plate 8. Amold Schoenberg, Gaze. 1910, Od on canvas, 28 x 20 cm. 
Signed. Amold Schoenberg Institute, Los Angeles 
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Plate 9. Wassdy Kandinsky, Church of the Birth of the Virgin. Moscow. 1896. Pen and 
ink, 20 X 15 cm. Private Collection, Paris 
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Plate 10. Wassily Kandinsky, Poster for the first Phalanx Exhibition.1901. Color 
lidiograph, 52 x 67 cm. The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 
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Plate 14. Wassily Kandinsky, Buntes Leben (Colorful Lifel 1907, Tempera on 
canvas, 130 x 162.5 cm. Signed and dated lower left. Stadtische Galerie im 
Lenbachhaus. Munich 
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Plate 15. Wassily Kandinsky, L^nd^rape with Tower. 1908, Od. 29 1/2 x 39 in. Nina 
Kandinsky Collection, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France 
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Plate 16. Wassilv Kandinsky. Der Blaue Berg (Blue Mountain). 1908-1909, Od 
on canvas, 106 x 96.6 cm. Signed and dated lower right. Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York 
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Plate 17. Wassily Kandinsky, Painting With an Archer. 1909, Oil on canvas, 
177 X 147 cm. Signed lower right. Mrs. Bertram Smith, New York. Promised 
gift to the Museum of modem Art, New York 
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Plate 18. Wassily Kandinsky, Church. 1910, Od. 25 1/2 x 19 1/2 in. Stadtische 
Galerie in Lenbachhaus. Munich 
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Plate 19. Wassily Kandinsky, Poster for I Exhibition of the Neue 
KilTnsdervereinigung Munchen. 1909. Lithograph on paper, 27.1 x 
21,7 cm. Private CoUecdon 
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Plate 21. Wassdy Kandinsky, Allerheiligen I (All Saints' Dav TV 1911 
Paintmg on glass, 34.5 x 40.5 cm. Frame painted by Kandinsky. GMS 107, 
Staddsche Galerie im LenbachhaiK Munich 
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Plate 23. Wassily Kandinsky, Impression 3 (Concert). 1911, Od on canvas, 77.5 x 
100 cm. Signed and dated lower right. Sfâ dtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus. Munich 
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Plate 24. Wassily Kandinsky, Lvrical. 1911, Od on canvas, 94 x 130 cm. Signed and 
dated lower right. Mn^mm BovTr.̂ n<:-v̂ n Reunmgen. Rotterdam 
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Plate 25. Wassily Kandinsky, St. George IT (Heiliger 
Georg II), 1911, Glass painting, 29.8 x 14.7 cm. 
Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus. Munich 
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Plate 28. Wassdy Kandinsky, Black Lines. 1913, Od on canvas, 129.4 x 131.1 
cm. Signed and dated lower left. Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 
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Plate 29. Wassily Kandinsky, Light Picture. 1913, Od on canvas, 77.8 x 100.2 
cm. Signed and dated lower left Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN PIANO MUSIC: 1911-1914 

(LECTURE RECITAL, JUNE 13, 1980) 

Introduction 

It is our purpose this evening to consider some of the new directions in piano 

music during die early years of our century. It seems practical at diis point to set the 

stage, recalling a few of the salient events in die history of piano music which led up 

to diis interesting and diverse period. 

The history of the piano is, of course, essentially a recent one. The 

instrument itself evolved from the early eighteenth century, and assumed the form in 

which we know it today around 1855. 

In the first major compositions for the instrument, the piano sonatas of Haydn 

and Mozart, a primary emphasis was placed upon establishing forms capable of 

supporting the new harmonic vocabulary of that period. The music was carefully 

structured to accommodate the relationships between key centers, and it was to this 

relationship that the attention of the Ustener was fixed. Another major genre of the 

period was the theme and variations, a slighdy freer form in which, nonetheless, the 

underlying tonal and harmonic structure was essential. 

During the next generation, Beethoven expanded the development section and 

coda and dramatized these forms, adding to them another form, the Bagatelle, which 

was the beginning of the character piece, the form which was to assume such 

importance in die nineteenth century. With Schubert, the dramatic quahties of 

Beethoven were retained, and a new lyricism emerged. Whde Schubert continued to 

compose in the old classical sonata form, imbuing it with surprising modulations, he 
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also gave, in his ImprQmpty<> and Moments Musicals, much attention to die character 

piece. 

The smaU, intimate character piece, which was commonly homophonic and in 

ternary form, satisfied die Romantic appetite on two counts: it was a perfect vehicle 

for the expression of spontaneous, individual emotion, and it was a salable item in die 

growing music publishing business. 

With the piano works of Robert Schumann, the character piece overtook die 

sonata in importance, for, although Schumann continued to write sonatas in the more 

classical tradition, the emphasis in his work was upon the shorter forms, which he 

even used as the bases of his larger works, stringing a series of small pieces together, 

as in his Camaval. Op. 9, which dates 1835. 

The trend toward shorter forms and a growing freedom in harmonic language 

continued. Although Chopin composed three sonatas in die tradition of his German 

predecessors, the majority of his output was in smaller forms, or free, large, one-

movement forms. For Chopin the piano became the means of a heightened personal 

statement and, in his works, experimental harmonies and dissonances, omamental 

melodies, and occasional modal scales-seen in the Mazurkas imported from his 

native Poland-are apparent 

Another trait of Romanticism is seen in the figure of Franz Liszt, the 

Hungarian who rose to intemational prominence as a virtuoso pianist During the 

1830's and 40's the virtuoso element was particularly ascendant in his compositions. 

Liszt also was an innovator who, in his Sonata in B-minor. exploited the idea of 

cyclic form and continuous variation. With his Hungarian Rhapsodies, he attempted 

to incorporate Hungarian folk elements into his writing, aldiough, as we wiU see in 

the work of Bartok, Liszt was unaware of the true peasant music of the region. 
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Brahms, on the other hand, wrote sonatas and variations, and more and more, 

toward the end of his life, complex character pieces which incorporated highly 

developed counterpoint, rhythmic elaborations, and classical compositional 

procedures. In the piano music of Brahms and his younger contemporary Max 

Reger, the textures, moreover, tended to be thick and, especially in the case of Reger, 

quite chromatic. 

It can be seen, from this brief survey that, from its beginnings, piano music 

was primarily a German art. There were, of course, exceptions, for in the later 

nineteenth century with the rise of nationalism, the massive foundations of the 

German tradition began to tremble. In Norway, Grieg began exploring the native 

music around him, and in Bohemia, Smetena did the same. Moreover, in Russia, 

"die Five"-consisting of Balakirev, Mussorgsky, Borodin, Cui and Rimsky-

Korsakov—sought more natural roots for their music. 

But it was in France, under the leadership of Claude Debussy, that one saw 

the first evidence of a strong effort to be free of German influence. Debussy avoided 

the super-charged emotionahsm of the Germans and took from earUer sources and 

oriental models the ingredients for his style: unusual modes and scales, a freer 

treatment of dissonance and rhythm, paralleUsm, and elaborate musical textures; his 

experiments with the pedal created hazy atmospheres which were far removed from 

German music. 

FinaUy, in Russia, the mystic-phdosopher and composer Alexander Scriabin 

created a harmonic system based on fourths instead of the more conventional thirds. 

The music of his late period, preceding his deadi in 1915, might very well have been 

included in the program tonight 

Piano music, then, gradually evolved from the classical sonata into looser 

forms and freer harmonic language, with an increasing chromaticism which began to 
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undermine its tonal base. The aspect of nationaUsm and die newly discovered oriental 

music helped free it from its Germanic origins, so diat by die time we arrive at die 

period under discussion tonight, the stage was set for further experimentation in a 

more intemational repertory. In die character pieces we wdl hear tonight, we will find 

that the piano music of die early twentiedi century, for aU its innovation, fits securely 

within an evolving order. 

Bela Bartok 

Bela Bartok was bom, March 25, 1881, in the Torontal district of Hungary. 

His chddhood was marked by his many illnesses and, when he was seven, by the 

death of his father. He was an inward chdd with two passions: music and the study 

of nature. His mother was the guiding light of his youth, instructing him in piano and 

helping notate his early compositions. In 1893 the famdy settled in Pozsony, where 

Bartok was able to study piano and composition and attend many concerts. 

In 1899, Bartok entered the Royal Academy of Music in Budapest. He 

studied piano and composition and extended his knowledge of music to include the 

works of Wagner, Liszt, and Strauss. These contemporary influences were balanced 

by Bartok's growing nationalist fervor and search for the roots of his country's 

music. In 1904 he found the major direction of his career, and reported: 

I discovered that what we had known as Hungarian 
folk songs tiU then were more or less trivial songs by 
popular composers . . . I felt an urge to go deeper into 
this question and set out in 1905 [with Kodaly] to 
coUect and study Hungarian peasant music unknown 
untd then. 

The outcome of these studies was of decisive influence 
upon my work, because it freed me from the tyrannical 
mle of the major and minor keys. The greater part of 
the collected treasure . . . was in old ecclesiastical or 
old Greek modes, or based on more primitive 
(pentatonic) scales, and the melodies were full of most 
free and varied rhythmic phrases and changes of tempi, 
played both rubato and giusto . . . Their new 
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employment made new rhythmic combinations 
possible [and] this new way of using die diatonic scale 
. . . eventuaUy led to a new conception of the 
chromatic scale, every tone of which came to be 
considered of equal value and could be used freely and 
independendy. 

Bartok's Allegro barharo of 1911 is the first consistent proclamation of this 

new style. Here die elements of foUc music have been assimUated into a dioroughly 

contemporary setting. The tempo giusto sets the mood with a savage F-sharp-minor 

ostinato. The simultaneous use of aeoUan, phrygian and lydian modes creates a ten-

note scale, while the principle of continuous variation inherent in the foUc music of 

eastem Europe forms die basis for the treatment of die single musical dieme. The 

piano becomes a percussion instrument, a perfect medium for this primeval dance. 

The work is a twentieth-century character piece in a broadly asymmetrical 

arch-form, that begms with a pentatonic motive. The second section develops 

materials from the first one. The third section restates the original theme, but with a 

difference; the tonal center drops a half step to F. The tempo giusto is relaxed by a 

rubato. the texture is Ughter, and the dynamic level is reduced. In this and the fourth 

section, occasional omaments add to the reflective mood; but the sense of repose is 

merely momentary. In the last section, the work retums to its F-sharp origins and the 

thematic material from the opening section, and pounds its way to a cUmax. A lydian 

scale leads the way to a final climax, and the ostinato ends the piece. 

For Bart6k, the idiom of peasant music was a natural phenomenon. Thus, his 

use of the generative ostinato of the Allegro barbaro is simply another example of 

organization by natural means. Moreover, the ostinato is stmctured in what one 

might call natural groups of three, five, eight and thirteen measures. These numbers 

reflect an additive series known as the Fibonacci series, a mathematical phenomenon 

observed in the growth processes of certain trees, leaves and fruits. The simplest 

example of diis series would be a progression of die numerals 1-2-3-5-8-13-21 and 
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so forth, in which each numeral is the result of die sum of die preceding two numerals 

in die series. It is of interest diat these formal proportions of the primitive F-sharp 

ostinato are opposed by more conventional passages of four, and eight measures. 

After almost seventy years, the Allegro barbaro retains its energy. In a 

virtuosic and athletic style it balances primitive and inteUectual factors, creating a 

controUed dynamism which insures its position in the twentieth-century repertory. 

Erik Satie 

Erik Satie was bom in 1866 in the Normandy sea-coast village of Honfleur, 

where he later studied piano and Gregorian chant. In 1878, he moved to Paris, and 

attempted a course of study at the conservatoire. Finding the rigid academic 

atmosphere stifling, he left that environment for a Bohemian life. He supported 

himself playing the piano in popular cafes and adopted a mode of dress which eamed 

him the title, "The Velvet Gentieman." 

His early pubUshed works, the Sarabandes of 1887, the Gvmnopedies of 

1888, and the Gnossiennes of 1890, reflect his basic style. In these works, the 

melody is infused widi modal elements, the rhythm is static, and the harmony is non

functional. Moreover, the forms are brief, exhibiting a tendency to ignore 

development and to separate rather than unify parts. Edgar Varese has pointed out 

that Satie's harmonic constructions of diis period Uberate die chord from its 

antecedent and consequent neighbors. For Varese, Satie's use of harmony constitutes 

a tme break in musical phdosophy and is die fu-st step in the Uberation of music from 

aU expected attributes. 

In 1898, Satie went into a long period of virtual hibemation and reassessment, 

adopting a life of poverty. By 1905, however, at the age of 40, he decided to retum 

to school, entering die Schola Cantomm, founded ten years earUer in Paris by Vincent 

d'Indy as a monument to Cesar Franck. Satie wrote of this period and its fmits: 
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In 1905 I set to work with d'Indy. I was tired of being 
reproached with an ignorance diat I supposed I had, 
because competent persons pointed it out in my works. 
After diree years of hard labor I received my diploma 
in counterpoint from die Schola Cantomm, signed by 
my most exceUent teacher, who is indeed the best and 
most leamed man in the worid. So there I was, in 
1908, widi a certificate at hand giving me die tide of a 
contrapuntist. Proud of my leaming, I began to 
compose. My first work in this genre was a chorale 
and fugue for four hands. I have put up with many an 
insult in my wretched life, but never was I so scomed 
as now. What had I been doing with d'Indy? I had 
written earlier things of such profound charm. And 
now! What duU pretension! Whereupon die "young" 
organized an anti-d'Indy movement, and performed the 
Sarabandes. the Son of the Stars, etc., works formerly 
considered the fmit of great ignorance, mistakenly 
according to these "young." Such is life, old man. 
You can't win. 

But Satie would win, and did. In his middle forties, he began a second career. From 

1912 through 1915, Satie wrote some of his most brilUant sets for piano, all in a 

humoristic vein, in a bare, two-part contrapuntal style, and it is to this period that the 

Dried Up Embryoes belong. In the works of this period Satie created a new genre, 

fusing elements from different artistic media. The manuscripts lack barUnes and key 

signatures, and are notated in a beautiful calUgraphy. Frequendy a commentary 

accompanies the music, interspersed with wry, comical, and sometimes absurd 

directives to the performer. In a later work from this period, the Times of Day. Then 

and Now. Satie appendaged a note to the score: 

To whom it may concem: 

I forbid anyone to read the text aloud during die 
performance. Ignorance of my instructions wdl bring 
my righteous indignation against the audacious culprit. 

No exceptions wiU be allowed. 

Roger Shattuck has commented that the pieces of this period resist performance, and 

has suggested the term "closet music" for the new style. The most sympathetic 
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performance is indeed private and intimate-two or diree friends gadiered around die 

piano. 

Satie was in fine form. In a blurb that he wrote for the first edition of some of 

these pieces, he met his critics head on: 

After having essayed the loftiest genres the eminent 
composer now presents some of his humoristic works. 
This is what he says about his humor: "My humor 
resembles that of [OUver] Cromwell. I also owe much 
to Christopher Columbus, because the American spirit 
has occasionaUy tapped me on the shoulder and I have 
been delighted to feel its ironicaUy glacial bite . . . It is 
clear diat the Deflated, die Insignificant, and the 
Puffed-Up will not appreciate diese works. Let them 
swaUow their beards! Let them dance on their own 
stomachs . . . " 

The Dried Up Embroves. which appear on tonight's program, portray the life 

activities of three sea creatures. The first, the "Holothurian," is a completely wUd 

animal, modeled on a real-Ufe sea creature. What Satie didn't explain in his 

introduction is clarified by one of his biographers, James Harding. "The Holothurie 

expels clumps of thread when attacked. In time of grave crisis it goes even further 

and throws out its innards completely, which it then replaces by growing a new set 

afterwards." The piece begins with a busy ostinato, suggesting the inquisitive 

temperament of the creature. Satie's instmctions on the score carry the story further. 

The Holothurie is on a moming outing. It is raining. The sun is behind the clouds. 

The creature purrs. It sights a beautiful rock, which it examines. The rock would be 

a good place to live. The short middle section is entitled "Ldce a nightingale widi a 

toothache." The recapitulation depicts the evening retum of diis sea cucumber. It is 

stdl raining and the sun is gone ("Provided it never comes back"). The Holothurie 

reminisces about the beautiful rock. It was nice and sticky! Odier directives to the 

pianist are almost surrealistic. "Don't make me laugh, chunk of moss, you're tickling 
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me." "I don't have any tobacco. Happdy I don't smoke." A short and unusual coda 

completes the piece. 

With the second piece it becomes apparent diat parody is a serious element in 

the music; for, while the first and last movements quote from a French popular song 

and from an operetta, we are not familiar widi the music, and the joke passes us by. 

With die second movement, however, the joke involves a parody of die famiUar 

funeral march movement from Chopin's piano sonata in B-flat minor. And die joke is 

deadly. To begin with, the title, "d'Edriophthalma," translates as fixed-eye, 

suggesting a creature limited to tunnel vision. Shortly after the somber opening, 

dotted rhythms mock the Chopin march, and the pianist reads that cmstaceans are 

gathered sadly together. "How sad it is!" A patriarch speaks out, and die 

edriophthalmas aU begin to cry while the middle theme of the Chopin work sings out. 

As a further source of amusement, Chopin's theme is falsely identified as a quotation 

from a famous Schubert mazurka. Furthermore, Satie deflates die Chopin melody. 

Where we are accustomed to hearing it soar, it falls anticlimacticaUy, against a bland 

accompaniment, lacking aU of the rich color of Chopin's original. As the patriarch 

concludes, aU of the Edriophthalmas exclaim, "How weU he spoke!," and togedier let 

out a big moan, and the movement draws to a sad close. 

The final movement, entided "de Podophthalma," translates as "foot-eye." 

These creatures of omniscient vision are depicted hunting, in relentless pursuit of a 

victim. Their advisor urges restraint, and while they agree with the admonition, self 

control is a trait in which they are utterly deficient. They drop everything and sing a 

lovely foUc tune to charm the victim, and one begins to wonder if the real victim isn't 

the captive audience of the stereotyped hunt or chase that is depicted so frequently in 

German Romantic music. A final statement of the advisor's theme is taken up by all 
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of die foot-eye creatures as a canonic dance of die greatest goodwdl and ineptitude, 

and leads into an obUgatory cadence. With diat, the piece and the fun is over. 

Lest we fuss over die meaning, Satie placed diese words in the original 

manuscript "This work is absolutely incomprehensible, even to me. Perhaps I 

wanted to be humorous. That would not surprise me and be pretty much in my 

manner." Perhaps, but one suspects a bit of irony surpasses the humor of diese three 

dried up embryoes. 

[And now, we will hear the compositions by Bartok and Satie.] 

Amold Schoenberg 

It is the irony of Amold Schoenberg's position in the history of twentieth-

century music that he, of all the composers of tonight's program, should be the one 

most largely self-taught Aside from a few months of study with his friend and future 

brother-in-law Alexander von Zemlinsky, Schoenberg amassed his formidable 

knowledge of the music of his German forebears alone; and from that foundation 

gained in soUtary study, went on to become one of the acknowledged major teachers, 

theorists and composers of the first half of our century. 

He was bom on the 13th of September, 1874, in Vienna, into a lower nuddle-

class family. He began leaming the violin at die age of eight or nine and 

concurrendy, unaided, began to compose. He leamed his craft by modelling his 

compositions on the music he studied-and by reading. It was from an encyclopedia 

article that Schoenberg first leamed how to constmct a movement in sonata form. 

When he was fifteen, his father died and Schoenberg left school, working for 

awhde as a bank clerk. During this period he continued playing, now the cello, and 

composing. 

In 1895, Schoenberg began his always tentative existence as a musician, 

conducting a metal-worker's choms and scoring operettas and making piano 
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arrangements of other composers' music. His own composition continued, and 

gained attention for its chromatic intensity. 

In 1902, upon the recommendation of Richard Strauss, Schoenberg began 

teaching at the Stem Conservatoire in Beriin, and it was due to the influence of 

Strauss diat he wrote the symphonic poem, Pelleas and M^h\andp„ with its wide 

leaps, irregular phrasing and compression of form. 

In 1903 he retumed to Vienna. During this time his celebrated students Anton 

von Webem and Alban Berg joined him, and he formed his important relationship 

widi the composer-conductor Gustav Mahler. His compositions of this period 

continued to expand die harmonic vocabulary of post-Romanticism and push tonaUty 

to its limits. 

Schoenberg's progress in this direction was rapid, and by 1908, with the diird 

of his Piano Pieces. Op. 11, his work akeady had entered the expressive worid of so-

caUed atonaUty, and it is to this intense and exploratory period that the Six Little Piano 

Pieces. Op. 19, belong. In these pieces, a chromatic style negates the sense of key in 

the ordinary sense of that word. Here, Schoenberg is in new territory, and the 

extreme brevity of these pieces suggests a search for new formal means, now that the 

forms grounded in tonaUty no longer have meaning. 

These Uttie pieces answer the ddemma by unifying the musical space through 

perpetual variation of the smallest thematic and rhythmic gestures. The idea of 

repetition is avoided. Thus, in the 17 measures of the first piece, the initial four-note 

motive seems to be the basic unit [play] The right-hand theme with which it 

combines contrapuntaUy is derivative, but in a manner that becomes apparent to die 

ear only after repeated hearings, and then, perhaps, only sub-consciously. Its 

original statement is this, [demonstrate] If it were to assume die same shape and 

rhydimic stmcture of its left-hand counterpart, the relationship would be clear. 
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[demonstrate] And so widi further motives. For example, die fmal statement in die 

left hand combines die two ideas, [play] 

The second piece, only nine measures in lengdi, budds on die single cell of a 

major third, first presented as a left-hand ostinato. In die second measure, a melodic 

line begins the process of variation widi a series of minor and major thirds, 

culminating in die fmal sonority, an inverted diirteendi chord. But here, as elsewhere 

in Schoenberg's writing, emotional content is never sacrificed to clarity and order. 

Somehow, within the space of these nine measures, a profound human value evolves, 

and thoughts of technique vanish. 

The third piece, also of nine measures, is composed in two distinct halves. 

The first creates an unusual effect by caUing for a forte dynamic level in the right 

hand, and a pianissimo level in the left. The second half is reflective, resembling die 

first only in rhythm and a distorted melodic shape. 

The next two pieces, both marked rasch. (or quick), lend a breathless quality 

to the unfolding of this set. And both underscore another aspect of Schoenberg's 

expressive style: the use of sharply contrasting dynamics within a short space. 

Rhythm plays an important role in both of these pieces. In the first, the opening 

melodic idea is reiterated in the final measures, its stmcture obscured by a process of 

rhythmic variation. In the second, waltz rhythms give the piece a certain charm which 

dissolves into trauma and confusion widi the shifted rhythms of die last four 

measures. 

Considering the complexity of this work, it is surprising diat die first five 

pieces were written on the same day, Febmary 19, 1911. The last movement is a 

separate case, written a few mondis later on the 17th of June. A legend surrounds 

this final nine measures: it was written in commemoration of Mahler's death and 

funeral of the month before. In this piece two chords [play] interact and repeat. 
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forming die nucleus of die brief statement The effect is one of desolation, and uith 

these muted, beU-like sounds, the Six Litde Piano Pieces draw to a close. 

Before I perform Schoenberg's work, I would ldce to refer briefly to a 

technical analysis of diese pieces by Aden Forte, hi his article "Context and 

Continuity in an Atonal Work," published in 1963 in Perspectives in New Music. 

Forte outUnes the basic properties of "set-dieory" as it applies to Schoenberg's 

method of composition during this early period. Because an understanding of diis 

theory depends on an awareness of a whole set of new technical terms, I have left its 

discussion to another time. I have preferred here to present a more traditional point of 

view that is reflected by the foUowing remarks of Schoenberg, quoted in Josef 

Rufer's Catalogue of Schoenberg's Compositions. Writings, and Paintings: 

. . . in my music . . . there is to be found an art which 

. . . has stemmed completely from the traditions of 
German music . . . My originaUty comes from the fact 
that I immediately imitated everything good that I ever 
saw. Even if I did not see it first in the works of 
others . . . 

For I did not merely stick to what I had seen; I took it 
over in order to possess it; I worked over it and 
expanded it, and it led me to something new. 

I am convinced that, one day, it wiU be recognized 
how closely this "somediing new" is related to die best 
models of the past that have been given to us. I lay 
claim to die merit of having written really new music 
which, as it rests on tradition, is destined to become 
tradition. 

And now, die Six Little Piano Pieces. 

Henrv Cowell 

Henry CoweU was an innovator and prime mover in American music during 

the first part of our century. His was a dual role: he originated new ideas in music 

and he supported other innovators around him. In 1958 John Cage summarized 

CoweU's position in the foUowing words: 
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Henry CoweU was for many years die open sesame for 
new music in America. Most selflessly he published 
the New Music Edition and encouraged die young to 
discover new directions. From him, as from an 
efficient information booth, you could always get not 
only the address and telephone number of anyone 
working in a lively way in music, but you could also 
get an unbiased introduction from him as to what diat 
anyone was doing. He was not attached . . . to what 
seemed to be the important question: Whether to 
follow Schoenberg or Stravinsky. His early works for 
piano, long before Vai^se's Ionization (which, by the 
way, was published by CoweU), by theU tone clusters 
and use of the piano strings, pointed towards noise and 
a continuum of timbre. Other works of his are 
indeterminate in ways analogous to those currendy in 
use by Boulez and Stockhausen. For example: 
CoweU's Mosaic Ouartet. where the performers, in any 
way they choose, produce a continuity from composed 
blocks provided by him. Or his Elastic Musics, the 
time lengths of which can be short or long dirough the 
use or omission of measures provided by him. These 
actions by CoweU are very close to current 
experimental compositions which have parts but no 
scores, and which are therefore not objects but 
processes providing experience not burdened by 
psychological intentions on the part of the composer. 

When he was fourteen, CoweU bought a piano and began experimenting with 

it, playing the keys with his forearms and manipulating the strings with his fingers, 

nails, and various implements. In 1912, the San Francisco poet, John Varian, 

commissioned him to write music for a pageant based on legends from Irish 

mythology. The result was the piano piece. The Tides of Manaunaun. first performed 

at a public concert sponsored by the San Francisco Musical Club on March 12, 1912. 

In thirty-two measures, this piece depicts the tides activated by the Irish god 

Manaunaun, who in the story according to Varian, "was the god of motion, and long 

before the creation,... sent forth tremendous tides, which swept to and fro through 

the universe, and rhythmically moved the particles and materials of which the gods 

were later to make the suns and worlds." 
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The composition is ingenious. First, and most obviously, it indicates die tides 

by die use, in the left side of the body, of somediing CoweU called tone clusters. The 

left hand begins the piece by playing aU the chromatic tones in die space of an octave 

at die extreme lower end of die keyboard. As the piece mounts in tension, the left 

forearm plays all the tones in the space of two octaves. For most of the time, die 

outer lunits of these cluster octaves are two tones, a and d, creating a two-note 

ostinato. As die cUmax is approached, the left arm plays a melody in clusters, and at 

the climax, executes arm arpeggios which exceed two octaves. The tides subside in 

the last few measures of the work, die hand being sufficient for the final clusters. 

Aside from this innovation, the piece is simple. Its treble melody stays within 

b-flat minor, creating a tighdy secure arch-form. The ascending part of die arch is 

budt up in asymmetrical five-measure phrases. The apex of the arch, which is a four-

measure phrase, marks the symmetry of the first part of the descent. The arch falls, 

first in four-measure segments, and then in three-measure units, subduing into a sigh 

reminiscent of the opening. The tides wash over the crest of the stmcture, pounding 

to a cUmax long after the arch has begun to wane, creating an exquisite tension 

between form and content. 

As a fmal observation, I would point out that the piece exploits the extremes 

of the keyboard range and of the dynamic range (from ppp to fffO- It suggests 

bitonality in that the left hand outUnes primarily a and d against die right hand's b-flat 

minor statement One might add diat while Cowell was not the first to use tone 

clusters on die piano (Ives had applied a mler to die keys as far back as 1890), he was 

the first to use the effect systematically, and it is from his usage that clusters found 

their way into the mainstream of piano writing. 
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Sergei Prokofiev 

This evening's program concludes, as it began, widi die music of an east 

European. Our survey began widi Bartok, a Hungarian, and now it closes with a 

discussion of die early life and work of Sergei Prokofiev, die dominant Russian 

composer of the first half of our century. 

Prokofiev was bom, April 23, 1891, into a middle-class famdy during the 

declming years of the Czar. His childhood years were spent at a large estate in die 

Ukraine, far from die cultural centers of his country. His parents tutored him in 

academic subjects, and his mother nurtured his progress in music. In January, 1902, 

while on a visit to Moscow, Prokofiev was introduced to Sergei Taneyev, a professor 

at the Moscow Conservatory. The older composer took an interest in the child's 

work, and for several years oversaw his education. He arranged for Reinhold Gliere 

to spend the summer with the Prokofievs, for the purpose of giving Sergei lessons in 

harmony; and thus, in Proofiev's eleventh year, the process of an orderly musical 

education was started. 

In 1904, when he was twelve, Prokofiev entered the St. Petersburg 

Conservatory, where he was to remain for thirteen years. He was an able, but 

undisciplined student, preferring to compose rather than to adjust to the rigid 

academic atmosphere imposed by the leadership of Rimsky-korsakov. 

His compositions soon began to display a new measure of harmonic freedom, 

in large part due to the criticism Taneyev leveled at the "cmdeness" of die harmonies 

in his early works. In 1908, his search for originality caught the attention of a group 

of so-called "modemists" who sponsored Evenings of Contemporary Music in St. 

Petersburg. Here Prokofiev performed, with great success, a number of piano 

pieces, including his Suggestion diabolique. Now he was type-cast as a "modemist," 

an extremist, and a decadent 
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The Sarcasms, written between the years 1912-1914, are whimsical, mocking 

pieces. In this set, the basic apparatus of Prokofiev's early style is apparent. As in 

AUegro barbaro. the piano is treated preponderandy as a percussion instmment. In 

addition, simple melodies, which are filled with daring leaps and abmpt changes of 

dynamics, are incorporated into harmonic stmctures which seem totaUy unexpected. 

Moreover, the rhythms are square, insistent, aggressive, and through it all, the forms 

are classical, a treatment which underUnes the sarcastic nature of the pieces. 

In these five pieces, a variety of "modemist" tendencies appear. The first 

piece, in F-minor, opens with a tritone ostinato. The initial theme outUnes a ninth 

chord, which after several appearances, reaches a range of more than three octaves. 

The movement abounds in modulations, often effected by abmpt chromaticism. In 

some respects the movement seems to caricature French impressionism in its use of 

paraUeUsm and certain modes, but its harsh and abmpt dissonances leave no question 

as to its real character. Exploring die extremes of the keyboard, the movement ends 

triple piano on a seven-note chord. 

The second piece is an antiphonal study in seventh, nindi, eleventh and 

thirteendi chords, based upon a single dieme. The greater part of its amusement lies 

in its refusal to settie in any one key until it ends triumphandy on an E. 

The third Sarcasm. Uke die remaining movements, is in diree-part form. 

Beginning with an ominous ostinato, it is polytonal, die right hand part being in F-

sharp minor, and die left hand part in B-flat minor. Radier dian necessarily creating 

an impression of two distinct keys, however, die material may strike one as 

polymodal. The character of diis opening is intermpted by direatening sforzando 

chords. A middle section, in contrast, is tenderly lyrical. 

The fourdi Sareasm is marked Smanioso. or frantic. It begins widi ascending 

modal scales juxtaposed against a descending chromatic sequence. A quartal melody 
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follows, setting die stage for die entrance of the sUghdy slower middle section which 

is based upon extended tertian chords. Near the end die initial theme reappears in a 

more somber setting, fading away over a rhythmic ostinato derived from die middle 

section. 

The final movement begins audaciously widi chromatic chords presented in 

altemating meters above a rhydimic pedal-point on Q. A second section, greatly 

subdued, combines and fuses several tonalities. In the closing section the principal 

theme retums, but in a hushed manner, strengthening an impression diat die 

composition as a whole is profoundly tragic. 

And now let's hear the works by Cowell and Prokofiev. 

Conclusion 

In concluding the program diis evening, I would make die foUowing 

observations. We have seen how the character piece of the romantic period was 

simply transformed by die language and style of the twentiedi century. We observe 

that with Prokofiev and Bartok, the piano receives a new percussive treatment, and in 

the case of Bartok's Allegro barbaro. nationaUstic tendencies akeady noticeable in the 

nineteendi century achieve a new sophistication with foUc elements assimdated into the 

very core of the music. Four of the composers make extensive use of various modes, 

whde, on the other hand, Schoenberg utdizes essentially all twelve tones of the 

chromatic scale. Given the free treatment of dissonance, even the tritone is 

estabUshed as a totally viable interval; and in die works of Prokofiev and Satie, a new 

sarcasm and irony is discemible. Of course, much of the music may be viewed as a 

reaction against the emotional excesses of the piano music of the nineteenth century, 

although Schoenberg's Six Little Piano Pieces carry this emotionahsm to a new 

extreme. With Satie we detect a hint of the neo-classicism associated with the fu t̂ 

half of our century. 
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Through it aU, we see how the primacy of German Romantic music has been 

chaUenged. But perhaps, on balance, we should conclude that this piano music is 

evolutionary as much as it is revolutionary and that die music of this period finds its 

roots within the span of a remarkable tradition. 




